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REVISION 1 ;

Instruction Sheet

The following instructional information and check list is being
furnished to help insert Revision 1 into the Virgil C. Summer Nuclear
Station response to NUREG-0588. .
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PREFACE
:

The NRC letter dated February 21, 1980, requested the review of environ-
mental qualification documention for Class 1E electrical equipment to
identify the degree of compliance with NUREG-0588, " Interim Staff Posi-
tion on Environmental Qualifications of Safety-Related Ehetrical Equip-
ment." The letter further requested that a tabular listing be presented
of the Class 1E electrical equipment including certain qualification
data. The NUREG sets forth the NRC position for the implementation of

IEEE Standard 323-1971 and 1974. These tables provide the requested
list of Class 1E equipment and associated specific qualification data.

I Material documenting the degrees oficompliance of the existing qualifi-
cation documentation to NUREG-0588 bd the basis for concluding the

'

equipment is qualified for its servipe conditions are provided in revi-
'

sion 1.
!

The Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station .is committed to qualification of
electrical equipment in accordance with IEEE-323-1971. However, some
equipment was qualified to IEEE-323-1974. The status of electrical
equipment qualification in accordance with IEEE standards is reported in
the following tables, and is further defined in the Detailed Reports
(DR's).

The degree of compliance with NUREG-0588 and the infomation for the
Balance of Plant (80P) table was developed from existing vendor docu-
mentation, environmental data taken from existing analyses (which were

the source of data for Table ' .11-3 and other FSAR infomation). Thisa

environmental data was used to establish the expected environmental
conditions under nomal conditions and design basis events. Radi ation
exposure was based on these existing analyses, including recent work i

done in response to NUREG-0588 for the design review of plant shielding. |

The table for the Westinghouse (W) NSSS equipment was generated by com-
_

piling the qualification levels in each qualification reference'. The

j

Re: vision 1

7937A
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|
(g) positions have been established against the staff position for Cate-
gory II equipment for the (g) scope of supply, based on the overallp

\ qualification methodology employed for this equipment.

The review procedures for the BOP equipment were based on the design
control program as documented in Chapter 17 of the FSAR and consisted of
an adaptation of the existing procedures used for FSAR preparation. The

i

source of all data and the results of the reviews were documented en
individual worksheets. The completed worksheets, along with other sup-
plementary material, were first reviewed within the originating disci-
pline. Then the material wa,s reviewed by an interdisciplinary group. |

For the NSSS, a formal review aad sign-off was completed by cognizant

(3) management to meet quality assurance (QA) requirements.

The B0P reviews have confirmed that equipment installed in the plant is
generally suitable for its intended use. Problem areas have been pri-
marily in the thoroughness of the test procedure documentation. In many

cases, the test plans are not included in the qualificatien report, nor
were detail data, such as, the ac, curacy of test instrumentation or the
exact location of temperature mon-itoring thermocouples. In a very

limited number of cases the review has identified equipment which is -

adequate for its intended application, however, the available documenta-
tion does not support its continued use under a particular environmental
condition.

As a result of problems that have been identified, minor modifications
such as change out of cable connectors in isolated instances, or reloca-
tion of a few instruments and some cables have been employed to bring

about compliance with NUREG-0588. In addition, the function of some
solenoid valves will be changed from normally energized to normally
de-energized.

1

For the NSSS, some of the equipment is categorized as ci and c7 in !

the table. This equipment may experience environmental conditions of

O
11

Revision 1
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design basis accidents (Steam Line Break or Loss of Coolant Accident) to
which it is not qualified; however, this equipment is not required to

(_ ) function for the mitigation of such accidents and is therefore accept-
ably qualified for a non-accident environment. The review of the table
shows that all NSSS electrical equipment is covered by the qualification
envelopes,

u

! Detailed reviews of the degree of compliance with the criteria and
interpretations contained in NUREG-0588 are completed and this material
is incorporated into revision 1 of this document.

In summary, all equipment installed in the V. C. Summer Nuclear Station
is adequate for its intended use. In a few minor instances where the
documentation does not fully support the application of equipment,
action is being taken to correct the situation.

,

.

O ::

,

!
;

,

.
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NUCLEAR ST
SAFETY RE

EQUIPMENT INe

TYPE IDCATION MODEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAC NL"43ER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(20) Category-a2s cl

Peak Temp. Integrate {
'

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition Radiation.

( } a,c gNarrow Range RB, by TE-412 A,B,C,D Rosemount
Resistance pass TE-422 A,B,C,0 g

(T) FSAR (16) 2.4 x 10Tempe rature loop TE-432 A,8,C.D FIG. 6.,-Sa Rads.
Detectors

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-4

14CA

(T) FSAR (16), (17), (18) 2.4 x 107

FIG. 6.2-7 Rads
0 days

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-1

,e
i
.s v

I
I
4

_ _ _ _ , . _
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1

hSUPPLYSYSTEM
D ELECTRICAL

DE CONTAIM1ENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated

Pask Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Pressure Chemistry Radixtion Operability Operability Req 2iremente Demonstrated Reference and
Hinnidit y Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (% of Span) Method

(13)
' ~

[ ) 3 a,' ,e(
(aceF]ts.

WCAP-9157a.b.c 1.46wt.% a,b,e 30 sec. Over 30 + .2%

5-3 and 6-3/ Acid and
,, _

Post-SLS sec. T8) (8 (Separate
3 Boric

Post-SLB Test)
0.17wt.%

- a,b,e N,OH
dissolved

" " in H O2

.

W-1

Revision 1
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NUCLEAR ST1

SAFETYRES
*

TYPE IDCATION WDEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAG NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT
I

(20) Category-ag m /, a2

Peak Temp. Integrate 0

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition Radiation

Wide Range Re- RB, RCS TE-410, 413, Rosemount a,c g
6sistance Tem- loop 420, 473,

(T) FSAR (16) 2.4 x 10
pe rat ure 430, 433 FIG. 6.2-SA Rads
Detectors

(P)FSAR
FIG. 6.2-4
IDCA

7
(T)FSAR (16), (17), 2.4 x 10

FIG. 6.2-7 (18) Rads

##
(P) FSAR

FIG. 6.2-1

f

I

.I !
t
i
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SUPPLY SYSTEM
TED ELECTRICAL

l!DECONTA!M4ENT

ENVIRUNMENT TO WHICH Qi'ALIFIED
(14)

Integrated

Pack Temp. De ;e Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and

Humidity Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (% of Span) Method

(13)
~ ~

{8)]a,b,c WCAP-9157{ ]a,b,e 1.146vt % a,b,e 2 weeks 2 weeks +.2%

see Boric . _
Post-SLB Post-SLB [8) ( (by compari-

son)
Fig. 5-3 Acid and
cnd 6-3 0.17wt.%

N OHa- ~ a,b,e dissolved
in H O2

- -

W-2

Revision 1
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NUCLEAR ST
SAFETY RE

TYPE 14 CATION PODEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAC NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(20) Category-:', c2

Peak Temp. Integrated

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition Radi_ation

Reactor Cool- RB FT-414, 415, 416 Barton a,e g
6ant Flow DP FT-424, 425, 426 (T) FSAR 4 x 10

Transmitters FT-434, 435, 436 FIG. 6.2-Sa (16) Rads
(5) (15) (P)FSAR

FIG. 6.2-4
LP.C,,6

7
(T) FSAR (16), (17), *

FIG. 6.2-7 (18)
4 hs

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-1

?.g

I
.

L
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SUPPLY SYSTEM
D ELECTRICALi

|DE CONTAINMENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated
Peak Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated. Reference and
Humidity Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Spaa) (% of Span) Method

(13) (7) (7)

Atmosphere
-+1 <+1 Instruction1300F None None (11) (11) ~

Manual
N/A (Calibration

Test) (2)

<

,

W-3
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NUCL
SAFE

TYPE IDCATION MODEL NUMBER ABNORMA1. OR EQUIP

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAG NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(20) Category-ag, a2

Peak Temp. Integrated

Pressure Chemistry Dore
Humidity Condition Radiation

{}a,e 333Pressurizer RB PT-455, 456, Barton

Pressure P 457 (Lot 2) (T) FSAR 2.4 x 106

Transattters FIG. 6.2-Sa (i6)
Rads

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-4
LoCA

(T) FSAR 7FIG. 6.2-7 (i6), (i7), 2.4 x 10
II8

(P) FSAR Rads

FIG. 6.2-1

m..

f
I

I
s

t



' STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM
RELATED ELECTRICAL

INSIDE CONTAIMENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated

Peah Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and

Humidity Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (% of Span). Method

(13) (6) (6)
a,b,e . _ a,b c

1.14wt.% a,b,c Trip Trip +10% NS-TMA-2184

_J Acid and
, _

5 m. 5 m. for Anderson toBoric
and f, 5m. Stolz

_(Fig. 22) 0.17wt.% Post-DBE (Sequential
N OH 4 months Test)

a
dissolved

- -

in water

W-4
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NUCLEAR ST
SAFETY REL

MODEL NtHBER ABNORMAL OR
TYPE MCATION

OF FQUIPMENT BUILDING TAC NLHBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT
ICategory-al EU A, a2

(20)

Peak Temp. Integrated

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Hiraidi t y Condition Radiation

]a,c gPressurizer RB LT '+59, 460, Barton

Level DP 461 Lot 2)
(T) (16) 4

m nsaitters 6 4-Sa
(P) FSAR

FIG. 6.2 4
wCA

7(T) FSAR (16), (17), 4 x 10FIG. 6.2-7 (18) Rads

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-1

[
''

-

L

I
4
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' SUPPLY SfSTEM
ED ELECTRICAL
.DE CONTAINMENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated
Accuracy Accuracy Qualification

Dose

Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demorstrated Reference andPask Temp.

H umi di t y Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (% of Span) Method

(6) (6)
(13)

'

a,b,e Post-DBE Post-05E ~+25%

~ 9,b,c ys.TMA-2184
' ~}a,b,c g,g4,g,g Anderson to4 months 4 monthsBoric

- " Stola
Arid and (Sequential

(Fig. 2.2) 0.17wt.% Test)
N 0H
dissolve
in water

|
l

!
I

W-5
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NUCLEAi
SAFET'

TYPE IDCATION MODEL NLHBER ABNORMAL OR EQUIPHE:

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAG NLNBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT
Category-ag 541), a2 (21)

(20)

Peak Temp. Integrate

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition Ra {i at ior

{ ]a,c gSteam Genera- RB LT-474, 475, 476 Barton

tor Level LT-484, 485, 486 (Lot 2) (T) FSAR 6(16) 4 x 10
Narrow Range LT-494, 495, 497 FIG. 6.2-Sa

Rads
DP Transmit- (P)FSAR

FIG. 6.2-4
LOCA

(T) FSAR (16), (17)' 4 10
7

FIG. 6.2-7 18)
(P) FSAR Rads

FIG. 6.2 1

o

i

I
4
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4

a

STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM
RELATED ELECTRICAL

INSIDE CONTAlf4 MENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated

D- Peak Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requitements Demonstrated Reference and

Hiani di t y Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (% of Span) Method
(6) (6)(13)

~ ~
a,b,c g,14we,x a,b,e Trip 5 m. Trip 5 m. +10%

~ '

"' '" NS-TMA-2184

Boric and and 7* Anderson to

Acid and <5m. Stols~~

lFig. 2.2) 0.17vt.% Post-DBE Post-DBE 5 m. (Sequential

N,0H 4 months 4 months to 4 mo. Test)
dissolved +25% _ _

an water

W-6

Revisio-1

4
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(

NUCLG

SAF2

ITPE IDCATION MODEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR EQUIN

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAC NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(20) Category-ag i''i, a2 (21)

Peak Temp. Integrst

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Hinnidity Condition Radiati

{(Lot} a,e _

gssReactor Cool- RB PT-402, 403 Barton
2) (T) FSAR gant System

Pressure Wide FIG. 6.2-Sa (16) 4 x 10
Rads

Range P (P) FSAR
Transmitter FIG. 6.2-4

LOCA

(T) FSAR (16), (17)' 74 x 10FIG. 6.2-7 (gg)
Rads

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-1

1
9

\
i



. _ _ . . . _

7

STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM
Y RELATED ELECTRICAL
NT INSIDE CONTAINMENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated
d Peak Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification

Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and
Humidity Condit i on Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (1 of Span) Method

(13)
- " a ,b , c 1.14wt.% a,b,c Post-DBE Post-DBE +10%

~ " a,b,e NS-TMA-2184
Boric 4 months 4 months Anderson to

_
Acid and

~ ~ (6)
_(Fig. 2.2) 0.17 vt.%

, ,
Stola
(Sequential)

(6)N OHa
dissolved
in water

a

)
W-7

Revision 1 ;
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NUCLE
SAFE

EQUIPM
TYPE IDCATION MODEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAC NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(20) Category-ct, c2

Peak Temp. Integrate

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition Radiation

[ ] a,c gs5Steam Flow bP R5 FT-474, 475 Barton

Transmitter FT-484, 485 '(Lot 2) (T)F5R 6
FT-494, 495 FIG. 6.2-Sa (16) 4 x 10

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-4
LOCA

- (T)FSAR (16), (17),
10'

'
(,

(P) FSAR

FIG. 6.2-7 (18) Rads

FIG. 6.2-1

i

!
\

0

_



,

d

.

)R STEArt SUPPLY SYSTEf1
(YRELATEDELECTRICAL
INT INSIDE CONTAINt1ENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated

0 Peah Temp. Osa Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Pressure Chemistry ram ation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and
Humidity Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (% of Span) Method

(13)

a, ,c g,g4,g,g a,b,c Trip 5 m. Trip 5 m. -10%
- a,b,c-

NS-TMA-2184.

o

Boric and and + = for Anderson to

Acid and - " < 5 min. Stolz
(Fig. 2.2) 0.17 wt.% Post-DBE F st-0BE s min. (Sequential

N,OH 4 months 4 months to 5 mo. Test)
dissolved +25%

~

in water T6) ~(6)

W-8

Revision 1

!

|
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NUCLEf

SAFE
EQUIPM

TYPE IDCATION MODEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAG NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(20) Cat egory-ci, c2

Peak Temp. Integrate

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition Radiation

Power Range RB NC-41, 42, 43, Westin?, house } a,c ggg

(T)F5RNeutron Detec- 44 1.5 x 10
t rs. 15) FIG. 6.2-Sa (16) s

# *
(P) FSAR

FIG. 6.2-4
LOCA

(T) FSAR 1
FIG. 6.2-7 (16), (17), S 1.5 x 10 '

(18) pads(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-1

1

\

.l



%

?

<

R STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEttg

JY RELATED ELECTRICAL
(NT INSIDE LONTAINMENT

EVIRONMENT TO WHICH QtfALIFIED
(14)

Integrated

0 Peah Temp. Dase Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Precoure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability "Aeq ui rement s Demonstrated Reference and
Humidity Condition Type Requiremente Demonstrated (t of Span) (% of Span) Method

(13)
~

a,b,c N/A N/A W Test 1/69a ,b ,c N/A (4) 8 hr. atg
1750F TSeparate

' ~ Test)
- -

W-9

Revision 1
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1
/

NUCLEAR
SAFETY

TYPE IDCATION EDEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR
OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAG NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIR0hMENT

(20) Category-ag, c2

Peak Temp. Integrate <
Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition Radiation

Hydrogen RB XHR0004A(19) Westinghouse Electric Type A -MSB
Recombiner SHR0004BIl9) Sturtevant
Heaters (13) (T) FSAR (16) 6.1 x 106

FIG. 6.2-Sa Rads
(P)FSAR

FIG. 6.2-4
LOCA

(T) FSAR 7
FIG. 6.2-7 (16), (17), 6.1 x 10

(P)FSAR (18) Rads

FIG. 6.2-1

\

l

%,, , , , _
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o

4>

iTEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM
|1 ELATED ELECTRICAL

INSIDE CONTAINMENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated
Peat Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and

,Hg idity Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (% of Span) Method
.13)

~ ~ a,b,e 2500 ppm 'a,b,e 1 yr. I yr. N/A N/A WCAP-7820 and
Boron as Post-LOCA Post-LOCA Supp. 1-4
Boric Acid ~ ~

WCAP-7709-1. _

with N OH(Ste Supp. a and Supp. 1-4
2 Stet. to give a (Separate
3.4. 3) pH of 10 Test)

r

W-10

Revision 1
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NUCLEAf'
SAFET

TYPE LOCATION MODEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAG NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(20)
~

Category-ag , c2

Peak Temp. Integrated:

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition Radiation

_ _

Valve Motor RB 8112 Limitorque a,c Msg

0Operators (T) FSAR 6.1 x 10(16)
.

FIG. 6.2-Sa Rads
2 inch Globe
Y*I"'

_ _ (P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-4
LOCA

7(T) FSAR (16), (17), 6.1 x 10
FIG. 6.2-7 (18) Rads

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-1

.

-

I
I

I
d

_ .
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; STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM
'RELATED ELECTRICAL
kINSIDECONTAIN? TENT
|

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated
| Peak Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification

Pressure Chemistry Ra di a tion Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and
Humidi t y Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (% of Span) Method

(13)

3,b,c 2$00 ppm a,b c 1 year 2000F
.

N/A N/A WCAP-7744
Boric Acid

~ ~
Post DBE for 30 days * WCAP-7410

buffered NS-CE-692'- ~ with 0.24% (Test)
NaOH

r

|

' NOTE: This test was not intended to demonstrate post-DBE thermal
aging, it however, does demonstrate post-DBE operability
consistent with the recommendations of IEEE-382-1972

|

W-11

Revision 1
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NUCLEAR 57
SAFETY R

EQUIPMENT I
TYPE IDCATION MODEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR

0F EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAG NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(20) Category-at, c2

Peak Temp. Integrated

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition Radiation

Valve Motor RB 8701 A, B; Limitorque
~

a,c g
Operators 8702 A, B (T) FSAR 6(16) 6.1 x 10FIG. 6.2-iea E8U12 in. Cate
Valves - -

(p) 734g
FIG. 6.2-4

LOCA

(T) FSAR (16)' (17)' 6.1 x 10FIG. 6.2-7 Rads(18)
(P)FSAR

FIG. 6.2-1

|
l
1

h
4

_ _ - ._.
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i

L

F1 SUPPLY SYSTEM
TED ELECTRICAL
IDE CONTAINMENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated

Peak Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and

Humidity Condition ~ Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (% of Span) Method

(13)
~

200 F for N/A N/A WCAP-7744~~ "
a ,b , c 2500 ppm a,b,c 1 year 0

Boric Acid Post DBE 30 days * WCAP-7410
NS-CE-692

~
buffered

~ ~

with 0.24% (Test)
N OHa

* NOTE: This test was not intended to demonstrate post-DBE thermal ,'
aging, it however, does demonstrate post-DBE operability
consistent with the recommendations of IEEE-382-1972

W-12

Revision 1
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A

NUCLEAR
SAFETY

EQUIPMENTTYPE IDCATION MODEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR
OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAG NL'MBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(20) Category-al, a2

Peak Temp. Integrate
Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Candition Radiation

]a,c2 inch Globe RB 8149 A, B, C ASCO Msg
valves solenoids (T) FSAR

FIG. 6.2-ba (16) 6.6 x 10'
.

Rads(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-4
LOCA

'

(16), (17)' 6.6 x l[FIG. 6.2-7 (18)
(P) FSAR Rads

FIG 6.2-1

1

1
*

s
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l
I

jTEM1 SUPPLY SYSTEM
JELf4TED ELECTRICAL
INSIDE CONTAINMENT

ENVIRONMENT TO W'0H QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated
) Peah Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuract Qualification

Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstsated Reference and
Hurnidi t y Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (% of Span) Method

(13)
-

a,b,e 1.2% a,b,e Trip 1.5 m. Trip <1 hr. N/A N/A NS-CE-755

- -

Boric Acid (Analysis), ,

W-13

Revision I
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NUCLEA'
SAFET

EQUIP;1E
TYPE IDCATION MODEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAG Nt'MBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT
(20) Category-ag, a2

Peak Temp. Integratec

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition Radiation

{ ]a,e g1 inch Globe RB 8154 ASCO
Valve Solenoid

(T) FSAR 4
FIG. 6.2-5a (16) 6.6 x 10

Rads(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-4
LOCA

I(T) FSAR (16), (17). 6.6 x 10
FIG. 6.2-7 (18) Rads

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-1

i

!

l

3
.
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o
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b
'J t

.STEAft SUPPLY SYSTEM
RELATED ELECTRICAL

7 INSIDE CONTAINMENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated
Peak Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and
Humidity Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (% of Span) . Method

(13)
'

s.b.c 1.2% a,b,e Trip 1.5 m. Trip I hr. N/A N/A NS-CE-755
Boric Acid

, _
(Analysis)

- -

W-14

Revision 1
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NUCLE
SAFE

TYPE LOCATION HDDEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR EQUIPK:

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAG NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(20) Category-ci, c2

Peak Temp. Integrates

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humi di ty Condition Radiation

'{# DEE1 inch Clobe RB 8153 ASCO

valve
(T) FSAR (16) 6.6 x 104

FIG. 6.2-Sa Rads
(P) FSAR

FIG. 6.2-4
LOCA

(T) FSAR (16), (17), 6.6 x 105
FIG. 6.2-7 (18) Rads

(P)FSAR
FIG. 6.2-1
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!
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STEA!! SUPPLY SYSTE!1
RELATED ELECTRICAL

INSIDE CONTAINMENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrsted

Peck Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and
Himnidit y Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated '(% of Span) (% of Span). Method

(13)
~~ ''1,b,c 1.2% a,b,c Trip 1.5 m. Trip <1 hr. N/A N/A NS-CE-75$

Boric Acid (Analysis)
-

-

W-15

Revision 1
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NUCLEAR $
SAFETY B

EQUIPMENT
TYPE IDCATION MODEL NUMBER ABNORMAL GR

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAC NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(20) Category-ag, c2

Peak Temp. Integrate ^
Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition Radiation

]a,c Msg3 inch Globe RB LCV-460, LCV-459 ASCO
Valve Solenoid (T)FSAR 4

(16) 6.6 10
FIG. 6.2-Sa a

(P)FSAR
FIG. 6.2-4
LOCA

E(16), (17), 6.6 x 10G 6.2-7 (18) Rads
(P)FSAR

FIG. 6.2-1

l

1

I. -

t
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EAM SUPPLY SYSTEM
ATED ELECTRICAL

(NSIDE CONTAINMENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated

) Peak Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and
Humi di t y Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (1 of Span) Method

(13)
- -- -a,b,e 1.2% a,b,e Trip 1.5 m. Trip cl hr. N/A N/A NS-CE-755

(Analysis)Boric Acid-
, _

- .

W-16

Revision 1
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NUCLE I
SAFET

TYPE thCATION WDEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR EQUIPt1E

OF EQl11PMENT BUILDING TAC NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(20) Category-ag, c2

Peak Temp. Integrated

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition "adiation.

]a,c g
i 2 inch Globe RB 814$ ASCO

SolenoidValve (T) FSAR 4(16) 6.6 x 10FIG. 6.2-Sa
Rads

(P)FSAR
FIG. 6.2-4
IOCA

5
(T) FSAR (16), (17), 6.6 x 10

FIG. 6.2-7 (18) Rads

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-1

1

I

) '
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n

b

:STEA!! SUPPLY SYSTEM
RELATED ELECTRICAL

9 INSIDE CONTAINMENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WH!CH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated

Pack Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
<

Frassure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and

Humidity Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (1 of Span) (% of Span) Method

(13)

"a,b,c 1.2% a,b,c Trip 1.5 m. Trip <1 hr. N/A N/A NS-CE-755~

(Analysis)Boric Acid
_

-
-

_ _

i

W 17

Revision 1
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NUCLEA'
SAFET

TYPE IDCATION MODEL NLHbtA ABNORMAL OR EQUIPME

OF EQUtPMENT BUILDING TAG NLHEER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(20) Category at, c2

Peak Temp. Integrate (

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition Radiation

]a,c Msg1 inch RB 8047 ASCO

Diaphragm Solenoid (T) F R 6(16) 6.6 x 10FIG. 6.2-54 Rads
(P) FSAR

FIG. 6.2-4
LOCA

(T) FSAR $

fl
, (17), 6.6 x 10FIG. 6.2-7 g

Rads
(P) FSAR

FIG. 6.2-1

,

~f

1

i

c
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!$TEAft SUPPLY 3YSTEtt
|RELATED ELECTRICAL

INSIDE CONTAINMENT

!
ENVIRONMENT fa hfHICH QUALIFIED

(14)
Integrated

i Peak Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
! Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and

Huroidi t y Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (1 of Span) Method
i

(13)

sac 1.2% a,b,e Trip 1.5 m. Trip <1 hr. N/A N/A NS-CE-755
Boric Acid

.

(Analysis)

,
M e

i

,

i

W-18

Revision 1
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NUCLEAR
SAFETY

TYPE IDCATION MODEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR

OF EQUIPMENT $UILDING TAG NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(20) Category at, c2

Peak Temp. Integrate

Pressure Che si stry Dose
Humidity Con d i t i on. R a di a t iori

1 inch Globe RB 8875 A, 8, C ASCO a,c MSB

(T) F5RValve Solenoid 4(16) 6.6 x 10FIG. 6.2-3a
Rads

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-4
LOCA

b(16), (17). 6.6 x 10G 6.2-7 (18) Rads
(P) FSAR

FIG. 6.2-1

t

i
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m re-



- 1

4

[iLATEDELECTRICAL
TEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM

|
INSIDE CONTAINMENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUA1.IFIED
(14)

Integrated
) Peah Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification

Preosure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and
Humidity Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (! of Span) Method

(13)
-

"a,b,e 1.2% [ 'a,b,e Trip 1.5 m. Trip <1 hr. N/A N/A NS-CE-155

Boric Acid i_ (Analysis)
- a

ji

,

|
!

|

|

|

|

W-19

Revision 1
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NUCLEAR (
SAFETY [

EQUIPffENT
UPE 14 CATION WDEL NUMBER ABN0ht1AL OR

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAC NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT
(20)~~ Category-age c2

Peak Temp. Integrated

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Htnidity Condition Radiation

]a,e g3/4 inct. Globe RB 8871 ASCO
valve solenoid

(T) FSAR (16) 6.6 x 104

FIG. 6.2-Sa
Rads

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-4
LOCA

6( 6 , (17) 6. 106.2-7
(

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-1

9
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1

EAM SUPPLY SYSTEN
LATED ELECTRICAL
NSIDE CONTAINMENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated
Fesk Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Require.sen t s Demonstrated Reference and
Humidity Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (! of Span) (% of Span) Method

(13)
~

~m b,e g,;g a,b,e Trip 1.5 m. Trip <1 hr. N/A N/A NS-CE-755

~ "

Boric Acid
. . (Analysis)

-

$

W-20

RevisiCn I
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NUCLEAI
SAFETV

TYPE IDCATION HDDEL NLHBER ABNORMAL OR
,

0F EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAC NLHBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICAft0N ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT'

(20) Category-ag, c2

Peak Temp. Integrated
Pressere Cheelstry Dose
Humidity Condition Radiation

]a,c MSB3 inch Globe RB LCV-1003 ASCO
*" 4V*l'' (T) FSAR (16)

6.hads
x 10

FIG. 6.2-Sa
(P)FSAR

FIG. 6.2-4
LOCA

5(T)FSAR (16), (17), 6.6 x 10
FIG. 6.2-7 (18) Rads

(P)FSAR
FIG. 6.2-1

9
'
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'

STEAll SUPPLY SYSTEft
'RELATED ELECTRICAL
l INSIDE C0!4TAINMEfiT

ENVIRONPu NT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated
Accuracy Accuracy Qualification

Pesh Temp. Dose

Preosure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and

Humidity condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (% of Span) Method

(13)
_ _a,b,c 1.2% a,b,e Trip 1.5 m. Trip <1 hr. N/A N/A NS-CE-755- -

(Analysis)
Boric Acid

_ _

_ _

W-21

Revision 1
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NUCL
SAFE
U

TYPE IDCATION ?ODEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR -

0F EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAG NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT
(20) Category-ag, c2

Peak Temp. Integrateu:

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition Radiation

]a,c g3/4 inch Globe RB 7126 ASCO
valve solenoid

(T) FSAR 4(16) 6.6 x 10FIG. 6.2-Sa
Rads

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-4
LOCA

(T) FSAR (16), (17), 6.6 x 10'#FIG. 6.2-7 (IS) Rads

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-1

I
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STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM
RELATED ELECTRICAL

T INSIDE CONTAINMENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(14)

Integrated

Pack Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and
Htuni dit y Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (% of Span) Method

(13)

a,b,e 1.2g [ a,b,c Trip 1.5 m. Trip <1 hr. N/A N/A NS-CE-755
Boric Acid (Analysis)

_

_ _.
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NUCLEAR
SAFETY

TYPE W ATION WDEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAC NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(20) Category-ag, c2

Peak Temp. Integrated

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition Radiation

Stem Mounte.d RB 7126, 87018, NAMCO a,c g
Limit Switches 8702A, 8047, c

(I) ISAN (16) 6 I X 10
8149A, B, C FIG. 6.2-Ga RadsLCV-460, LCV-459

(P)r_SAR8871, PCV 4448 CIG. 6.2-4PCV 445A,
PCV 4458

LOCA
7

(T)FSAR (16), (17), 6.1 x 10
RadsFIG. 6.2-7 (18)

(P) FSAR
FIG. 6.2-1

(
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GTEN1 SUPPLY SYSTEM
DELATED ELECTRICAL

INSIDE CONTAINMENT

j ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
' (14)
1 Integrated

] Peah Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Preosure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and
Humidi t y Condition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (% of Span) Method

(13)
~ '

a,b,c A Mixture a,b.c 1 year 2000F for N/A N/A NAMCO

of Boric Post-DBE 30 days * Test Repc -
(Revision 1)

- ~
Acid, Water

~ ~

Sodium 9/5/78
Thisolfate, (Test)
and Sodium
Hydroxide

,
with a pH

$ of between
10 and 11.

t

|

' ONOTE : This test was not intended to demonstrate post-DBE thermal
4 aging, it however, does demonstrate post-DBE operability

consistent with the recommendations of IEEE-382-1972.

i

I
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NOTES FOR IN CONTAINMENT SAFETY RELATED
ELEGIRICAL EQUIPNNT2

(1) Pressurizer level has been deleted as a safety related trip func-

] tion.

(2) The test is a calibration performed on each instrunent by the manu-
f acturer per the instruction manual. Where individual tests are
not available the value is obtained by review of vendor specifica-
tions.

(3) The recombbers are qualified to 3090F per the NRC acceptance
letter dv.ed 6/22/78.

(4) Designedto[

]a,b,c.
(5) The reactor coolant flow transmitter is only required to perform a

safety function for contained faults. There are no adverse envi-
ronments present when this instrument must perform its safety func-
tion.

(6) The accuracies are changes in the transmitter accuracy due to
severe environments. The error during nomal and abnomal condi-
tions is +1% of span. These errors do not include the channel
inaccuracTes.

(7) The +1% accuracy is the ins runent error during normal and abnormal

O conditions.
,

(8) The +0.2% accuracy is the calibrated accuracy of the Resistance
Temperature Detector (RTD) under nomal, abnomal, DBE or post-DBE
conditions.

(9) Note 9 is not applicable.

(10) There were no positive errors observed during the test.

(11) Continued operation is required at the specified accuracy.

(12) Note 12 is not applicable.

(13) Figure and table references in parenthesis are from the qualifica- ,

tion reference and give the temperature and/or pressure profile. |

(14) In general the parameters listed under qualified environment are
actual test conditions which may exceed the testing requirements.

.

|
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(15) Equipm:nt that could experience environmental enditicns of design
basis accidents (SLB or.LOCA), through which it nt.*d not function
for initigation of accidents, and whose f ailure is not detrimental
to plant safe.ty or accident mitigation, and need not be qualified |

((''N,) for any accident environment, but is qualified for non accident
service environment. See table 3.11.3 of FSAR for nomal environ- '

ment.

(16) For 120 minutes at 400F to 1200F the spray consists of deminer-
alized water containing 1950 ppm to 4000 ppm boron in the fonn of
boric acid (H B0 ) and Na0H (0.68% by weight at a pH of 9.5).3 3

(17) For the next 6 hours at 2400F the spray consists of demineralized
water containing 1730 ppm to 3500 ppm boron in the fonn of
H3B03 and NaOH (0.23% by weight) at a pH of 8.7.

(18) For the next 24 hours at 1900F, the spray has the same constitu-
ents as described in 17, above.

(19) Virgil Summer identification nunber.

(20) Refer to Table 3.11-3 for associated postulated environmental con-
ditions.

(21) Post accident monitoring only.

.

I
.

.

l,

|
'

.

a
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NUCL
SAF

EQUIP

TYPE IPCATION MODEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAC NUvSER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIROSNENT

(8) Category a2

Peak Temp. Integrate <
Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Candition Radiation

Ste am ABb PT-474, 475, 476 Barton [ ]a,e Aux. slag. PT-474
Pressure P IBg PT-484, 485, 486 (Lot 2) 7

Transuitter IBg PT-494, 495, 496 FIG. 29 None <10 Ra '
PT-475

<107 Rad

PT-476
6<10 Rad;

Intermediate
Bldg.

M None TID: <106
Rad

(T) FIG. 25

(P) FSAR
FIG. 3.6-10

!

!
\

l.
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i A,

STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM
RELATED ELECTRICAL

T OUTSIDE CONTAINitENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH Ql'ALIFIED
(5)

Integrated
i Pesk Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification

Pressure Chemistry Radiation Operability Operability Requirements Demonstrated Reference and

Humidit y Candition Type Requirements Demonstrated (% of Span) (% of Span) Method

(4) (4)
_ a,b,e

_ _ a,b.c ,
_

1.14wt.% 5 x 107, a,b,c Trip 5 m. and Trip 5 m. and 10% Max. NS-TMA-2184

) Moric acid CAMMA Post-DBE Post-DBE -* Error Anderson to
and

" - 4 months 4 months <5m. 0-5 m. Stola

(Fig. 2.2) 17wt.% $ m. to 4 mo. 8% (Sequential
25% 5 m. to 4 mo. Test)

N,OH
dissolved (2) _) 5 % _

(2)in water

W-26

ReviSton 1
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NUCLEAR S
SAFETY R

EQUIP; TENT t

TYPE IDCATION MODEL NUMBER ABNORMAL OR

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAC NUMBER MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDEffr ENVIRONNENT
,

(8) Category d

Peak Temp. Integrated

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Cond i ti on Radiation

NORMRHR Pump ABa XPP0631A(I) W IMD 5008 Frame, SLB None
IMotor XPP0031B(7) iuffalo Drip Proof <10 Rads

~

Weather Pro- (T) FIG. 28
*****d I stb

(P) 0.1 PSIG 6
Rads

L0rA

h 10 Raf6

00318: 61.92 x IC R1

%

i
\ <

> a :

I
1

A
_ _ _
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AM SUPPLY SYSTEM
ATE 0 ELECTRICAL
TSIDE CONTAINMEf4T

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICP QUALIFIED
| (5'
I Integrated

Peak Temp. Dose Accuracy Accuracy Qualification
Pressure Chemistry R adia ti on Operability Operaoitity Requirements Demon s t ra t ed Reference and
Huridity Cond it i on Type Requirements Demon s t r a t ed (% of Span) (! of Span,) Method

(4) (4)

400C None 2x108 Full Speed Full Speed N/A N/A Design Speci-
Atmosphere Gamma in < 5 sec. i n < 5 s ec . cations and
None WCAP-8754

f3)

'

|

,5

l

|
!
|
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NUCLEAR ST'
SAFETY RE

EQUIPMENT 0

TYPE IDCATION MODEL NUMBER ABNORMAL Ct

OF EQUIPMENT BUILDING TAC Nt'MBER M ANU FACTt'RER IDENTIFICATION ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENT

(8) Category d

Peak Temp. Integrated

Pressure Chemistry Dose
Humidity Condition Radiation

Charging Pump ABa IPP0043A(7) W D4D 6809 Frame, SLB NORM

Motor IPP0043B(7) Buffalo Drip Proof

IPP0043C(7) Weather Pro. (T) FIG. 28 <107 Rads

tecte 2 ' "*
(P) 0.1 PSIG 5.13

6<10 Rads

LOCA

0043A 64.17 x 10 E

0043B
63.61 x 10 g

0043C 6,
g3.24 x 10

i

.

l.

w .
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h1SUPPLYSYSTEM
)TED ELECTRICAL
SIDE CONTAthMENT

ENVIRONMENT TO WHICH QUALIFIED
(5)

Integrated
Pack Tezp. Dose : curacy Accuracy Qualification
Pressure Chemis try Radiation Operability Operability Aequirements Demonstrated Reference and
Humidity Condition Type Requirements Demon: rated (% of Span) (% of Span) Method

(4) (4)

400C None 2x108 Full Speed Full Speed N/A N/A Design Specia
Ataosphere Cama in < $ sec. in < 5 sec. ca' ions and

WCA'8754
i None

(3)

i

!
'ss
!
|
t

d$
|

|
|

|

>
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NOTES FOR OUT OF CONTAINENT SAFETY RELATED ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

(1) Note 1 is not applica'ble.

(2) The accuracies are changes in the transmitter accuracy due to
severe environments. The error during nonnal and abnon'al condi-
tions is +1% of span.

(3) The insulation systems tested in WCAP-8754 are representative of
the insulation systems supplied for these motors.

(4) The time to full speed is required at the minimum specified voltage
and frequency condition.

(5) In general, the parameters listed under qua.'ified environments are
actual test conditions which may exceed the testing requirements.

(6) Note 6 is not applicable.

(7) V. C. Sunner identification nunber.

(8) Refer to Table 3.11-3 for associated postulated environmental con-
ditions.

-

I
.

i
I

O
|
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EQUIPMENT SPECIFIC WESTINGHOUSE POSITIONS WITH,

RESPECT TO THE APPLICABLE STAFF POSITIONS IN
NUREG-0588 CATEGORY II PLANTS

NUREG-0588 CATEGORY II POSITION V. C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION POSITION
'

1.0 ESTABLISHENT OF THE QUALIFICATION'

PARAMETERS FOR DESIGN BASIS EVENTS

1.1 Temperature and Pressure |

Conditions Inside Containment -
Loss-of-Coolant

\

.

-
,

!

\
l

'

1.1.1 The time-dependent temperature and i The time dependent temperature / pressure
pressure, established for the design established for design is based on
of the containment structure and I analysis performed by Architect /Engi-
found acceptable by the staff, may i neer, employing the methodology
be used for environmental qualifica- I described in FSAR Section 6.2.
tion of equipment.

1.1.2 Acceptable methods for calculatini V. C. Summer employs the methodology
and estabishing the containment described in WCAP-8312-A for calculating>

.-

pressure and temperature envelopes. the LOCA mass and energy release.
to which equipment should be quali- Appendix A to NUREG-0588 indicates that
fied are summarized below. Accept- this methodology is acceptable to this'

able methods for calculating mass staf f,

and energy release rates are sumar-
ized in Appendix A.

Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs)

Dry Containment - Use the same con-
t'ainment models as in Category I.

i The assunption of partial revapor-
Ization will be allowed. Other
assunptions that reduce the tempera-
ture response of the containment
will be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis.

1.1.3 5 1ieu of using the plantespecific N/A
containment temperature and pressure
design profiles for BWR and ice -

condenser types of plants, the gen-
eric envelope shown in Appendix C
may be used for qualification test-

;( ing.

W-30
Revision 1
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NUREG-0588 CATEGORY II POSITION V. C. SUP94ER NUCLEAR STATION POSITION

1.1.4 The test profiles included in Appen- Westingh:use d:es not employ the test
dix A to IEEE Std. 323-1974 should profiles included in Appendix A to IEEE
not be considered an acceptable Std. 323-1974.

G alternative in lieu of using plant-
specific containment temperature and
pressure design profiles unless
plant-specific analysis is provided
to verify the adequacy of those
profiles.

1.2 Temperature and Pressure Conditions
Inside Containment - Main Steam Line
Break (MSLB)

1.2.1 Where qualification has not been Westinghouse qualification programs for
completed, the environmental para- Category II equipment are completed.
meters used for equipment qualifica- The environmental parameters used for
tion should be calculated using a equipment qualification are specific for
plant-specific model based on the V. C. Summer Nuclear Station and are
staff-approved assisnptions discussed described in FSAR Section 6.2.
in item 1 of Appendix B. j

1.2.2 Models that are acceptable for cal-
culating containment parameters are
listed in Section 1.l(2).

|

1.2.4 The test profiles included in Westinghouse does not employ the test
Appendix A to IEEE Std. 323-1974 profiles included in Appendix A to IEEE
should not be considered an Std. 323-1974.
acceptable alternative in lieu of
using plant-specific containment ,

temperature and pressure design
profiles unless plant-specific
analysis is provided to verify the
adequacy of those profiles.

1.2.5 Where qualification has been com-
pleted but only LOCA conditions were
considered, then it must be demon-
strated that the LOCA qualification

.

conditions exceed or are equivalent
to the maximtsn calculated MSLB con-
ditions. The followin3 '.echnique is
acceptable:

W-31
Revision 1
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NUREG-0588 CATEGORY II POSITION V. C. SUlHER NUCLEAR STATION POSITION

1.2.5.a Calculate the peak temperature from Not Used.
an MSLB using a model based on the
staff's approved assunptions dis-

Q cussed in item 1 of Appendix B.
C

1.2.5.b Show that the peak surface tem- Not Used.
perature of the component to be
qualified does not exceed the LOCA
qualification temperature by the
method discussed in item 2 of
Appendix 8.

1.2.5.c If the calculated surface tem- Not Used.
perature exceeds the qualifica-
tion temperature, the staff
requires that (i) additional justi-
fication be provided to demonstrate
that the equipnent can maintain its
required functional operability if

O\ its surf ace temperature reaches the
calculated value or (ii) requalifi-
cation testing be performed with ~
appropriate margins, or (iii)
qualified physical protection be
provided to assure that the surface
temperature will not exceed the
actual qualification temperature.

1.3 Effects of Chemical Spray

1.3.1 The effects of caustic spray should 1. Westinghouse simulates, as part of
be addressed for the equipment the high energy line break testing
qualification. The concentration of such equipment, a chemical spray
of caustics used for qualification concentration of 1.146 weight per-
should be equivalent to or more cent boric acid and 0.17 weight
severe than those used in the plant percent sodium hydroxide dissolved
containment spray system. in water, starting at time zero and

terminating after 24 hours. This
chemical spray concentration cor-

,

responds to a pH of 8.5, which is
representative of the range of sun)
pH values permitted long-term by t1e
technical specification.

O
W-32
Revision 1
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NUREG-0588 CATEGORY II POSITION V. C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION POSITION

1.3.2 If the chemical camposition of the The design pH for caustic spray per
caustic spray can be affected by NUREG 0588 requires that one assunes (1)

A equipment malfunctions, the most maximun allowed Na0h concentration of
b severe caustic spray environment 22% in the Sodiun Hydroxide Spray Tank

that results fran a single f ailure (SHST) and (2) a single active failure
in the spray system should be of one spray pump. For this very con- )
assuned. See SRP Section 6.5.2 servative case, the spray system solu- |

(NUREG-75/087),paragraphII, item tion pH ranges from 10.0 to 10.7 for a
(e) for caust'c spray solution period of approximately 47 minutes (see
guidelines. FSAR figure 6.2-515), as followed by a

solution pH of 8.7 (pH of recirculated
fluid) for approximately 73 minutes
(minimun continuous spray system opera-'

tion of 2 hrs.)

.

O :
.
.

4

'

O
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NUREG-0588 CATEGORY II POSITION V. C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION POSITION |

1.4 Radiation Conditions Inside and The total integrated doses were calcu-
Outside Containment lated in accordance with the asseptions

and regulating positions contained inf. ,

(J The radiation environment for the Regulatory Guides 1.4 and 1.7.)

qualification of equipnent should Additional explanation can be found in
be based on the nomally expected FSAR Section 3.11.1.2 for in-contairinent
radiation envirornnent over the equipment, and in FSAR Appendix 12A for
equipment qualified life, plus outside contairinent equipment. the
that associated with the most methodology utilized in the NUREG-0588
severe design basis accident analysis is comparable to or exceeds
(DBA) during or following which that of Appendix D of NtREG-0588.
that equipment must remain func- Margins identified in Section 6.3.1.5 of
tional . It should be assuned IEEE Std. 323-1974 are not required for
that the DBA related environ- equipment which has been qualified by
mental conditions occur at the type test.
end of the equipment qualified
life.

The sanple calculations in Appen-
dix D and the following positions
provide an acceptable approach
for establishing radiation limits
for qualification. Additional
radiation margins identified in
Section 6.3.1.5 of IEEE Std.
323-1974 for qualification type
testing are not required if these
methods are used. ^

O (1) The source tenn to be used in$
determinin'g the radiation
environment associated with
the design basis LOCA cheuid
be taken as an instantaneous
release fra the fusi to the
atmosphere of 100 percent of
the noble gases, 50 percent
of the iodines, and 1 percent
of the remaining fission
products. For all other
non-LOCA design basis acci-
dent conditions, a source
tenn involving an instantane-
aus release from the fuel to
the atmosphere of 10 percent
of the noble gases (except
Kr-85 for which a release of
30 percent should be assuned)
and 10 percent of the iodines
is acceptable.

(2) The calculation of the radia-
tion environment associated,

s with design basis accidents
should take into account the

W-34
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NUREG-0588 CATEGORY II POSITION V. C. SUPNER NUCLEAR STATION POSITION

time-dependent transport of
released fission products

(v_d')
within various regions of
containment and auxiliary
structures.

(3) The initial distribution of
activity within the contain-
ment should be based on a
mechanistically rational
assumption. Hence, for com-
partmented containments, such
as in a BWR, a large portion
of the source should be
assumed to be initially con-
tained in the drywell. The
assumption of unifom dis-
tribution of activity

throughout the containment at
time zero is not appropriate.

(4) Effects of ESF systems, such
as contairnent sprays and
containment ventilation and
filtration systems, which act
to renove airborne activity
and redistribute activity -

O within containment, should be
calculated using the same 7
assumptions used in the cal . ~
culation of offsite dose.
See SRP Section 15.6.5
(NUREG-75/087) and the
related sections referenced
in the Appendices to that
section.

(5) Natural deposition (i.e.,
p1 ate-out) of airborne activ-
ity should be determined
using a mechanistic model and
best estimates for the model
parameters. The assunption
of 50 percent instantaneous
plate-out of the iodine
released from the core should
not be made. Renoval of
iodine from surf aces by steam
condensate flow or washoff by ,

the containment spray may be
assumed if such effects can
be justified and quantified

) by analysis or experiment.

!
1

|
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NUREG-0588 CATEGORY II POSITION V. C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION POSITION

(6) For unshielded equipment
located in the containment,
the ganna dose and dose rate i

should be equal to the dose i

C and dose rate at the center- I
,

|point of the containment plus
the contribution from loca- ;

tion dependent sources such
as the sunp water and plate-
out, unless it can be shown
by analyses that location and
shielding of the equipmerit
reduces the dose and dose
rate.

(7) For unshielded equipment, the
beta doses at the surf ace of
the equipment should be the

, sun of the airborne and
' plate-out sources. The air-

borne beta dose should be
taken as the beta dose calcu-
lated for a point at the
containment center.

(8) Shielded cmponents need be 8. Qualification for the effects of
qualified only to the ganna beta radiation was not a requirement

for Category II equipment and as aradiation levels required, -

provided an analysis or test consequence was not systematically
,

O shows that the sensitive ( addressed as part of the original
portions of the component or. qualification programs. Any poten-
equipment are not exposed to tial concern resulting from exposure -

beta radiation or that the to Beta radiation is limited to
effects of beta radiation equipment located inside containment
heating and ionization have that is required to mitigate a high
no deleterious effects on energy line break (HELB) inside-con-
component perfonnance. tainment and only to any organic

materials exposed to the in-contain-
ment environment. For these future
plants committed to IEEE-323-1974,
industry qualification programs are
being completed that must address
this issue. In the unlikely event
; tic any adverse experience is
ge h:eo as a result of these pro-
? ms, the Commission will inevit-

'y require that those plants hav-,

big Category II equipment address
such cpocerns via issuance of an IE
Bull etin. Westinghouse believes
that, in the interim, further pro- ;

1liferation of effort on this issue
is unnecessary. |

O |
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NUREG-0588 CATEGORY II POSITION V. C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION POSITION

(9) Cables arrangd in cable )
trays in the containment I

should be assuned to be
bq exposed to half the beta

,

radiation dose calculated l

for a point at the center of !

the containment plus the
'gamma ray dose calculated in

accordance with Section
1.4(6). This reduction in
beta dose is allowed because
of the localized shielding
by other cables plus the
cable tray itself.

(10) Paints and coatings should
. be assuned to be exposed to
both beta and ganna rays in
assessing their resistance
to radiation. Plate-out
activity should be assuned
to remain on the equipment
surface unless the effects
of the removal mechanisms,
such as spray washoff or
steam condensate flow, can
be justified and quantified
by analysis or experiment.

Lq
-

'
'' (11) Components of the emergency 7

core cooling system (ECCS)
-

located outside containnent
(d.g., pumps, valves, seals
and electrical equipment)
should be qualified to with-
st.and the radiation equiva-
lent to that penetrating the
containment plus the expo-
sure fran the sunp fluid
using assunptions consistent
with the requirements stated
in Appendix K to 10 CFR Part
50.

(12) Equipment that may be The subject of in-service aging
exposed to radiation doses mechanisms is addressed under Item 4.
below 104 rads should not
be considered to be exempt
fran radiation qualifica-
tion, unless analysis sup-
ported by test data is pro-
vided to verify that these
levels will not degrade the

y operability of the equipment,

below acceptable values.

W-37
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NUREG-0588 CATEGORY II POSITION V. C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION POSITION

(13) The staff will accept a
,

given component to be quali- I

fled provided it can be |O shown that the component has
V been qualified to integrated

beta and gamma doses which
are equal to or higher than |

those levels resulting from I
'

an analysis similar in ,

Inature and scope to that
included in Appendix D

,

(which uses the source term '

given in item (1) above), i
and that the component '

incorporates appropriate
f actors pertinent to the
plant design and operating '

characteristics, as given in
these general guidelines.

(14) When a conservative analysis
has not been provided by the
applicant for staff review,
the staff will use the
radiation environment guide-
lines contained in Appendix
D, suitably corrected for
the diff erences in reactor'

-

g power level, type, contain-
ment size, and other appro ,,
priate factors.

1.5 Environmental Conditions for
Outside Containment

(1) Equipment located outside The techniques used to calculate the envi-
contaiment that could be ronmental parameters for outside contain-
subjected to high-energy ment are within the guidelines described in
pipe breaks should be quali- sub-sections 1, 2 and 3 of the NUREG.
fied to the conditions
resulting from the accident
for the duration required.
The techniques to calculate
the environmental parameters
described in Sections 1.1
through 1.4 (Category II)
above should be applied.

(2) Equipment located in general
plant areas outside contain-

,

ment where equipment is not I

subjected to a design basis |
accident environment should !^

be qualified to the normal |

and abnomal range of envi-
ronmental conditions postu-
lated to occur at the equip- W-38
ment location. Revision 1
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NUREG-C588 CATEGORY II POSITION V. C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION POSITION

(3) Same as Category I; or, there
may be designs where a loss of
the environmental support

\ system may expose some equip-
ment to environments that
exceed the qualified limits.
Fc- these designs, appropriate
monitoring devices should be
provided to alert the operator
that abnonnal conditions exist
and to permit an assessment of
the conditions that occurred
in order to determine if cor-
rective action, such as
replacing any affected equip-
ment, is warranted. ,

i

o ; ~

.

.

1

;

I
m

|
.

O
V

'
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NUREG-0588 CATEGORY II POSITION V. C. SUMMER NUCLEAR STATION POSITION

2.0 QUALIFICATION METHODS a. Environmental qualification, in
accordance with IEEE 323-1971, was

2 Selection of Methods only required for that Category II91 equipment supplied by Westinghouse
2.1.1 Qualification methods should that is required to perfom a safety

conform to the requirements defined function in a high energy line break
in IEEE Std. 323-1971. (HEL8) environment.

b. For the remaining Category II equip-
ment not required to operate in an
adverse accident environment, envi-
ronmental qualification to IEEE
323-1971 was not required. Rather,
the equipment was designed to main-
tain its required performance capa--

bility throughout the specified
range of nomal and abnormal envi-
ronmental parameters. The only
design basis event (08E) testing
completed on this equipment was for
the seismic event since, due to the
equipment location, there is no
other DBE capable of producing a
severe environment at the equipment
location which could then potenti-
ally cause common mode f ailures.

,q While cualification for normal and'

V abnormal environments has not been_

. completed for this latter group of
equipment in accordance with IEEE
323-1971, a perfomance test at -

ambient conditions is completed on
all production units prior to ship-
ping and, for some items of equip-
ment, a production unit was tested
at the specified maximun ambient
temperature, as described in the
response to item 2.3. While these
production tests have not been per-
fomed or documented in accordance
with the standards established in
IEEE 323-1971, Westinghouse believes
tht these production tests, toge-
ther with the design specification
for the equipment, which specifies
the range of normal and abnomal
environmental parameters, provides
sufficient assurance of equipment
capability in accordance with the
staff position under item 2.1(4).

|
1
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2.1.2 The choice of the methods selected For equipment required to perform a
is largely a matter of technical safety function in a high energy line

.) judgment and availability of infor- break environment Westinghouse, in gen-
mation that supports the conclu- eral, qualifies the equipment by test.'

sions reached. Experience has The few exceptions to this generic
shom that qualification of equip- position are identified and justified in
ment subjected to an accident envi- Tables 1 and 2.
ronment without test data is not 1

adequate to demonstrate functional |

operability. In general, the staff |
will not accept analysis in lieu of
test data unless (a) testing of the
component is impractical due to
size limitations, and (b) partial
type test data is provided to sup-
port the analytical assumptions and
conclusions reached.

2.1.3 The environmental qualification of The required and demonstrated duration
equipment exposed to DBA environ- of the safety function of equipment
ments should conform to the follow- subject to high energy line break condi-
ing positions: tions is defined, for equipment supplied

by Westinghouse in the Westinghouse
The basis should be provided for supplied electrical equipment table.
the time interval required for The specified required duration is
operability of this equipment. selected to envelope the range of

operability assumptions contained in the' -

Os Accident Analyses reported in the FSAR's..,

.

The operability and failure cri- The primary purpose of equipment quali-
teria should be specified and the fication is to reduce the potential for
safety margins defined. connion-mode f ailures due to postulated

environmental conditions. A test unit
will therefore be considered to have

'failed the test if the functional
requirements identified in Westinghouse
supplied electrical equipment table
cannot be met, unless an investigation
can establish that the failure mechanism
is not of common-mode origin or that
plant specific analyses can demonstrate
that the reduced capability is accept-
able.

Margins are discussed under Item 3.

2.1.3.a Equipment that must function in When Westinghouse employs testing to
order to mitigate any accident qualify equipment that must perform a
should be qualified by test to safety function in a high energy line
demonstrate its operability for the break (HELB) environment (see response
time required in the environmental to 2.1(2)) the acceptance criterion for
conditions resulting from that the test is that the safety related

,

! accident. function must be demonstrated for the
specified duration while the equipment'

is exposed to the simulated HELB
environment.
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2.1.3.b Any equipment (safety-related or Westinghouse does not, in general, supply
non-safety-related) that need not safety-related equipment that f alls
function in order to mitigate any within this category. Tables 1 and 2

O accident, but that must not fail in identify those limited exceptions to thisg

a manner detrimental to plant generic Westinghouse position.
safety should be qualified by test ,.

to demonstrate its capability to The inclusion of non-safety related |
'

withstand any accident environment ' equipment in this section is incompat- <

'

for the time during which it must ible with the scope of this document.
not fail. |

<

1

4

:

,

.
,

q'

2.1.3.c Equipment that need not function in Where Westinghouse supplies an item of
order to mitigate any accident and safety-related equipment that is located
whose failure in any mode in any in an area where it can experience the
accident environment is not detri- environment resulting from a high energy
mental to plant safety need only be line break, but is not required to per-<

qualified for its non-accident form any safety-function, Westinghouse
service environment. has verified that any consequential

failure of such equipment, due to the
Although actual type testing is adverse environment, does not prejudice

Ipreferred, other methods when jus- the safety related functions of other
tified may be found acceptable. equipment claimed in the accident analy-
The bases should be provided for sis. Tables 1 and 2 identify those
concluding that such equipment is limited cases were this position applies,
not required to function in order
to. mitigate any accident, and that
its failure in any mode in any
accident environment is not detri-
mental to plant safety.

^

.l A For environmental qualification of As stated in the response to item 2.1 (1)
equipment subject to events other b, Westinghouse believes that the
than a DBA, which result in abnor- production tests and, in some cases,
mal environmental conditions, act- testing at maximum ambient conCtions on
ual type testing is preferred. equipment not subject to HELB environ-
However, analysis or operating- ments, described in the response to item ]

l
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history, or any applicable com- 2.3 rer.stitute a partial type test and
bination thereof, coupled with that these tests, together with the
partial type test data.may be found design specification cf this equipment
acceptable, subject to the applica- provides the requisite assurance of(s; bility and detail of !nfomation , equipment capability required by tnis
provided. 'staf f position.

!

2.2 Qualification by Test

2.2.1 The f ailure criteria should be The response to Item 2.1(3) is appli-
established prior to testing. cable for equipment required to operate

in a, high energy line break environment.

2.2.2 Test results should demonstrate As stated earlier, environmental quali-
that the equipmeni. can perfom its fication testing perfomed by Westing-
required function for all service housd to IEEE 323-1971 is limited to
conditions postulated (with margin) demon'strating the capability of equip-

!

during its installed life. ment to perform safety-related functions
when subject to the consequential
adverse environment from a HELB. For
equipment not required to operate in a
HELB environment the response to Item
2.1(1)! b, concerning verification
testing of production units, applies.

The requirement to demonstrate this.

O' capability during the installed life
'

T implies' an addressment of aging. This
~ subject is discussed under Item 4. The

subject of margin is discussed under .

Item 3.

2.2.3 The items described in Section 5.2 The Westinghouse generic position with
of IEEE Std. 323-1971 supplemented respect to Section 5 of IEEE 323-1971 is
by items (4) through (12) below provided in the response to item
constitute acceptable guidelines 2.3(3). however, many of the require-
for establishing test procedures, ments established by the staff in item

(4) through (12) for Category II equip-
ment, clearly exceed the requirements of
IEEE 323-1971.

2.2.4 When establishing the simulated Westinghouse prefers to use a single
environmental profile for qualify- profile, enveloping both MSLB and LOCA,
ing equipment located :nside con- for qualification of equipment located
tainment, it is preferred that a inside containment which is required to
single profile be used that enve- perform a safety function to mitigate
lopes the environmental conditions both High Energy Line Breaks (HELB).

O
|
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,

resulting from any design basis This approach is optimum in terms of
event.during any mode of p1 ant schedule, manpower and materials. How-
operation (e.g., a profile that ever, there is no technical justifica-

O- envelopes the conditions produced tion for making this a requirement for
by the main steamline break and all ' equipment inside containment. The
loss-of-coolant accidents), exceptions to the use of a single quali-

fication envelope for LOCA and MSLB are
identified in Appendix 4. In general,
these occur when:

- A component is only claimed to miti-
gate against one of the HELB's. In'

! such a case, qualification has been
completed to conditions enveloping'

the possible consequences inside
containment from the single HELB and-

Westinghouse has verified that f ail-'

ure of the component in any other
more limiting HELB environment will

i not prejudice any safety-related
' function.
.

The test conditions are found to be-

unacceptably conservative.

2.2.5 Equipment should be located above Westinghouse equipment is located above
flood level or protected against fluid level.
submergence by locating the equip-; .

ment' in qualified watertight enclo-
.

]

sures, Where equipment is locateff'

i in watertight enclosures,'quali-
: fication by test or analysis should *

be used to demonstrate the, adequacy
of such protection. Where equip-

: ment could be submerged, it should
be idantified and demonstrated to'

be qualified by test for the dura-
tion required.

;

.

I 2.2.6 The temperature to which equipment In performing qualification tests for
is qualified, when exposed to the high energy line break environments,
simulated accident environment, Westinghouse requires that the external

,

!i

'should be defined by themocouple environment temperature be measured as
i readings on or as close as prac- close to the test unit surface as

tical to the surf ace' of the campo- practicable.
; nent being qualified.

If there were no thermocouples-
located near the equipment during

.the tests, heat transfer analysis
O' should be used to determine the

temperature at the component.
(Acceptable heat transfer analysis
methods are provided in Appendix B.)
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2.2.7 Perfonnance characteristics of Where the safety-related function of the
equipment should be verified equipment requires operation during the
before, af ter, and periodically HELB, Westinghouse verifies the equip-

O during testing throughout its range ment performance before, during and
V of required operability. af ter the simulated event and verifies

that the safety related function is
demonstrated for the specified required
duration of the function. |

2.2.8 Caustic spray should be incor- The response to item 1.3(1) is appli-
!parated during simulated event cable for equipment located inside con-

testing at the maximun pressure and tainment and qualified by test to oper-
at the temperature conditions that ate in a high energy line break environ-
would occur when the onsite spray ment.
systems actuate.

2.2.9 The operability status of equipment The response to item 2.2(7) is appli-
should be monitored continuously cable.
during testing. For long-term
testing, however, monitoring at
discrete intervals should be justi-

fied if used.

2.2.10 Expected extremes in power supply Westinghouse does not require that power
voltage range and frequency should supply voltage and frequency be varied
be applied during simulated event during the HELB simulation. Most of the
environmental testing. Class 1E equipment to be qualified in

Westinghouse scope is supplied by a,

guaranteed stabilized power supply. As
# 7 a consequence, the range of electrical

- parameters employed is extremely small
and variations within the permitted
range are considered insignificant.

Tables 1 and 2 identify as an exception
to this generic position those items of
equipment which could experience a sig-
nificant change in power supply voltage
and frequency at the time they are
called upon to phrfonn the specified
safety function, and a justification is

,

provided for the adequacy of the quali-
fication to HELB conditions.

2.2.11 Dust environments should be The site environment is unlike those of
addressed when establishing qual- arid western siting of some power sta-
ification service conditions. tions in that vegetation and deciduous

forests bound water areas adjacent to
the site. Hence airborne dust is not

!

|
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chronic. Nor is industrial pollution,
per EIS paragraph 2.3.3, a significant
contributor of airborne particulates. A
final paving and landscaping of the site !
will alleviate dust. South Carolina |

'Electric and Gas is committed to a pre-
ventative maintenance program, as well
as regular maintenance and testing of
equipment. Before fuel loading, SCE&G
will, as standard good housekeeping,
thoroughly clean up. This, of course,
is to minimize potential . airborne radio-

:
active contamination. Further, protec-
tive coatings have been specified to
ease cleaning and negate concrete dust-
ing. All incoming air is filtered to
areas containing Class 1E equipment.
Based on the aforementioned, there is
reasonable assurance that the equipment
can perform its intended function within i

its expected environment relevant to
dust.

,
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2.2.12 Cobalt-60 is an acceptable gamma Westinghouse employs Cobalt-60 sources
radiation source for environmental to sic.uiate the effects of ganina radia-

[v] qualification. tion for equipment qualified by test to ,

operate in a HELB environment. {

2.3 Test Sequence

2.3.1. Justification of the adequacy of a. Equipment not required to operate in |

the test sequence selected should HELB environment
be provided.

As stated in the response to item
2.1(1)b, qualification testing to
IEEE 323-1971 standards was not
coinpleted. However the following
performance tests were completed on
production units;

1. Electronic production unitt were, in
general, subject to a burn-in period.

2. All production units were subject to
a verification test at ambient
condit ions. This test included
verification of all safety related
functions.

3. For some equipment, a sample pro--

b) duction unit was tested at the
I specified abnormal maximum ambientV

temperature.

4. A sample production unit was tested
to verify equipment capability
during a simulated seismic event.

Steps 1 and 2 verify the equipment capa-
bility to perform safety related func-
tions under normal ambient conditions.
The equipment is designed to maintain
this demonstrated performance capability ;

within the specified range of normal and )
abnormal environmental parameters. In j

some cases (step 3), testing at the
specified upper temperature limit was
completed to provide additional demon-
stration of the equipment capability to
operate at abnormal extreme conditions.
This information, together with the
design basis event simulation (seismic)
provides assurance that the equipment is
capable of performing specified safety-
related functions under all anticipated
service conditions.

Exceptions to the above generic position
are identified in Tables 1 and 2 and
justified.
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b. Equipment required to operate in a
HELB envirorrnent

In general, the following test sequence-

(") was enployed to qualify Westinghouse
supplied equipment;

1. All production units were subjected
to a calibration and/or verification
test at ambient conditions. Thi s
test included verification of all
safety related f unctions.

2. No specific abnormal tests were
completed since the HELB environment
envelopes the abnonnal condition
with ample margin.

3. A sample production unit was irra-
diated, using a Cobalt-60 source, to
the estimated worst case gamma dose
obtained f rom in-service operation
and required accident and post-
accident perf onnance.

4. The sane production unit was tested
to verify equipment capability dur-
ing a simulated seismic event.

.

O 5- The s e aree#ctie" ##4* s tested
-

.
under applicable simulated HELB and
post-HELB conditions.

.

The qualification levels employed for
equipment supplied by Westinghouse are
specified in the Westinghouse supplied
electrical equipment table. Excepti ons
to the above generic position are
identified in Tables 1&2 and justified.

Completion of the above test sequence
gives assurance that the equipment can
perfonn safety related functions under
nonnal, abnonnal and design basis event
conditions. The design basis event
testing applies extrenes of radiation,
vibration (seismic), tenperature, hunid-
ity and chemical spray in a conservative
sequence and verifies that the unit (s)
being qualified is not marginal with
respect to any of these paraneters. The
subject of margin and aging are dis-
cussed under itens 3 and 4 respectively.

O
V
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2.3.2 The test .should simulate as closely Westinghouse has employed generic
as practicable the postp1 ded qualification parameters HELB-testing..

O' environment. The plant specific high energy line
break environments are less than or
equal ~to the environmental qualification
parameters employed by Westinghouse as
identified in the Westin hm se supplied
electrical equipment ta e.-

2.3.3 The test procedures should conform Section 5 of IEEE Std. 323-1971 does not
to tha guidelines described in Sec- provide guidelines for establishing test
tion 5 of IEEE Std. 323-1971. procedures, nor is this subject

addressed in other sections of this
; standard. Rather, Section 5 defines the

data that must be established in order'

to demonstrate qualification by type
; test. The Westinghouse position with
; respect to the documentation require-

ments of IEEE 323-1971 is provided in'

the response to item 5.2.

2.3.4 The staff considers that, for vital For equipment required to perform a
e.lectrical equipment such as pene- safety function in a HELB environment,

| trations,. connectors, cables, Westinghouse qualifies by test employing
~ *valves and motors, and transmitters the sequence identified in the response

located inside containment or to item 2.3.(1)b and as a consequence
,

exposed to hostile steam environ - does not, in general, employ separate
j ments outside containment, separate effects testing. Exceptions to this

_

: effects testing for the most parf generic position are identified in
is not an acceptable qualification Tables 1 and 2 and justified,:

method. The testing of such equip- -

ment should be conducted in a man-
ner that subjects the same piece of
equipment to radiation and the
hostile steam environment
sequentially.

2.4 Other Qualification Methods

Qualification by analysis or oper- Westinghouse does not rely on operating
ating experience implemented, as exparience to establish the qualifica-
described in IEEE Std. 323-1971 and tion of safety-related equipment,,

other ancillary standards, may be rather, operating experience may be,

: found acceptable. The adequacy of included in support of qualification by
these methods will be evaluated on test and/or analysis. Westinghouse
the basis of the quality and detail supplied electrical equipment table

identifies the qualification methodology
employed for each item of safety related
equipment supplied by Westinghouse.

i
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of the infonnation submitted in
support of the assumptions made and
the specific function and location The response to iten 2.1.2 identifies

O most suitable for equipment where
of the equipment. These methods are those items of equipnent qualified by

other means than test, and provides
testing is precluded by physical justification..

,

size of the equipment being quali-
\ fied. It is required that, when

these methods are snployed, some'

partial type tests on vital canpo-
nents of the equipment be provided
in support of these methods.

!
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3.0 MRGINS

3.1.1 Quantified margins should be IEEE 323-1971 did not require that any
applied to the design parmeters specific margin be included in estab-
discussed in Section i to assure lishing the test parmeters. However,

v
that the postulated accident con- for most plant specific applications
ditions have been enveloped during there will be margin available between
tes ting. These margins should be the generic test parameters employed by
applied in addition to any margins Westinghouse and the plant specific
(conservatism) applied during the requirements,
derivation of tha specified plant
parameters.

3.1.2 The margins provided in the design IEEE 323-71 did not require that any
will be evaluated on a case-by-case specific margin be included in
basis. Factors that should be establishing the test parameters.
considered in quantifying margins Westinghouse did generic testing. Due
are (a) the environmental stress to the nature of the generic testing
levels induced during testing, (b) there will be margin available between
the duration of the stress, (c) the the generic test parameters emplo3ed by>

nuber of items tested and the Westinghouse and the plant specific
number of tests performed in the requirements.
hostile enviroment, (d) the per-
fonnance characteristics of the
equipment while subjected to the
environmental stresses, and (e) the
specified function of the equipment.

When the qualification envelope in Westinghouse does not employ the enve-
O3.1.3 Appendix C is used, the only lope identified in Appendix C for quali-

required margins are those accou6t- fication purposes.
ing for the inaccuracies in the -
test equipment. Sufficient con- ~

servatism has already been included
to account for uncertainties such
as production errors and errors
associated with defining satis-
f actory perfonnance (e.g. , when
only a small neber of units are
tested).

.
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3.1.4a See equipment may be required by Clearly the concern expressed by the
the design to only perform its staff does not realistically apply to

q safety function within a short time equipment which does not experience a
) period into the event (i.e. , within change in environment resulting from the

seconds or minutes), and, once its HELB, since there is no mechanism for
function is complete, subsequent causing any deterioration in equipment
f ailures are shown not to be detri- perfonnance over a period such as 1 hour.
mental to plant safety. Other
equipment may not be required to In general, equipment required to oper-
perfonn a safety function but must ate in a high energy line break environ- I

not f ail within a short time period ment is qualified to perfonn its safety
into the event, and subsequent function over a considerable pericd of
f ailures are also shown not to be time (weeks / months). The exceptions to
detrimental to plant saf ety. this generic position are identified in
Equipment in these categories is Appendix 4 and justified.
required to remain functional in
the accident environment for a Westinghouse is totally opposed to the
period of at least I hour in excess arbitrary application of an additional
of the time assuned in the accident one hour time requirement in excess of
an alysis. the calculated worst case time required

to perfonn the safety function as !
'derived from accident analysis.

~, .1. 4 b For all other equipment (e.g., In qualifying equipment required to
post-accident monitoring, recom- operate in a HELB environment Westing-
biners, etc.), the 10 percent time house did not include any systematic
mcgin identified in Section margin on the specified duration of the

p 6.3.1.5 of IEEE Std. 323-1974 may- safety function. Rather, margin is
( be used. included in qualification testing by

I selecting conservative qualification
parameters and test sequences. Some of
the areas where margin is usually -

implic't in the test sequence is as
f o'i ows;

1. The full radiation dose, simulating
the effects of in-service and high
energy line break (HELB) applica-
tions, is applied in a single step
prior seismic and HELB test
simul ations.

2. The seismic event simulation applies
significant mechanical stress to the
equipment prior to the HELB
simul ation.

O
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i3. The single envelope normally
employed for HELB simulation, not
only encompasses the effects of LOCA

tO and MSLB accidents, but a whole
spectrun of break sizes and loca-
tions within these accident defini-
tions. As a consequence, the envel-
ope employed invariably contains
significant margin with respect to
the transient for any single break -
size and location.

4. The single HELB simulation nonna11y
employed combines the high irradia-
tion dose associated with the LOCA
with the high temperature associated
with the MSLB.

O ^
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4.0 AGING

(V71
Qualification programs that are Addressment of aging was not a require-
comitted to confonn to the ment in qualification programs completed
requirements of IEEE Std. 382-1972 for Category II equipment. Furthermore,
(for valve operators) and IEEE Std. with the wealth of in-service experience
334-1971 (for motors) should con- with the type of equipments supplied by
sider the effects of aging. For Westmghouse, it is highly unlikely that
this equipment, the Category I a significant in-service aging mechanism
positions of Section 4 are appli- exists which could prejudice the quali-
cable. fication tests, performed by Westing-

house on new equipment, within a few
4.2 For other equipnent, the qualifi- years from start-up. As a consequence,

cation programs should address aging should not be an issue that need
aging only to the extent that be addressed for the issuance of an
equipment that is camposed, in Operating License. Rather, the lead
part, of materials susceptible to utilities applying f or OL, and having
aging effects should be identified, Category II equipment, should be allowed
anc a schedule for periodically a reasonable period to address this
replacing the equipment and/or issue following issuance of the full
materials should be established. power license.
During individual case reviews, the
staff will require that the effects
of aging be accounted for on selec-

,

ted equipment if operating experi-
ence or testing indicates tiiat the
equipment may exhibit deleterious

)
aging mechanisms. -

J
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5.0 QUALIFICATION DOCUMENTATION

O
G3.1 The staff endorses the requirements The documentation system established to

stated in IEEE Std. 323-1974 that, the plant application is below
"The qualification documentation
shall verify that each type of Identification of the limits to any

electrical equipment is qualified environmental qualification
for its application and meets its (Westinghouse supplied electrical
specified performance require- equipment table)
ments. The basis of qualification
shall be explained to show the Copies of all referenced Westinghouse
relationship of all feets of proof topical reports (Westinghouse supplied
needed to support adeqLacy of the electrical equipment table).
complete equipment."

A sumary of the Westinghouse review to
establish the adequacy of its

" Data used to demonstrate the qual- qualification program with respect to
ification of the equipment shall be NUREG-0588 (Table 1&2).
pertinent to the application and
organized in an auditable form."

5.2 The guidelines for documentation in The Westinghouse qualification test
IEEE Std. 323-1971 are acceptable, reports referenced in Table 3.11-0 for
The documentation should include equipment qualified to operate in a HELB
sufficient information to address environment, in general, meet the
the required information identified requirements of Section 5 to IEEE

p in Appendix E. A certificate of - 323-1971 by providing the following
V conformance by itself is not essential information as a minimum;

acceptable unless it is accompanibd
by test data cnd information on t'e safety related functional require-h -

qualification p*ogram. ments to be demonstrated -

range of applicable environmental' -

parameters to be considered

identification of the test unit-

- description of the test facility and
monitoring instrumentation

description of test unit mounting-

and interfaces.

summary of the test procedures-

summary of the test results-

.
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!Westinghouse maintains the supporting:

raw test data, detailed procedures'

employd. etc. on file and available for
) audit. '

As indica'ted in 2.1.(1)b, Westinghouse
has not empleted, environmental quali-
fication testing for equipment not -
required to operate in a HELB environ-
ment. The results of the performance
completed on production units do not
meet the documentation requinnents of
IEEE 323-1971,' however, this infonnation
where available will be maintained on
file by Westinghouse and available for
audit.

Significant exceptions to this generic
position are identified in Appendix 4

'

and justified. .

t
,

s

,

, ,
.

O
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TABLE 1

WESTINGHOUSE SUPPLIED EQUIPENT LOCATED INSIDE CONTAINENT

LIMITORQUE

[RELIANCEMOTOR).C
E W IP E NT MODEL BJRTON BARTON NAMC *

[ },c LOT 2 ROSEMOUNT C .c
TRANSMITTER TRANSMITTERS RTD's LIMIT WITCHES OPERATORS

QUALIFICATION DOCUMENTATION INSTRUCTION NS-TMA-2184 TEST REPORT WCAP-7410
REVIEWED MANUAL WCAP-9157 11/21/77 NS-CE-692

NUREG-0588
Item 2.1. 1)a NA A A (14) A

1)b A NA NA NA NA

2) NA (A) (6) A A

(3) NA A A A A

(3)a NA A A A

(3)b NA A A (12) (12)
(3)c (4) NA NA (12) (12)
(4) NA NA NA NA NA

2.2. (1) NA A A A A

(2) NA A A A A

(3) A A A A A

(4) NA A (7) A A

(5) A (2) A A A

(6) NA A A A A

(7) NA A A A A

(8) NA A A A A

(9) NA A A A A

(10) NA A A (17) (17)
(11) A A A A A i

(12) NA A A A A
2.3 (1)a (S) NA NA NA NA

(1)b NA A (7) A (15)
(2) NA A A A A

(3) A A A e A A

(4) (4) A A A (15)
2.4 NA A A A A
3 (1) NA A A A A

(2) NA (3) A A A -

(3) NA A A A A

(4)a NA (1) (7) A Ai

(4)b NA A A A A'

4 (1) A A A A A

(2) A A A A A

5 A A A A A
A A A A A

1
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TABLE 1 ( Cont.) -

WESTINGIOUSE SUPPLIED EQUIPENT LOCATED INSIDE CONTAINENT

EQUIPENT M00EL BARTON BARTON ' HYDROGEN

[ .] a,c NEUTRON LOT 2 ROSEMOUNT RECOPSINER ASCO SOLEN 0 IDS

TRANSMITTER DETECTORS TRANSMITTERS RTD's (MODEL A) { ]a c

QUALIFICATION DOCUENTATION INSTRUCTION W TEST NS-TMA-2184 WCAP-9157 WCAP-7709L NS-CE-755
REVIEWED MANUAL ~1/69

NUREG-0588
Item 2.1. (1)a NA NA A A A (11)

(1)b A A NA NA M NA

||2) NA NA A (6) A ||11)

(3) NA NA A A A 1:11'i

||12)
111i;3)a NA NA A A A

1:3)b PA (9) A A A i,

||3)c (4) NA NA NA NA (12)

i|4| NA M M MA M NA
,

2.2 1,1) NA NA A A A NA

||2) M M A A A M
L3) A A A A A NA

[4) NA M A (7) (8) M

15) A A (2) A A NA

i,6) M M A A A NA

7) NA NA A A A NA
1;8)i, M M A A A NA

(9) NA NA A A A NA

'10) - NA NA A A (16) (17)
11) A A A A A A

12) NA NA A A A NA

2.3 1)a (5) (10) NA NA NA NA

(1)b NA M A (7) (8) M
(2) NA NA A A A NA

(3) A A A A A M
(4) (4) (9) A A A (11)

2.4 NA NA A A A A

3 1) NA NA A A A A

2) NA NA (3) A (8) -(13)
3) NA NA A A A A

(4)a NA NA (1) (7) A (13)
(4)b NA NA A A A NA

4 (1) A A A A (8) A

A A A A |6j A(2) *

5 A A A A A A

A A A A A NA

i "
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Footnotes to Table 1

Legend:

A - The generic Westinghouse position is applicable.
i

NA - The Staff position and generic response are not applicable. The
usual reason is one of cope or location (i.e., Staff position
applies to equipme qualified for adverse high energy line break
(HELB) environmerics, whereas equipment in question is not required

to function in a HELB environment or is isolated from the HELB

environment).

Footnotes:

1. These transmitters are claimed for short-term trip functions until
the containment pressure reaches the point at which safety injec-
tion is initiated by the cog,tainment pressure transmitter (located
outside containment). A con,servative estimate indicates that these

s/ transmitters are required t6 perform trip functions until a con-
tainment pressure change of #8 psig has occurred. This latter
pressure corresponds to a maximun containment temperature of

2800F and would occur no later than 3 minutes following the
initiation of the break inside containment. Thus, Westinghouse
specifies a trip accuracy of + 10% for up to 5 minutes as a
conservative qualification requirement.

_
_

a,b,c an--

additional I hour while maintaining the specified trip accuracy.

The I hour margin requirenent has been introduced by the Staff due
to concerns over the consequences of transmitter f ailures after a
few minutes into the accident scenario. In particular, that such
f ailures could lead to negation of the safety function or . generate
infortnation that could mislead the operator. These concerns are
not valid in this case due to the manner in which Westinghouse
employs and qualifies these transmitters;

s
(
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Trip Function

p
V The qualification tests demonstrate that the trip accuracy

requirement is maintained for up to 5 minutes and that therefore
the requisite trip signal will be generated. Once the signal is
generated the signal is ' locked-in' by the protection system and
will not reset should the transmitter fail to continue to generate

j the trip signal at some time after 5 minutes. Thus, all automatic
protective actions will proceed irrespective of the perfonnance of
the transmitter after 5 minutes.

Infonnation to Operator

The transmitter qualification verifies that equipment failures do
not occur in a period up to 1 hour and 5 minutes after initiation
of the accident. In f act, the qualification verifies that the

transmitters will continue to operate for at least 4 months
post-accident while maintaining the accuracy requirement specified
for post accident monitoring instrumentation.

O

2. Westinghouse has conducted submergence testing according to

requirements specified by Pacific Gas and Electric for Diablo
C anyon. The results of this testing will be submitted and defended
by the applicant.

3. The reported tests on the prototype, Lot 1 and Lot 2 units involve
multiple tests on multiple units. The differences between the
individual units are known and minor, and thus the experience in
total represents an in-depth knowledge of the characteristics of
these transmitters under severe environment conditions. Thi s

experience, together with the conservative parameten ca.gloyed for
testing, provide an unparalleled assurance that these units will
perfonn to specification under all anticipated service con'ditions.

1

1

O
'
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4. These transmitters are emplo3ed inside contaiment to measure

n Reactor Coolant System Flow only. This function is only claimed to
,

V mitigate against the loss of reactor coolant flow accident, which
is a contained accident that does not lead to any change in envi-
ronmental conditions inside containment. Furthermore, Westinghouse

has verified that any consequential f ailure of the reactor coolant
system flow transmitter, due to the adverse environment following a
high energy line break, will not prejudice the safety related func-
tions of other equipment claimed in the accident analysis, nor is
the infonnation provided by this instrument employed as a post-
accident monitoring parameter for operator actions.

,

5. All production units received a comprehensive perfonnance and ,

calibratton test at ambient conditions. This information is
included in the Data Package supplied with each production unit.

6. Since the only difference between the RTD models supplied by Rose-

mount and Sostmaa is in the.

_

a,b,c, the environmhntal results reported in WCAP-9157

for Rosemount
_ _

a,c and Sostman a,c ire equally
applicable to the Ro'semount

~

a,c -and SosEnan ]
~

!

, _

a,c models respectively.
i

7. The qualification of the RTD's was completed to tiemonstrate the
functional requirements specified in WCAP-9157. The NRC review of

this material is sunmarized in a letter from J. F. Sto'.z to T. M.
Anderson dated November 16, 1979. The Staff position requires
major changes in the perfonnance specification for the RTD's which

'

invalidates the testing reported in WCAP-9157. These changes

include;

a modified dose calculation model-

a one hour margin for post-accident operation of the narrow-

range RTD's

100 days post LOCA operation of the wide-range-
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8. The referenced topical reports, WCAP-7709L (Proprietary) through
Supplement 4, and WCAP-7820 (Non-Proprietary) through Supplement 4

Q which sunmarize the Westinghouse qualification tests on the Model A
Hydrogen Recebiner to IEEE 323-1971, have been reviewed and
approved by the NRC as indicated in a letter from D. B. Vassallo to
C. E. Eiche1dinger date May 1,1975. This evaluation indicates
that the Staff will not require any further review of these docu-
ments except to verify the plant specific applicability of the
qualification parameters. The limits of the qualification are

contained in the Westinghouse supplied electrical equipment table.

9.- The neutron detectors (power range) are not required to perfom any
safety function in a high energy line break environment. As a
consequence, perfomance testing has been limited to addressing the
range of nomal and abnomal conditions. However, as a result of
Westinghouse investigations into potential system interaction
scenarios resulting from adverse accident environments, a scenario
was identified where, malfun.ction of the power range neutron detec-

p tors, as a result of the adverse environment from an intemediate
O steamline break inside contA'inment, could invalidate the licensing

criteria presented in the FSAR. This interaction scenario was one
of four which were the subject of IE Infomation Notice 79-22 and a
presentation to the Staff by Westinghouse on September 18, 1979.
The Staff obtained a response on all four scenarios as a result of
a 'show-cause' letter issued to all US LWR's on September 17, 1979.

10. All production units receive a comprehensive performance and cali-
bration test at ambient conditions. In addit'on, an abnomal
extreme environmental test was conducte(' on a sample production
unit which demonstrated that the detector operated within specifi-
cation during a period of b,c,e,

11. Enviromental qualification to IEEE 323-1971 was not required by
Westinghouse in the original ordering of these solenoids. This is

,

! because Westirighouse only employs such devices inside containment,

for those containment and RCS isolation functions that are com-
pleted immediately following a high energy line break inside
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I
Icontainment. As part of the Supplemental Qualification Program

<

(NS-CE-692, July 10 1975), which was established on agreement
\ between the Staff and Westinghouse and is-applicable to those

plants identified in Appendix 1, the Staff required that
Westinghouse verify that the solenoid valves, which regulate the
air supply to safety related air operators, will close (its safe j

position) in a postulated accident environment for all potential
modes of f ailure. As a result, Westinghouse completed a f ailure j

'

mode analysis for these solenoid valve which is reported in
NS-CC-755 dated August 15, 1975.

I

12. As part of a generic on-going investigation, Westinghouse is

; reviewing the consequences of an adverse f ailure of any

| Westinghouse supplied non-active valves which could potent.f ally be
subject to a high energy line break (HELB) environment. As a
result of this investigation, four scenarios were identified which
could potentially invalidate the licensing criteria presented in
the FSAR. Three of these scenarios were postulated on the basis of
valve malfunction (s) as a consequence of an adverse ELB environ-

| ment. These scenarios were the subject of IE Information Notice
*

; 79-22 and a presentation by Westinghouse to the Staff on September

j 18, 1979. The Staff obtained a response to all four scenarios as a
; result of a 'show cause' letter issued to all US LWR's on September

17, 1979.
,

As this investigation proceeds Westinghouse will continue to inform
its custmers of any further development resulting fra this
on-goiag investigation, in order that the utility can review the
impact of any findings on plant saf .

13. The referenced failure mode analysis considered the effect of the
' environment resulting fra a high energy line break for a period up

to I hour post accident. The operation of these devices 1s speci-
fied as being. cmpleted within 1.5 minutes of accident initiation.
As a consequence, the analysis considers functional operability and
environmental parameters that contain significant margin with
respect to anticipated service conditions.
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14. Orginally Westinghouse did not specify environmental qualification
requirements for sten mounted limit switches (SMLS). However,
during 1977 Westinghouse reported to the Staff a potential safety.,

,

problem due to this lacP of qualfication which ultimately led to
3

the issuance of IE Bulletin No. 78-04. Where Westinghouse supplied -

,

replacement SM.S for use inside contaiments, NAMC0,
_

a,c

was the model provided. The environmental qualification of this
limit switch was completed by the Vendor in accordance with IEEE ,

323-1971 and 382-1972 to the levels identified in Appendix 2. g

15. No single reported test sequence included both ,

b ,c .e .
'

However, one of the units employed in the
_

1972 series of tests had previously been exposed to
,

+

b,c.e envi ronment. The

successful retesting of this unit demonstrates that this model of }
'

operator is not marginal with respect to any of the qualification
parameters.

.

The original NRC review of WCAP-7410 resulted in a request for
.

additional information concerning these operators, contained in an
NRC evaluation letter; Vassallo to Eicheldinger dated March 12, -

1974. As a result Westinghouse submittals NS-CE-692, 756 and 847
provided the requested infomation. An internal Staff review of
this material (Ref 5) concluded that the environmental test results
for M0V's utilizing type H or HR insulation were acceptable.

.

16. The hydrogen recombiner qualification to simulated LOCA conditions
was completed employing varying electrical power levels to verify
functional perfonnance, as reported in WCAP-7709-L.

17. Sufficient difficulty exists in monitoring the performance of
equipment exposed to the rapidly changing adverse environment gen-
erated by a HELB that applying variations to the electrical supply
concurrently could mask the true perfonnance of the equipment.
Westinghouse believes that the requirement for operation at the

O extremes of power supply voltage and frequency must be recognized
' NJ,
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in the design and sizing of equipment and the selection of func-
tional requirements to reflect any reduced capability under these
extreme conditions.

Valves
:

The stroke time assuned for valves in the accident analyses is

defined by the slower performance at reduced voltage and
frequency. In addition, Westinghouse requires all production units
to be tested to verify the equipment capabilities at the specified

'

extremes of voltage and frequency.

.

O

#e

O ::
.

.

.

'

i
i

,

1
'

: O
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TABLE 2

WESTINGHOUSE SUPPLIED EQUIPENT LOCATED OUTSIDE CONTAINENT
i QUALIFIED F(R ADVERSE ACCIDENT ENVIRONENTS

IMITORQUE PUpF MOTORS BARTON

ASCO SOLEN 0!g MOTOR OPERATORSY# USED FORLOT 2,

EQUIPENT MODEL [ ] RECIRCtLATION TRANSMITTERS

QUALIFICATION LIMITOR @E DESIGN SPEC.
DOCUE NTATION REPORT NO. B0003 AND
REVIEnED NS-CE-755 DATED 6/7/76 WCAP 8754 NS-TM-2184

NUREG-0588

Item 2.1.(1)a (1) (5) (6) Table 1
(1)b M M M Assessment
(2) (1) A (6) is applicable
(3) (1) A A ,

1:3)a (1) A A
i 3)b (3) (3) M
||3)c (3) (3) NA
||4) M M M

2. 2.1 1) NA A A
I 2) M A A
I:3) M A A
I,43 E A (7).i

i|51 M A A4

'

(6:1 M A M
^

1:7) M A NA

||8) M A M
i 9) NA A NA

. ||10) (4) (4) (4)'
1:11) A A A
1:12) M A A

2.3.i:1)a NA NA NA

(1)b M A (6)
(2) M A A

(3) M A A
4

(4) (1) A NA
2.4. A A (6)
3 ||1) A A A

l'2) (2) A (8)
|'3) A A A
I4)(a) (2) A A
(4)(b) NA A (7)

4 (1) A A A
(2) A A A

5 (1) A A A'

(2) NA A A

|
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Footnotes to Table 2

The equipment identified in Table 2 is supplied by Westinghouse when
qualification due to direct adverse environmental consequences (i.e.,
steam etc.) from the result of a secondary side high energy line break
must be considered in the design and qualification, or the equipment is
involved in the recirculation of radioactive fluid post-accident.

Legend
,

A The generic Westinghouse position is applicable.-

NA The Staff position and generic response are not applicable. The-

usual reason is one of scope or location (i.e., Staff position
applies to equipment qualified for adverse high energy line
break (HELB) environments, whereas equipment in question is not
required to function in a HELB environment or is isolated from

the HELB environment).

Footnotes:
.

1. The design specification for these devices included requirements for
~

operation at a,b,c gamma. However, envi-
ronmental qualification to IEEE 323-1971 was not required by West-
inghouse in the original ordering of these solenoids. This is
because Westinghouse only employs such devices for short-tenn miti-
gation functions that are completed immediately following a high
energy line break. As part of the Supplemental Qualification Pro- !

gram (NS-692, July 10,1975), which was established on agreement
between the Staff and Westinghouse and is applicable to those plants
identified in Attachment 1, the Staff required that Westinghouse

,

verify that the solenoid valves, which regulate the air supply to
safety related air operators, will close (its safe position) in a
postulated accident environment for all potential modes of f ailure.
As a result, Westinghouse completed a f ailure mode analysis for
these solenoid valves which is report'ed in NS-CE-755 dated August
15, 1975. While this submittal was primarily directed at the
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solenoid valves located inside containment, the arguments equally
apply to Westinghouse supplied safety-related assessory solenoid
operators supplied for outside containment location.

O
In response to IE Bulletin 79-01A, Westinghouse re-reviewed the
validity of the failure mode analysis with respect to the functions
for which ASCO solenoids are employed and concluded that, while

recognizing the limitations identified in the bulletin, the ASCO
\valves supplied by Westinghouse for safety-related functions con-

tinue to be qualified for the short-term functions'\in which they are
employed, subject to applicable ASCO maintenance procedures.

2. The referenced failure mode analysis considered the effect of the
environment resulting fran a high energy line break for a period up
to[1 hour 3b,c.e post accident. The operation of these devices is
specified as being completed within a few minutes of laccident ini-
tiation. As a consequence, the analysis considers fu'nctional opera-
bility and environmental parameters that contain significant margin
with respect to anticipated service conditions.

3. As part of a generii: on-goin investigation, Westinghouse is review-'

'

ing the consequences of an adverse failure of any Westinghouse sup-!

plied non-active valves which could potentially be subject to a high
energy 'ine break (HELB) environment. As a result of this investi-
gation, four scenarios were identified which could potentially
invalidate the licensing criteria presented in the FSAR. Three of
these scenarios were postulated on the basis of valve (s) malfunction
as a consequence of an adverse HELB environment. These scenarios

were the subject of IE Information Notice 79-22 and a presentation
! by Westinghouse to the Staff on September 18, 1979. The Staff |

,

obtained a response to all four scenarios as a result of a 'show
cause' letter issued to all US LWR's on September 17, 1979.

,

,

O
|
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As this investigation proce:ds Westinghsuse will continue to infcrm
its customers of any further development resulting from this

q on-going investigation, in order that the utility can review the
V impact of any findings on plant safety.

4. Sufficient difficulty exists in monitoring the performance of equip-
ment exposed to the rapidly changing adverse environment generated
by a HELB that applying variations to the electrical supply concur-
rently could mask the true perfomance of the equipment. Westi ng-
house believes that the requirement for operation at the extremes of
power supply voltage and frequency must be recognized in the design
and sizing of equipment and the selection of functional requirements
to reflect any reduced capability under these extreme conditions.

Valves
't

The stroke time assuned for valves in the accideat analyses is

defined by the slower perfomance at reduced voltage and frequency.
In addition, Westinghouse requires all production units to be tested
to verify the equipment capabilities at the specified extremes of
voltage and frequency.

.

Pump Motors

The time to full speed assumed for pump motors in the accident
analyses is defined by the reduced performance at the specified
reduced frequency and voltage condition. A comprehensive test pro-

gram is completed on the first motor of a new design configuration,
in accordance with the test procedures specified by IEEE 112A.
These tests include a speed / torque test as described in WCAP-8754.
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!

The following calculated steady state and starting voltage ranges |

are being supplied to allow Westinghouse to evaluate the compliance ,

of their motcrs to the station ESP buses voltages.'

6900 Volt Motors

SteadyState(Running) 7590 volts 110 percent
6555 volts 95 percont

Starting 5865 volts 85 percent

460 Volt Motors

SteadyState(Running) 506 volts 110 percent
414 vnits 90 percent

|

Starting 368 volts 80 percent

Also, during steady state an starting conditions, the Frequency
variations shall not exceed.i 5 percent.

.

The total variation of voltage and frequency shall not exceed 10
perceat during steady state conditions with the frequency not
exceeding 5 percent.

.I

.

O
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5. The d: sign specification for these motor operators included require-
!

ments for operation at
,

a,b,c gamma. ),

However, environmental qualification to IEEE 323-1971 was not origi- |
|nally specified, since the order for these units predated the

requirement. However, the referenced Limitorque qualification
report summarizes testing, in accordance with IEEE 382-72 and 323-71
of three SM8, Class B Reliance and Electric Apparatus motor opera-
tors. These tests verified the capability of the operators after

,

radiation up to
_

b,c.e Rads and for 24 hours operator
, _

under saturated conditions at
b,c.e. NS-CE-756 verifies the applicability of these

,

results to operators having Peerless motors. These qualification
levels clearly exceed the environmental requirements established by

Westinghouse } a,b,c Rads gamma in Appendix 2
' and thereby provide significant margin of assurance of the operation

of these units under the specified service conditions.

6. These pump motors are located outside containment and are isolated

from any steam or chemical spray resulting from a high energy line
break (HELB) accident. However, in the referenced applications

'
~

(Table Ti the motors 'will incur a significant radiation dose as a
.

result i.. circulating radioactive fluid post accident. This is the
single consequential adverse environmental change resulting from a
HELB for which qualification of these pump motors is required.

Environmental qualification to IEEE 323-1971 was not originally
required for the earlier supplied pump motors, since the order for
these units predated the requirement. However, the environmental

qualification program reported in WCAP-8754 has since provided the
requisite qualification assurance.

.

i
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O

i

|

i

|

!

Balance of Plant
Safety Related Electrical

Equipment

.

.

.

Legend: TID values expressed in exponential equivalents,,

e.g. 1 + 4 = 1 x 104
;

3.47 + 5 = 3.47 x 105

: Detailed Report (DR-xx), shown under column
heading Qualification Report and Method,
contains additional information for the
type of equipment addressed.

O
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SWITtMffag

19169 T.2 RW SWITCMGEas stNgeAL MtTAL CLA0 18-3601 MSW108 NN> mal CPfeaftNG cONDiff0NS NCC*at C#f taffMG ffe:DS.
ELECTRIC 18-6301 X W104

TEMP - MIN: 65 F TEMS = MIN: 50 F
TEMP . Maxt 85 F TEMP - M&xt 106 F
TIMP - AVGt 80 F TEMP . AtGs 77 F
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NOTEt 1.5 (NSW1081
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ELECTEIC SW 4101 XSW1ES

TEMP = MINI 45 7 TEMP MIN: 50 F
TEMP - Max: 104 F TEMP = Max 3 104 F
TEMP - AVGt 82 F TEMP - AVG 1 77 F
FRESS 1 ATMOS. PRESS: 1 ATMOS.
1101 4 Set paOS T102 1** SA05 .

NOTES 1

19166 480 V UNIT SUBSTATIONS ITE/GOULO METAL ENCLOSED 18 3601 MSW1092 NN'aat opfeaT!W Ce*cITIONS NCC"al CPf9a?!M3 f? O L
18-4101 uSW10a1
15-6301 MfW1012 TEMP - MIN! 45 F TEMP = MIN: 50 F

TEMP * Mat: 66 F TEMP = Maxs 104 F
TEMP - AVG: 80 F TFMe . AVG 2 59 TO 95 *
FWESSt 1 ATMOS. FWIS$1 1 ATMOS.
TID 3 4 Set 3a05 T101 1*5 8 ADS
NOTES 1 ( ALLI,

S thSW1082 5

19166 600 W LSelf SUBSTATIONS ITE/GOULO MET AL ENCLOSED A8-6301 MSW1081 Ett Opfeaf fNG CC*ctTICNS Neopat 0*f eat [NG C(*CS,
TEMP = MIN: 65 7 TEMP = MIN: 50 F
TiMP - MAX 1 85 F TEMP . Max! 104 F
TEMP * AVGt 60 F TEMP AbG2 5910 95 F
PRES $2 1 ATMCS. FWES$1 1 ATMCS.
TIO 1*3 # ADS TIO: 1*5 sa05
NOTE! 1

19166 440 W LtdIT SUBSTATICedS ITE/G0Uto metal (NCLOSEO SW-2$05 MSW1 Eat NNPMat OPE 9af]NG CC*CITIOYS N0 east OpfeaTING CONOS.
SW-4101 MSW1EB1

TEMP = MIN: 65 F TEMP - MIN: 50 F
TEMP = Maut 104 F TEMP = Matt 106 F
TEMP . AVG: 82 F TEMP - AVG: $9-95 F
FRESS 1 ATMOS. FEISS 1 ATMOS.
710 4 5*2 # ADS TID 3 1*5 B ACS
NOTEt 1

s
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Orffat!LITT Ort #AttLITY ACCupAct De NESPCN$t ACCURACT 08 plSPONSE

_ _8t?>I*f"f4TS et e Straffe 7tm? etTJtetMENTS Tfat DENCHSYeaftD GUALIF ff af f0N 9tPOWY Ace ettwe0

j CCNTINUQUS CONTINU0US NOTE 12 N0ft 18 Ethf88L

DEPC4f I.01 St 7081 CAL WPt. 349-14334
ntTh001 CO?tINATION OF 1837 Ape ANALYS!$
GUALIFIIP LIFtt (NOTE 69

, AGING TIPtt WA
' AGI W ftPPI WA

. 09-25

CCNTINUOUS CONT D4JOUS NOTE 12 NOTt 12 EtN'8at

stPORT t.02 Et TOPICAL SPT. $49-14130
ntTH:XI CCP11NAT10N OF TE$f Ase ANALYSIS
eJALIFtt3 41Ft1 (NOTE 69
AGING IIP {t WA
AGING TEP.Pt WA
08 :5

CONTINUGUS CONTINU0US NOTE 18 N0ft 12 Etwtest

StPCWT t.0 33-5145:05
Pt fMMI COP 51 NATION OF ftSt Ase ANALYSIS
GUALIFito LIFtt 40 f TASS (Deit Se t
AG!tG f! Pet (NOTt 518
AGING ftMPI IN078 519

t

08-27

CONTINUOU$ CONT!NUOUS N0ft 12 DeTE 12 Gtwteal
stPcef I.08 33 51452 OS
METNCO! CC"5! NATION OF 1857 ADe ANALYSIS
GUALIFIED LIFtt 40 f TASS INOTE 50 3
AGING T!Pl! GDeTE 519
AGIN3 YEPPt (N0ft 519
00 87

CONYINUOUS CONTINUGUS NOTt It NOTt 12 6Iwt8aL

ptPCet !.01 33-51542 01

NtfwC3r CCTSINATIC'e CF TEST A*C ANALYSIS
GutLIFito LIFtt 40 Tras$ (M071 500

1>
AGIh3 Tirit (NOTE 518
AGl%3 ftKPt (NOTE 519'

CE-27

i

4
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! PWCHASC .... LOCATION =*---*
WSEW MODEL MlJPOES ON SUILDING ABNORMAL fNt ENVIRCDOWNT 70
SREGER TYPE OF EGUIBMENT Matt.F ACTUDtf IDENTIFICATION A'O 90Cpt T AG NLPTEW . AttIDENT ENVICC##*ENT WHICM QUALIFftB

IWTW CIBITWOL CENTERS

19190 MOTW CMTWOL CENTES SquAst 0 PEDEL 4 18-3601 XMC1002X NDDMAL opt 9& TING CapcIT!cNS HCOMAL Opf9ATING ftDOS.
28-6301 *MCIDA2X

TEMP * MINI 65 F TEMP . MINI NOTE 13
ftMP = MAX 1 65 P TEMP . MAX 104 F
TEMP * AVGI 60 F TEMP = AVG 95 F
PRt5St 1 ATMOS. PRES $1 1 ATMCS.
T10 * $*2 R ADS TID 3.25*3 BADS
NOTit 1 IBOTN),
3 IXMCIDB2XI

19190 MDTOR CONTROL CENTER SOUARE D MoctL 4 AB-6301 XMCICS2T NC* MAL Opf 94 TING CtpeITIONS NORMAL OPERATING ft>@S.

TEMP = MINS 65 P TEMP - MIN: NOTE 13
TEMP - MAX 1 85 F TEttP = MAXI 104 F
TEMP - AVG 1 40 F TEMP - AVCs 95 F
PE RS$ 3 1 ATMOS. FRES$t 1 ATMDS.
TID < 163 RADS TIDI 3.25*3 eADS
NOTts 1

16190 MDTOR CONTROL CENTES SQUAst 0 M00f L 4 AS-1228 XMC10A2Y NCOMAL OPER ATING CONDITIONS NORMAL ertWATING CODOS.

TEMP = MIN: 65 F ftMP = MYN1 NOTE 13
TEMP = MAXI SS F TEMP - MAX 104 F
TEMP = AVG 1 80 F TEMP - AVG 8 95 F
P9ES$3 1 ATMOS. P9tSS: 1 ATMOS.
TID < 1*3 9 ADS T101 3.25*3 RADS
NOTit 2i

10198 MOTOR CONTROL CENTER SOUA#t D PE0fL 4 08-3601 XMC1Da22 NC9 MAL OPERATING C0pelTICHS NODMAL OPf94 TING CD*SS.
08-3602 XMCICF22

TEMP = MINT 60 F TEMP = MIN NOTE 13
TEMP = MAXt 104 F TEMP = MAX 1 104 F
TEMP - AVGt 84 F TENP - AVG 1 95 f
retSSt 1 ATMOS. FRES$1 1 ATMOS.
TIDI < $*2 R;.DS TID: 3.25*3 EADS
NOTEt 1

19190 MOTON ?"INTBOL CENTER $4UAnt D MODEL 4 SM-2505 XMC1tAIX NDOMAL OPf9ATING CONDIT1twS Ntemet OProATYNG Copes.
SW-4101 XMCitB1X
SW-2504 hMCittlX TEMP = MINa 65 F TEMP - MINI NOTE 13

ftMP = MAX 104 F TEMP - MAXt 104 F
TEMP - AVG 93 F TEMP - AVG 1 95 F
PRES $1 1 ATMOS. FEES $1 1 ATPOS.,

j TIJ * $*2 RAOS TIDs 3.25*3 RADS
1 NOTEI 1

I
L

!

I

I
i

,
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OPERASILITY CPtBAs!LITT ACCURACT 08 BESPON$t ACCURACT OR RESPON$t
RfGUIREMENTS DEMLHS TR Aff 3 TIME REQUIREMENTS TIME cfMLNSTR ATED GUALTFTC&Tf 0N REPOBJ AMI METNdD

CONTIMJOUS CMTIMJOUS NOTE 12 N0ft 12 ftLN1[Q

REPORT !.08 108-1.02 L1
NETM001 COP 11 NATION OF TEST ADO ANALYS!$
GUALIFIto LIFT * 40 ftARS (NOTE 500
AGING TIMt! th0TE 518
AGING TEMPI (NOTE 518

08 34

CWTINUOUS CONTIMJOUS NOTE 12 NOTE lt GENERAL
REF09T I.01 106-1.02-L1
MtTNCO: CorWINATION OF ftST Ale ANALYSIS
GUALIP180 LIFtt 40 ftARS INOTE $03
ASING TIMit (NOTE $10
AGING TEMPI (NOTE stb
CR-34

CONTINU0US LPetR NORMAL CONTINU0US L3etR NORMAL Nott 12 N0ft 12 GENERAL
CorelTIONS CorCITIONS

REPORT !.0* 108-1.02 L1
effM00: Cor91 NATION OF TEST A8e ANALTS!$
GUALIF!to LIFT 40 ftARS IMOTE Set
AGING TIMil (NOTE $18
AGIPG TEMPT (NOTE 511
09 34

COPWINUOUS CONTIPAJOUS NOTE 12 NQft 12 StwfBAL

BtPCRT !.01 108-1.02-L1
METPCo* Corg! NATION OF TEST Ape ANALYSIS
GUAL1FIED LIFit 40 ftARS (NOTE SOB
A3!NG TIMtB (NOTE 510
AGING fir'Pt (NOTE 513
09-34

CONTIMJOUS CONTIMJOUS NOTE 12 N0ft 12 SENtBAL

REFCRT !.01 108-1.02-L1
METM00t CorSINATION OF TEST A8e ANALYS!3
GUALIFito lifts 40 ff ARS
AGIN'S TIMit (NOTE 513
AGING TEMPI INOTE Sal
OR-34

B-2
Revision 1
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$ PWCNASE ...... LOC ATION -..**
ORDER M00ft 34AetR OR DUILO!NG ABNCRMAL OR ENVIRODRtENT TO
NLPSER TYPE OF feUIPMENT PAD 4JFACTURER IDENY1F f! ATIt*4 PC PNN TAS NLRTER AftICENT ENVIRNfNT W4ffN QUstf71re

VALVE OPtRA? ORS;

10009 MAIN STIAM 70 SF PUMP ASCO WP4eVA-206-381-39VU 10-1210 IFV-2030-MS M*9 ct*efficNS toc A tt'effirNS

TWSINE CONTROL VALVE =
j SQLENDID ftPP3 FIGURE 26 TEMP 3 FIGUKt 1
. PSESS: FSAR FIGURE 3.6-12 FRESS: FIGLSE 1
1 SFRAf: N/A SPRAft 700 NOUR$
' TIO: 4 1*3 RAOS TI0t 2*8 BACS

SutMERGENCtt WA SL* MERGENCE I N/A
WAS ONE PROTOTVPE SUS-i

' JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SER1tS? TISj

:
.

10078 32" AIR OPERAft0 ISCLATIO ATWOOO-MORRIL MODEL A10VS 18-3603 xvM:6014-MS P?S Ct'eITIONS PS8 CCaef t!CHS
VALVI - SOLIN010 gynggggg,gg

kVM:801C-MS TEMP FIGURE 25 TEMP p13URE 32

PRESSI FSAR FIGURE 3.6-10 PRESSI FIGURE 32
SFRAY: FSAR N/A SPRAft N/A
TIDt ( 1*6 RA05 TID 17.6*6 RAOS
SLTMERGENCit N/A SLTMERGENCit NO

WAS ONE PROTOTYFt SUS-
JECTED TO ALL TESIS IN
SERIES? It$

19109 MOTOR OPERAft0 LIMITORQUE Srs-000-S 98.36-01 MVG9605-CC LOCA CONDITI(H4 LOC A f(*|D1TI(HS
VALVE = CPERATOR

TEMP: FSAR FIGURE 6.t-7 TEMP FIGLTE 2
PRt$$t FSAR FIGURE 6.2 1 PRfSSI FIGURE S

1 SFRAY 2 NOURS SFraft 719 MOURS
TIDI 1.3*S R AOS TI0t 2.04*8 RADS
SLTMERGENCE8 NO SUB"ERGENCES NO

WAS ONE FROTOTTPE SUB.
JEC't0 TO ALL TESTS IN
SERitS? TES

1

* PS9 ttae1TitHJ CM*1TItWS
'

TEMP 3 FSAR FIGUPt 6.2.$4 TEMD' FIGLSE 2
FRES4t FSAR FIGURE 6.2-6 PRES $1 FIGURE 3

! SPRAff 2 HOURS SFRaft 719 NCURS
I TIO: 1.3*8 RADS TIDt 2.04*8 RAOS

SUBPERGENCEI NO SLT"tRGENCEI N3
WAS ONE PROTOTTPE SUB.
JECTto TO ALL TESTS IN [
SERIES? 115

.

?

I

I

.

t.
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opt #A81LITY Ort #4GILITY ACCURACY OR RESPON$t ACCURACY OR RESPONSt !
REQUIDENfMT1 DEMONSYpaffD TIME ptCU19fFENTS TIME DEMYeaffD GU4LIFitATION REPORT AND InTN00 |

!

HOTE $$ NOTE $6 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA8LE SENtRAL

REPORT 1.08 F0P-4-1. #tV. S (NOTE TI {
METP005 TEST *

CUALIF180 LIFT 3 40 TEARS IN0TES !!, 50)

AGING TIMit ISS HOURS IMOTE tti 7

AGING TEMP: 266 F (NOTE til !

?

09-60 |

I

Ct*tt#AL

pts 10DIC PERIODIC OURING VALVI MUST VALVE Ort #4TES REPORT 102 101-19S00
OLTING MSS NSS OPERATE IN IN 3-5 SEC0tCS PETH008 TEST

S-S StCotCS QUALIF1to LIFT 1 40 TEARS (NOTE SGI
AGlie T1 Pit Stt 09-63
AGING TEMP 3 SEE OR-60

09-68
,

Pt%E00!C OPtBATION PERIGOIC CPt#ATION NOT APPLICABLt NOT APPLICABLE SENERAL
DURING LOCA APC M$$

REPORT { Os LIMITOReUE 86004S6
MITM003 ftST
GUALIFit0 LIFft 40 ftARS
ASING TIMt3 100 NOURS
AGING TEMP 8 140 C t

i

09-16

,

i

n

1 i

!
i
,

h
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PUDCNASE ... LOC ATIDM ------
ORDER MODEL NUMBER OR SUILDING A9 NORMAL 09 ENVIRC41ENT 70
fAPTit TYPE OF Eauf pMENT Map 4JFACTURtB IDfMTIFffeff04 AW RM TAG NUMPfR ACCTSENT ENVIRO *ENT WICH QUtLIFffD

4

19189 AIR OptRaft0 VALyt = ASCO NP0316 R8-6301 XVG6056-NR LOC A CDN0!TIONS [DCA CONDITIONS
a SOLEN 010 RP-4 301 NNf6C66-MR

F 1801 NYt2f.4 8-1A TEMPS FSAR FIGURE 6.2 7 TEMPT FIGURE 1
j PRESSt FSAR FIGURE 6.2-1 PRESS FIGURE 1
; SrDaft t HOURS SPRaft ??9 N0t*S

TID? 1.3+4 feeb T101 tot RADS
SLTMERGENCtt NO SUB9tRGENCE t WA

| WAS ONE PROTOTVFE SUB.
Jtcito TO ALL TESTS
IN SERIES? TES

P*B CtweITigN) M*B Cf*Sf f f 0NS
TEMPS FSAR 91GURE 6.2-SA TEMP: FIGutt 1
FRES$t FSAR FIGURE 6.2-4 PPtSS: FIG'JRE 1
SPRaft 2 ROURS SPRATL 7*R HOURS
T101 1.3+0 R105 7101 f*0 R&DS
SLSMERGENCE2 NO SU57'ER$fNCE8 N/A

WAS ONE FROTOTYPE SUB.
' JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN

$2011S? TES

'

19199 AIR OPteatt0 ASCO NP0316 18-5602 KvG96274-CC F$e CON 0!TfDNS LDCA CON 5fff DNS
, VALVE - SOLENDID XVG96278-CC

TEMP 3 FIGURI 26 TEMPr FIGURE 1
PRES $1 FSAR FIGURE 3.6-10 PRES $1 FSAR FIGURE 1
SF' rt N/A SPRATt 700 NOURS
TIO: < 1 es 1103 2+8*

F tNERGENLE! N/A SUEMERGENCEI N/A
i NAS DNt FROTOTTFE SUS-
4 JECTED TO ALL TESTS 1H

SERIES? TES

| 19199 MOTOR OPERATED LIMITC#GUE SPS-00-5 18-1202 XYG1001A-tf P'8 CCae!TitWS f"B CONDITIONS
i VALVE SOLEN 010 XVG10018-E F

TEMPT FIGURE 24 TEMPI FIGURE 4
PRESS: FSAR FIGLDIE S.6-12 PRESSt FIGURE 4
SrRATI N/A SPRAft N/A
TIO: 5.39+6 RACS 110t 2+7
SUBMERGENCE 3 N/A SLSMERGENCtr N/A

WAS ONE PROTOTTPE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS INj

' SER!tS? TES

!

!

!

,

!

:

|

i
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|
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i
! OPte.Pf3LITT Opt 9481LITY ACCWACf OR StSPONSt ACCURACY ON SfSPONSt

'

BEQUIREFENTS DEMONSYSATED TIME 9t@J19EMfMTS TIME DEMtw3TeaftD GUALIFft& TION DEPORT age METMOD

i
N078 SS NOTE 14 NOT APPLICA8Lt NOT APPLICABLE SENtoAL

3 etPo#7 1.0 AGS21474/TR
'

METM003 TEST
I O'JALIFlf0 LIFtt 40 Tit #S IN0ftS 22. SGI
2 AGING 11Mga 164 MOURS IN0f t til

AGING TEMPI 168 F (NOTE tal

CR~41

5

t

i

!
4

i NO?t SS NOTE 16 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENtpAL

4

ptPOWT I.03 A3521476/TWj METM008 TEST
ouALIFtto LIFT: 40 Tens $ tNOTr$ 22. SGI

, ASING TIMit (88 HOURS INOTE tti
AGING TEMPI C68 F IMOTE tal

08-40

- PtOIDOIC OPERAT10N PtW100!C OPfeATION NOT APPLIC A8tt NOT APPLICA6Lt GEN!s4L
i OURING MSO

REPORT I.03 LIMITORIP'T 80001
NETM00: TEST
QUALIFit0 LIFT 1 40 f t&#S

I' AGING TIMt s 199.8 MOURS
! AGING ftMP1 165 F

DR-SS

i

i

s

!

B-d4

ilevisfon 1

:
;
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PWC38ASE .....+ LOCATION ...... '

ORDER PE0tt NLNSER OR SUILDING AeNORMAL OR INVIRODRTENT TO
NU'SfR TYPt OF EGUIPMENT MANUFACTUPER IDENTIFICATIP4 _ ASC POD 1 T AG NLP9 f R ACCIDENT ENVIBC*e4NT tmICN QUALIFIED

19109 MOTOR OPERaffD LIMITOReut tre-000-5 18-23601 XVC1002-EF rea CO*eITIONS MSS CO*CITIt'd {
VALVE - OPERATOR 18-1202 XYG1008-EF

18-1202 XVG1937A-EF TEMPI 24 TEMPS FIGURE 4
18-1202 XVG10378-EF PRESSI FSAN FIGURE 3.6-12 PRES $1 FIGL9t 4 i

$rRaft WA SPRAft N/A L

T103 S.39*4 RADS T10s 2*7 BAOS
SLTMERGENCt t WA SUSMERGENCE WA

WAS C'IE FROTOTTPE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? DES

I
.

10109 A!N OPERAffD ASCO NF8316 10-3602 XVT28694-pts W .D@!TIONS LOC 4 CON 0!TIONS
VALVE - SOLENDIO XVT266*B-MS

XYT2869C-MS
TEMPS FIGURt 25 ftMPt FIGURE 1
NESSt FSAN FIGUpt 3.6-10 PRESSI FIGURt 1
SFR ATE WA SFRaft 720 NOURS
TIDt 41*4 RADS TID: 2*8
SLSrtERGENCEt WA SUBMERGENCi t WA

'
WAS ONE PROTOTTFE SUB-
JfCTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? VfS

19109 AIR OPERATED ASCO NP6316 PR 412' XVGS034-90 M9 CC'e!TIONS 10C4 CMITIONS
VALVI - SOLEN 010 XVG5035-20

X)GS03C-ED T E r*P t FIGURE 26 Tir'Pt FIGLWE 1
XYT2662A-IA FRES$1 FSAR FIGWE 3.6-2 PRES $1 FIGlet 1

Isola a 2662As SFRAft 720 HOURS
FSAN FICURI 3.6-6 TIDI 2*8 RADS
65035 8 503C) SLYMERGENCE I WA
SFRAft WA WAS ONE P90TOTTFE SUB-

i 1101 104 RAOS JfCTED TO ALL TESTS IN
8503A A 2662A) SERIES? )ES
106 RADS
IS038 4 503Cl
SLTMERGENCEt WA

10109 AIR OPERATED ASCO NP6316 PR. 461' XVG6067-NR PBS CONDITIO*ts LOCA CON 2]TIONS
VALVE = $0LEleID TEMP 1 FIGLSE 24 TEMPS FIGLSE 1

FRESSI FSAR FIGURE 3.6-2 PRisSt FIGL94 1
SFRAYS WA SFRaft 720 NOL9S
TID: 1.02+6 9 ADS TIDs 2+8 RADS
SU!PERGENCES WA SUPPERGENCt! N/A

WAS CNE FROTOTTFE SUB-
JECTfD TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

>

l

i

'

,

I

\
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OPtWASILITY 0*tpASILITT ACCURACY OR RESPONSE ACCUNACT ON RESPONSE
9tGUIREMENTS DEMONSTBATED TIME #f9JIDfPENTS TIME DEMt*rSTW4TfD OJ4LTFICATION SEPOST Ape METHOD

Pt11001C OPERATION PERIODIC OPtWATION NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA8LE GENEDAL
DURING ffS8

8troef 1.0 LIMIYotGUE 80003
Mtin001 TEST
9JALIFIED LIFtt 40 TEARS
AGING TIMtt 199,8 NOURS

AGING TEMP 3 165 F

DA-5S
.

NOTE 35 NOTE 34 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENT 94L

ptPORT !.01 AGS216TS/TW
METM00 TEST
9JALIFIt0 LIFtt 40 YEARS INOTES 22. SOS

j AGING TIME 8 288 HOL93 (NOTE tti
j AGING TEMP 3 268 f INOTE tti
I

On-60

NOTI 35
i

| NOTt 53 NOTE 34 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICASLE GENipAL
4 IXYT 26629

REPORT !.01 A4321478/TR
NETMCO2 TESTi

QUALIFIto LIFtt 40 TE ARS (NOTES 22. $49
AGING TIMEt 188 NOURS (NOTE til

4 4GING TEMPT 268 F ENOTE tti
!

CR*60tXVG $03 A/8/C-60 3

> 08-6ftXVT 2662*IA)
4

NOTE 35 NOTE 34 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENteAL
DEPcRT 1.08 ARS21678/TR

' METN002 TEST,

j QUALIFIE0 LIFit 40 TEARS INOTES tt, SGI
-

ASING TIMEt 188 NOURS INOTE 22)
, AGING TEMPT 268 F INOTE til
i

OR-4 3

1
.

I

,

; B-5
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f PURCNASE .... LOCATION ------ |

| OR0fB M00tL NUMBt# 04 9UILDINEs A9NO# MAL OR ENVIR049ENT TO
2 MP9ES TTPf GF fGUIPMENT MAMJPACTURt3 IDENTIFICATIC#8 A**) Ret *t T AG NUP* ED ACCIDENT INVIROD&qNT WHICM QUALIFifD
e

'i 19199 MOTOR opt 94T10 LIMITC#QUE $r5-09-15 PR. 463' XVG3003A-SP MP CONDITIONS M9 CC*O!? IONS
*

VALVE - OPERATOR KVG3003B-SP

f TEMPS FFGURE 26 TEMPI FIGURE 6
FRESSI FSAN FIGURE 3.6-2 PRES $1 FIGURE 4
SPRAVs N/s SrRaft N/A
TIDs 2.74*6 RADS T10:2+7 RADS
SUBMERGENCts N/A SUBMERGE NCit N/A i,

NAS CNE FROTOTTPt SUB-
I JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN I

SERIES? TES

19199 MOTOR OPERATED LIMITORQUE Srs-09-15 PR, 463' XYG31034-SW MB CONSITIONS MB CC*CITIO*r5
} VALVE = OPERATOR XYG31074-SM .

'
* TENPt FIGURE 26 TEMPT FIGUnt 4
[ FRESSt FSAR FIGURE 3.6 2 PR ES$1 FIGURE 4
i SPRArt N/A SPR AT t N/A I

j TIDt 5.14*4 NADS TIDS 2+7 NA05
j %U5MERGENCII N/A SUEMERGENCEI N/A

WAS ONE PROTOTTPE SUB-
I JECTIO TO ALL TESTS IN '

SERIES? TES
|

4

10109 MOTOR OPEReit0 LIMITORQUE SMS-09-10 PR, 463' XVG31114-SW MB CC#4D f f f 0NS MSS CO*91 TIC *f5
'

VALVE - OPERATOR XYw3112A SW,

TEMP 2 FIGURE 26 TEMPS FIGURE 4 '

'FRESSt FSA9 FIGURE 3.6-3 PRESSt FIGURE 4
'

SFRAYS N/A SPRaf t N/A
} TID: 1+4 # ADS 63111At TI0t 2+7 RAOS
* 5.14*4 83112Al SUB9tRGtHCII N/A
*

SUBMIRGENCEI N/A WAS DNt FROTOTTPE SUB-
I JtCTIO 70 ALL TESTS IN

SERIES! TES
.

!

|
,

10109 MOTOR OPERaft0 LIMITOW4WE $75-005 PR. 436' XVG9568-CC Me CONDITit*8S M56 CCNOITIONS1

i wALVI . OPERATOR
ftMPt FIGURE 27 TEMPS FIGURE 4

j FR ESSI FSAR FIGURE 3.6-2 PRES $1 FIGURE 4
SrDatt N/A SPRAVI N/A
TIDI 8.46*4 R ADS TIDt te7 RAOS

; SUBNERGtHCit N/A SUEMERGtNCit N/A
I WAS ONE FROTOTTFE SUB-
i JECit0 70 ALL TESTS IN
! SERIES? VES

4

4

6

4

4

|

r

!
|

s_ _

'
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OPERA 81LITT ort #AttLITT ACCURACT Ce stSPONSE ACCURACT OR RESPON$t
SE 9tJIPf MENTS Of*CHSTRAffS TItat Df CU19E*f *dT9 f f**E OfMrHST9 ATED RJALIFftATION ptPOST ADO METWOB

PEKICOIC OPtWATION PtR1001C OPERATION NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENT #AL

DURDe NSB
DEPORT I.Os LIM 170PGut 40003j
NETHCOt itST
GUALIFtt0 LIFEt 40 TE ADS
AGIN3 TIMit 199.8 HOURS
AG1h3 TEMPT 16$ F

09-$5

ftK!00!C CPt#ATION PERIDO!C OPER ATION NQ1 &PPLICABLE NOT APPL 1GOLE Gtkt#4L
OURING MSS

#fP0ef 1.0 LIMIT 0eGUE 30003
METH003 ftST

] GUALIFIED LIFT 2 40 TEARS

l,
AGT'dG TIMEt 199.4 MOURS
AGIN3 TEMPS 145 F

l

08-55
-t

|
Pf3!cO!C OPERATION ' PERIC0!C 0* TWAT 104 NOT APPLICABLt NOT APPLICABLE GEN!98L

] DUWING MS6
WEPORT 1.08 LIMITC# Gut 90003 ,

METMt9 TEST
GUALIF:20 lifts 40 TEARS
AGIN3 TIME 199.8 HOURS
AGING TEMPT 14S F

i 0R-55

Ptt! ODIC OPENATION PERICO!C OPtWATION NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICASLE GENYRAL
DURING MS8

REPORT !.0t LIMITORGUE B0003
Mt1MCO TEST

'

QUALIF1f0 LIFtt 40 TEARS
AGING TIME: 199.3 MOURS

j AGING TEMPI 165 F

4
OR-55

J

4

f

f

i

I

i
- ,

.

A

B-6
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MSO8ASE LOCATION ------
Orote McDit Nt#9te CD BUILDING ABNORMAL 09 ENVISCt#ftNT 70

14PTER TTPE OF ERJIPMENT MAD 4JF ACTUBt3 10tNTIFIC Af f tP4 ASO 900*t TAG NL*ftp ACC10 TNT !W 'WONMENT kP4fCH (PJALIFlfD

t
4

} 19109 MOTON OPif4TED LIMIT 000UE SPS-900-3 Pe 4 36 * XVG9600-CC M's CONDif f twS Pse CONDITI M
e

VALVE - OPESATOR
TEMPT FIGURE 27 TEFiat FICWE 4
FRES$t FSAR FIGLWE 3 6-6 FRESSI FIGURE 4
SFB&ft WA SFSAT8 W A
T101 1*4 NADS TIO: te7 DADS
SLTMERGENCEI WA SUCMEFGtNCEI WA

WAS CNE PROTOTTPE StS-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

19199 MOTom Orleaff0 LIMITOBQUE Sre-600-5 PWe 436* xvG6797-FS P'e CtWDITIONS P*S CCNDITItWS
VALVI - OptWATOR

TEPPt FIGURE 27 TEMPT FIGURE 4
FRESSI FSAR FIGUpt 3.6-2 P#tSS: FIGL9E 4
SFRATI NA SFSATI WA
T101 1+6 TIDI 267 RADS
SUENERGENCEt WA SUOMERGENCil WA

WAS ONE P90f0TTPE SUB-
JtCTIO TO ALL TESTS
IN SERIES? YES

10109 AIN OPipaff0 ASCO NP6316 PWe 636* XVT14784-FM P58 CONDITIONS 100 4 Cf*S f f f tWS

VALVI - 30LEN010 xvf16788-FM
XVT167tC-FM TEMPT FIGusit 27 TEMPS FIGURE 1

PRESSI FSAR FIGURE 3.6-2 FRESSI FIGURE 1
816784B
FSAO FIGURE 3.6-6 SFWAVt 720 HOURS
8167tS A 1676C) TID t*8 PADS
SF9ATI WA SLTMERGINCE1 N/A
T101 1.02*6 R 4167649 WAS ONE FECTOTTPt SUS-
1*6 NAOS JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
(167fB A 1678CI SERIES? YES
SUCMERGENCE1 WA

18199 MOTOR CPERATED LIMIT 0pGut $re-04 PD. 436* XVG0602A-PS P'8 CONDITION) MB CO*af 710NS

VALVE - OPERATOW XVG:80*S-ftS
itMat FIGL91 27 TEMP FIGURE 4
TsitiSI F$a# FIGURE 3.6-6 PEES $3 FIGURE 4
$FRAft WA SPRAT 1 WA
TID: 1 4 340S TIOt to? RADS
SUEMERGENCEI WA SLTMERGENCl3 WA

WAS Cht F9070TTPE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SER1tS? YES

I

!

' e,

t
. 5

~



o

CPtWA81LITT OPteA81LITT ACCUDACT 0B ptSPONSt ACCLWACT 09 DESPON$t
Rf7JIstatNTS DEMtHSTRAffD T!"E PE7JIttatVT1 TIFE et*NSTWATES TJALIFIC ATIC*4 9tPt47 4te METM*O

PEI!C0!C OPER AT104 Pte! ODIC OPERATION NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE 6 tnt #AL
DURING PS$

REPCRT !.0 LIMITORQut 80003
NETHOD TEST
QUALIF110 LIFT 40 flaa$
AGING TIME 199.8 NOURS
AGING TEMPT 165 F

e2 55

PtW1001C OPERATION PtW100!C OPERATION HOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENT 98L
DURING PS8

p t P097 1.0 2 LIMITORQUE 80003
METF031 ftST
GUALIFIt0 LIFit 40 TEARS
ASINS TIMtt 199.8 MOURS
AGING TEMPS 169 P

08-SS

NOTt 35 pCTE S4 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICASLE 6tNtPAL

REPC#7 !.01 A3121678/TW
METH001 ftST

GUALIFIt0 LIFtt 40 YtA93 (NOTES 22. 501
AGING TIMEI 188 NOURS (NOTE ttB
ASING TEMPT 248 F (NOTE 223

09-40

Pte!OO!C OPERATION PtWIDOIC opt 9ATION NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GitTFAL
DURING NSS

REPORT I.01 LIMIT 00QUE 8000S
METN001 TEST
GUALIF!to LIFEt 40 ftARS
AGINC TIMtt 199.8 MOURS
AGING TEMPI 16$ P

09-59

B-7
Revision 1
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f PWCha$t .. .. LOCATION ... .
*

tulete M00tt sejrets OR SUILO!NG A9 NORMAL OR INVIROWINT TO
I4P'SER TTPE OF IRFIPMENT MApt# ACTytt . fDENTIF f t4 TIC 4 PC DOM TAS NL*9ff ACCIDENT ENVI9t90*fNT W IC4 OUALIFifD

r

19199 AIR opt 9Aff0 ASCO NP6316 F8-63015 XVG40$7-HR Nt* MAL Orfeatr#, CONOfftoNs 11*.c4 C0werff twS
VALVE . 90 Lit 410 TEMP . MIN 1 19 F TEMPS FIGURE 1

TEMP = Matt 104 F Pets $1 FIGURE 1
I TEMP . AVGi 82 F SFSAT8 7*0 HOURS
| Fats $t 1 ATMOS. T101 2+8 BACS

T108 41+4 NAOS SU5MERGENCit N/A
NQf t s 46 WAS ONE PFOTOTIFE SUS.

JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN
StBIES? TES

19199 MOTOR OPERAfto LIMIT 0Reut $re-03-15 FB-6301S XVG31038-SW Nce=Al OPf 9& TING CONDlTICNS MSS CONDITIONS
VALVE . OPf9ATOR X4G31078-SW

TEMP . MINT 19 F TEMP 3 FIGURI 4
TEMP - MAxt 104 F FWES$1 FIGURE 4
TEMP - AVGt 82 F SFRAT8 N/A
FWESS: 1 ATMOS. TIDI 2*7 NAOS
T108 4104 $UBMERGENCl3 N/A
N0fts 46 WAS ONE FROTOTTPE SLS.

JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

a

| 19109 Motos OPip4710 LIMITORGUE Sre-06-10 F8-6331$ MvG31118-SW Nt* MAL OFEWATING CONDITIONS M8 CONDITI(MS
- VALVI . OPERATOR XVG31128-SW
, TEMP . MIN: 19 F TEMPS FIGURt 4

*
| TEMP . MAX 1 104 F PETS $1 FIGUDE 4
; TEMS AbGt 82 F SF# Aft N'A

FRESS 1 ATMOS. T101 te? RADS
TIO <164 910$ SUEf*fRGENCi t N/A

. NOTE 46 WAS ON! FROTOTTPE SUB.
1 Jtcit0 TO ALL TESTS IN

SERIES? itS
i

19199 MOTOW OPtBATE0 LIMITORQUE Sre-005-10 AS-9702 XVG3001A-SP NteaAL OpfeAT!*r5 CONDITIONS M*8 CONDITICNS
vatyt . OPtWATOR xvG30018-SP

} ftMP + MINT 65 F TEMPS FIGURE 4
TEMP = Max 104 F P9ES$1 FIGVet 4
TEMP . AVGt 93 F SFWATI N/Ai

i Petss 1 ATMDS. ?!Of f*7 # ADS
1 flot 4106 RADS $UfMERGENCEI N/A
i NQTtt t WAS Cht FFOTOTTPE SUB-

JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

l

1

1

$
t

N
'o
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e

f

OrtsattLITY opt #481L1TY ACCURACV DR ptSPON$t ACCURACY OR ptSPONSE
DtlFJ18tPENTS DEMCPt3M ATfD flat PEQUfRtrTNTS TI"E DEPONST9 ATED (FJALIFff Aff04 WEPtNT Ape METNMI

I
NOTE 15 N0ft 34 NOT APPLICABLt NOT APPLICABLE $ tnt 91L

ftPNT I.0 AGS21674/TW
METh001 ftST
CUALIFtt0 LIFtt 40 ft&ps (NOTES 22,508
AG!h3 TIMit 28$ MMS INOTt til
AGIN3 TEMP 3 164 7 (NOTE til

08-60

P12100!C Ort #ATION PtW1001C OPERATION NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLIC ABLE $tMt94L
OURING MSS

REPORT t.0 LIMITONGut 60003
') METHOD ftST

tu1LIftt0 LIFEt 40 Ytat$
AGING TIMit 199.8 NOUR$

4 ASING TEMP 8 165 F

; OR-55
1

Piet001C OPteATION Pt#!C01C CPERATION NOT APPLICA8Lt NOT APPLICABLE GIM! PAL
OURING PSS

StPCRT !.0: LIMITONGUE 30003
. METH'04 TEST

WALIFIt0 LIFEt 40 TEAes
A31N3 T!Mit 199.6 MOURS
AGING TEMP: 16$ F

0#-50

3

Pti! ODIC opt 9ATION *~.'! ODIC opt 9ATION NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE $?NtWAL2

LA@t3 NORMAL bd1NG MS5
C M ITIONS REPCRT !.08 LIMITORGUE 80003

NETNCOI TEST
GUALIFIt0 lifts 40 ftA#1
AGING TIMit 199,$ MOUW$
A11NG TEMP 3 165 F

08-61

i

i
.

i
j '

i B-8
'
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04ptseAtt .... LOCATION --*==*
* 13988 Mt*Jtt 04pete 09 SUILetha A MAMM 04 ENVIDGMENT TO

.M TYPE nF EEU190W47 MAPa#FACTWtt . IDENTIFIC ATIC.*e PQ .PM _ T AG NLP9 t B J, y / Ugn1?tterNT IPIICN QUAtIFIf 0**
.,

d

19809 MOTOR opt #Afte LIMITop0Ut SMB-Ste-t 48-9702 xvG3002A-SP Nr* MAL OPERATING CO*@ffl0NS M5P COWITIt*fS
{ VALVI * Opt #ATOR XVG300:8-SP
4 TEMP * Mt'et 65 7 TEMPT FIGURE 4
'

TEMP - PAX 2 104 F PPESS: 71GL95 4
4 TEMP A%Gr 93 F SFeay N. ' A

| Pets $1 1 ATMOS. TIO: 3*7 BA3S
j T108 41e6 NADS SUt **t SGt NC E I N/A
3 NOT!I 2 WAS ONE PE07071Pt SUB-
d Jtcit0 TO ALL TESTS IN
2 SERIES? TES

1
J

| 19899 .feit@ OPtDait0 LIMITOINIUt SPS-09-5 At-9702 XVG3004A-SP LOC 4 CONDITIONS LOCA ff*MITIf*t$
VALVE * OrteATS XNG30048-SP

itPPt FSAR FIGUpt 6.2-7 ftMPs FIGL91 44

PRESSt FSA4 FIGURE 6.2 1 P9fSSB FIGURE 4
SPR AV 8 M/ A SFRAft N/A

'
1308 1.71*6 R 13004Al TIOt 2*7 5105a

6.S*+6 R 130048 ) SLT9tWGfNCEI N/A
SUBMERGENCf3 NOTE 43 WAS ONE FROTOTTPE SUS.

Jtcit0 TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? 1ES

PfRJfNQ!TIONS PS9 Cf*C1iICN}
, TEMPS Flas FIGupt 6.t-54 f tNPr FIGLSE 4
FRESSt FSAR FIGLTE 6.2 4 F9tS$8 FIGL9E 4
$PRaft N/A SFRaf t DUA
TIGt 1.7:*6 R 1300448 T!Os to? RA052

! 6.59*6 9 430048B SLTMERGINCEI N/A
I SUFPERGENCEI NOTE 43 kAS ONE P70TOTtFE S h

JECTIO TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? 115

19199 MOTW OPfnaft0 LIMITopeut Srs-et-S AS-9702 xv6300$A-SP NC9 MAL CTt9ATING CONDIT10D3 t$$ C0t@!TIEM
VALVE + OPf8AftN XVG300$8-SP

TEMP . MINI 65 F ftPPE FIGURP 4,

!-
TEMP = MAxe 104 F F9fSSI FIGURE 4
TEMP - AVGs 93 F SPRAT 1 N/A

! FRES$3 1 Afros. 7103 to? #AOS
T101 *1+6 p!CS SttlitRGENCE I N/A

i N3 Tit 2 WAS CNE PECTOTTPE SUB-
| Jtcit0 TO ALL TESTS IN
r SERIEST ftS

!

.

.

Y'

k
'

r pr

, ..
r

1 '
r

I
.
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1

4

f

4

4

opt #4SILITT opt 9A0!LITT ACCURACT ON 8tSPONSE ACCURACY OR RESPONSt
atmitetMfMTS etW wste4TED TI -* stTiteratNTS Tfat tracNs'e ntta GUALIFic ATION ptPORT Aae METNOD

Pt3100!C OPERAT10N PERIC0!C OPERATICN HOT APPLICABLt NOT APPLICABLE OINf*Al
Lpete NopMaL DURING MS$
g;pegggong #tPCAT 1.DI LIMITOR9UE 80003

METM001 ftST
GUALIFIED LIFtt 40 ftARS
AGING TIP!t 199.6 MOURS
AGIt:S TEMPS 165 F

4

, 08-41
i

I
i pts 100!C Ortp4710H Ptet0Dit CPte4 TION NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICASLt 6 tnt 94L
j OL*1N3 LOCA AND MSS

ptPORT !.08 LIM 1f0WQUE S0003,

'{ METHe01 TEST
GUALIF!to L1 Fit 40 YtASS
AGING TIMEI 199.8 HOURS
AGINS ftMP4 165 F

,

f
r

09-55j
a

I

'
a
4

3 !
.

1 i

Pt210DIC CPte4 TION PERIODIC OpteATION NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA6Lt GENteAL ;
'

uc.s eenAL DunNo Ms0
CC'Alf! M ptro#T 3.Os LIMITC#eut D0003

j METHC01 TI$T
tJALIFIt0 LIFtt 40 TEARS
ASING TIMit 199.8 HOL95
AGING TEMP 1 14S P

,

e

De-41
+

,

1

i
e

i
i
i |

Ie

a !

.

4
)

i
i
4

)

i

i

4
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FWCNASE ...... LOCATICN '
OR0tt MODEL NLf9ER ON SUILDIN3 ABN09 MAL OR ENVIRONMENT TO
NUFSER TYPE OF EQUIPMENT MetFACTWE8 TDENTIFICAff0N AND #CC*f _ T AG NUP9f f ACCfDFNT ENYIp0*Jt'f atY nPtfCN 03ALIFff0

10109 M0709 OPERATED
'

LIMITORQUE Sre-000-5 Aa-1211 XVG 9605-CC HC#" A L CPf R A TING CON 0 f f f 0NS MSB Civ fff0NS
VALYt = OPER ATOR

'

WG'6I6-CC
TEMP . MIN: 65 F TEMP 3 FIGutt 4
TEMP = MAXI 104 F FRESS FIGLTE 4
TET'P - AVGI 93 F SFFArt N/A
FRES$2 1 ATMDS. TI0t 2*T FA05
T101 *1*4 $USMERSENCE: N/A
NOTEI 2 NAS ONE PFOTOTIPE SUS-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES! Tis

19109 AIN OPERATED ASCO NP6316 C8-8*01 XVT6412A-VU NCCFAL DPERATING Co*MITIONS LOC A CMMITIONS
VALVE = SOLENCID CB-8202 XVT64128-W

CB-8*01 hvi6490A-W TEMP = MIN 65 F TEPPI FIGUWE 1
CB-8002 XVT64905-W ftMP = MAft 104 F FRESSI FIGLTE 1

TEr'P + AVGa 93 F SFRAft 703 NCURS
PRES $3 1 ATMOS. ?!O 2*6 BACS
TIDI *163 SLTMEFCENCit N/A
NOTEI 1 NAS CNE F20TOTyrt SLB-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? YES

10111 OAMPf5 ACTUATOW SOLENDIO ASCO 206-561-7F #8 XOP0110A-AN LOCA CO*mfTIONS LCCA CM efffCNS
VALVE FOR REACT 09 98 X0F01108-AN
SUILDING COOLING UNIT RS X0F0111A-AN TEMPI FSAR FIGUDE 6.2-7 TEMP 3 FIGURE $
NEPA 81 PASS CAMFER 88 XDF01118-AN FRES$1 FSAR FIGLTE 6 2-1 PRESS FIGLTE $

$reATI 2 NOURS SFRAft 700 NOLTS
1I01 1.3*8 RAOS TIO: 4.S* 7 RADS
SUBMERGENCEt NO SL'BMEFGENCE t N/A

NAS CMt FROTOTVFE SLS-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

*

/
t

V

, - -

.
.
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OrtWAEILITT OPEDASILITT ACCtJRACT DE WESPONSE ACCUWACT ON DESPONSE#EQUfpEMENTS ' DEMrHST9 aTED TIME REQUTOE"ENTS TIME DEMC*rlYsATED QUAttFICATime WEPORT Aset METNOD

PERIODIC OFERATIDI PERICOIC OPERATION NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENEBAL
LTCE2 NORMAL CURING MSS
CON 0!!!ONS. REPCRT !.02 LIMITORQUE B000$

NETN00: TEST
QUALIFIED LIFT 40 TEast
AGING TIMit 199.6 NOURS
AGING TEMP 3 165 F

09-61
J

NOTE $$ NOTE $6 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICAett 6(N{ PAL

REPORT !.0: AGS21676/TW
PETN001 TEST
GUALIFIto LIFT 40 TEA 93 INOTES 22. 50)
ASING TIMgr 288 MOURS ENOTE tti
AGING TEMP: 266 F INOTE tti

DR-67

NOTE $$ NOTE $4 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENEDAL

REPORT I.01 AGS21676/TW REVISION B
' NETHCD: TEST

QUALIFIED LIFEt 40 TEARS IHOTES 22. $01
AGIN3 TIMEt 286 NOURS (NOTE 22)
AGIN3 TEMPS 266 F (NOTE tti

0R-6 3

i

!

B-10 i!
Revision
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PWCMASC .-.... LOCATION
ORDER MODEL M.PTER OR CUILDING ABNORMAL OR ENVIRONMENT TOE9ER TTPE OF EXIIPMENT MANLFACTtDER 10fNTIFftaff0*4 A*7pp TAG Re*fR ActIDENT ENVIDM*fT b|NIC*t QUAlfFIED

10172 Alti CPERATED ASCO NP8323 R8-6301 INTS164-SW ECCA CONDITTONS LOCA CtMITIONS
VALVE - SOLEN 010 XVT3165-SW

XVT3169-$W TEMP = FSAR FIGURE 6.2 7 TEMP = FIGURE 1
FRESSI FSAR FIGLEE 6 E 1 PRES $t FIGLTE 1

, SrRATI 2 NOURS SPRAT 8 T20 MOURS
TIO: 1.3*8 RADS 7101 2*8 RAOS'

SLTMERGENCEt NO SLTMERGENCE! N/A
WAS ONE r;0TOTIFE SUB-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? 1ES

t'*8 CONDfff0NS M'S CN,5 f f f 0NS

TEMP 2 FSAR FIGWE 4.2-SA T E f*P I FICL9E 1
FRES$t FSAR FIGLtt 6.2-4 FRESSI FIGLTE 1
SFRAff 2 NCURS $FRATI 700 NOURS
TID 1.3*S RADS TIDt 2*8 RASS
SUEMERGENCEt NO SUSMERGENCEI wa

WAS ONE FROT0 Tire SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES! TES

10172 AIR OPERATED ASCO NP8323 19-2601 XVT6 334 A-W N0'"At DRERaffMG coef frons tecA e0 erTieNSVALVE - SOLENDID 38-2602 XVTt3545-W
IS-0601 XVT6 345 A-VU TEMP = MINT 65 F TEMP 3 FIGURE 1
15 0602 AVTe 3358-W TEMP - MAX: 104 F PRESS: FIGURF 1

TEMP = A1G 93 F SPRATt 700 MOURS
FRESSI 1 ATMOS. TIDI 2*8 R103
TIDs <1** RADS SLT*fERGENCEI N/A
NOTE! 1 NAS ONE FROTOT1PE SUB-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? 1ES

1017J AIR OPERATED ASCO NP8323 18-3602 XVT28434-MS t'S9 CON 0!T!e43 L0ca c0*Sfff0NSVALVE - SOLEHOIO XVT 8438-MS
XVT 843C-NS TEMPT FIGURE 25 tempt FICL9E 1

FRESSt FSAR FIGURE 3.6-10 PRES $1 FIGLWE 1
SFRAff N/A SFRAff T20 MOLWS
TIOf <!,4 RAOS TIDI 2*8 RAOS
SLTMERGENCEt N/A SLTMERGE NCE N/A

WAS ONE PROTOTYPE SUB*
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES! 1ES

1

1
+

l
#$

_
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e

f

CPERABILITY OPERA 51LITT ACCURACT De NESPONSE ACCUWACT DR 9tSPONSE
DE71IPEMENTS DEP"*r5TW A TED TIME DET)f9EMENTS TI"E DEWT8 ATED QUALIFICATION DEP097 AND PETHOD

NOTE 35 N0ft 36 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENE 98L

REPCef 1.0: AQS21678/TW
METHCO: TEST
QUALIFIED LIFE: 60 YEARS (NOTES 22. 503
AGING TIME: 288 NOURS INOTE 22)
AGING TEMPS 268 F t NOTE 221

DR-63

NOTE 5) NOTE 36 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENToAL

REPCRT 1.0: AGS21678/TW
NETHCO: TEST
GUALIF!to LIFT: 60 TEARS (NOTES 22. 50B
AGDG TIME: 28$ NOLES (NOTE 223
AGING TEMP: 268 F (NOTE 223

0R-67

NOTE 35 NOTE 36 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE 6E NEW A L

REPORT !.0: AQS21678/TW
METMCO: TEST
CUALIFito LIFE 60 f TARS (NOTES 22. 50 9
AGING TIMt 28S NOURS (NOTE 22)
AGING TEMPS 268 F (NOTE t2i

09-60

B-11
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PLNCMACE LOCATION +-----
C* DEN MODEL NUPTER OR PUILDING ASNODMAL 04 ENVIFONPffMT TO
M -* * 9 TYPE OF EQufpMENT MANLT ACT1JDER ISENTIFIC Af f tN AhS F(t'1 T AG R*TED ACCIDENY ENVIRt9 MENT WNff f Qt!ALIFIED

i 19172 MOT 08 OPERATED LIMITORout Sre-00 Pe. 636' XVT1633&-FM P'8 CLNDITICHS LOCA C N Iff0NS

WALVE - QPERATC9 XVT16335-FW
XVT1633C-FM TEMPI FIGUnt 27 TEMPS FIGLTE 4

FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 3.6-2 PRESS FIGURE 6
81633AB

1 FSAR FIGURE 3.6-6 SFRATs 719 NCLTS
E1633S A 1633CI TIO: 2.04*8 R AOS
SPRaft N/A SLTMEFGfMCE: N/A
T10: 3.74*5 RACS WAS ONE FROTOTTFE SUB-
SLTMERGENCE: N/A JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN

SERIES? IES

30172 AIN OFIRATED ASCO NP632 3 PW. 436' XVT2660 IA M*9 CtNDITf tNS LOCA CMif f0NS
VALyt - SOLENQID XVT;3774-MS

XVT3775-MS YtMP FIGURE 27 TEMP: FIGUPE 1.,

d FRESS: FS AR FIGURF 3.6-2 PRES $1 FIGURE 1
(2660 8 06774) SrDay: 7 0 H0t.TS

FSAR FIGLTE 3.6-6 (28778) TIO: 2*8 RAOS
SFRAT3 N/A SLSMEPGENCEt N/A
TIO: 1*4 RA05 WAS ONE FROTOTYPE SUS-
StTMERGENCit N/A JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN

SERIES? YES

18175 fMERGENCY FEf0WAftR PUMP ASCO - WP-NVA-206-341-3RVU 18-1210 IFV-3531-tF Mes CtwDifftwS toCA CC*SffitNS
FLLN CCNTWOL VALVE - IS-1000f IF V- 35 36 -t F
$0LEN0ZO 18-23o01 IFV-3541-tF TEMPT FIGLTE 26 TEMP FIGURE I

IE-1*0 E IFV-35*6-EF STES$ 8 FSAR FIGURE 3.6-12 FRESS2 FIGLTt 1
15 1210 IFV-3551-tF SFRAT1 WA SPRAft 720 NOURS
IB-1000E IFV-3556-EF TIO2 <1e4 R40$

*
TID: 2*S RADS

SLSMERGENCEI WA SLTMER$f NCE I WA
WAS ONE FROTOTTPE SUS-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? YES

1917b STEAM GENERATOW PDWER ASCO WP-NVA-206-SS1-34VU 18-3602 IPV-2010-MS F*S CONDITIONS LO"A CCSSITIONS
RELIEF CON 1RCL VALVE -
50LEP.13!O TEMPS FIGURE 25 TEMPT FIGURE I

FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 3.6-10 FRESSI FIGLTE 1
, SFRAT8 N/A SFRAV3 7:0 NOURS
' TIO: 41*6 RADS TIDI 2*4 RADS

SU5MERGENCft N/A SUEMERGENCE2 WA
WAS CNE FROTOTTFE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

i

e

6

4

)

i

l

i
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OPERASILITY OPERA 81LITT ACCUBACT 09 RESPONSE ACCURACT OR RESPONSE
DE73fet PENTS DEMONSTDATFD 'IPt WE7JtetP!NTS TIPE t'E N T9ATED QUAlfFICATION REPORT AND METHOD

PEOICO!C opt #ATID'i PERIODIC OPteATION NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE CEN!DAL
O'JWING LOCA
Am MSB DEPORT 1.02 LIMITORQUE 0600656

METHOD: TEST

QUALIFIto LIFEt 40 ftARS
AG!?G T!Pt t 100 NCURS
AGING TEMPS 160 C

OR-55

NOYt 35
* N0ft 51 NOTE 34 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENf9AL

tXVT 26608
SEPORT I.01 AQS21676/TW
METFCD* TEST
@J4LIF!!O LIFE 1 40 TEADS (NOTES 22. 504
AGING TIPEt ESS NOURS INCTE til
AGING TEPPI C64 F

02-67 (XVTZ660-1 A1
CD-60 IXVT E87F A/8-MSI

IC5ft 15 NOTE 36 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE g!NERAL
t

REPopf 1.03 FQP-7-1. DEV. 8 (NOTE fl
NETHC3t TEST
QUALIFIED LIFEt A0 Yt ARS (NOTES 22. Sol
AGING TIMEa It$ NOL15 ENOTE til
AGINS ftMP1 268 F INGTE tt)

09-60

NOTE 35 NOTE 16 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GEN!DAL

REPORT 1.01 FQP-7-1. DEV. 8 (NOTE 75
NETHCD1 TEST
GUALIFIED LIFEt 40 TEARS tlCTES 22. Set
AGING TIME 8 235 NOURS INOTE tti
AGING TEMPT 268 F INOTE Ctl

09-60

B-12
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PURCHASE ------ LOCATION
1 OPDER MODEL NUMBE9 04 E'JILDING A9NOWMAL DR ENVIRDNMENT 70

*A."'EE N TYPE OF ERJIPMENT map 4fF ACTUDER fcENTIFICATYON a**J pm Ta3 PR** PEW ACCIDENT EWYtPONMENT bNICN CUst.fFIED
..

!

10175 STEAM GENEWATCW POWtB ASCO Wp-HVA-206-391-3e W PWe 436' IPV.0000-MS MB CCNDIYtcNS LOCA CONSIYtows
| SELIEF CONTROL VALVE - IPV-20ZO-MS

SCLEN010 TfPPI FIGURE 27 TEMPT FIGU9E 1
FRES$1 FSAR FIGURE 3.6-2 FRES$r FIGUEE 1
$r9472 N/A SFRAVI 7.'0 H3URS
TID' 1.01*6 BADS TID: 2*8 DASS

[ SUEMERGENCEF N/A SUEFERGE NCE : N/A
- WAS CNE FACTOTtFE SUS-
4 JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN

SERIES? YES

.

T

10181 SOLENCIO %ALVE FOR ASCO Np 4316 PS XVT00018-An LDCA CENerTIONS LOCA CONSITIPNS
! $6" PCTGE LINE ES X\1000 8-AM

ISOLATION VALVE TEMP: FSAe FIGURE 6.2-7 TEMP 3 FIGURE $
I PRE'St FSA9 FIGURE 6.2 1 PRES $1 FIGURE $
j Sr'AT: HOURS SreAft 7:0 MCURS

71J: 1.S*8 RA3s TIO: 4.5*7 RADS
f SUE 9ERGE NCE T NO SLSMERGE NCE t N,'A
4 WAS ON! FROTOTtPt SUS-
j JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN

SERIES? TES
i F?9 CONDfifDNS M?9 C0"?fifDN)

TEMPS FSAR FIGURE 6.2-5A TEttP: FIGURE 5
4 FRESSt FSA9 FIGURE 6.2-4 FRESS: FIGURE $

STRATE 2 MCURS SFRAff 700 NOURS
TI0t 1.3+8 RADS TIO 4.S*7 RADS

! SJEMERGENCE" NO SUEMEPGENCE ! N/A
WAS ONE FROTOT191 S'JB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN

f SERIES? YES

| 10181 SCLEN010 VALVE FOR ASCO NP 8316 F8-6 3015 XVT0001A-AN NS*"st crEpaTING CONDf ffSNS Normal erEntTftsG CEN59.
56" PURGE LINE F8-6301 X\10000A-AM
ISCLATION VALVI (El 435' TEP.P - MIN: 19 F TEMP - MIN: 60 F

TEMP - MA41 104 F TEMP - MAX: 140 F.

TEMP - AVGA 82 F TEr# - AVG: 1:0 F
FRESS: 1 ATPOS. FRESS: 1 ATMCS.

i TID: <!*4 RA03 TID: 4.S*7 RADS
4 N0ftf 46

)
A
.

I

f

$

!
\.--

t

I

i.
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OPEP481LITT OPERASILITT ACCURACY 09 RESPON3E ACCURACT CD RESPONSE
Bf 7UIRE=ENTS CEMONSTFATED TIa! #f 70t9EP?NTS TIFE OfFONST94?fD O'Jalf 8fC ATION REPOWT AND PETNDO

NOTE 3S NOTE 34 NOT APPLICA8tt NOT APPLICABLE GENf84L

REPORT !.Dt FQP-7-1. REY. B ( NOTE 7 3
PETHC3: TFST
GUALIFIED LIFE; 40 YEARS (NOTES 22. SOS
AGD4 TIME: 288 H%125 OIOTE 2* a
AGING TEMP: 268 F INOTE 221

02-60

CONTINUUUS CONTINU0US NOT APPLICA8tE NOT APPLICABLE GENE'AL

9tPCtf 1.0: AQS21678/TW #EVIS!DN 8
Mt TNO3 : TEST
CUALIFIED LIFE: 40 TEARS (NOTES 22. S0)
AGItG T!"t 28S NCtTS INCTE 223
AGING TEMP: 268 F tNOTE 223

OR-61

NOTE 3S NOTE 36 NOT AFPLICA8LE NOT APPLICASLE GEN!DAL

REPDRT 1.0,i AQS21678/TR PEv!SIDM S
METHC3: TEST
QUALIF1t3 LIFE s 40 YE ARS (NOTES 22. S0)
AGING Tint: 228 MOURS (NOTE 223
AGING TEMP: 265 F INOTE 22)
co-60

B-13
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j PURCHASE ------ LOC ATIDN
i ORDER P00EL NUMEER OR SUILDING ASNCRMAL CW ENVIRDNNENT TO

{
$

, 28f*H GUALIFTEDHl**ER TYPE OF EQUfrMENT MaNUFACTUDER ID ENTIF IC A tit *# ay ppr*t tag NLMER ACCIDENT ENVIDOWENT

! 10188 SDLEN0!D VALVE FOR ASCO 83:0 15-2302 ADP00$3A Neewat cFEpaf fNG CcNDf ticNS LOCA CcN9fffDNS

1 AIR DAMPERS 38-2301 XDPCoe!S
| TEMP = MIN 60 F TEMPS FIGURE 5
i TEMP - M4X8 25 F FRESSr FIGLWE 5

TENP - AVG! 75 F SFR AYr 7:0 N3URS,

! PRESS: 1 ATMOS. TIDr 4.5*7 RADS
TIDI <1*4 RACS SUEFEKGENCE I N/A

*
NOTER 1 WAS ONE FROTOTIFE SUB-

JECitD TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? 1ES

10188 SOLENDIO VALVE FOR ASCO 8320 AB-7501 XDP0012A N0994L OPER ATING CD'efTIONS LOCA CMefff0NS
AIR DAMPERS AE-7501 XDF00108

i TEMP - MIN 2 65 F TEMPr FicurE S
} TEM 8 - MAX: 104 F PRESSt FIGUFE 5
- TEMP - AVG' 93 F SFRAYI 700 9:0URS

FRES$1 1 ATFOS. TID: 4.S*7 NADS;

i TfD: 1*4 RADS SUEMERGENCE: N/A
NOTE 19 Wa$ CNE FFOTCTYPE SUS-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
| SERIES? 1ES

10188 $0LENCIO VALVE FCW ASCO $3:0 CB-8002 XDP00184 NCOMAL OPER ATDM CC*@ITIONS LOCA CO*CITIONS
AIR DAFFERS C8-!!01 EDF00165

CB-8*00 KOF00194 TEMP - MIN: 45 F TEMP: FICUPE $
CS-8001 htF001c5 TEMP - MAX 104 F FRES$1 FIGURE 5
CB-5002 ROF00:14 TEMP - AVGi 93 F SrWAY: 700 NOUUS
C6-e 01 kCF00:18 FRES$1 1 ATPos. TID: 4.5*7 # ADS
C6-8:C: ATP000 4 TfDs <1*3 RADS SUtt:ERGENCE: N/A
CS-e 01 ADF00:08 NOTEt 1 WAS CNE FROTOTVFE SUS-
CS-5:02 KDF00:3A JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
CS-8004 N P00:38 SERIES? TES
CS-8002 hCF0038A
CB-8001 XDr003c8
C8-8200 XcF0045
CD-8:01 XDF0086,

CB-8002 30F01034
C5-8001 ADF01038

'

CS-8002 ACF0106
i CS-6:02 AVP011*A
'

CB-8001 ACF01108
| CB-8002 kDP0113A

CS-8001 EDF01138
CB-6:01 NDP0109
CB-8002 kDP0133A
C8-8001 XDF0133S

s CS-C:02 FCF0 344
CB-8001 ADF003*B

i

.

I

l
I

,

I
\
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CPEPABILITY OPERABILITY ACCUR ACT OR RESPCNSE ACCURACT OR RESPONSE
DE7JIDE" M 1 DEMrW379ATED TIME PE7_'ICEMENTS TI"E CEPT *4STR ATED QUALIFIC ATION BEP09T ASC MEWM

\

CONT!P8JOUS L*CER CONTINUOUS LPCER NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENE #AL
NORMAL CarCETIONS NOPMAL COPCITICNSL

CTCLIC DURING LOCA REPORT !.0: AQ121678/TW REVISION B
METN00: TEST
GUALIFIED LIFE: 40 TEARS (NOTES 22. 50)
AGING TIME: ISS HOLTS INOTE 2 1
AGIN3 TEMP 3 E68 F (NOTE p

CR-65

CONTINUQU3 UNDER CONTINUCUS UNCER NOT APPLICA$lt NOT APPLICABLE GENTDAL
N0hMAL CO*CITION5 NORMAL C0tCITICN51
AFC CA$F CBOP CTCLIC CURItG LOCA REPOST !.0: AQ$21678/TW REVISION B
ACCIDENT METHCO: TEST

CUALIFIED LIFE: 40 TEARS (NOTES 22. 50)
AGIts TIME: te8 HOUDS (NOTE 22)
AGING TEMP: 26S F (NCTE 203

DR-6%

CONT!tAJOUS &CER CONT!t.WJS UFCER NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENtoAL
NO tMAL COFCITIONS NOPMAL COFCITICNSI

CTCLIC Ct.1t!NG LOCA REPCRT !.01 AQ3:1678/TW REVISION B
METH002 TEST
QUALIFIED LIFE: 40 VEARS (NOTES 22. 500
AGING TIME: 286 MOUW$ (NOTES C2)
AGING TEMP: 68 F tNOTE 221

09-60

i

I

|
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PUUCMASE LOCATICN ------
C'UER MCOEL NUF5Et De EUILDIMG AENDPMAL DR ENVIRONMENT TO
NY Mf 9 YTPE OF E7JIPMENT Ma+gt;T 3 CTUD EP ffENTIFIC47fCN A'.") F**1 Tf*- NLN E9 ACCICENT ENVICC+P'ENT WTCM Ct'aLIFIED

19186 $0LENDID VALVE FDs ASCO 63:0 08- XDP0176 Ner9al crEsafim CC*eITicNs Loca C&cif ft*:s
AIB OAMPERS

CS.'0"
***

XD P0175 TEMP - FIN: 19 F TEMP: FIGUTE 5
**9*0" 1Et:P - MAX: 95 F FEES $1 FIOUKE 5
C5 XCF0176 TEFo - AVG: 60 F sr#AT: 700 H3UTS
**9*0" FRESS: 1 ATMOS. TID: 4.5+ 7 #105
C3- KDP0177 TID: <1+3 RA05 S'T7EPGENCE: N/A
4*9'0" NOTE: 1 bA5 CNE FFDTCTTFE SUB-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

19188 $0LENGID VALVE FOR ASCO 6300 $W-4101 XDF00 714 NM "al erfoATING crn?rTIter$ LOC A Cc'ef TIEHs
AIR DAMPERS *W-4101 iCF00 718

$W-410 DUF"3744 TEMP - MIN: 65 F TEMP FIGURE 5
$W-4100 hCF007 6 TEMP - Max: 104 F FRE55: FIGLTE 5

TEMP - A%G: 93 F STRAT: 700 HOU75
FRESS: 1 atmos. TIO: *.5+ 7 R:cs
TID: (1+3 RAO$ SUEFEFGE NC E t N/A
NOTE: 1 was CNE FECTCT)PE SUS-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIE5? TE5

1018a ACTUATCR FOR SATTERT BECK 11-153 18-1204 *EF0152-AM NComal cFEraTryg teNef frons k?cMal ecEwating c?ees.
R009 AIR DAMPE#3 IB-1 06 *CF015 3- AM

18-1204 DCF0155-AM TEMP - MIN: 45 F TEPP - PIN: N/A
IB-1;DS ADF0156-AM TEMP - F4X: 85 F TEMP - Pat: 90 F

TEPP - AVG: 75 F TEPP - AVG: 75 F
FRE$$: 1 ATFOS. FUE55: 1 ATMOS.
TID: <1++ RA05 TID: 2. *8 NAOS
NOTE: 1

I
|
!

t

I

I
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OPE R ASILITY CPER&tILIT Y ACCL,TACY OR RESFONSE ACCtJDACT OR RESPCHSE
PF731ef"ENTS O! m 370ATED Tief FE71 TOE"!NTS TIME O! m STPATE3 QUALIFICAT! W PEPODT A*O PETisc0

CCMTIP4JOUS LPCER CCNTINUQUS LFCER NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABL{ $FNF D A 8

NC7FAL CO*C!TIONS NORMAL C0tCITICN$1
C1CLIC CLTING LCCA RErN T I.0 AQS2I678/TR REVISION 8

METtC : TEST
GUALIFIED LIF(t 40 Tfat$ (NOTES 22. 50)
AGIN3 TIFEt 288 HCURS INOTE 221
AGIN3 TEMP: 266 F ENOTE 221

CR-65

CONTIt3JOUS L9CER CONTINUCUS tpCER NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE C?N'D A! .
MPMAL CC'CITIONS NORMAL CCh11TIONS)

CICLIC CLTING LOCA REPCRT I.D: AQ52I678/TR REVISION 8
METH002 TEST
QUALIFIED LIFtt 40 TEARS ENOTES 22. 50)
ASIN3 TIPE: 22$ HOURS (NOTE 22)
AGIN3 ft9P 268 F (NOTE 22)

CR-60

PEDIOQIC PERICOIC NOT AFPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE G!* RED A L

REPCRT !.Dt A-262-79
METH30: C M INATICM OF TEST AND AN RT$1$
GUALIFIED LIFE: 60 f t ARS
AGING TIME: 552 HCURS
AGING TEMP: 2It F
CR-12

B-15
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PUFCHASE ------ LOCATION ------
CROES MODEL NUM![4 09 SUILDING ABNORMAL 09 ENVIRCNMENT TO
F8 F**F R TTFE OF ECUIPMENT PAMJF ACTURER 10fNTIFICATIC*4 A*Q Paaat TAG NLM ER ACCIDENT E*NIPC* PENT WH IC M QUtLIFIED

19193 AIR OFERATED DIAPHRAGM ASCO 206-381-3RFV #8-1001 XW6 4:1-NO LOCA CC*Rllipj 1CfA CC*71TIf*35
VALVE - $0LEN010 TEPP: F S AR F IGi'E 6. 2- 7 TEMP: FICitt 1

FRESS: FS AR F IGLTE 6.2-1 FRESS: FIGLEE 1
$ rear: 2HMS SFRat: 700 h0U25

i TID: 1.3*8 PADS TIO: Ce8 # ASS
! SUSNERGENCE: NO SUEMEFGEt E2 N/A

WAS ONE FKOTOTIFE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? tES

F*9 ((*MIJ[*J CB CC'Ullf3*
Y E r'P FSAO FIGURE 6.2-SA TEPP FIGTE 1
FRE SS: F 5 AR F IGLSE 6.2-4 F9ESS: FIGUTE 1
SF#17: 2 HC'JR$ SrpAr: 700 HOL95

TID: 1.3+S PACS TIO: 2+8 R A95
$UEFERGENIE: NO SLT"ERGENCE : N/A

WAS ONE FFOTCTTFE SLB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? 1ES

19193 AIR CPERATED OIAPHRAGM ASCO HP-1 F B- 1201 XVD648-tc F" At OPER Af f r., CON!5f f fC*i1 1pC A (f*MTl[*3
YALVE - SOLENOIO TErP - f1IN: 19 F TEMP 3 FICLTE 1

TEMP - MAX: 104 F FRES$! FIGLTE 1
TEMP - ALG: 8: F SrRAT: 700 M?JR$
FRESS: 1 ATMOS. TIO: 4*8 RACS
TIO: <1ee 9405 SLT'fERGENCE : N/A
NOTEt 46 WAS Ot:E FKOT071rf SL9-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

10200 MOTOR OPERATED LIMITCRQUE SFB-0CO-SMf BC 15-1202 MT'S 68-CC P 9 CONDITI N P'9 CC*cITIlvS
VALVE - OFERATOR IB-1202 MY % S 78-CC

I B - 36 0 M895:64-CC TErpt FIGURE 24 TEMP: FIGL9E 4
15-3002 M e 4 87A-CC (*S6B 8 #6S 78 ) FRESS: FICLTE 4

FIC'.*E CS SF#Af: N. A
(45264 8 9e87Al TID: to? #A05
FRE?$: FSAR FIGtRE 3.6-12 SL? MERGE NC E : N/A
(*$0e 8 8 #637B 5 WAS ONE F70T0ftPE SUB-
FSA4 FIGLft 3.6-10 JECTED TO ALL TESTS
(8506A A *e8749 IN SERIES? 1ES
TIO: 5.39e* RASS
18506B 4 #68781
51** RADS
t*506A A 9587Al
SLTFERGENCE: N/A

f.
|
A

N
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CPERASILITY OPERABILITY ACCURACY 09 RESPONSE ACCUBACY OR RESPONSE
RE7UIDEMENTS DEMONSTRATED TIPE WEQ'JIGEFENTS TIPE DEPONSY9&TED QUALIFICaffDN REPORT AND FifMOD

|
|

NOTE 35 NOTE 36 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GIMi# al,
FEPORT I.0: AQS21678/TR
METHOD: TEST
QUALIFIED LIFtf 40 TE ARS (NOTES 22. 50)
AGDG TIME: OSS NCL95 (NOTE 20p
ASING TEMD. 268 F (NOff 129

0R-6 3

K37E 15 NOTE $6 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENERAL
REFORY I.0: AGS21678/TW
PETPCD: TEST
GUALITIED LIFT: 60 ftARS INOTES 22. 50)
AGING TIME: 288 NOUp3 (NOTE 22)
AGING TEMP: E68 F (NOTE t2i

CR-60

FECIDDIC CPER ATICH PER100!C CFERATIDN NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GEN (OAL
DURING MSB
CURING M$5 REPORT !.0: LIMITCR3UE 80003

PETF?? TEST
CUALIFIED LIFE: 40 TEARS
AGING TIME: 199.8 MCURS
AGING TEMP: 165 F

0R-55

B-16 i
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PURCNASE ------ LOCATIJN ------
CRDER MCOEL NLMER C9 EUILDING AENDcNAL 09 ENVIRONFENT TOM*TFW TYPE OF EQUIFT*ENT P A*PJR ACTUDES 10E*sTIFIC ATION $*J F^^9 _TAGt?"#ER ACCIDENT ENVTRN.*ENT kNICH CJttf7 FED

10200 MOTOR OPERATED t!MITCR7JE SMS-Oc:/NDC FR, 46 3' nT 3106 A-SW F'9 C N ITI M F?? CN OITICMS
VALVE - CFERATOR

TEMP: FIGUT F 26 TEPP: FIGLTE 4
FRESS: FSAN FIGUTE 3.6-2 FRESS: FI3URE 4
SrRAT: NL ' A SFRAT: NA
TID: 3.66 *S N ACS TID: 2*T CACS
SUE *ERGENCE: N/A S'IMERGENCE: N/A

WAS CNE FR3TOTVFE SUS-
JECTE3 TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

10200 FOTOR OPERATED LI*t[TCR7JE S*1B- 0 002/N OBC ST , 66 3 ' X\B3110A-SW F*9 Co*.9fffCwS F*e Ctar!TimS
VALVE - 0FERATOR

+TEPP: FISLTE 06 TEMPS FIGUCE 4
FRESS: FSAR FIC-URE 3.6*2 FRESS: FIOLTE 4
EF91V: N/A $ PRAY! N/A
TID: 1.43*S RACS TID: 0*T F40S
S' 5 MERGENCE : N/A TU-~!FUENCE: N'AJ

WAS CNE FFCTOTIFE $"B-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES! 1ES

10E00 MOTCR OFERATED LIMITCRQUE $**S - 0 0 2/N EC FB-6301 n?31068-SW NCD"t L f*rEo ATING CNSITIC*ts F*P CC*.9ITIM]VALVE - CFERATOR

TEMP - NIN: 19 F TEPP: FI3UTE 4
TEMo - PAX: 104 F FRESS: F! CURE 4
TE"P - Ak G: 80 F SFRAT: N. 'A
FRESS: 1 ATMOS. TID: 2 * T F ADS
TIO: 51*4 RA35 $U?rER0ENCE N/A
NOTE: 40 kAS ONE FRJTOTIFE SUS-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? 1ES

10200 NCTOR CPERATED LIMITORQUE $"B-0002Nc?C FS-6301 nT31108-SW NF PAL CPERATISPS C M ff!ONS M 9 CC*SITINf3
YALVE - OPERATOR

TEMP - MIN: 19 F TEPP: FIGUPE 4
TEPP - MAX: 104 F FRESS: FIGUFE 4
TE"o - A\G: EO F SFrafs N'A
FPE SS: 1 ATFCS. TID: *eT RASS
T!3: *1** RACS SUE.*tE RC E NC E : N/A
NOTE: 46 WAS CNE FF37CTIFE SUS-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN

. SERIES? 1ES

.
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OPipASILITY CPERA8!LITT ACCLTACT CR RESPONSE ACCURACT CR RESPONSE
WE71!DE*?NTS DE M TPA'E3 TIFE FE7J!rEFENTS TI-t cE* NsteATED 7JALIFic Af f0N ptPORT AND PE fkT

PERIODIC CPERATION PERIODIC CFERATION NOT APPLICABLE NOT AFPLICABLE CfM!#AL
CURING M55

REFCRT !.01 LIMITCRCPJE 80001
NETHC3 TEST
7JALIFit0 LIFE: =0 TEARS
agita TIME: 149.6 MOL'c5
ASIN3 TEFP: 165 F

09-55

PERICOIC OPERATION PERIODIC OPESATION NOT APPLICABLE NOT AFPLICABLE SENEDAL
DURItG FSS

REPORT !.0: LIMITCR7JE B0003
NETPCD: TEST
71ALIFIt3 LIFE! 40 VEARS
ASItG TI"E: 199.8 HO'JS
AGItG Yt"P: 165 F

OR-55

PERIOCIC OPERATION PERIODIC CFERATION NOT APPLICAELE NOT APPLICAELE GEN!#AL
CL9I'G NSB

REFORT 1.0: LIMITC#QUE B0003
FETF00: TEST
CUALIFIED LIFE: 40 TEARS
A3Ir4 TIFE: 199.8 NOURS
AGItG TEPP: 160 F

CR-55

Pff! ODIC OptRATION PERIODIC OrtPAT!cN NOT APPLICA{LE HQT APPLICABLE GENT #AL
CURI?G NSS

REFCRT !.0: LIMITORQUE 80003
NETN03: TEST
7JALIFIED LIFT: 40 VfARS
A3ItG TIME: 199.a HOUR $
ASIPG TEPP: 165 F

DR-SS

B-17
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Pur0hASE ------ LDCATIrN - ----

CPOER FOOEL NUFFED CG FUILD!P3 AF'CrP&L OR ENV!CCN"!NY T3

94t*TW TVPE OF E 7JIPMF NT M8sP_T at (TED _ ]Qgtge VI?4 g * "'9 P'79 Ya3 M"YO _a[C!? f *sT E N .' f e ?.'P*! *f' L*II" '.tLI818?
T

19288 FOTC9 CrERATE3 LIMITC9 M S'a5 t)23S/wrei a9-3:03 n? " e i a - C C re"al ceres _U+ _f;f*:'Irfa*.S we? Cra:t;&q3
ag-10,4 hvFa5333.CcVALVE - CFleaTC9
as-1 11 > \ B iS * 4- C TEPP - MIq: 65 * TEF": 'I Ur! *

A9-;;11 k JF -52-9-CC YE"r + "4v 10, * F2E!S' F I ' rF 4

AB-1011 XiE c5:5 A -CC T E *' 3 - 462 93 F S4&: N L

AE-1211 *\ESS !S-CC FFESS: 1 AT"Os TID ' K Os
TUS E70Eh:1: N
WsS CNE re; *,'aTID. *!** FA !

r; t'n-N3TE:
7 3T3 IN;ECTES TO LLt

?!81ES' Es

lette PSTC# CPERATEC LIMITCR M 5"S- 0 30 5-P 30 C SW-:533 vs? 111e s - 5 * tee"* L.0018.1.'.T';" CC'.S t i! N $*J'"!';0*3

VALVE - OPED ATC# Sd-2501 5\5311tB-Ss
?W-OSCZ t'.E 3116C-Sd TE"2 - pit SS T TE'' 'I:12E -

.T si * - of 4TE"> ras .
TE"3 - a.G. #5* !"3;17 a

F:ESS: 1 ATF 5. TI] C+7 r 0*
TIr: <S+ F200 *c' Er:! CE: "

nofE: I was e m re: otirE 5,s-

stCif 77 A t TESTS :PJ
EERIES? it-

teles SWING CMECx aS:C :c6-sel-sF re, s!$- vitir.ca-EF F*? CCy'!'I':7 10ca C 7 I.JT!r'it
# 'CZ :"*-F8VALVE - SOLENCID y50.340-Er TE"o: FISc! .' 'E"*' 'ISUrE 1

F*ESS. FSL4 F13sME 3,, .
TF!c$ f;7 TO .

#100*At
* Srcay: *:3 s - e3F ? tG FIJU'E 1.6

8103c3 4 1?C2C' T10 * . G a'' . arsat: NL A S;T"f e '' * r E.

o

TIO: 1.14a 6 ca*? wa s C'd rc 0' 3't rE SU? -
SLTFTE GLhtE ' 4 - Jt:113 ?7 ALL TESTS IN

SECIES? *ES

16209 AIR-MYCeaut!C ASCO 206-381-3F r9 433' W."Ol 6114 - F w >?? CC90!T ?NQ ECC4 C **?ql{{[3}
A k 3. e 12 5 -F WVALVE - SOLEN 3ID U Git 11C-F w TE"P: FIGUSE c' TE"p' FIG'JUZ 1

rRESS: F!as FICt9E 3. 6- ! FFESS: FIC;;E 1

tiellat
FS14 F IGUJF 1.6-6 Srpay- ;o p3ce3

819119 8 1611Ce T:0: 2e9 sa03
5 7; & T : N A SL"."Er7EhCE' N A
TID: let CaOS W AS C' ' rr0 TOT Y rE CL'? -
SitFE RGE >t0 E . N 's JECTED T3 ALL TE$TS IN

SERIES? ?ES

|

|

\

l
\
*

.

|
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1

CFEWABILITT cFEsamILITT accuoACY es otsr0NSE ActuR ACY Co DESPON5:

SE?fie?"!N'S Of f';Nstr a tt3 T:ac e r t i!r s ee n Ts VI=f PE=~rstravre Qua tir!!aT!?N 9Er?ci aw? P!Tw?S

# FRY:010 CrtsaficN Pest:0!C crERATION NOT AFFLIC ASLE NOT A'TitCABLE 11hi?.a;
t?"Ep *.c2* L DJItG "!S C E P0rf I .D ? LIMITC73CE 80001
c ene t t ge.,5 PETP3. TEif

GUlt!'1EC LIFE: 60 YEA 95
AG!ts TIPE: 1**. S HOJ75
&3It:3 TEFP: 145 F

CU -e l

erw100!; cegraf tcN rep;rn!: Orte4TIF = NOT Arr'.It at Lt Net APPLgtas,1 g*= T r a ",

nun;L3 n*k stre=' Y 0: L:"IT073tt 90033
MET-;3' TEST
;;&LIFIE3 LIFE: =$ TTAp$

AGitG TIFE : 199.8 POJ93
sS;t.3 TEMP: It$ F

20-$$

t0TE 34 NC?E 34 NOT AFPLICAELf N9T APPLICAELE Eia.t e s(_

cErcot ! Or AQS2167$ 'T9
Pi sCD: TEST

QUAL;FIED LIFE: 6C TE a#5 (NOTES 22, $0)
A30,s TIME :ss Pours iNCTE ::'
ASIN3 TIFp; Ot3 F 4 t:3tt 2 3

00-00

NOTE 1$ NETY 15 NOT Arpt1Ca5LE NOT A*FLICABLE liN!#AL

REFCST 1.0; A33216*8/TP
FET800: TEST

2VALIFIED LIFE: 40 TE ARS IMOTES 22. 531
ASItG TIFE: 235 POLFS (NOTE : n
A3 3 TEMP: 263 F tt.OTE C2 3

09-60

B-18
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------ LOCATICM ------PURCMASE A?NCF91L CP ENVIROMPENT To
D*0E8 N00EL NUPEED OR EUILDI*13

tf =*e TvFE OF E ?Jf F*=ENT PaVJ*ACTLCEP TOENTIF IC * TIC *f A'S FM'T Y AG Y_'M* EO ACCffENT ENvir W-ENT W ICH QU*LIFIES

10222 SOLEtCID VALVE FCW ASCO NF8300419fE 19-2302 KD FCO 3 34- AM NN" A L OPER ATItG C'"SITIC*:$ LCC A CO*CITIE*i$

SATTERV R009 UNIT CAMFER TB-23c1 xDF0:333-AM
TEMP - MIN: 60 F TEFP FISL'F! $
TEMP - Patz ES F FRES$ * FIGL'TE $
TEMP - AVG: 5F Sr:Aga 23 MJUes

FCESS: 1 ATFOS. TID: 4.5*7 EAOS
TID! 41*4 RA35 SLT"ERGEh0E ! N, A

NOTE: 1 WAS WAS F70TCTiFE SUS-
JECTED T3 ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? 1ES

1922E $0LEN0!D VALVE FOR A SCO NPS300A198E CB-6000 r0P01CSA-A4 N?r"et OPE # ATING CC"PITIONS LOCA C?*/?fffE45

CCNTROL 800M AN3 NELAT CB *:C, >?F31C?S-AH

POOM COOLING UNIT C AMPER CB-d*ft ACFJIGIA-AM TEMP - MIN: 65 F TEMP: FIGURE $

CS-$201 A0F01C18-AM TEPP - PAV! 104 F F;ESS: Ff0UTE S

7tFP - AVG: 93 F yrRAT: 7;0 H U"5

FCESS: 1 ATFCS. ?!3? 4.5ef RIOS
TI3: <!*3 RA35 $USNEr d t:Cr: N 'A
N3TE: 1 WAS c':! r:C'0 Tere SUB-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SEPIES? DES

19229 a(d CFEPATED ASCO NF8321&SE RB-6301 xvae3114-SS tcCA CPNOff'eus LOC A Ccn?!TI;i}
kva9310A-SSVALVE - $0LEN010 TEMP: FSAR FIGUPE 6.0-7 TEMP: FIOUCE 1

FRESS: FSAR FIGUTE 6.2-1 F2ESS: FIi1E 1
SFRAY! t MCUUS SreAT: 7 0 N gr$

TID: 1.3 * 8 R ADS TID: I * 6 FttS

SUSMEFGENCE : NO $U5"EFGEt!! N&
5.AS C'4E F?CTOTIFE EUS-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
St#!ES? tES

F** CO*QIIIDS "S? CC.*.i?Jllf'i$
T E r*p : FSAe FI:UTE 6.2-5A TEPP: Fist:E 1
FRESS: F S AS F IGURE 6.0-4 FRESS: F!rLRE 1
SFRAT: 2 NOU75 3rzAT: ;c petg5

T!D: 1.3 * 6 910S TID: 2 * 6 FADS
SLTPE RC E NC E : NO SLT"E RGYNCE : N/A

WAS OP.E Fr010f tFE SUB-
JECTE3 TO ALL TESf3 IN
SERIES! TES

I
\

l
b
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i

CPERAe!LITY CPERASILITT ACCURACY 09 PESPONSE ACCLS ACY OR FESPCWSE

R E 7J! D E "E *tTS DE mSto a f E0 TIME PE7JIRE"ENTS T!"E DEP:STR ATED 733 iFIC AT!tN PEPt97 A'F1 PETHC*)

C0'8TINUQUS LPSE9 CONTIWOUS LPCER NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE P,E N? # a t

NORFat CCt31T10?:S N09FAL CC?tI'ICHSi REPCUT !.0: AOS216TS/TW REVISION 8
CYCLIC CL91tO LOCA PETh00: TEST

GJALIFIED LIFE: 40 TE ARS (NOTES 22. 501
AGItG tit'E: Ott NOLTS OCTE 20 3
AGING TEro: Its F (NOTE C21

C9-65

CONTIN *JC'JS OtER CONTINUCUS t*0EP NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENY#al

N0cMAL COPCIT10NS NOFMAL CC'Q1710NSL
#EPORT 1.0: A35016TS/TW PEWISION 8CYCLIC CLTINS LCOA
METHOD: TEST
7JALIFIED LIFE: 60 TEARS (NOTES 22. 50)
ASING TIME: Ot3 NOLTS INOTE Egl
AGIN3 TEMP: 06S F (NOTE 22)

00-65

NOTE 35 NOTE 56 NOT APPLICASLE NOT APP (TCABL[ ${N!O4L

REPC9T !.0: AQS216T8/Te
PETHOD: TEST
GUALIFIED LIFE: 60 YE AWS INOTES 22. 511
AGING TINE: RES NOL95 INCTE 023
A31N3 TEMP: 26S F tNOTE 22)

00-65
,

O
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LOCATION (NVIRONMENT TO

* ..----
AENORMAL 09I PURCHASE MCOtt NUMBER 09 EUILCING

tF#*fR TVRE OF fauYPF*NT MANUFACTL4fR_ IcfMTf 7 Fratf 0N .. _ A*Q R70-| T AS tPJ'*ER _ Accf0fNT ENVfR N ENT WifM QUALIFf EDj ORDER

3

Y

) 10229 AIR OPfRATED ASCO NPS321ASE FR .46 3 * XVA93118-SS Pss CON?ffrews toca ccq9fficNS

XVA93128*SS
- VALvt . SOLEN 010 TEMP 2 FIGURE 26 TEMPr FIGURf 1

i FRES$1 FSAR FIGURE S.6-2 FRES$1 FIGURE 1

4 SFRaft N/A SFRaft 700 NOURS
TID: 1.06 * 6 R ADS TIDI 2 * 8 R ACS
SUEFERGE NCE f N/A SUEPERGENCt! N/A

i WAS CNE FROTOTIFE SLS.'

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES! 1ES

<

:

19482 PCST ACCIDENT MYOROGEN VALCCW V526-5292-20 RS-6?31 XVv60504-HR teca ccNDITIONS LOCA COSOfff M

XVh6CSI A-NR
REP 0v&L SISTEM ESOLATIDM XVX6051C-NR TEMP: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-7 TEMP 1 FIGURE 6

50LEN0!O VALVES PRES $t FS AR FIGURE 6.*-1 FPESS: FIGURE 6

SFRaf s 2 HOURS SFpaft 74* HCURS

' TID: 1.3 + 0 R105 TID: 2 * 6 RAOS
SL?MERGENCtt NO SU2"ERGENCEI N/A

WAS CNE FROTCTYFE SUB-
JECTt3 TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

30482 POST ACCIDENT MYORCGEN VALCOR V526-5292-20 RS-6301 XVX6050s-NR toca ccemfficNS toca ec*efficNS
X/X60518-HR

REE0 VAL SYSTER ISOLATION TEPPt FSAR FIGURE 6.2-7 TEMP: FIGURE 6
SQLENCID YALVES FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-1 FRESS! FIGURE 6

SFRATI 2 MCURS SFRA12 T*4 HOURS

TID: 1.3 * 6 RADS TID 2 * 8 RACS
SU5MERGENCEI NO SU!!'ERGE NCE: N/A

i WAS CNE FROTOTIFE SUS-
| JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN

SERIES? VES

-19482 POST ACCIDENT NTCRCGIN VALCOR V326-5292-20 PR.463' XYX6CS24-NR Pee ceNDfTicNS teca ec6Sftf0NS
4

XYXe2534-HR
REF0 VAL SYSTEM ISQLATICH XYh605*-NR TEPP: FIGURE 26 TEMPI FIGURE 6
$0LEN010 VALVES FRESSI FSAR FIGURE 3.6-2 , PRESS: FIGURE 6

SFRaft N/A SFR AT I T44 NOURS

TIDI 5.14e 4 R A05 T108 2 * 8 RACS
SUEME RGENCE: N/A SUSMERGENCEt N/A -

<
MAS DNE FROTOTIFE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN

2
-

SERIES? 1ES '*

;
'
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3
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OPER&BILITT orgRaetLITY ACCUBACT OR RESPCPSE ACCURACT OR RESPONSE

stryJfet=YNTs t?=tst eattS Tfat etT.ffer=rNTS Tf at rtatNste&TES CPJAtfFit&TIO*t REPORT AND METHOD

NOTE 53 NOTE 16 MOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENERAL

REPCRT 1.0 AQS11678/TR
METHC31 TEST
QUAL 17110 LIFEt 40 TE ARS (NOTES 22. 50)
A31N3 TI=13 tt$ NOURS (NOTE !!)
ASING TEMPS 168 F INOTE t2i

0R-67

T!*t WITHOUT F AILURit TIME WITHOUT F AILURES NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GEN!#AL

15 CAYS 31 C AYS #EFCRT 1.0t VALCCR 839-526
Nott 33 NOTit 30 VALCCR R2R-52600-515

VALCCR eM9526-5293-6-1
METNC01 TEST
GUALIFito LIFli 40 1 TARS
ASING TIMEt 172 MOURS
ASING TEMP 3 318 F
09-04

Tlat WITHOUT F AILupt: TIME WITHOUT FAILURtt NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE 6tN!#AL

15 C&YS 31 CATS REPORT 1.0t VALCOR 80R-526
N0ft: 30 NCTit 30 VALCCR RMR5:6-5293-6-1

VALCCR 8295:600-515
PEThC32 TEST
QUALIF!to LIFit 40 TE ARS
A31N3 TIMEt 172 HOURS
ASING TEMPT 31E F
CR-C8

T1"E WITMOUT F AILURtt TIME WITHOUT F AILURE: NOT APPLICASLE NOT APPLICABLE SENEWat

15 OATS 31 0A18 REPCRT !.0t VALCDR 83R-526
N0ft? 30 NOTit 30 VALCCR e3R52600-5:5

VALCCR eMalt6-5293-6-1
PETMC3 TEST
GUALIFIED LIFEt 40 TE ARS
ASING TIMtt 172 HOURS
A31N3 TEMP 3 316 ?
OR~09

i
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------ LOCATION ------PURCMA$E
ORCER MODEL NUMEER CR EUILDING ABNORMAL 09 ENVIRONMENT TO

Nt ** * O TYPE OF ECUIP"ENT MANUFACTLWE8 ICENTIFICATION Asr] Fry TAG M E9_ Artic!NT ENVIrvfNT WNICN QUAlfFIED

10482 PO$f ACCIDENT HYDROCEN VALCon V526-5292-?0 F8-63315 XW605:B-MR Nce=&L cPEval tm cor5f tIONS LOC A tcNDITic'49
XVY6053S-MRREF0 VAL SYSTEM ISOLAT!DN TEMP - MIN: 19 F TEPP: FIGURF 6

SOLENCID VALVES TEMP - MAX: 104 F FRE$ $: FIGU%E 6
TEMP - AVG; 62 F SFRAT: T** MOURS
FRES$: 1 ATMOS. TIO: 2 + 8 RA05
110: 41 + 4 RA05 5U: MERGENCE : N/A
NOTE: 46 WAS CNE FROTOTYPE $UB-

JECTED TO ALL TE$TS IN
SERIE5? VES

19642 NUCLE AR SAMPLIhG VALCCR v526-5293-6 RS-1201 KVX93564-S$ LDCA CONDITfDNS Leca CONDITfDNS

$75 TEM ISOLATION xvxe3568-55
TEMP: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-7 YEMPs FIGURE 6

SQLENCIC VALVES
FRESS: FSAR FIGUSE 6.2-1 FRES$: FIGURE 6
SFRAYi 0 MOURS $FRAV: T** MOUR$

TID: 1.3 * 6 PADS TID: 2 + 8 R:95
$USMERGENCE: NO SLTPERGENCE: sd/A

WAS ONE Fr0TottrE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SETI!*? VF7

19482 NUCLEAR SAMPLING VALCOR v5:6-$293-6 RS-1:01 rVX93648-35 LDea OcN91TIONS LetA CcNetTICwS

SYSTEM ISCLATICN
TEPP: FS AR FIGUTE 6.2-7 TEMP: FIGUPE 6$0LEN010 VALVE $
FRES$! FSAR FICURE 6.2-1 FRESS: FIGURE 6
SFRavr 2 MOUR$ $ FRAT: 744 MOU95
TID: 1.3 + 8 RAOS TID: 2 + 6 R AOS
SUtMERGENCE: NO S LTPERGENCE : N/A

WAS CNE FROTOTIFE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? 1ES

10482 NUCLEAR SAMPLIhG VALCOR V526-5:93-6 R8-1201 KVx9364C-5$ LOCA CON 0fffCPS LEC A COM9fifcNS

SYSTEM !$0LATION
TEMP: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-7 TEMP: FIGUPE 6

50LEN0!O VALVES FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 6.2 1 FRE55: FIGURE 6
$ Frat: 2 MOUPS SFRAf: 744 NOUR$
TIO: 1.3 + 6 RAD $ TID: 2 * 6 RAos
SUEMERGENCE : NO SU!PERGENCE : N/A

WAS ONE FROTOTIFE $US-
JEC.E0 TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? YES

f
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CPtWABILITT OPERASILITT ACCURACY DD #ESPON$t ACCUR ACT OR RESPCNTE

SEQUIDE"rNTS CE*?NSTsATED TI"? Of?UI#!=TNYS TIME CEPONST9ATED QUALIFTC ATTON DEPCOT AMD P?tNOD

TIME WITHOUT FA! LURE TIFE WITHOUT F AILURt t NOT APPLICAPLE NOT APPLICABLE GENTeAL

15 OATS 31 Days
REFORT !.0: VALCOD SQD-526

NOTE: 30 NOTE: 30 VALCC9 8275:6CO-515
VALCC# 5*95:6-5293-6-1
PETHOD: TEST
GUALIFito LIFE: 40 TEARS
AGIh3 Tint: 172 MOUDS
AG!s.G TEMP: 318 9
0R-09

PERIDGIC UNDED CTCLIC OPE 94 TION UNOER NOTE 12 NOTE 12 GfNt8AL

NORMAL CON 01T10NS LOCA CDPCITIOM ptPCST I.02 VALC00 839-526
NOTE: 30 FD0 31 CATS VALCCR 83910600-515NOTE: 30 VALC09 *MR5:6-5293-6-1

METHODr TEST
GUALIFIED LIFT 1 40 flass
AGING TIPts 172 HOURS
AGING TIM *: 313 F
CD-CS

PER1001C UNDER LTCLIC OPERATION NOTE 12 NOTE 12 stNteAt

NCRMAL CONDITIONS CURING LOC A FOR strCET 1.D! VALCOW B3R-526
NOTE: 30 31 DAIS VALCCe e;950600-515

NOTE! 30 VALCCR 8MR5:6-5093-6-1
PETHCQ1 TEST
GUALIFIt0 LIFEt 60 TEARS
AGING TIME 2 172 HOUDS
AGIRG TEMP: 318 F
C9-04

DESIDDIC LPCEB CTCLIC OFED ATION LACER NOTE 12 NOTE 12 GENgeAL

NORMAL CottITIONS LOCA CONDITIONS stPCOT I.0: VALC09 139-526
NOTER 30 FCs 31 DAYS VALCCR sGn52600-515NOTE: 30 VALCCR RMR5:6-5293-6-1

PETH00: TEST
QUALIFIED LIFT 40 TEARS
AGING TIME 172 MOURS
AGING TEMP: 316 F
CR-03

.

1

.
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PURCNASE ..-- - LDCATIDN ****--

ORDER notEL NUmsta C# BUILDING ABNORMAL CR ENVIRCNFENT TO

N' "* F 8 TYPE De E73f MENT- geNUFACTL9E9 10ENTIFIt&f! N a*S W7*f T AG M_MED ACCIDENT E*N!v&E*ff WNfrH GUILfFIED

10482 NUCLEAR $APPLING VALCCR V$26-$093-6 F9. 410' XV%9365C-S$ MB CC*CITILW3 LM A CC*,*ITIOg

SYSTEM ISOLATICM XV%93a*S-5$
50LENCID V ALVES kVie3*SC-SS TEFP: FIGL9E 26 TEPP FIGUTE 6

PEE 55: FSAR FIGL9E 3.6-6 FELS $: FIGUDE 6
$rRat: N/A $ FRAY: 74+ HOLT $
TID: <0.41 + 6 R&DS TID: 2 * 8 RaCS
SLTFE R GE NC E: N/A SL!FERGENCE: N-A

WA$ (*ef Pt0TOTYPE SL15-
JECTED TO ALL TEST $ IN
SERIES? VES

10482 NUCLEAR SAMPLING YALCDR V506-$293-6 F9.436' xvit 35 7-53 F?9 C3*mitf0NS Lec a ccanfTir*r5

ST5 TEM !$0LATION F9.41 x\% e 3655-SS
SOLENCID VALVES re.412' xvi9 337-5 S TE=P: FIGL'cf 26 TEPP: FIGL*cE 6

FR.w12' kVK934?A-SS FRE55? FSAW FIGUDE 3.6-2 FRE SS: FIGLTE 6
$rRA18 N. A $rpAT: 7,w HCUe$

TID <1 * 6 RACS 193571 TID: 2 + 8 RA35
c:.41 + 6 R (OTHER$1 $L'?ME RO E NC E : N, a

SLTMERGENCE: N/A Wa5 CNE r%3TOTIFE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? 1ES
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CPERABILITY OPERASILITY ActupACT C# WESPON$f ACCUBACT 09 DESTON$E
CE 7Uf c E MENT S DE MONS T 9 a T E D TI*E #FOUf9E"fNTS Tf"E P8 MON?f84TED QUtt1FICAf f DN PEPEWT AND PETHOD

PEDICDIC UNCIW CYCLIC CFEBATION NOTE 12 NOTE 12 GE*Epat !

NOFMAL C0tCITIONS DURING LCCA
NOTE: 30 FC9 31 DAYS BEFC9T I.0: V ALCC# 879 506

NOTE: 30 VALCCD 3:250600-515
VALCC# RF8526-5:93-6-1
PETHOD: TEST
GUALIFIED LIFE 40 TEARS
AGING TIME: 172 M7UG$
AGIN3 TEMP: 318 F
C#-09

PERIDCIC UNOED CYCLIC CPERATION NOTE 12 NOTE If G!NFDAL

HCCMAL CONDITICNS DURIr, LOCA

NOTE: 30 FC# 31 DAYS GErtet 1.0: VAiCC9 820-$06
NOTE: 30 VALCD9 53252600-515

VALCC# SPW5 6-5093-6-1
PETHOD TEST
QUALIFIED LIFE: 40 YEARS
AGING TIME: 172 MM9
AGING TEMP: 316 F
C4-09

.
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...... (OC a T ICPe ......
FurCNASE &@NCEMAL CF ENVIROPPENT TO

neert NtP?te ce eU! LOINS

{ ** P W TTPE OF (GUIP"fMT MassJfACTUofe Jf eef f f fr a f fCN APS FN*t T AG Nt** E D , _. _ ACC IP f MT f *NIEC**'!NT _

nP4tCM C';attPffSi or3Ee

,

I
r9? CSS

10039 St#VICE MAftR 800$ FEN LOUIS ALLIS CCG58/449fs isAME IB-120*M MPP006SA NCf"4L Off R4 7!N'I CNS!?f C*t$ F# MAL CP!W S TIV,a CNOS .
MFF00*55

PUMP ftCTCSS TEPP . MIN: el F TEMP . ngN: NOTE 11
4

TEPP - Mart 104 F YtMP * P W 104 F
TEMP . AVG: 95 F ftMP * AbG: 104 F
Ftt$$: 1 ATNOS. Pets $1 1 AfrCS.
?!3 <1,4 pA3S TIS 4 f. tit
N0ft: 2 18

|
1

tells TWavtLING SC8 TEN F970W WESTIrQ40USE TBF E/1437 SW.360 XWS000:4 NC'"st optraTIN", CC*erf!&iS re"at cPfesitNG Ce g
FWarti LR$000:8 *

hpS000:C TErP . MIN: 6S F N0ft 18
, ftMP PAX: 104 F

Ytr!P . AbG: 93 F
PRCS$t 1 ATMOS.
Yto: * $+2 RA3S
N3ft! I

i

19140 MVAC Sf $itM CNILLED CNEMPUMP G PS- $ 3 L-4N- 35 18-1213 XFFQ484 NM4G L OPE D4T!*$ CCo*!! TIC *!} @"4L Off 0 4 f f*M CSO$,

BPF00*f8WA f t B Ptt'P PCTCp XPF00*fC TE9 . MIN: el F NOTE IS
YtrP - Mar t 104 F
TEM 8 - AVGA 91 F
FFE!$: 1 ATPOS.
tros < 1 4 eASS
NQft: 14 44

i
~

19162 Car:FChtNT COOLING MAfE3 MESTINGHOU$t ParV3840 FraPE 10 1:02 MPP0001A f"S CMLfitJ* MS Ct*JIf f t**S
MFF00018

PtJMP PCTCWS LWA
t'FF0001C TEPP: FIGipE 24 TEPPt $21* F

pet $$3 FSA# FIGL9E 3.6 12 PEESSI frJTE il
Srpaf Ne A SFDAft N/A
TIO: 3.4*4 BADS ?!O! NOTE 13
SL'CPtFCENCt 8 H/A SUt'*!R 0t NC E : N/A
NOTE 3 $2 N45 CNE F20TOTTPE SUB-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES! NO
N0fta 18

5
;

a
i

'

1
x

> ,

i |

I |
i

!

J

f

; 4 -

i

'

i
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s
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1

OPEDaBILITY CPtsaetttTT aCCleaCT 04 ft3PON11 ACCUBACT 05 StSFCPtSt

st Tt3E=YNTS et e stenfrS Tfat tf 7JTaf=!N79 TIM! P! P *?Saff3 CPJaLIF TC ATIC68 SEPCef as perfuc0

r

i

NOTE to NOTE 25 NOT AMLICaett NOT AP8(!CASLE Efd!1

SEPCST !.01 $UPPMI CF GuaLIFitaTION
NETHCD1 CCPBINAT!cN OF TE$f APO ANALYSIS [

3 CUaLIFit0 LIFit **O T1495
AGI'4 ?!Pti INQft $13
AGIN3 ftMP: tN0ft $13

,

C4+39i

!

NOTE 32 NDYt 32 NOT APPLICaett NOT APPLICABLE SENtsat

etFCaf !.0 MESTINGNOU$f EAP 9112
ntTM008 ft$T

, QUAL! Pit 0 LIFT: 60 18ae3
I AGING Timtt 1366 NOUS $'

f'
aGIN3 TEMP; 210 C

CW-14
J,

&

CCNTIP4/CUS CONTINUCUS SCT APPLICA0Lt NOT APPLICA8tt S"E8aki

ettCGT I.04 A.1917$. StV.1
PEThCDs awattsgs
Quat!PIto LIFE 40 vtass

! aGIt4 TIPti 10 11403
&Clk1 TlaP: C:0 C
09 15

i

CONTINUQU$ CONTINUCU$ NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICASLE 6 tnt 8al

SEPC#T !.01 $UPPC9 TING COCLPENTATION OF
THE ConrCNENT FEECWATER PL*P
PCTC95. WESTINGMCU$t. $.0.
STP53, JULT 11. 1975

1 MITNC01 CC"SINATICM OF TEST APO ANALT91$
4 07 EXP. t

QuaLIFIto LIFEI **0 ftARS [
Aatt4 TIMit N/A

(ASING ftPP: N/A
'

iC8 44

i

[

i ,

1

I

i
a
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...... LOCaf!ON ***-*-WWCMaSt
CrDie Mc3rL NUPfea Om fufiOING afNCEPAL C4 f tNIEC'#' TNT TO

Nt**'t fTPt OF t auf r'-t NT Pa*4;t acfpr e_ IStNtif fcaric*t . _ a*=) eCM f a $ *R ** 1 JfgetNT twitw?Ne . _._ q cN CLJattfftS

18142 SteytCt esatte PtPP Mt$f!NGNOU$t PaM/e1 $Ftclat $W.3402 PPF033ea Nrie L ergeaf fad ed*. ?f ficog W e=st cereaff*4 cc.-*s. i

FWfoe LP a Feamt MPF003*8
PrP00 $sc ftPP * MIN: el F ftMP * MIN: N0f t 13

itPP . Patt 154 F ftMP - Past slet F
ftFP . avg: el F TEMP . as3: 104 F,

4 FatSSI 1 afMCS- F#tS52 1 afP35.
| ?!S3 4 Set ?!Or NCit 13

NQ19! 1 NQfti 18
9

f
i

19362 (Mt#GEPCT Ftt0MattB SENtWaL E MOfflCNfat/ 18 120ft MPP00:14 M*9 CP'JIf f 0N1 P'S CC*S1 *IC'S

plt'-P MOTOP ELECTSIC $3112 ffart MpF00;t$
ftMP: Ptcyst 24 ffPPt 230F (FCW 15 04?Si'

MC3tLSt

$
fn 83315SC F FSESSi F $as FIGUst 3.6 12 FRt358 1 aTMQS.

Sa S111SSCS $F9 aft N/a $FRATI N/a
TID: 4 1*, esos igd 1** ta25

; SLT-t RGE NC E : N/a $L?Ft#3tt4ti N/a
'

Mas CNE regrafiFt s'Jg.

Jtcit0 70 aLL ft315 IN
1 Ss21t $ ? P.3
i NQft? !$

19163 statice su!LOING SSTaf GENffal E MOB!tONial/ ag.7417 MFP903Pa pa s t Cat a afpc3,.Q*c [ f ic=g N,_eema Lpr,,gp ajje.*:. ce;;5

FUMP MOTONS ELECte!C se.7416 PFF03358
8210 $ Ff API ftPP = MINI 65 F ftMP: MIN: PSft 13
MC3tt TEMP * Maur 10, F firp . Patt 104 F

?A8010S$C64 ftPP = a%3: el F ftf*P - aVGI 10+ F
Fits $8 1 aff*3$. F#ts$1 tCTE 13
it3: e,12 6 eacs iggs 1+6 tads.

'

N0ftt 12 NOftt 14
4

l

i
|

| !alen NvaC SisitM PtCMaN! Cal 70eK/9ttratCf MERMat!C 10-I212 MMv0001a W '=st creeaffed cc m fffrN} Nce=at ertraf fee cc.cs.
Matte CNILLie Morce as 33 1215 AMsC3018

13-3 14 ange003C ftMP = MINI 40 F ftPP * MIN: 40 7
CCNTWOL PANE L ftMP - Mat? 104 F ftMP . Matt 110 F

*
ftPP - an5' 00 F firP - 443: 104 F
petss! I afnas, Pet 5$: 1 ATMOS.

j TIO: * 1et sacs fgot 2e6 RaOS

NQf t 8 14 w6
i

a

!

!

!

t

4

'
[s

; w

,

f.

4
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OpteastLITf OPfeat!LITT aCCusaCf 08 9tSPCH$t ACCuract C# RES80eSt
-

et?'!f f =f *eTS Ot m Tea'fs ifaf ef 7'te!**N75 f f Pt Df ***sSTs aff D QUnt18 ttaf!CN DEP0e? A*4 **fN00 t

CCNTI%CU$ CONT [NVOLS N0f APPLICaSLt NOT APPL!Caelt GEN'est
'

SEPCat 3.0 SUFFCef!NG 00CLP'tNTaf!ON OF
fTHE Stev!Ct Waf ts PPP
tM0fte$. htSTIN'*0 Lit. S.O.J

0*P504 JULY 11. 1975 ,.

8

MifMC05 CCMINaf[C94 09 TEST a#4 &NALTS15
C'JaLIFtto LIF t1 MS Tlass

[AGIN3 TIPEI N/A
I

| 4GING TEPPtp:/4

CC-st

i

CONTINUQUS CPtsATION NOT APPLICa9LE NOT APPLIC86Lt Gl%Esat '

1 PtstCCIC TESTING FOR Me Tlast 9(P00f 1.01 TCPICAL DEPCet St SENtsal
Sfaef Up. SNUTCCWN. (LICTBIC FOR CUST0"tW P.O.
& LATLP CC#DillCNSe $N19142 9% (G.E. SEQ.
4 CCNit W OUS OPipaf!ON 349 1439 13
AFTte PSS PtfMCOs C0FSid4710M OF f tsf e&NALYS!$e

'
4 Op. t)P.
Qual! PIED L1781 D40 TRS.
AGING IIPEt N/A

4 AGING TEMP: N/A

| 1C.. 0
r
'j

J

947 APPLICASLt NOT APPLICa8LE GENteal
|

DEPC#f 1.03 TOPIC AL stPCet af GENtf aL |
. PtstCUIC ftSTING Stf TOS FOR tttCTs!C FC# CUSTOPit P.O. i

at.D INftsattTENT COMf!PrJOUS CPtsaf!ON SN10142 58 #S.t. 889. +

': Crtsaf!C*e aFfte M0 185. F CW
349 14394-19

+ LOCA Ce PSB PERIC0!C CPt9&f!O'e MtfMC03 COPSINAf tp 0F Tili. ANALYSIS,
I IN1100 SS & 08 E%P.
I GuaLIF!t0 LIFit Me T95'

AGING T1P11 N #&
AGING ItPP3 94/ 4

b' 09 41

f
CONT!*4JOUS CONTIP4JOUS NOT APPLICA9LE NOT APPLICABLE GENtpal

StF0ef 1.08 Seft-445
etTNCO: CCP91NaTICM Of itST AC ANALYS!$

; O'JaLIFit0 (17 8 8 NOTE 6
AGING Tint s N0f t 13
4GtKS YtPP8 N0ft 19
05 10

'.

d

;

!
>

'|

i

1
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PurCMatt =..... LOCATJCN **====
CPcts scett M yste ce gurLDDiG ABNOPMAL 09 (PfWIRONMENT TO

PP_**f f TYPT or ETJIP=f97 P ANL14teteto _ f acNv f p f c 4? f tN p*7 p*1 _TAS98M fe attfetNT fv QtcNafMT pairs C"stfrtt3

19247 OtESEL SENERATOW kt1TINGHOUSE ftNV/145T CS-2704 krP9004A t N et OPita?ING CDSfff0NS NC944( CfF04TfW, CMSS.

Fuf L O!L TRANSFf f FRAME CS-2703 rrr0cc,8

PLN8 r37CW CS-270, RFF01ela TEMP = MIN: 60 F NOTE 16

C9 0703 AFF01418 TEMP - Matt 12P
T[PP * AVGI $6 F
FFESS: 1 ATNo$.
?!Jr $*2 PACS
N3Tts 1

.

I

1
i

/
\

l
t

-
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OrteABILITY OPtaABILITT ACCUB&CT OR RESPONSE ACCUR&CT CW 9tSPONSt

#f TJte EPf MTS Of S 9794TfD Tief pf TJ!#f*fMT9 ?!"f ff 9 9784ffD O' Jet f Ff f 4Tf fW #f P097 A@ M TWEO

Pts 1001C CONTI$ANS NOT APPLICASLI NOT APPLICASLt Otwf94L

9tPC#f 1.0t WEST! c cust WCap 9113
PETHODI YtST
GUALIP!!O LIFT 40 ftARS
A31A3 T!Ptt 1368 MOLSS
AGING TEFPt 210 C
0#-14
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FUICleASE ...... LOCAT10N .....

08028 P00f t edrete ce eUILO!NG ABNORMAL 09 ENV!#0Pf1N? TO

NL"?fP TYPt GF teLilpMfut MAf4JFAfflStf IDfMTfFICATI ( AC WM 71S HLe*ff Aff fDfNY ENVf TSP'fMt WNf CN QL' Alf Ff f 0

i

$ LDRIC ER11PMfMT
I

19214 ENG!?tttRIO 1AFITT AUTOMATION N/A CD-lell WFN6000 N0f" A t PPf t A f f 4S fB@ f f f CN9 NCOMAL OPf 9ATING t?@S.

j FI ATL'ES LO40!NG IDCUSTRitS C3-3611 RFNet:$ '

SEQUtNCE CONTROL PANGL TEMP = MINT T3 F TEPS MINT NOTE 13
I

4 TitP = PAX 8 77 F TEMP e Maut 1:0 F
TEMP - AgGt 75 F TEMP . AVGt APS!!NT ,,

' FetSS8 1 ATMCS. PWES$t 1 ATMOS. |r
'

TIDI 4 $*2 # ADS TIO: NOTE 13
Noft: 1*

.

I

!

I
,

I

! 10244 S$4CTOA PR0ftCTI(M SINt9AL METAL CLAD IS*3603 WFt* 011 Not"Al Opf 9 Af fNG COPEIYftW9 NDEMAL ODES ATINS CN89.

.I Upet#Fet0VENCY ANO ELECTRIC SWITCN$t48 XFN6012

LPCER%CLTAGE RELAT A88 AU41LIAST CUBICLE XFN6 013 f tMP = P!Ni 45 F TfM8 - MIN 8 16 F
g

TSANSFOAMtB PANGL TIFT vt-348 S$F !A TEMP . MAxt 85 F TIPP . Patt 122 F ,

j BELAY 8 N3v134 ftPP AVGt 80 F TEMP . A\G8 TF F |
i

StLAT Ptt$$1 1 AffcS. PRESSI 1 Afr.'.S.
i T108 * tot RADS T!08 104 RA05
j NOYtt 3 NOTEI la

>

|

|

1
:
I
i

I

e

!
t

I

i
s

I
\
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nPt# d!LITY Ortsat!Liff ActupACT 00 ptSPONSE ACCUBACT 09 ptSPON$t

91711stMtNTS etMcNST9Afte TIME oft)ferrtNTS TIME trwNSTRAtto ellAlfFicAffLW 8tPORT A8df Mf7 mod

1. Yt%IFICATION OF 1. VtRIFIED COMPLETE 7838 ptSPON$t Y]MEI TRIP RESPCNSE TIMIt $7$$
COMSLtit opte&fl0N Optest10N WITN VAs!AeLE INCTE 37: Vast ASLE INCTE 278
WITN SirtJLait0 INeUTS SINULAft0 INFut$ FULL ACCURACT T0ttfANCtt FULL ACCUS ACT TOLle&NCts stri,77 1.01 GUALIFICATION StPORT.

1

*/=.0.C6 SECS */-0.06 SECS ENGINittfD SAFiff FIAftRES
i LOA 01N3 StQ'JENCR CONT 90L
i t. Yt#!FICATIC94 CF 2. VI#!P!!O STSitM

J SYSTEM ACCUn&CT AND ACCus&CT AND
PANELS, FCW SOU7N CA#0 LINA

0\t2ALL TIMt BESPON$t QVtBALL ?!ME ELECTRIC A $45 COMPANYe

CF ALL Tint th7taV&LS #ESPON$t PURCNA$t CtSta SN-10214-94
tREP097 CAtt AUS. 10. 19773

S. 4t21FICATION CF S. VERIFIED MANUAL METNCOI CCMSINA?!CM OF TEST A4 ANAlfSIS
MANUAL AND AUTO- AND AUTOMATIC GUALIFIED LIFtt 60 Yt&#9 I

NATIC FtatuRES Ft&fuBIS A31N3 f!Mta N0ft it <

iAGIN3 ftMPs Nott 28
4. Vt11FICAT10N OF 4. VERIF110 SYSTEM NQft4 29
SYSitM P90ftCTION P90ftCTICN
AGAINST TRANSIENT AGAINST HOIST

Os-S1NCISE

'

CCHTINUQUS CONTINUOUS TRIP DISPCNSt TIME TRIP 9tSPONSE 71Mt SENtfALd

UN0ftv0LTAGts 1.5 Stc LPettv0LTacts </s1.5 SEC
UNDERFREQUENCV8 0.6 SEC UNotRFetGUENCYr */s.6 SEC StFORT 1.0t St0N. 349 19403

MtfMCor ANALvSIS
; GUALI11tB LIFtt 40 YEARS (NOTE $03^

A31NG fintt N/A
ASIN3 TEMPS N/A ,

'
CW 26i

I
i

!

1
.

d

I

i

l

i
$

bj

1
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PUDCNASt ..**** LOCATIDN ==***=
OP0t# MoctL NUPTfe De GUILDINS A940RMAL 05 ENVIRDN* TNT TO

M TTPf DP f2UfpFtNT M A6L'F AC TLTt$ f*fNTIFICAffLN 36*J PO*'t TAS*P*9fD aff f f fNT f *NIWL"N"*NT l.*s f tw 73 8 t f F f f S

CAEk1

19144 409 VOLT CONTWOL CASLt ste!Tt FN-FR VA#!DUS tt-91 Lsca ecNefftSNs toca ceNeffrews

(NQTE 203
ftMPs FSae FIGUWE 6.2-7 ftMPI FIGUst ?
FRES$a FfAe FIGUtt 6.t-1 F#tS$t FIGUEE 7
SFeais 2 MDURS SFAAft 24 MOURS
T101 t*8 #AOS TIO: 1.:S*8 # ADS
SL?MERGENCtt NOTE 42 SLT"It$tNCt f N3
NOTil 4 b1S CAE F#0f0TTFt SUB.

Jtcit0 70 ALL ftSTS IN
StettS? itS
NQfff 18

P*9 eSNDrtreNS rep cS=rfrog

Tirits FS AR FISUWE 6.2 54 firP: F136tt F
PRES $1 FISUWE 6.2 4 F#fS$r FICUTE 7
Srsats 2 ppURS SF3AY: 24 NOURS
T108 lee RADS TIDI 1.0$*6 #A23
SL?9tFGINCEt NOTE 42 S(t"t# GEN ts N3
N0fta 4 WAS ONt FFOTOTIPt SUB-

JECTto TO ALL TEST IS
-

SEE!!St VES
NQTE! 18

19147 600 YOLT Pokte CASLt stetTE MT-FR VARIOUS EK At tres Leca CDNQff! ENS treA ecNettfeNs

(K.AS
INott 20 9 TEMPS FSAs FIGUNE 6.t 7 ftM8 FIGUtf 8

F#tS$1 FSAN FIGURE 6.2-1 F#tSSI FIGUse e
Si?AYB 2 MDUeS gpgays g, MOUgS

?!31 2*8 #AOS T303 **8 pacs
S.!-tr$tNCtl NOTE 42 SUS =tRGINCtf NO
N3itt 4 WAS Cht FF0f07)Pt SUB.

JEcito TO ALL YtSTS IN
SERIES? ttS
N0ftt 16

PPS CONDITIONS Pee ce*? tiff =1
Temps FS44 FIGUWE 6.t-94 ftMPs FIGutt e
FITS $t FSAS FIGUWE 6.t*4 FftSSI FICURE 4
SFRATI t M3URS SFRAYs 24 MOURS
TIO: 1*4 # ADS TIDs tee RAOS
SL?MERGENCtt N0ft St SUSPERGENCt3 NO
N0ft1 4 WAS ONI F20TOTVFE SUS.

Jtcit3 TO ALL TISTS IN
Ste!ES? ttS
N0ft3 le

s
t

Ang

I
- t

i
o

L. -
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CPt#A81LITY OPERA 41LITY ACCUBACT Ce etSPONSE ACCUBACT C# SESPONst
eftuftfMENTE _ cf 94steATfD Tf=f pf tfet*!NTS Tfat Of* M 'PATfD QUAlf8ffAff0N #fpoBT AND PETNGD

+

CONTINUQVS CONTINUQUS NOT APPLICABL{ NOT APPLICA9(t GfNf84L

stPoef 1.03 GUALIFICATION TEST OP 588178
686 VOLT F8 CCNTACL CASLt
LPCES SIMULATED POST ACC10 TNT
CONCITIC%S. DATED 1/28/75
PETMCDs TEST
GUALIF180 LIFit 40 ftAtt ,

AGING TIPts 100 NOUNS t

A3!N3 TEMPI 302 P
C4-te

I
.

P

I

CONTINU0US CONTINUOUS NOT APPLICASLE NOT APPLICA$tt g!gt,A,,k

stPCat 1.01 GUALIFICATION 7t$f 0F Rt#ITE
600 WOLT NT PCWts CABLE
UNCES SIPULAff0 POST-ACCI0 TNT
CCN0!TIONS. 01710 12/11/75

"
PETMCOs TEST
CUALIFIt0 LIFT 40 Ytael
A31N3 TIMit 100 NOURS
AGING ftMPt 302 P
08-43

I
i

|

,
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PURCHA$t - ---- LOCATION - ----

Cf0ER M00EL NLP*tt 09 $UILCIN3 AfNOFPAL CW ENV!90 PENT To

t??*EN TYPE C# E 7Jf rW NT Pa+R,9 ACTUDf D 10tNTIFICAff0M A*S #CC t T a $ D.* *** E s atCfffMT tuvie?.a*fNT WNYCN CSSLIFIFO

19150 INSTRUMENT CABLE SAMUEL MOCSE EFOM-MTPALCN VA910VS EK-C1 [CC A CC*MT.J#J* LOCA C N ITICN.}
(NOTE 20) T E r-P : FS A# FIGUFE 6.2-7 ftNP FIGJE 9

FEESS: FS As FItunt 6.2-1 FFES$r F10Let 9
SFRAft t HOURS SrsATt 7*g POUTS

710: C*S #A05 TIO C+8 FAOS
SLT"tK0ENCt3 NOTE 62 SLT''!KCENCEt NO
NOTgt 4 WAS CNE F201071FE SUS-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? ftS

P'9 CC%"llU{*() U P fft?ITIONS
TEMP: FSAW FIGL9E 6.2-SA it*Ps F IGL71 9
FPf$$: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-4 F#fSSt F13L18 9
SFTAT* 2 McLTS SFWAT: 7:0 HOLS$
?!O: 1*8 BA04 T!03 0*8 FAOS
SLTM!rGENCEt N0ft 42 SU'"tRGIN0fI NO
NOTEt e WAS CNE FROTOTTFE SL9

JfCTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? Its

telle 8 EV POWER CABLE CRONITE EFR-MTPALON OUTSIDE EK-Al P'9 CC*OITIONS LOC A CC'eITINS
R8 (NOTE 20 5

Tit'P FIGURE 24 f tf*P FIGLTE 10
FRES$1 FSAR FIGUpt 5.6-17 FRESS: FIGL*t le
SFpart N. A SF7 Av r *4C0 HOLTS
TI0t 1 7 RA03 T!O: te$ RASS
SLTMERGENCEt N/A SL29E ECtNCE : N/A
N0ffa 4 WAS C*.E Fact 0Y1FE SUS-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

10169 CABLE TWAT T. J. COPE CQ N/A VAW10US N/A NOTE 15 NOTE 15

1$184 TWIAXIAL CABLE 80STCN NLPE-ftFitL PS (M.Cta WS'AL Cefp ATPS CNSITIM N0eMat ergggttpg tt g
INSULATED XLPE-MTPALON NOTE 11 IK-C:5
WIRE INCTE 20) TEMP - MIN: 65 F TEMP - NIN NOTE 13

TEMP - NAF' C00 F TEMP - Matt >330 F
7tFP - AV. ISO F TEt'P - Ava: 232 F
F9ESS 1 A*MOS. F2ESSI N'JTE 13
T202 tie 6 RAOS T102 tog RAOS

NOTEt I

r

|

l
!

|
|

/
$

i
s



DDERA61LITV OPERABILITY ACCUBACV CT SESPONSE ACCUSACT CW RESPON$1
#f 71IDf mf NTS DtacNSve A f f 0 TI*f ef7)!Pf=tNTS Tla! t?"0N?T9ATED QUALIFIC ATTEN ff POWT AND ME THDD

CCNTIPAJOUS CONTINUOUS NOT APPLICA$lt NOT APPLICA8LE fibleat
RErCET 1.D: F-C3683
METHOD: TEST
GUALIF!!D LIFtt S*4 f t ARS
AGING TIMit 168 HOUR 5
AGIRS TEMP: C$0 F

OR-07

CDNTINOCUS CONTINU0US NOT APPLICA3LE o'07 ApFLICABLt Gttst e A L

REPORT !.0: 266-P.1
METHOD TEST
QUAL 17110 LIFT 1 40 f t ARS
AGIN3 TIMt3 504 HDURS
AGING TEMP 302 F

09-32

K37 APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA$lt NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE

CONTitAJOUS UNOIR CONTINUCU$ NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GtNE#AL

3:0RMAL C0tc!TICNS
REpce? 1.0: 36310-EP INCLUDING 755005-5.
75CCc8. FIG. 111. 74E01*-
7 00:25; AND 75E026.

7$AO:5. AND 76J049
PETH001 ftST
GUALIFIED LIFEt 60 ftARS
AGING TIME: 168 HOURS
AGING TEMPS 302 F
OR-33
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rectt prate ce tut 10ING afNCSMat (9 ENVIPC9f* TNT TOPurCwast

a v as M.=* E s, aCCf??qi (NNfec'PfMT WJ.Cw r?.;atIFf f ELCT3ta yyHL"t * Tvet ce t Wfratut Pasifornete 10tuttaf;alf L

18154 Tutantal Ca8LE BCSTC*a utP - NtPatCH WT$10E tR-C;9 N"W48L CFtsafft$ COOfff?jj M9*a t CrE 9 83 5,(7*,g

INSULaft0 t$ (N3ft 20)

W!st w0ff .. Temp - MIN: $5 F ftFP - P!N' N3f t Il
TEMP - Pat: 134 F ftFP - Pat: 3333 F
ftPP = aw3: e3 F ftPP - aiS: 2)) F

FttSS: 1 afPOS. Ft455: N0 f t l $
733: 3.41,4 RA3$ ?!D: 2 8 raOS
NOTE! 49 SttFtE;th:t; TIS

1Cf:7 SwiftrBCap3 utet s a f CF E M FLAntsot vastoys gn-J* Lota teacf f!&S LOCa Cear f f f &4
|N3ft 208

ftPp: F$ae FIGter 6.2-7 ftF9: FICLTE 12
FrtS$1 FSAB FIGLSt 6.2-1 Ftt?S: FIGute 12
$rfaf: 2 HC"J4 5 $reat: *:3 >C'.73
f rs: :.a sa:s its: :.a racs

stt teGtNCE: N0ft 42 $L!*tFGDtt; vtS

Was e:t re fefert 54Nort: *
.ECTED 70 ALL 71575 f
states? ves

"_i* CN11W3 "** C T .!'1 11
TEPP: Fla? F10LTE 6.2-5a ftF7- FIO "1 10
FIE13; Fla9 FIC68: 6.*-4 Fit $$ ; F IG'.'2t 12

Staat: 2 vot'es 3rpai 7:3 NO.7$
?!O: les pass Tto: ,3 rats

SU?"ttstNCE: NOTE 4: SLt*-Ef 0!r.;t : TES

h37t 4 Wa5 C'.e Ff 370f tFE $$
JICTED 70 att 7157$
StritS? ItS

!

.

<
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OPteA8ILITV OPteASILITY ACCIDACT Ce stSPON?! ACCUeACT C# DISFCNSI

st?;ist=r%YS e t-cNg f e a r f D TI=t e[TJte!='NTS Tf=f DEW'ratts gnatif tCaTIcme statgT a*e rifwCO _ _

CCNTIM>C".'S L# Ct e CCNT IPAM NOT APPLICa*LE NOT APPL!CA?LE Pf%ggg

AC27'AL CCh31Y1C'a5 etPCsf I.0: 36310-EP INCLUQ[NG 75530$-
*? COOS. FIG. !!!. 7-N017.
7.G3:*S i A?C 75t o:=.
75at:5. Aht) 76JC+e
atTSC3: CCP*14ATION OF TEST A@ ANALTt
3,aLIFIf 3 LIFE: 60 15885
AGit.G T1Pt : 166 HCtes
AGING TE=P: 302 F
CD-31

CONTINU0US CCHTIMJOUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA8LE G8Ntoal

stPCof !.0: QUALIFICAT!DN To tttt
STANCat3 333
*t tp M : TEST

GUALIF1t3 LIFT: 40 TEARS
AGS.G TIPts its MCues
AG|NG ftPP: 332 F

Co-06

r
1

I

B-29
Revision 1
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...... LOCAf!ON -RSPCMatt
OR0ff M00f L NUPete CN OUILDING ASN00 MAL OW ENV!NC4ft(NT TO

*L*9ff J OF tmifPretNT M480F ACTUDie IDENTIFfcAffeN A*jPM TAG NLF9fD ACCIOfNT ENVIPC*#*fMT iMTCN OL'alfFffS

19474 SMITCN80A#O NIRE SOCRetSTOS FIREWALL I!! YAe1CUS EK-J9 LDc4 et*3 f f f twS Loca ctNDf f73
(NOTE 208

f tr'Pt FSAR FIGUPE 6.2 7 TEMPT FIGUpt 11

FRES$t FSAR FIGURf 6.2 1 PRES $1 FIGURE 11
SFRATa 2 NOUR$ SFSAft 24 NOAS
TIDI 2*6 RAQS T!Or t*6 NAOS
SLTMERGENCE3 NOTC 42 SUt**!RGENCf 3 NO
NOTgr 4 NAS ONt PROTOTTPE SUB-

JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERitST DES

P*9 C M fff0NS M9 ccN9fifcNS
T EriP FSAN FIGURE 6.taSA TEMP FIG.'RE 11
FRESS FSAs FIGURE 6.2 4 FRESSt FIGURE 11
SFRAVs t NOURS SFRATI 24 NOURS
TIO: 1*S #ACS TID: tes RACS
SUBMERGENCf3 N0ft 42 SLTMERGENCE8 NO

NOTE 2 4 NAS Cht FROTOTTPE SUB-
JECffD TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES! TES

WA TWAT SUPPOITS SMOP AND N/A VAW10US WA NOTE 15 NOTE IS

COPCUlf SUPPORTS FIELD FA881-
CATED

19267 PEN (TWATION FIgg $(ALS DISCO $1LICON FOAM VARIOUS N/A NOTE 17 NOTI !?

!

I

'

I
$

L_
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opt # ABILITY cpl # ABILITY ACCUBACf OR DESPONSE ACCUnaCY OR RESPONSI
#f7)f9E=tNTS ff=0NSTRATED Tf at WE 7'!et"'NTS Tf"E ffMcNSTenTIO QU4Lif ff Af f D'l #f POWT AND P?TMPD

CONTINU0US CONTINU0US NOT APPLICA8LE NOT APPLICASLE GEN?94L

REPCRT !.01 QUALIFICAT!DM OF FIRFWALL
!!! CLASS It ELECTRIC CABLES.
DATED 7/7/77
PETHDO: TEST
G'JALIFifD LIFEt 40 TEA 99
AGIh3 TIFEI 1300 MOURS
AGIRS TEMP 3 302 F
09-02

1

|
,

1

NOT OPPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA8(I

NOT OPPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE

)

,
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.....* LOCATION ....*-

DFCER MOCEL NUM5ft 09 FUILDING AENCRMAL DW ENVIRONMENT T0PUDCNASE

w "!EW. YTPt OF EQUIs"?NT Pav>FacTvete fefNTIFICATION PT WM YAG NL*Tf9_ ACCfffNT fWit?FfMT hMICN QUALfFffD
.

Df fStt GENf 84TC9 ADe Offsf L GENE 9ATce f?ff90L FCUfPa?NT

10125 O!!SEL CENER ATCe COLT-E t LCIT PC-2 CS-3604 NEG0301A NDP"at ePfeaffNG CcNDfficNS Nce=&t erreaffNi CCNDS.
INCLUDING ENGINE CCNTWOL, FDWIN Sv$TEMS C8-3603 REG 00018

TEMP = MINE 60 F TEMP = MINI 14 F
RELAT ANO TERMINAL PANEL TEMP - PAX 1 122 F TEMP = PAX 1*2 F

TEMP = &%G1 86 F TEMP + AVG 1 50 TO 86 F
FRE S SI 1 ATPCS. F#f t S t 1 ATMOS.
7101 <5+2 R AOS TIO! NOTE 13
NOTE 1 NOTE 10

10125 O!!SEL GENER ATOR SELOIT PCWER N/A C8-3604 XCX5201 NMatt Opf94 TING CMITIC*l3 NC#'*At OPE 84 TING CMS.

CONTROL PANEL SYSTEMS C6-3e03 AC\$202
TEMP * MINT 60 F TEMP = MINT 24 F
TEMP * MAX 122 F TEMP = PAX 1 122 F
TEMP = AVGI 86 F TEMP * AVGt 50 70 86 F
FRES$t 1 ATMOS. F2ES$t 1 ATMOS.
7101 <5+t RAOS TID E NOTE 15
NOTEt 1 NOT t t 10

19125 tyCITED REGULATOW PANEL BAS 9LEW N/A DS-3601 NEX4201 NeeMat OPf raffN1 CPOfff0NS NE*"At CFf94 TING CONDS.

F0W OIESEL GENERATDs C8-3002 XExet02
TEMP * MINI 60 F TEMP = MINI C4 7
TEMP = MAX 2 104 F TEMP - PAXt 104 F
TEMP - AVGt 86 F TEMP - A4G8 53 TO 86 F
FRESS 1 ATMDS. PRES $1 1 ATMCS.
7101 45+2 R ADS T101 NOTE 13
N0fft 1 NOTEt 10

10125 NEUTR AL CUR # TNT TWANS- COLT N/A 08-2704 XCA00134 NCOMAL OPESATING tosef f f0NS NODMAL Off9AffMG CONDS.
08-2703 XCA00138FCRMER CA81Ntf FOR TEMP * MINI 60 F TEMP = MINT 24 F

O!!$EL GENERATOW TEMP - MAX 1 104 F TEMP = MAX 112 F
TEMP - AVGt 4+ F ftMP - AVG 2 50 70 86 F
FRES$1 1 ATMDS. PRESS 1 ATMCS.
T101 AS*2 RACS T201 NOTE 13
N0Tft 1 NOTit 10

I
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CPERASILITV OPip48!LITY ACCURACY 08 pfSPONSE ACCtWACY OR DESPONSE

PE7Jf9E"fMTS et W Tp4TfD TIPE et?)fef"?NTS T f"E f f etST8 4 Tf D QUALIFIC ATIC*4 PEPC97 AND Pf fNN3

CONTINUOUS CONTINUQUS STARTING T!Mit 4I0 SEC START!PG TIMit <10 SEC C!"I'AL

stPCof 1.01 CGGS-16617
CGGS-19476
CGGS-18794
PETHCCI COMBINATICH OF TEST A>C ANALYSIS
GUALIF!!D LIFit NOTE 4
AGING TIrtti wA
AGING TEPPt N/A
CD-20

CONTIMJOUS CONTINUQUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GtWYest

DEPCtf I.01 CGGS-16617
CGGS-19476
CGGS-IS***
PETwe0% CLYSINATION OF TEST AM) ANA(TSIS
CUALIF!to LIFil NOTE 6
AGING TIMit N/A
AGING ftMP3 N/A
C#-C0

CONTINU0US CONTINUOUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLIC&ett stNtpal

REPCOT 1.08 CGGS-16617
CGGS-18*76
CGGS-1879*
PETMC0% COWINATION OF TEST AFC ANALYS!$
iALIFILO LIFit NOTE 6
AGING ?! pet N/A

AGING TEMPI N/A
CR-C0

CONTINUQUS CONTINUOUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE SYNt94L

REPORT I.01 CGreS-16617
CGGS-18476
CGGS-IS794
METH003 CCFBINAT!DN OF TEST AFC ANALYS!$
CUALIFit0 LIFil NOTE 6
AGIN3 TIMEi N/A
AGING TEMP 3 N/A
09-10

B-31
Revision 1
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e

....-- LOCATION ******PWCNASE
OROES MODfL NUP9fe et EUILDING ABNOPMAL 09 ENV!#C9fftNT 70

_ UttfFffD
9Af?tt TYPE OF EGUfpMENT MastJF AC"E ISENTIFffafftee A* j rot *1 T AS N'f9 f t _ ACffSENT ENVIst*P9tWP_ __ __ , WIf*8 Q

SENSQR$
,
,

9T0. DEACTOR tutLOING PTCO 122-1010 RS 4 301 ITE-9:01-CI LOC 4 CONDITIONS LOCA tt*Sffft*fS
19211 l'E 9203-CITEMPERATURE SENSON TIFPI FSAs FIGURE 6.2-7 ftM*i FIGURE 15

PRf$$f FSAN FIGURF 4. 2-1 FRESS FIGL9t 13
SFRAY 2 HCURS STRAff Oe NCURS
flot 1-?+8 840S TIO: 2+8 8105
SLtME2tlNCtt NO SLTMERGINCE: N/A

WAS CNt FROTOTVPE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL ft$YS IN
SERIES? TES

FMB ctHDYTf?ts (**9 tev3f f f ows
TLMP3 FSAR F IGURE 6.2-SA TEMPS FIGLEE 13
FRESSt FSAR FIGURE 4.2-4 FRES$1 FI*LTE 13
SFraft 2 NOUR$ SFR4Tt to NCURS
TIO 1.3+8 pacs T102 C+8 #ACS
SLTMERGENCES NO SUt"tRGINCE: N/A

WAS ONE FTOTOTIFE SUB+
JECTE0 TO ALL TESTS IN
SCR!t$f TES

19231 570. SATTERT PTCO 122-1910 15-1204 ITE-9880-AN proMat erfPaffMG ct*eff fters toca ec*efff t*4S

800M YtMPteATWE *

TEMP - MINT 6S F TEMPI FIGURE 13
TEMP - Mat: 90 F PRES $1 FIGL1tE 13
TEPP AVGt 75 F SFRAV8 9e NCUTS
PRESS: 1 ATMCS. 7102 2+8 pads

TIO: <1+2 RAOS SLtMERGENCEt N/A
NOTt! ! WAS ONE FROTOTIFE SL2-

Jtcit0 TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

10231 B70. DATTEnf PTCO 121 1010 13 1208 ITE-9888-AN tee =at cofraTINs coNDYTftwS teca etN5f f ftwS

#00M TEMPERATWE YtMP = MIN 6S F TEMPT FIGUTE 13
TEMP = MAX: 90 F FRES$1 FIGUEJ 13
ftM8 - AVGI 75 F SFRaft 96 NCL93
FRESS: 1 ATMOS. T102 (+6 8105
TIOt <S00 RAOS SLOMERGINCEI N/A
NOTEt 1 WAS CNE FROTOTTPt SUB. )

Jtcit0 70 ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

..

o

A *

s

e -
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OrtpaSILITT OPERASILITY ACCUBACT OR DESPONSE ACCUBACT 09 RISFONSE
etouterMENTS et m sisatte Time treJferntMYS Tfmf et W Teaffe GUAlff ff ATION SEPOST Ape METHOD

VIMt WITHOUT FAILURif TIME WITHOUT FAILuptt FULL ACCURACY TOLEWANCtt FULL ACCURACY 70LERANCf3 GENEWAL

30 04fS FC37 LOCA 30 DatS (LOCA ENV. B e/-$Z 4/-$%
i

YtFt AT FULL ACCURACTs TINE AT FULL ACCURACT! #EFosi 1.08 PTCO #f70431
34 CATS POST LOCA 30 CATS tLOCA ENV.I METMC04 TEST

GUAL17180 LIFT 1 i=1/2 f t&#S
AGING TIMtl 168 MOURS
AGIN3 ft"#1 1C) C

<
(

i 09-64
.!

l
4

| CON 71NUUUS TIME WITMOUT FAILURtt FULL ACCURACT TOLEWANCtt FULL ACCWp4CT 70LER ANCt1 GENEWAL

30 DAIS */-5X e/-5Z

TIFE AT FULL ACCURACTI REFOST !.0t PTC0 8770831
30 DatS MtTM001 TEST

GUALIFIt0 LIFEt 2-1/2 ftApS

)j AGING TIMEt 166 MOURS
AGING TEMDI 121 C

00-01

Cop 61NUCUS TIME WITMCUT Fa!Lyrts FULL ACCLTACT 70Lt#ANCtt FULL ACCUBACT 70LIBANCtl GENteAL
30 D AYS ILOCA ENv.I e/-5x e/-5%3

AtFORT 1.01 PTCO #770831
TIME AT FULL ACCURACit ME T>CD t TEST

30 DATS (LOCA ENV.) DUALIFIED LIFtt t*1/2 TEARS
AGING TIMit 166 MOURS
ASING TEMPT 1:1 C

J

J De-01

.

i

a

,
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PURCMASE ------ LOCATION ------

CSCES MODE L NUF? t R DR tu!Lo!N3 AeuccMAL C3 ENVIR?NFf NT 70

M**fe TTFE OF [7JIp**f NT P ANUF ACTiete _ !;t NYiF it a t f M 36,S scM Y A G N' ** E S ACCI?? NT EMY!Da* PENT W I C 68 7J t LIF IE S

10231 eTD. Stev1Cf WATER PICO 122-4030 FR. 443' I T E -446 7-SW fte CEN"IYfrus Lcta CONSf f f ?wS

TEPPERATUDE INTO AND CUT
OF StaCTC9 EUILDIM3 TEPP: FIGest 29 TEPP: FIGUFt 13
C00LIN3 UNITS SENSCS FRESS: F519 FIGURL 3.6-2 FPESS: FICU'E 13

SrE4W: N. A Sr9Af: 96 HOUR $
TID: $** FADS T!D: 2*S FIDS
SLTPEEGENCE: N3 SUS 9tr:ENCf N. A

ha$ C'.E FE3TOTTFE SUS-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
St71ES? 1ES

10231 STO. $!#v1CE WAfte PTCO 122-4030 F 8-6 3015 ITE-4497-SW Necant ertoattus ConcrTrnuS teca Cr*mtTIcv5
TEPFEWATUEE INTO AND OUT
CF FE AC700 LUILO!NG TfrP - MIN: 19 F TEFP! FIOUtf 13
C03LIN3 UNITS SENSO4 ?EPP - MA(! 104 F FFESS: FIGU"E 13

ft/P - A'.3: f*F Sr;&T: C6 h0J25

FRES$i 1 ATMOS TID: 2+5 RAOS
TID: 41+4 RADS SUE 9EFCEw;t: N'A

NOTE: 46 Wa5 Of.! FROTOTret SUS-
JECTE3 TO ALL 115T3 IN
SER!!S? TES

10!31 9T3. SERV!CE WATf8 PTCQ 122-4030 SW-IS03 ITE-4*80-$W N"e=at OefoATING CcNeffr?ns teC A Ct-Pj[L[23}
TEf1PERATUDE INTO AN"J CUT
CF REACYC2 EUILDIUG TEMP - MIN: 65 F TEMP: FIOUFt 13
CCOLING UNITS SENS08 TEMP - PLx: 104 F FRESS: FIOUct 13

Ttrp - AsG: el F SF9AT: 9, NCUv5

r#ESS: 1 ATMOS. TI3E 2+8 RA!S
T!3: <$00 RADS SU *EFOTNCE: N/A
N3TE: 1 WAS C'.E Fr0TOTirt SUS-

JECTT5 TO ALL TESTS IN
Sts;t h * TES

10231 STD. Stev!CE WATER PTCO 1*2-4030 SW-2501 ITE-4510-SW Ner=At crteAftes Cre5ITIONS LOC A CFMSf ?IENS
TEPPEF ATURE INTO AND OUT
OF REACTCR PUILDIR3 TEPP - MIN: 65 F TEMP: FICUEE II
C00LIR3 UNITS SER$39 TEMP - FAX: 10+ F FRESS: FIGLTE 13

TEND - AVG 93 F SFRAT: 93 MC'J S
FE E SS: 1 ATP05. T!D: 2+8 RAOS
TID: 45C0 #A05 Set 9ErstNCE; N'A

N0ft: 1 WAS ON* SCOTCTIFE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SE92tS? TES

I
5

i
s



OPERASILITT CFt9A91t!TT ACCUB ACT 09 ptSPCHSE ACCUnaCY C# etSPGfSE
pt20IetPfMTS OtprwStrafED TIME etTUlste!NYS TIME DEMONSTWATED QUALIFIC Af f 04 PE POWT AND PtTHOD

TIPC WITHOUT FAILUpti T!"E WIThotTT F A!LUnit FUtt ACCUR ACT TOLt8 ANCE! FULL ACCUB ACT TottN ANCi t $!Nt9A(

24 PCUSS 30 04:3LeC A E NY. s e/-Sx ./-3:t
DEF097 1.03 PfC0 8770831

TI"t AT FULL ACCUBACTt T!ot AT FULL ACCU # ACT
METHCO: TEST:= N0L35 13 C AT S ( LOC A INV. t GUALIFit0 LIFEI 2-1/2 ftARS
AstNG T!"ti 168 HCUBS
A$!NG TEMPI 121 C

CR-01

CONT!>AKXt3 Timt WITHOVY FAILUDIt FULL ACCUD ACT Totts ANCt t FULL ACCUUACT Tott9&NCit CEN(9A(

30 0411 I LCC A E NV. ) */-SX */-3%
TIFE AT FULL ACCURACv DEPCRT I.01 PfC0 0770831
30 ca rs I LOC A INV. D PE ThCO TEST

GUALIF1t0 LIFEt 2-1/2 TEADS
AGING TIMit 168 MOUDS
AGU:3 itMPt til C

00-01

CCNT DA CUS TIME WITHNT Fa! LUBE t FUtt ACCUBACT TOLEDANCE: FULL ACCURACY TOLEWANCEI Etw! eat
33 CATS I LCC A ENV.7 */-SX */-?X

TIME AT FULL ACCUBACTI R E PC97 1.0 t PfC0 8770331
30 Cats t LCC A ENY. 8 METH00t TEST

QUALIF*to t!Ft 2-1/2 VEARS
ASIL. TIMit 165 MOURS
43tNG ftPPI 121 C

08 01

CONTINUOUS TIME WITHOUT FAILURt FULL ACCUR ACT 10tts&NCE: FULL ACCUBACT TOL;a&NCtt GEN {DAL

30 D AYS ItoC A INV. D */-SX +/*SX
TIME AT FULL ACCUGACT REPCRT !.01 PTCO a770831
30 D ATS itCCA ENV. 8 METHOD ftST

GUALIFito LIFtt 2-1/2 f t ARS
AGING TIMEt 168 MOURS
AGING ftMPs 121 C

CD-01

B-33
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....-. t0CATIC'4 ...+.+PURCHASt
OFCES FCCEL v>"*te ce ti.'It c 2 Ns A?N0nMAL CW ENV!TC*?'!NY TO

**"F8 TVFf CF t r?)f f='!NT (seeJe Att'Are . frtNtis tc Af f &t A*m r *c=1 tac, n=*!e Actfrt NT twtr$=tsit _
LN!rw CUALIFito

10:40 COMPONENT COOLING kATER FCSEPOLw? 1153014 KB 6301 IF T 7063A-CC W A CPOfff"*'S Lec A C&?f fic r5

FLCW 70 ptACTCT #E-6301 IFT-7:e38-CC
CC3 TANT FUMP TEwp: FSAs F!sunt 6.2-F Tf"Pt F! CURE 14

FRE!S: FSAN FIGLTE 6.2-1 FFESS: FI%'RE 14 |

Sr7AY: 2 F*LTS SrgAy g,pyyS

TID: 4.3*6 8135 713: 4.=of FADS
SUEFEEGENOtt NO i.t"ERGINCta N A

WAS ONI F7CTOTTFE SLS.
JECTED TO AtL TESY$ IN
SERIES? TES

C"LCIJ' '2111N E*ETICS
TEMe: F514 FIC351 6.2-$A TEMP: F l!S E 14
FRES$1 7543 FIG *SE 6.*-* FFESS: F10'#I 19
Sr2 Aft : Mc5$ TREAT: :* HC'SS
TIO: 1.3 8 R AOS T13: 4.6e7 GADS
$LTF'EFGE NC E : N3 S.t"IRGENCE! NA

W11 CN! FF37CitFE SLS.
Jf CTE3 T3 ALL TESTS IN
SERII5? 1ES

10:40 CCPrONENT COOLINS Waff0 $ 35tF1CL'if 11533a. F8. 0 3 ' IF T- 72 73 A-CC P*? C N iti g g A ccetSfffoNS

PLCW YO BtACTCW CC? TANT !FT-72732-CC
TEPP: FIG'.TE 27 TEMP: F10LTE 14

FV1P THIRMAL BARRIERS FEESS: FS AR FIOLTE 3.6-6 FFt!S: FIGLTE 14
SENS085 ?r# ATI N'A SF7At: ;* HCSS

TIOt *1*e 9403 T!D: 4.* * * R A35
SL'"t R G E tt t ! N/A ?.T"EFSEt<t! N'A

LAS CNE FCOTOTTFE SLS-
JECTED T3 aLL TESTS IN
SERIES? 115

10240 EMERGENCY FEf0WAftp TO B3SETJNT 11$301. -a, 41g* IFT-35al-tF F*9 CC*Sf ?f 0*f5 LM A CN f ? f fstS
ZFT-?571-fFSTE AM GYNER ATOR FLCW IFT-3551-tF TEPP: FIGURE 26 TEMP: FICLTE 14

SEN5atS FRESS: FSAR F10LTE 3.6-2 F915$: FIGLTt 14
i Hell
FRESS: FSA9 FIGLTI 3.6-6 srs&t: te pct;ns

e3571 & 3561) TIO: 4.4*7 pads

Sr:AY: NA ft'!"If 0f NC E I N'A
T10: 3.w9*6 FADS WAS CNE Fe3fCTIFE SLS-
SLT"tEGE'. (1 N/A JECTIO T3 ALL TEST $ IN

Sts!ES? 1ES

/
t

f
4
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DTtpABILITT CPtpaeILITT ACCUnsCT Ce PESPCW5t aCCLwact ce 8tSPONSE
PEC31stegs g eg.e*ste4Y*D TIMt stW1ofe!Nis T1"! Of SJsteaffD ?>a tIF TC af f tH f f r**T aprJ FETHM

v

CONTINUOUS UNOtp ?!PE WITHOUT F AILLWE FULL ACC1#ACT NOTE 40 CENteat

bORMAL CCNDITIONS LDCEN LOCA CC*CITICtrSt
64 HOL13 TOLIB&NCE */-5'(

DEPC97 I.Di DOSEMOUNT REPCRT 378S
MtfecOt TEST
GUALIF1tD LIFT NCit 6
AGING TIME: NOTE 6
AGING TEMP 1 NOTE 6

09-47

CONTINUCUS t>3ES TIME WITMOUT F AILL91 NOTE 39 NOff 40 GrNteal

terMaL CCNDITICNS UPttR LCCa CD*CITIONS: pir0RT T.D: SC$tMOLNT REFCof 37SS64 holes METHMI TE$I
C'JALIF!to LIFT 1 ECit 6
AS!h3 11Pfl NOTE 6
AGING TEPPr NOTE 6

C#-49

ft"t WITHOUT FAILUDIt TIFE WITHOUT F AILLE(1 NOTE 19 NOTE 40 Cfwinal

30 MINUTES 64 HOLWS StrCUT I.0 #0$tF0VNT p!PCRT 3788
NETHCD: TEST

QUALIFIED LIFT 1 NOTE 6
AGIN3 Tint: NOTE 6
A0!N3 TEMP: NOTE 6

99-49

I
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PL9CMA38 ...... LOC A TICH . ---- +
OFDtB PCDit NLette 09 EUILDING APNCOMAL CD Etu!ROTENT 70
pmf 8 TYFt OF I?!!F"!NT P AmajF ACTL9f f ISENYl#fCAff*N A9 W?O9 TAG M**ff ACCI?!NT f *NIf t"*f MT WICN Q'J A l f 8 f t D

10240 SteytCE WAYtB BCO$7tB #05tMOLNT 115CA4 FR, 436' IFT-4466 ?W P?9 cc*e!TIO*3 Le*4 C?OITYNd
PU"P O!$CMARGE FLOW
$tN$CE$ YtaPs F1GLTE 27 TEMP: FIG'JWE 14

' FRtf$3 FSAR FIGLTE 3.6-2 Fr!5$: FIGUFE l's
$294f3 N *A $FRAYI 04 HOLTS
TIDs 3.39*6 #AC$ ?!D: 4.4*F #133
SLTMERGENCEI NO SUOMEFG!NCtr N/A

WAS CNE F:0TOTYFt $t'B-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERlE5? 1ES

10:40 Stev!CE Waits SCOSTER RCSEMOUNT 1153044 sp. 412* IF T-44% -$W P'9 CC*ef f f CNS LCCA CNeffff*3
PL**P DISCMARGE FLCW
Sth5CU YtNP1 FIGURE 06 ftPP: FIOLTE 14

FFES$2 FS&W FIGUDE 3.6-2 FRES$: FIG'#f 14
SFReft N/A $FKaft 24 NCtT$
TID: 3.39+4 #A05 TI3: 4.4*7 #A0$
SLTMffGENCf3 WA SLT"fFCE NCt ! N/A

WAS CNE F#CTOTIFE $UB.
Jtcit3 70 ALL TESTS IN
$182t1? itS

1C240 #fACTC9 BUILDING $ FRAT 905tMOUNT 11535A4 49 7431 IFT-T368-SP te*=AL erte ATING Ct*SITitw$ LeeA Comef ffears
FUMP DISCMarG! FLOW A6-7409 IFT-7376-SP
$tN$023 ftPP . MIN: 43 F 7t?'P: F10LTE 14

ftMP - MAxa 135 7
FPE55: FICUpt 14

TEPP - AVGI 82 F SF;&T 04 N0'S$

F*t$52 1 AINO3. TIDI 4.467 BAS $
TIDL 41*4 9435 $LT*!EGENCE: N/A
N0Tft 46 WAS ONE FF370ftFE SLS-

JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN
Str1ES? it$

10:40 CMILit3 Waite tyPANSION 80$tecVNT 11530A3 15-1213 ELT 9004-vu Neo**at ertesTfus Ct*eftf0*o toc 4 Cc= TIT!c*is

T at* LEVEL SENSO4
TEMP - MIN! 45 F TEFP: FICLTE 14
YtMP - Pat 10+ F FetSS: FIG 1.Tt 14
TEMP - A\G #3 F $ FRAT: :. MetTS
FRES$1 1 ATMCS. TID * 4.4*7 BAD $
TIS: 55*2 910$ SLTMERGENCf3 N/A
t:37tr 1 WA$ C*4t FROTOTTFE SLU-

JEtit3 TO ALL TI$f3 IN
SERIES? VES

|
f

( |

. _ . _ _ _ _ _ . -
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OPIBASILITV OPtBABILITY ACCLSACV C9 EISPON?t ACCL9ACY f2 BESPCNSE
Dt7)I8tafNTS Ef ? f5?patt0 ?!"t 9t?JT8t*ENTS Ytat PF P rBTeaftD C" ALT 87t4TIf*4 StPCST a'e Pf WM

?!Pt WITHOUT Fa!LL9ft TIFT WITHOUT F AILL9t t NOTE 39 NOTE 40 f?Nt'AL
30 N1rtitS 64 HOURS

etF0ef 1.0: 30$tMOUNT DEPCRT 3788
FtTFCO: ftST
CuaLIF!!D LIFtt NOTE 6
AstN3 TIFT t Nott 6
A31N3 ftMPT NOTE 6

co-49

T!nt w!THOUT FAILL9t! TIMt w!THOUT FAILL98 h078 39 NCT! 45 Gtsfral

30 NINUTES LtatW LOCA CONDITIONS:
64 HOL95 BtrCWT !.01 RostMOUNT WEPORT 3786

PE TN00 2 TEST
CesLIFIED LIFT * NCTI 6
AGING TIPt! NOTE 6
ASP 4 TEMPI NCT! 6

1

09-49

CDff!NUOUS LPcip TIME WITMOUT FA!LL91 NOTE 39 N014 40 G!wtWaL
N0rNAL CO*CITICh5 LPCER LOCA CONDITIONSI

64 HCL 93 ptFC972 1.02 90$tMOUNT Stpcet 3 Ds
NEThCtr TEST
QJeLIFIED LIFit NCTE 6
AGIN3 TIFit N0ft 6
AGIN3 TEMPI NOT! 6

C#-49

''
CONTINUQUS LPCEN T!"E b!THOUT Fa! LUBE NOTE 39 N078 40 Grutest
NONMAL CDCITICNS LPOtt LOC A CotCITIONS

64 PCURS #EF087 1.0 #0$tMOUNT DEPCOT 3746
PETwCC: TEST
C'JaLIF110 LIFit NOTE 6
AGING TIPts NOTE 6
AGIN3 TIMD: NOTE 6

09-49

'

n
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PtpCHA$t ...... LOCAT! cat ......

O'Di# N00tk HUPTtB 09 fu!LCING AtNOTMAL C9 ENV!WOt."1 TNT TO

M "H W TYPE OF t?JfF=fMT _ PANUF a cTiets f?fNTIFffa TM A S F001 Ta9 NL" f8 attfDENT (WIPSP'Est? kHf CM CPJe t f f f f1)

19240 ELECT 90NIC 79aNSMtif tB ROSEMOUNT 01153-00:t-0011 RS-1t01 ILT-1969-LD LOCA CC*efffW S E!E,tT!cw$

staCfDs SLTLDING DMR 88-1201 ILT-1970-Lo
TEMPS FSAW FICLTE 6.2-7 f tPar FICt9514

SUMP LivtL SENSce
FRESS1 FSAS FICURE 6.2-1 FRESS: FIGURE 14
SFRaft t 't0URS Srzars g4 Heurs

T!31 1.S*6 BADS Y!D 6.53*7 EADS
SUEMERGENCt! Vt$ SLTMEF3tNCit %ES

WAS ON! FroTCTIFE SUB-
JttitD TO ALL TESTS IN
SER!!$? N3 ItcTC 469

EB CO*Cf tfMS ffs ff*PlHCij
f tP P3 F$at FIGURE 6.2-SA TEPR3 FICV'E 14
FftS$1 FSAR FIGURE 6.2-4 FRESSI F ttiT E 14
frtava t M0t;25 SFravr 24 N alts
TID: 1.S*8 # ADS Y!D: 6.55*7 nac$
SUSMERGENCtt itS SLTFt# GEN 0ft its

b1S CN! FIOTOTIFt SUS.
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SER!!$? N3 (NOTE 483

/''

\
19240 ELECTTONIC TRANSMITTER ROSEMOLNT 01153-0322-0001 88 1101 ILT-1975-LO Lota et*cif feits tera cec ifftw$

RtaCTC9 BUILDING SF#AT 88-1201 I L T-1976 - LD

SUP'P LEVit SENS00 Tirpt F$at FI0tRE 6.t-T YtMPI FIGUFE 14
FRESSt F$as FIGLTE 6.2-1 Ftt$$t F13Vtt 14
Strait 2M%9S $rF473 '4 M2LTS
TIOz 1.S*8 ta35 ?!3: 6.S$*7
$Ur-FE RGENC t t it$ SLT"t EG!hCt 1 ftS

WAS C' E FFOTOTIFE Sts.
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
St#!!S? to itCit 48)

M't CC'OITIC*r5 F*P Ce*StTf(N)
ftF": FS&W FIGUFC 6.L-SA TtrP4 FISLFE 14
FttSS: F$at FIGURE 6.2-4 FRESSI FIGLTE 14
Sreavr : M7Jt5 SFRat: 24 MCL95
TID: 1.3*S R&DS TIDI 6.58*7 #ACS
SLTFERGENCit TIS SLT9tE0tNC t t itS

Wa$ O*.t FF3f 0f tFE SUS.
JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SER1tS? N0 (NOTE 681

|
|

.

s
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.

CPtpA81LITT CPERASILITT ACCURACT C# RESPONSE ACCUBACT CW St$POPdt

stT11sterwit et & sfoAfts Tint ster >1st=twTs Tirt cr e s'eAtto 911tf Fic ATTtN prece? HJO PtTwee

TIME WITNOUT FatLLSE t TIME WITHOUT FAILUtts FULL ACCUBACT 70Lt#ANCtt FULL ACCURACT Tolt9&NCE' Gtk!DAL

7 Car $ 7 CATS 10X NOTE 10
REFC#7 I.Ct #0316T 8tPORT NO.17931.
3EV. A (NOTE C6)
PEthCOI CC"81 NATION CF TEST AND ANALYS!$
QUALIF110 LIFEt NOTE 6
AGIN3 ?!htI NOTE 6
AGING TEFPt NOTE 6
C # -*6

TIME WITNOUT FAILUpt1 TIME WITNOUT FAILUpt1 FULL ACCUR ACT Tott3 ANCt1 FULL ACCUBACT TOLERANC11 ftN!#1L
7 041$ 7 CATS let N0ft is

R E FC# 7 1.0 5 BC$tMOUNT REPORT NO.17931.
RIV. A INOTE C69
METHODI CCF3!NLTIO*4 0F TEST A>O ANALT$l$
CUALIFIto L1/tt NOTE 6
4 GINS TIMt1 h0TE 6
AGING TEMPS NOT1 6
CR-66

B-36
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PURCNASE --.... LOC A T!DN -- -

CP3tB McCtl NU*?tB 09 (U!LO!N3 AENorMat 09 ENVIRONFINT 70
'P?* !e TTFt OF E Ti mf*tY PawwaCTlefe_ Icf NTf p f t aires a+p WOM T a 3 NL** t 9 _ aCCft!NT [6tyft y fNT WIC* CU4Lf p f fB

10240 POTC9 ORIVEN EPtf5ENCT 90$tMOUNT 1133345 Is-120tt IFT 3331-tF P'9 C0'efficMS LOC A CN f f f MS
FttC-47tB FUMP CISCMARGE IB-1CC:t IFT-3S$1-tF
s'TACER FLOW S!NSDRS TEPPt FIGURE 24 ftMP FIGU't 14

FRES$8 FSte FIGupt 3.6-12 F#tSSt F10L*f it
SF2ATI N/A $7 Raft in FOURS
T102 <1e4 DACS TIDI 4.4*F RLCS
SLT*tR3tNCt1 N/A SLT't9CENCEt NA

wa$ CNt FR070TtFE SU5-
JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SER!tS? 115

10240 NOTC# C91VEN trtt3tNCY RostMOUNT 1133Da3 .>. 412' IFT-3541-tF P'P CC*CITIMt3 LM4 CN?f f fCNS
Fit 0waf t3 PUMe O!SCHARGE
MEA;te FLCW SENSOR ftPPt FIC'.TE 26 ftPPt FIOUTE 14

F#tSS! FSAR FIGUTE 3.6-6 FRES$t FIGUTE le
SPR4TI N/A SFRATI Te POUSS
T!O: <1*6 #Ats T!D 4.4 7 eA2S

~ SUt MERGt NC t t N/A SUEMtRGthCit N 'A
WAS CNE e FoiOTYFt SUS-

{ JtcitD TO ALL TESTS IN
St91ES? VES

10240 CMILLIO WAf ts IXFANSION ROSEMOUNT 1153043 18-1213 ILT-9006-W reaal 0Freaff m CC*eftf0NS L0ta CO*tf f!ONS
TANK LEVEL SENSCB

TEMP = MIN 3 63 F TEMPI F10VRt 14
ftNP - M4X2 104 F FFESS! FIGUTE 14
ftPW = AVG 1 93 P SF9all 24 MOVES
FRES$1 1 ATMCS. Y!O 4.4 7 pads

?!O eS*2 RADS Sur"EtGEN (2 N/A
NOftt 1 Wa$ CNE F?OTOTTFE SUS.

"tCTED TO ALL TESTS 1H
SERIES? ftS

10:48 Co*CENSATE SfetAGE POSEMOWT 11$00PS OUTC00R ILT-3621 tF W"at opt #4 TING CC*SITIONS P?? COPSf f f 0NS

T A'Ik . ENE RGE NC Y
Fetch 4TER LivtL SENSORS OUTCCO2 ILT-3631-tF TEMP = MIN 1 2F ftPp! FIGUPt IS

ftPP = MAYI 107 F FRESS! FIGUTE 16
f tPP - AsG1 43 F Srpavt N. A

PRES $3 1 ATMOS. 7102 S.0*6 pads

T!Di <1el W ACS SU!NERGl> Cit N/A
WAS ONt F10TOTTPE SUB.
JtCTIO TO ALL ftSTS IN
SERIES? 113

(

t
s

1



OFERA9!LITT OPERA 81LITT ACCURaCT OR RESPONSE ACCUR ACT OR RESPONSE
WI?JIWta!NTS f1 9 9784Tt0 TIF? sfc'fetF?NTS TI"? f f *"St37esTf D CUelfFfCAff0*4 Rt8087 AA9 P!TwC9

|

TIPE WITNOVT F AILL9t t TIPt WITHOUT FAILUDI NOTE ?9 N0ft 40 fiktRAL
S0 MINUTES UNDER LOC A COPCIT!DN11 f

44 MOURS RtPCRT !.0t NCSEMOUNT REPORT ST88
PETH00t TEST
CUALIFIt0 t!Ftt N0ft 6
AGING TIPE8 N0ft 6
AGIP.S YtPPt NOTE 6

09-49

?!*ft MITNOUT FAILL9tt T1Pt WITHOUT FAILLSE NOTt 19 NOTE 40 GENT *4L

33 MI?fJTES UDCER LOC A CC*C1710N$t
64 MCLTS REFORT 1.DI RCSEMOUNT REPORT ST85

PETH00: TEST
CUALIFit0 LIFit tett 6
AGING T!Ptt NOTE 6
AGING TEPPt NOTE 6

09-49

CONTINUQUS UFCER 11Ft W!THOUT FAILLSE NOTE $9 NOTE 40 GENERAL

NCRMAL CDCITICHS UFCtB LOC A CorCITIONSI
64 MOURS REFORT I.DI ROSEMOUNT PtPGAT ST88

METH002 TEST
CUAL !!!O LIFit NOTE 6
AGING TIME 8 NOTE 6
ASING TEMPI NOTE 6

09 49

CONTINU0US L*CtB T1Pt WITNOUT F AILUDE FULL ACCL9&CT 70LER ANC? t FULL ACCURACT 70LERANCit GINISAL
NORMAL CDCITIONS 4%CER NSS COPCITION$t e/.3% e/.tX

St HOURS StFORT I.03 ROSEMOL447 REPORT NO. 117415.
REVISION 8
METk00f TEST
GUALIF110 LIFil NOTE 6
AGING TIMtt APFROX. 16 HOURS
AGINS TEMPI TWO COMPLtil itMP CTCLES OF
100 F. O Fe 200 F. 100 F
CR-ST
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PUFCMA$t ------ LOCATION
CR0ff N00fL NUM?tt DR fu!LDING ASNCRMAL CW ENV!WONMENT TO

NLM tf TYPE OF E WIP=fMT MaeFJF ACTtFER 10fNTIFICtTft% A** P M T AG prfafR ACCIDENT fNVff&P'fMT kHICM CUALIFITO

1

10t40 EMERGENCY FEE 0 WATER TO #0$tMOUNT 1153DAS Fe,412' FT3561A P?? Ccamfff0NS LOCA C&Sftf0NS

5/G A FLOW SENSCR TEMPS FIGURE to TEMPS FICURE 14

10240 EMERGENCY FEECWATER TO ROSEMOUNT 11530A5 F T 3S T1 A FRES$t FSAR FIGURE 3.6-2 PRESS: FIGURE 14
I35618

- 5,G B FLOW SENSCR
F53R FIGURE 3.6-6 SFR ATE 24 NOURS

( E3571 8 35818 TIO: 4.4+7 RADS
*

19240 (MfRGENCY FEECWATER TO #00tMOUNT 11530A5 FT 3581 A SFRAYr N/A SUOMERGENCE t N/Ad

TIDI 3.49+6 R ADS Wa$ CNE Ft0TOTYFE SUS-
S/S C FLOW SENSCR

SUSMERGENCEt N/A JECTED 10 ALL TESTS IN
a SER1tS? 115

10240 REACTOR SUtto!NG WIDE ROSEMOUNT 1152AP7 AB-6303 PT*S4A NOTM AL Orf R ATING CC9.9f f f 0NS M?? CCT ITIMr5

[ RANCE PRESSURE SENSCR
' TEMP - MIN: 40 F TEMPT FIGURE 15

ftMP - MAX 1 124 F FRESS: FIGURE 16
TEMP - AVGt 82 F SrRAY! N/A
FRES$t 1 ATMOS. TIO 5.0+6 RAOS
TIS: 41+6 RADS SU FEFGD:CE : NA
NOTE: 46 WAS DNE FTOTOTTFE SUB-

JECTto TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

!

. 10240 NEACTCR tu!LDING WIDE C$tM0tf47 11524P7 FS-3601W FT95+8 NOT"AL O'fRAffNG COT ITIONS M*9 C&SITILHS

R ANGE PRES $LWE SDiSON
' TEMP - MIN! 19 F TEM 98 FIGUTE 15

FRESS * MAX: 104 F FRES$t FIGURE 16
TEMP - AVG: 82 F SrRAY: N 'A
FPESS: 1 ATMOS. TIDt 5.0+6 RAD 5
TIDt (1+6 RADS SUOMERGtkCf! N/A
NOTE! 46 MAS ONE FPOTOTTPE SUS-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TESJ

10240 SCOIUM NYOROXIDE STCRAGE #0$tMOUNT 115:0P5 AS-1004 ILT-7356-SP NOTMAL OPER Af tN'", C[*F)f f f 0NS M*3 COTITIONS.

TANK LEVEL TEMP - MIN: 65 F YtMPs FIGURE 15
48-1"04 IL*-T35S+SP TEMP - MAX: 104 F FRtSS1 FIGURE 16

YtMP - AVG: 93 F SFRATI N/A
FrESS: 1 ATM33. T!O: 5.0+6 RADS
TID 1 41+4 RADS SUEMEPGENCit N'A

WAS CNE FECTOTIFE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SER!tST TES

i

4

i

1

4

0

*
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i CPtWABILITY OPERABILITY ACCURACT OR RESPONSE ACCURACT OR RESPONSt

? E7JI B Ef*ENT S DEMONSTDATfD TIME RE7JTRFPFNTS TY"E DEm'STR ATED QUALIFIC ATI0H REPORT AND Nf 7N00

TIPt WITHOUT FAILURtt Y1Mt WITHOUT FAILURE NOTE 39 NOTE 40 GENT'At

30 MIP4JTES UNCER LOCA CON 0!TICNSt
REPORT 1.08 RO$tMOUNT REPCRT 378864 HOURS
METH00* TEST

WJALIFit0 LIFit Nott 6
AGING TIMit NOTE 6
AGING TEMPT NOTE 6

e
DR-4S

i

CONTINU0US WCER TIME WITHOUT FAILUpt FULL ACCL9 ACT TOLERANCit FULL ACCURACT TOLERANCE GE*:tW A L

NCRMAL COD 41TIONS V CER MS8 CONDITIONS: 4/-jZ e/-EX
REPCRT 1.01 ROSEMCG47 REPopf NO. 117415.

SO HOURS REVIS!04 5
NETHCD1 TEST
QUALIFIED LIFit NOTE 6
ASIN3 TIPE: APPROX.16 HOL93
AGING TEMPS TW3 CCMPLETE TEMP. CTCLES OF

i 100 F. O F, 200 Fe 100 F
09-S7

CONTIMJOUS UNCER TIME WITHOUT F AILUBE FULL ACCURACT TOLERANCit FULL ACCURACT TottWANCtt GENERAL

NORNAL CONDIT!CNS DCER MSB CONDITIONSt */-3X e/-27r
PEPCRT 1.01 ROSEMOUNT REPORT NO. 117415.50 HOURS Rty!sION B
METHC01 TEST

! QUALIF!t0 LIFEt NOTE 6
AGING TIMEt APPROX. 16 HOURS

' ASIN3 TEPPt TW3 COMPLtil itMP. CYCLES OF
100 F. O F. 200 F 100 F
09-56

!

CONTINUCUS UNote TIME WITMOUT F AILURE FULL ACCURACT TottRANCit FUd ACCURACT TOLERANCII GENTRAL

T NORMAL CONDITIONS UNDER MSB CONDIT10NSI +/-3% e/-tX
REPORT 1.01 ROSEMOUNT REPORT NO. 117415.$9 HOURS
WEVISICH S

i HETH03 TEST
@JALIFIt0 LIFEt NOTE 6

i AGING TIME: APPROX. 16 HOURS
AGING TEMPT TWO CCMPLETE TEMP. CYCLES OF

i
100 F. O F, 200 7, 100 7

' 09-57

!

e

I

|

0

i

4
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PURCNA5E ------ LCC A T ! DM ------
CFDER McCE L NUF9EN 09 EUILDING ABNORMAL 09 ENVIRENFENT TO

W"?W TYPE OF E73f PP'!NT Pa*JUF ACneE 0 10E*fT f F IC a f f 0's p'") R77 t TAG M9*f D ACCfffNT ENyfr0*PfNT LHTC** 0"2 LIF f f D

LI*ff SWITCNES

10078 AIN OFEBATED %ALVE - NA MCO EA-760 18-36 C: XVMr8014-MS F** CEN9fff0NS Lera re-SITit* }j
LIMIT SWITCN K\M.*S 015-MS

AVM*t0;C-MS TEPPt FIGLSE IS TEMP: FIGLTE 33
FRE55: FSAs FIGUWE 3.6-10 FFESS: FISI E 31

JRSSF9 At:
TID * 2.'6 6

SrPAY: N/A
04 * 8 RACS?!O: 41 e 4 PADS

SLT.NE R GE NCE : N.' A $LT'tERGENCE ! N'A
WAS CNE F 3TOTIFE SUS.
JECTE3 TO ALL TESTS IN
SEPIES? 1ES

10109 AfD OPER ATED VALVE - NAMCO EA-180 98-6301 XVG6056-NR LDC A CO*s?f f f E*ss Lc!A CEMa!TIENS

LIMIT SWITCN RB-61C1 X\tett6-Ne
53-1*01 Tb3066:8-LA TEMP: FS AN FIGURE 4.2-7 TEPP: F15URE 17

FRESS: F SAR FIGURE 6.2-1 FRESS: FIGLRE IS
$FRaft : HOURS $rpaf: 96 k?URS

TID 1.3 * 6 WA05 T10: 2.0+ e e RAOS
SLS tER0ENCE: NO SU?MEROENCE: h'A

WAS C?;! FROTOTIFE SLS-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? T!$

P*SCMITIM ti9 fr*S1U M
T E r'P : F5Ae FIGURE 6.2-$A TEPP: FI:JFE 17
FRE SS: FS A9 FIGURE 6.2-4 F9ESS! FIOLTE IS
SFRAY: 2 HOURS 5 FRAT: 96 NOUTS
TID: 1.3 + 8 RADS T10: 2.04 e 6 PADS
SLT FERGENCE : NC SLS"EF0ENCE: N'A

Was ONE FROTOTVFE SUB.
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? 1ES

10109 Ate OPERATED VALVE - NANCO EA-160 18-3602 XVG *6 2 7A -CC F*S CONSfffDNS Lcta CON 5fffENS
X)G9e75-CCLIMIT SWITCH

TEM *: FIGUWE 25 TE"P: FIGURE 17
FR*$5: FSA9 FIGURE 3.6-10 FRESS: FICUTE 16
% FRAT N/A SFRAVt 9e NOLeS
TIO: el e 4 9105 TID: 2.04 * 8 RACS
SUtME RGE NCE t N/A $LSMERGE NCE : ht &

WAS Or:E FROTOTTFE SLS-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? 1ES

r
I
w

s



OPEpaB!LITT CPEpaBILITT ACCUR&CT D9 PESPON$t ACCURACT C9 DESPONSE

PEQ'JY D f PE NTS CE*0MST94 FED ?fME WE9Ulefw'MTS TIME DEMONSTt4TED QUALIFff4TYO4 #f POWT aND P!TWOD

N0ft 37 NOTE 18 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICASLE CENtoat

PEPDef 3.0 NAMCO CONTROLS. Ptv . 1
PETH001 TEST
OUaLIFIED L!ft: NOTE 6
AGIha TIME! 200 NOURS
AGING TEMPT 200 F

DR-59

NOTE 17 NOTE 38 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GFNtoat

REPoet !.01 NAMCO CONTROLS. REV.1
NE TH001 TEST
GUALIFIED LIFE NOTE 6
AGD:S TIMit 200 NOURS
AGING TEMPS 2C0 F

CR-59

NOTE 37 NOTE 35 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLF GENE #al

pt PCe f 1.0 2 NAMCO CONTWOLS. REY. 1
NETH002 YEST
GU4LIFIt0 LIFEt NOTE 6
AGINS TIME 1 000 NOL15
AGING TEMar 200 F

09-$9
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PURCNASE ....-- LOCAT!DN **-- =

CFDER McCEL NUF!Et ce EUILDINS A!NCPNAL CR ENVitDNFENT T0

MM FS TYPE OF E 7Jf P"f *fT PAMJFACTL9E9 ISENTIFIC4Y!tH r') f ?N TAS M M EW ACCIPENT ENVIRN*ENT bNICH QUALIFIED

10109 A14 CFEBATED VAL %E = NAMCO EA-180 15-3602 VVT*e694-MS P'8 CON 9f 7I54 toCA CcN51TI&rS

LIMIT SWITCM XVT;S6*B-PS
hif 26*C-PS TEFP: FIGL'9E S TEMP: FIGUTE 17

FEESS: FSA9 FIGUTE 3.6-10 FRESS: 710U7E 13
SFF4Y: N/ A SFRAT: 86 HOUPS
TID: 41 * 4 PADS TID: 2.c4 e e RAOS
SLTMEFSE NC E : N/A SLTPERGENCE: N/A

WAS CNE F70TCT)FE SUS.
JECTED TJ ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? 1ES

10109 AIR CFES ATED V ALVE - NAMCO EA-160 FW. 410' XVG5534-EQ PSS CP:5f f f NIS LOC 4 (C'f"!TIONS

LIMIT SWITCM Xt35:3S-E3
1YG5030-63 TEMP: FIGURE 26 TEMP: FIGUDE 17
AVT:66*A-IA FRESSt FS AR FIGURE 3.6-2 FRESS: FI?L'"E IS

55034 A te62Al SFRAy: g6 HCUTS

FS49 F!rU'E 3.6-6 T!3 2.C* * 6 FAOS
ISDIS 8 503C) SLT"ER3!NCE : N. A
SPEAV: N/A WAS CNI F*3TOTYFE SUS.
TIO: 1 e 4 NADS JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
8 533A 8 *660Al SERIES! IES
1 * 6 W105
1533B A 503Cl
SUOM|RGENCE: N/A

10109 AIB CPERATED VALVE = NAMCO EA-leo F9. 463' XVG6067-H9 F** CPSMJ LM A CP'f f f f Nt3
TErP FIstig :4 T Er.P s FIOL7E 17LIMIT SWITCM
FRE*S: FSA9 FIGUCE 3.6-E FRESS: FIGU9E IS
Srv4y: N/A STRAT: e6 NOUCS
TID: 1.e: * 6 pacs TID: 2.04 + 8 KAOS
SLT'' ERG ENCE : N/A SL?":NGENCE: N/A

WAS E4.E FFOTOTIFE S'JB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? YES

9

k

Ix
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CPEDABILITT OPERA 8!LITT ACCtmACT C# WE5PONSE ACCURACT OR #f5r0N$(
pf 711Df F'N73 DEmsto a TED TIFE WEQUIDY"ENTS TIME DE* N TTATED QUALYFIC ATT*N pf PC97 AND PETW?D

QTE 37 NOTE 38 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GEwtoal

REF0pf 1.Dt NA1CD CCNTECLS. REY. 1
PETH003 TEST
QUALIFIED LIF(t NOTE 6
AGING TIME 200 HOURS
AGINS YgMP! 200 F

09-59

NOTE 37 HOTE 33
EDTI 55 NOTE 56 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENE 9al

REPOWT 1.0! MAMCO CDPip0LS. DEV. 1
IXVT 26604) sxVT 266tal

PETHO31 TEST
QUALIFIED LIFT 1 NOTE 6
ASIN3 TIFE! 200 HOURS
AGING TEPP! 200 F

CR-29 (XVit66th-IA)
CR-59 IXVG503A/8/C-201

EDig 37 NOTE 38 NOT APPLICAett NOT APPLICABLE gj_N19_aj
REFCRT !.01 NAMCO CONTROLS. GEV. 1
ME TbM t TEST
QUALIFIED LIFEI NOTE 6
AGIN3 T!ME! 200 HOUD5
AGIN3 TEMPT 200 F

,

CR-59

B-40
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PJRCMa3E ....-. LCCATION ------
CPCEE PCC E L NL** E W CW E U I LD I'G AENC9M&L CQ ENVIRCP ENT 70
PM." [ 9 TYPE C' E7Jf r**ENT Pa*CF ACTLef p ICENTIFIC ATICri Ast3 p *^1 T A G P3 ** E D ACCfDENT ENV.* N !NT L*fCH CULLIFIED

aW109 A!N CFE91TE3 VALVE - NAFCO EA-leo FW, 436' XVT16 79 A -F W F*9 CCN*IYYC643 L C#' t CC'.* f T f CNS
LIFIT SWITCM hv f16 70B-F W

XVTIe7EO-FW TE PP: FIGtTE 2T TEFP: FIGt'#E 17
FRESS: FS AR FIOUPE 3.6-2 FRESS: FICURE 18
IId7Eni
FS'O F IGUTE 3.6-6 $FF4Y: 96 PCUCS
(16 ?ES 4 167EC I TID: ?.C4 + 6 RACS
$FR4Y: N. ' A SL!''E R G E NC E : N. ' A

Tf0: 1. C * * 6 9 116 78 A l W1S CNE Fr3TCTIFE SUB-
1 * 6 RA35 JECTE3 70 #LL TESTS IN
816 7!B $ 16 76C ) !! RIES? 1ES
ELTNERGENCE: N/A

10109 AIR CrERATED VAL'.E - N 4'*C 3 E A. Iso FB-6301 XVC6C$? He tTe"t e. Cerea f fe, CCo*ITIC*ts LCCa CCW ITI M
LIFIT SdITCH TEFA - FIN: 11 F TEPP: FIS ?E 17

TEMP - MAX: 104 F FR E $$: FI7LTE 18
,

T[PP - A%G: 63 F YrRat: c6 NCLT5
i FFE$$: 1 ATitOS. TID: 0.04 * 6 RAOS
' TIO. <1 * 4 RAOS SLT:EPGENCE : N/A

h3TE: 46 WAS CNE F 0TOTIFE St*S-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? tES

10105 AfD CFE9ATED VAL %E - N A"C 0 EA-180 CS-E201 xvT641*A-VU Nae =al CCE24Tf*rj CC*EITIC*tS LCC 4 C"* f f ? C*<S
LIFIT SWITCM CE-E:C2 XVT641:3-VU

CB-5:01 xvi6 4 c0 A-W TEMP - MIN: 65 F TEPP: FIGLTE 17
CS-8 02 xvi64e:B-W TEPP - FAX: 104 F Fut).' F I C-LT E IS

TEPP - A\G: 75 F SFR4Ti 96 bCL*S
FRESS: 1 ATFOS. TID: 2.C4 * 8 RADS
TID: *1 e 3 RAOS SLT"ER0!NCE: N< A
NOTE: I WAS CNE FR3TOTtFE SUB-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

10111 LIFIT $ WITCH FOR RE ACTOR NmCO EA-180 RS XCFC110A-AM LCC4 CNfCITIC't5 LOCA CC" ITIONS
EUILDING CCCLING UNIT RS W F011CS-AM
PEFA FILTER Bf FASS ES ACF0111A-AM TEPP? FSA2 FIGURE 6.2-7 TEMD: FICURE 17
CAFFE25 R9 x3F01113 AH FRESSt FSA4 FIGLME 6.t-1 F9ESS: FISLCE 18

SFW&Y: 2 NOLTS $ FRAT: 7 0 MCttS
TI3: 1.3 * 8 NADS TID: 2 * 6 RACS
SLTME RGE NCE : fJ SCPERGEPCE: N/A

WAS CNE FROTOTIFE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? YES

i
s

.,

\

< '
.______
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CPEPABILITY CPERABILITY ACCupACY 09 FESPCNSE ACCUR ACV 09 WESPONSE
D E 7 'I'E "f NT S DEP90NST R AT ED TT"E FEGUTOEFENTS Tf*E DEM M57taTED WatTFTCATic64 DEPCc7 A*fD *!PCC

NOTE 37 NOTE 38 NOT APPLICASLE PCT APPLICABLE GENEPAL

REPCRT I.D NAMCO CONYPOLS. REY. I
PETH00: TEST

QUALIFIED LIFE: NOTE 6
AGINS TIME 200 HOURS
ASIN3 TEMP: 100 F

CR-59

NOTE 37 NOTE 38 NCT &#PLICASLE NOT APPLICABLE H Nte4L
REFOOT I.0: hAMCO CONTROL 5. REY. 1
FETMC3: TEST
QUALIFIED LIFE NOTE 6
AGING TIME: 200 HCURS
AGING TEFPI 2C3 F

CR-59

NOTE $5 NOTE 54 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENTO4(

REPCOT I.D: NAFCC CONTWOLS. REY. 1
METFC3: TEST
DUALIFIED LIFE: NOTE 6
ASIN3 Y!ME: 200 HOL99
AGING TEMP: 200 F

CR-28

NOTE 37 NOTE 38 HOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENEUAL

PEPORT I.0: 01533
METH03: TEST
GUALIFIED LIFE: NOTE 6
AGIN3 TIFE 203 HOURS
AGING TEMP: 200 F

OR-59

9
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---... LOCATION .--...
PURCMASE - AENCRMAL C9 ENVIRONMENT TO

MODEL NUMEER C9 EUILDING

NL"* ER TTPE OF EQUfrMENT Ma>AS ACTUWEW . ITENTf FIC A Tfc4 _ AV) FM TAG NLM EW_ ACCYCENT ENVIFC*P*ENT kHICM QUALIFIESORDEA

I
- 19172 Att OPERATED VALVE

'

NAMCO EA-180 RB-6301 rYT3166-SW LOCA CONDITIONS LDC A CONDITICNS '

Yvf3365-$W
I LIMIT SWITCH XVT1169-SW TEPPI FSAW FIGURE 6.2-7 TEMP FIGURE 17

FRES$1 FSAn Fgsunt 6 g.1 PRES $1 FgGURE le

SPRaf t 2 HCURS $ FRAY 1 96 H?URS

TIO: 1.3ea RA05 TIDI 2.04*8 #A?3
SU!MERGENCEt NO SU!" ERG!NCE I N.' A

WAS CNE FF070TTFE SUB-
i

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
, SERIES? TES

. F?B CONDITIDMS M?9 CENSITIO't$'

TEPPI FSAR F IGURE 6.2-SA TEMPS FIGURE 17<

FRES$1 FSAO FIGURE 6.2-4 PRES $1 FIGURE 18

) SrRAVI 2 HOURS SFPATI 96 FCURS

j T!Dr 1.3 3 eADS. TIDI 2.04*8 RA05
$UCMERGENCE p.0 SU5PTWGEN0tt N/A

i WAS CN! FROT07)FE SUB-8

JECTED 10 ALL TESTS IN
] [' SERIES? TES

(,,

j 10172 AIR OPERATE 0 VALVE . HAMCO EA-180 19-2601 xvi6334A-VU Neo=at crE9ATING CONDIT!DN$ LOCA CONSITIONS
IB-te0: XVT61E*B-VU
16 *601 KYT63ESA-VU TEMP MINI 45 F TEMPT FIGURE 17

- LIMIT SWITCM ,

19-602 XVT63358-%U TEF# . MAX! 104 F FRES$f FIGURE IS
! TEMP AV31 93 F SrpAft #6 MOURS

FRESSI 1 ATPCS. TI0t 2.0*+8 RAOS
TIDs <S00 # A05 SUBPERGENCEI N/A

NOTEt 1 WAS ONt FROTOTIFE SUS-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS INi
SE91ES? TES

1

19172 A!E OPERATED VALVE = M&MCO EA-180 28-3602 XVT!843A-MS MTB CONDf tf SNS LOCA CCNSITirNS

XVTCS*38-nS4 LIMIT SWITCH XVT 843C-MS TEMP 3 FIGURE CS TEPPI FIGURE 17
FRES$t FSAR FIGURE 3.6-10 FRES$t F17 Cat 18
SFRAft N/A SF#&VT Sg HEURS

TIDI <1** RA05 TIDI 2 0**5 PA03
SUSMERGENCE8 N/A SUEMERGINCEI N/A

WAS CNE FROToftFE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERZES? 1ES

|

I

t

I,

I
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i OPE #ASILITY OrteABILITY ACCURACT OR DESPONSE ACCUR ACT ON DESPCNSE
Tfat firm 178 ATED GUALIFfcAff 0N REpos? Ape METHOD

' erguretFtNTS OfMONSTRATED _ , TIME rem >fsfM'NTS
a

NOTE 37 NOTE 34 NOT tePLICABLE NOT APPLICA8tt GEM '4L

REPCRT 1.0: NANC0 CONTROL $e NEV. I
MEYNCOI TEST

j OUALIF!to LIFtt NOTE 6
AGING TIPtt 200 NOURS'

' AGIN3 ftFPI 200 7

) CR-$9
I

i

4

NOTE 55 - NOTE $4 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICAOLE ${Nt#AL

REPORT 1.02 NAMCO CONTROLS. REV. 1
| METPCDI TEST
, GUALIFIto LIFEB NOTE 6
j AGING TIMti 200 NOURS
' AGIN3 TEMP 200 F

i
= On-te
:

* NOTE 37 NOTE 36 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENERAL

! - SEPCRT 1.08 NAMCO CONTWOLS DEV.1
METP00t TEST
GUALIF110 LIFEt Nott 6
A31N3 TIMt 200 NOURS
ACING tempt 200 F

|

I
On-se

i
+

4

e

E

4

i
e

t

$
f
4

1
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PURCHASE ...... LOCATIDN
ORDER MCOEL NUMBER 09 $UILDING ABNORMAL 09 ENVIRONMENT TO

M.M ER TYPE OF EQUfpMfMT MA wFACPJER ff'fMT f FIC Af f ?( Atrj FCCM T AS Hla'aff ACCIPfMT f*NIRC* PENT kNYCM QUAlfFIEG

10172 AIR OFERATED VALVE - NAMCO EA-180 PR. 436' NVT 660-IA P?9 CONCITID'f3 LOCA CON 5fifENS
8 LIMIT SWITCH XVTZ877A-MS

hvT:8775-NS TEPRt FIGURE 27 . TEMPS FIGURE 17
i FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 3.6-2 FRES$r FIGJRE la
i ,

(2660 8 2877Al SFR Af t #6 MCURS
FSAR FIGURE 3.6-6 82877B3 TID: 2.04*8 R ASS
SrRAT: N/A SUEMERCENCEt N/A
TIDI 1*4 RADS WAS ONE FROTOTtFE SUB.
SUDMERGENCE: N/A JECTED TO ALL LISTS IN

SE#lES? 1ES*

10175 EMtRGENCY FEE 0 WATER FLOW NAMCO EA-le0 IB-1202E IFY-3531-EF PSS CDHDffIONS LOC A CONStTIONS

i CCNTROL VALVE * LIMIT 19-1 0 E IFV-3576 EF
SWITCN 16-1200E IFV-3541-EF TEMPS FIGURE 24 TEMP 3 FIGURE 17

IB-1:0:E IFV-35 6-EF FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 3.6-12 FRESS: FIGURE 18
15-100:E IFV-3551-EF SFRaft N/A SFRAft #6 HOURS

,
4 16-1200E IFY-3556-EF TIO: <1*4 RAOS TIO 2.04*6 PA05
j $USMERGENC E I N/A SU?MERSENCE! N/A

J ..
WAS ONE FFOTOTTFE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES!

i 10181 LIMIT SWITCH FOR NAMCO EA-180 RS. 544' X1100018-AN LDCA CONSITIDMS LOCA CONSITIONS

36" PURGE LINE E8. 544' XYB000 8-AN
ISOLATION VALVE TEMP: FS AN FIGURE 6.2-7 TEMPr FityRE 17

FRESS: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-1 FRES$3 FIGURE 18
SFRAft t HOURS SFRATI 700 MCURS
TIO: 1.3*8 RADS TID: t*8 RACS
SUSMERGENCE! NO SUEMERGENCtr N/A

WAS DNE FFOTOTTFE SUB-
,

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? DES

MP CCAT!TICNS Ps9 CemfiftwS
TEMPS FS AR FIGURE 6.2-SA TEMP: FIGUtf 17
FRESS: FSAN FIGURE 6.2-4 FRESS: FIGURE 18
SFRAT2 2 HCURS SFRIT8 700 HOURS
TID: 1.3*8 RADS TIO: *8 RADS
SUBMERGENCE! NO SLT MNGEhtE N/A

WAS DNE FEDTOTTFE SUS-
j JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
; SERIES? TES
i

.

1

!

l

i

?

!
1

f -

f
s

L ._
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-CPEpAaILITT OFERae!LITT ACCURACT 09 WESPCNSE ACCURACT OR RESPONSE
WEQUIREMENTS DE m SToATED TIME WEQUIREP*ENTS Tf"E DEMONSTD4TED QU4LIFIC ATTC*4 WEP0GT AM) METHOD

M37E 37 b4TE 38
tC7E 55 NOTE 54 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA8LE SENEe4L
4XVV 26609 8XVT 266EI

ptF047 1.08 NANCO CONTROLS, REY. I
t'E T> 03 TEST
O'JALIFIED LIFEI NOTE 6
AGING TIME: 200 NOURS
AGING TEMPS 200 F

09-28tXVTt660-IAI
CR-59( XVitS TTA/8-MS )

NOTE 37 NOTE 3S NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE SENE#AL

WEFORT !.0 FQP-T-1, REV. 8 (NOTE til
METHOD TEST
QL'ALIFIED LIFE 8 NOTE 6
AGING TIME: 200 NOURS
AGING TEMPS 200 F

CD-59

NOTE 37 NOTE 36 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENEW4L

PEPcWT 1.08 01930
METHCOI TEST
GUALIFIED LIFEt NOTE 6
AGING TIMEt 200 NOURS
AGING TEMP 3 200 F

09-59

i
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--~~~~ LOC A TIDM ---~~~
PURCNASE AENC9 MAL OR ENVIRCNMENT TO
OR9EW MODEL NUMBED 09 by!LDING

941"SER TTPE OF EQUfPMENT Mas 4X ACTLTER IEENTIFIC&ff04 A%S F M TAG NLM ED ACCIDENT ENVIRPMENT WNICH GUttfFIED

10181 LIMIT SWITCH FOR NAMCO EA-160 FS-6301S XVE0C01A-AN peoast opts & TING C:PCf ff0NS LOCA C M ff!ONS

36" PURGE LINE F8-63 13 Xtt0000A-AN
ISOLATION VALVE El 485' TEMP - MIN 19 F TEMP FIGUWE 17

TEMP - MAXI 104 F FFES$1 FISLTE IS
TErP - AVS3 6* F SFRATs 7*o regtS

F#ES$r 1 ATNCS. TIO: 2*8 RAOS
TIO: <164 RADS SU5MERUENCE1 N/A
NOTER 46 WAS CN! FROTOTVFE SUS-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SEPIES! '03

10188 LIMIT SWITCH F04 NAMCO EA-lee 18-0302 XDF00esA Neca&L OFEo& TING CDNDificNS teCA CcNSfff0NS

AIR DAMPER !8-0301 XOF00!!S
18-0302 XfP0069A TEMP - MIN! 60 F TEMP 3 FIGUTE 17

13-0301 XCF00 stb TEMP - MAX 85 F FPESS: FIGURE 18
TEMP - A\Gt 75 F SFRAT: 700 NCURS
FRES$t 1 ATPE S. TID: 2*8 FAOS
flot 41*4 RACS SLt"ERGE NCE t N/A
NOTE 3 1 WAS DNE FROTOTTFE SUS-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? YES

10188 LIMIT SWITCH FOR NAMCO EA-100 AS-7501 XDF0010A NOWaAL OFEW ATING CC60fffDNS LOC A CC*OITIC+iS
AB-7501 XDF00108AIR DAMFEW
A8-7501 htF0013A TEMP = MIN 65 F TEMPS FICURE 17
AS-7501 X3F00138 TEMP - MAX 8 104 F FRESSr FIGURE 18

TE"P - AVG: 93 F SF# Aft 700 ND'JR$
FRES$1 1 ATFOS. TID: 2*8 R105
T108 1** EADS SUEFERGENCE t N/A
NOTER 19 WAS ONE FTOTOTTFE SUS-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? YES

19188 LIMIT SWITCH 700 NAMCO EA-180 C8-6:02 XDF0023A NC# MAL OPE 9 ATPFJ CO*SITICNS LOCA Ct*efficNS
CB-6:04 XCF00:35

AIR DAMPEs C8-6003 ADFOC04A TEMP - MIN: 65 F TEMPI FIGURE 17
CB-5004 X0F00:48 TEMP - MAX 1 104 F FRESSr FIGURE 18

TEMP - AVG 93 F SFRATI 700 NOURS
FRES$8 1 ATMCS. TI0t 2*8 RADS
T103 41*3 R ADS SUSMERGENCE 8 N/A

[ NOTEt 1 WAS CNE F20TOTvFE SUB-
[ JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN

SERIES! YES,

[

:
/:
6

I
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OPERASILITY OPffA8!LITT ACCURACT OR F(SFONSt ACCup1CT OR DES 9CNSE

DEQuieEMENTS DEMONS'9ATED TIME BEQUIREMFNTS Tint CEMONSTWATED QU4LTFIt4 TION WEPENT AMI METNGl

4

NOTE 37 HOff ,6 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA8tt GENEWAL

REPORT 1.08 01430
METHODI TEST |

.i GUaLIFIED LIFT 1 NOTE 6'

AGING TIMt 200 NOURS <j
ASING TEMPI 200 F

"

09-$9

NOVE 37 HOTE 38 NOT APPLICABLE #807 APPLICA9tt (ENf8AL
.

REPORT !.0: 01S30
METHOO3 TEST
GUALIFIED LIFE 3 NOTE 6
AGIN3 TIMit 200 NOURS f
ASING YgMPt 200 F

OR-59

HOTE 37 NOTE 36 NOT APPLICA8LE NOT APPLICA8LE frI'!!84 L

stPoef r.Os 01530
METPCO TEST
GL'#LIFIto LIFE t NOTE 6
A44:c, TIME 200 NOURS

AGIN$ TEMP 3 200 F

09-66

. NOTE 37 NOTE IS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA8Lt GENER4L

REPORT !.0: 01530
METM00 TEST
QUALIFIED t!FEt NOTE 6
AGING *1ME3 200 NOURS
AGING TEMP 200 F

09-59

1

l
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Revision 1 ,
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PURCNASE ------ LOCAT!DN ------

ORDER MODEL NUP*ER OR SUILDING ABNORMAL 09 ENVIRC90tfMT TO

+U* f R TTFE OF E7JYPPTNT M A*FJF AC TUDE R . I?ENTIFIC ATf ew .s*S F m TAG M wre aCCIDfMT ENVIt%**?NT WNIC*f 7)3LIFYES

10186 LIMIT SWITCH FOR NAMCO EA-1E0 CS- XDF0174 NOR"At OrtsaTING CON 9f ff rNS teC4 Ce*:af f f DNS
AIR CAMFER ****0"

CS- KCF0175 TEMP - MIN: 19 F TEMPI FIGUTE 17
4e9'0* TEMP - MAX 2 95 F FRESS: FIGURE 18

4

C3 K0901T6 TEMP - AVG: 60 F SFRAT1 700 NCURS
*49'0" FRESS! 1 atmos. TI0t 2+8 R105
CS- XOP3177 T10:'1*3 RAOS SD6*TRGENCE N/A
**9'0* NOTE: 1 WAS CNE FFOTOTIFE SUS.

JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN
< SERIES? 1ES
j

19188 LIMIT SWITCH FOR NAMCO EA-160 SW-4102 FD F0074A NeeMAL erfeATING CONOfffDNS LOC A CD49ff f 0NS
AIR D AMFER SJ-4100 XDP00748

TEMP - MIN! 65 F TEPP: FIGUPE 17
TEMP - MAX: 104 F FRESS: FIGUWE 18
TEPP - AtG1 93 F SFRArt 700 N3 ORS
P4ESS: 1 ATMOS. TIO: 2*8 RADS
T101<$00 R AOS SUtt'EFG!hC E I N/A
NOTE! I WAS CNE FICTOTTFE SUB-

JECTED TO ALL TES'S IN
SERIES?

18193 AIR CPER&ff0 O!APHRAGM NAMCO EA-180 R8-A:01 nt6:4:A-NO [[C4 C0*91T1093 LCC A CC"EM
,

VALyf - t!MIT SWITCM TEMP: F S AR F IGL'RE 6. 2 7 TErP: FIGUTE 17
PRESS: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-1 FPESS: FIGURE 16j
STRAT: 2 HOURS SFFAT: 96 HOURS

| T10: 1.3*8 RAOS TID: 2.C=*$ R ACS
(

i SUBMERGE NCE : NO SU?"EFGENCE3 N/A
WAS ONE F?CTOT1FE SUB-I
JECTIO TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? YES

[**9 CO*SITIN#1 P!9 CC"'9ff?pi)
TErp: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-54 TEPP: FIGURE 17
FRESS: F'A9 FIGURE 6.2-4 FRESSI FIGU t 16
SFRAY! 2 HDURS STRATI 96 HCURS
TIO: 1.3*8 paOS TI t 2.C**8 RAOS
SLTMERGENCEt NO SUB"ERGD:CE: N/A

WAS C'4E F O'OTVFE SUB-
JfCTED To aLL TESTS IN
SERIES? 1ES

f

.|

|
s

I
\
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OPENA8!LITT ortWABILITY ACCURACT OR SCSPON$t ACCURACY 09 pt$FTNSE

DEQUISEPENTS DE P"W1vp ATf D TIME p f f/Jf f EFYNTS Tftf CEMONSTR4TES QUALIFIC&ff 0N REPORT AND PETNOD

NOTE ST NOTE 34 NOT APPLICAsLt NOT APPLICABLE GEN {WAL
;

StFC#7 1.01 01530
METP001 TEST
GUALIFIED LIFT 1 NOTE 6

) A*ING TIMit 200 NOURS
ASIN3 TEMPS 200 F

|

! DR-59

NOTE 39 NOTE 34 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA6Lt stNYeal

,

REPORT I.01 01530
METN03 TEST
GU4LIFIED LIFit NOTE 6

i ASING TIFT 3 200 NCURS
AGING TEMPS 200 F

4

0#-59'

NO7f 3T NOTE 38 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE SEN!#4L .

REFORT !.03 NAMCO CONTROLS. Rtv. 1
METN00: TEST
QUALIFIt0 LIFit NOTE 6
AGING TIFtt 200 NOURS
AGIN3 TEMP 8 200 F

09-59
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^
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PURCHA$t LOCAT!DN
ORDER MODEL NUF2ER OR BUILDING AtNCRMAL DR ENVIRDNMENT TO

NL*'SE D TYPE OF fQUIPMENT Pap 4fFACT1AER IDENTIFICAffcN A**? Om T AS NLP*ER ACCICENT ENVf 9C*F*ENT WYCH QUALIFIED

10193 AIR OPERATED DI APHRAGN NAMCO ^ EA-180 FB-It01 XW624 8-NQ p'*AL COEe& TING Ct*SITf0NS LOCA CD'SITIc*S
VALVE - LIMIT SWITCH TEMP - MINT 19 F TEPP3 FIGURE 17

TEMP - Matt 104 F FRES$8 FISURE 18
TEMP - AV3t 82 F SFR &r t 96 H;URS

FRES$1 1 ATMCS. TID 8 2.04+8 NASS
T!31 41+$ RADS 5(TMERGEMCEI N/A
Nott! 46 WAS CNE PHOT 0Tf FE SUB-

JECTED TO ALL YESTS IN
SERIES? TIS

18209 AIR-HYDRAULIC VALVE NAMCO EA-180 PR . 4 36 * XV516114-FM M?B CONDITIONS LECA CCCUYTIONS

LIMIT SWITCH XY316118-FW
XVG1611C-FW TEMPT FIGURE 17 TEMPI FIGURE 17

FRES$1 FSAR FIGURE 3.6-2 FRESS r FIGURE 18
41611A)
FSAR FIGURE 3.6-6 SFRAY 66 HOURS
416118 & 1611C) TIDI 2.C6eS
SrRAY N/A SUEMERGENCEI N/A
TIDI 1*6 RADS WAS CNE FROTOTYFE SUS-
SUEMERGENCEt N/A JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN

SER115? YES

10229 AIR C#ERATED VALVt - NAMCO EA-180 RS-6301 xva9311A-SS LDCA CONDITIONS LcCA CENefifcNS

LIMIT SWITCH XVA9310A-SS
TEMPT FSAR FIGURE 6.2-7 TEMPI FIGURE 17
PRESSI FSAR FIGURE 6.2-1 PRE S$ 8 FIGUNE IS
$ FRAY 2 NCURS SFRAft 96 HOURS
T108 1.3*S RACS TIDI 2.04+8 RADS
SL*MERGENC E I NO SUEMERGENCit N/A

WAS CNE FROTOTYFE SUS-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? YES

PS9 CONSYTIONS P?9 CO*SITIONS
TEMP: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-5A TEMPT FIGutt 17
FRES$8 FSAR FIGURE 6.2-4 FRES$8 FIGL'RE 18
SFRAY 2 NOUR$ SFRAY 96 MOURS
T103 :1.3 8 RA35 TID 2.04+5 RACS
SWNERGENCE NO SLTMERGINCEt N/A

WAS CNE FROTOTYFt SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TIS
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OPtpaeILITY VERASILITT' ACCURACY CW ptSPONSE ACCURACT CA pfSPONSE

Rf7310f"fMTS OfMrH5794TfD TIME #f7JYBf*ENTS TIMf DEMtN9T94TfD QUALIFTCATION SfPORT AM Nf7N00

NOTE 37 NOTE 34 NOT APPLICABLE NOT AFPLICABLE GENYW4L
atF0er 1.01 NAMCO CONTROLS. WEV. 1
METHC3R TEST
QUALIFIED LIFEB NOTE 6
AGIN3 TIntt 200 NOURS
A3!N3 TEMPT 200 F

CR-59

NCTE 37 NOTE 34 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENte4L

REPORT I.01 NAMCO CONTROLS. DEV. 1
PETH001 TEST

GUALIFIED LIFEB NOTE 6
AGING TIME 200 NOURS
AGIN3 ftMPs 230 F

CR-59

NOTE 37 NOTE 34 NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA8LE GEN! sal

REFCRT !.08 NAMCO CONTROLS. Ptv. 1
PETHOD TEST
GUALIFif0 LIFit NOTE 6
AGING TIME 100 NOURS
AGING YtMPt 200 F

CR-59

B-46
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------ LOCAT!DN ------
PURCMASE
CFDER MCOEL WMER OR EUILDING ABNORMAL CQ ENVIRCte'ENT TO

Ka*fR TYPE OF ECPJf pMENT Pant * ACTLef R frtN7fpffAff0N APS FfM TAS Nt?Tf9 ACCIDENT ENVfovfNT WNfrN Ct'ALIFf f D

19229 AIR OFER&TIO VALVE NAMCO EA-160 PR.463' KV A93118-51 FT9 CD4Df f f D*:S LOCA CF'?fffDNS
XVA*31tS-55LIMIT SWITCN TEPP; FIGUWE 26 TEM 87 FIGUTE 17

FEE 55? F54R FIGURE 3.6-E FRE S$ t FIGLTE 16
$rRAV! N/A $*RAll 96 HCL'95
T10: 1.0666 #A0$ T!O: E.C4*8 PAD $
S L'5.9E PGE NC E : N/A $L?MEKGENCE f N/A

WAS CNE FTCTCTYFE $US-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? YES

!!!11L I

HQ MI ATER$ ARE PROVIDED LPCER BALANCE OF PLANT SCC"t.
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OPIDABILITY CPtaa91LITY ACCUBACT OR DESPtPISE ACCUDACT C# DESPONSE
OR731C EME NTS etMcNSTeafta TIw! et t'f ef *!NTS TIMY cf Pt3 79 e f f e 9faLIFICATICH of M T A*O Pf m00

KD7{ $$ NOTE St NOT APPLIC ABLE NOT APPLICABLE S E'R' A L

DErC#f I.D: NANCO CONTROLS. DEV. 1
NETbO31 TEST
QUALIFIED LIFE 2 NOTE 6
AGING T!Ptt 200 NOUTS
AGING TEMP 2 200 F

09-28
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------ LOCATION -
PURCNASE
ORDER MODEL NUFFER OR EUILDIN3 AENCRFAL OR ENVIRONMENT TO

N'? f R TTFE OF EQUIP"IwT PANUFACTUCER J p TIFICaffrN a'O 9 7 TAG M M ER ACCIDENT ENVICC*M NT INICN QUALIFIES

f.0.'O

10111 F AN POTCH FOR RE ACTCH RELIANCE 5003UCZ RB. $18' P'N0097A LOCa CD'eITIM toca cetOITIC' S

BUILDING COOLING UNIT RS. $18' MFN00979
RS. $18' PFN009TC TEMP: FSA9 FIGURE 6.2-7 TEMP: FIGUFE 19
RB. $18' MF N0097D FFESS: FSAR FIGURE 6.2-1 FRESS: FIGURE 19

SFRAY: 2 NOUTS ! FRAT: 168 NOUTS
TID: 1.3*8 R ACS TID: 1+e RADS
SUEMERGENCE: NO SU "EFGENCE: N/A

WAS CNE FPCTOTIFE SUS-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? TES

P'8 CE*CITI?t$ P?S CC'OITIONS
TEMP: FStR FIGURE 6.2-SA TErP: F13'JRE 19
FRE SS: FS AR FIGURE 6.2-4 FRESS: FIGLTE 19
CeRAT: 2 NCURS SFRAf: 16S h0VRS
TID: 1.3*8 R ACS TID: 1** RACS
SUIMERGENCE: NO SU5MER0ENCE: N/A

WAS CN! FFOTOTIFE SUB-
JECTED TO ALL TEETS IN
SERIES? TES

10222 FAN POTOR FCR BATTERT RELIANCE TEAD 18-2302 XFNCO3SA bTfMAL OPE 9ATIn$ CO*S g C*j SOr*1tL OPED4TISO. CNOS.
18-2301 >FN003fB

R3ON SUPPLY TEPP - MINT 60 F TEMP - MTN: NOTE 13
TEMP - Max: 65 F TEMP - M1X: 122 F
TEPP - A%G! 75 F TEMP - AVG IC+ F
FRESS: 1 ATFOS. FRESS: 1 ATFOS.
TID: <1+4 Rac$ TID: C*S RAOS
NOTE: 1

10222 FAN MOTOR FCR EMERGENCY RELIANCE TEA 0 18-23601 XFN00$3A N0'*9&t CFED ATING CC*tiTIONS N0cmat ertonTING C05.?S.
19-23601 AFNOCS39FEECWATER PUMP APE A TEMP - MIN: 60 F TEMP - MIN: NOTE 33

COOLING UNIT TEMP - MAX: 65 F TEMP - PAX: 1:2 F
TEMP - AVG: 60 F TEMP - A%G: 104 F
FRESS: 1 ATMOS. FRESS: 1 ATP05.
TID: <1*4 R ADS TID: 2*8 RACS
NOTE: 1
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OPERABILITY CPE9181LITT ACCUB ACT 09 DESPONSE ACCUW ACT OR RESPON$t

W E 7JI # E "E NT S DE 9t379ATED TIME RE9ff9EMENTS TIaf CE & STWATED @)aLIFIC ATitH #EPMT AND MEWOO

CCNTINUOUS CONTINUDUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENEDAL

REPORT !.0: X-604
METHCO2 TEST
CUALIFIED LIFE: 60 TEARS
AGING TIMER 103 HOURS
AGING TEMPT 415 F

09-11

CCNTINUcVS CDNTINUCUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT AFPLICABLE GENT 9AL

WIPCRT I.0: NUC-9
METHCO: COFBINATICH OF TEST AND ANALYSIS
GUALITIED LIFT: 60 TEADS
AGING TIME! NOTE 13
AGING TEMP: NOTE 13
CR-62

CCMTINUOUS CDNTINUOUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE f!NERAL

9tPCRT 1.D: NUC-9
METHCO: CCM INATION OF TEST A2 ANALYS!$
CUALIFIED LIFT: 60 TEARS
AGING TIFE: NOTE $1
AGING TEMPI NOTE 51
CR-62

B-48
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----- LOCATION -----+
PUDCNASE Aft:00 MAL CR ENVIRONMENT TO

MC0tt NUFtER OR EUILDING

,t W tg TTpt er Ec'ffr=E*ti PaNL'F ACTL9fe !cfNTIFICATrc*# Ay 97 TA3 up*FR ACCYCENT ENVIr? MENT WTCH CUALIFIEDC#0ER

10222 FAN MOTC9 FC# SERVICE RELIANCE TEA 0 IS-0602 yFNOSS3A 7OC'94L OFEF4Tf*fG CC*?tTIO*:S PSMAL crf 9tTIFo CC*C S .!

IS-0601 KFh00318
WaftR BODSTER PUMP A9ta YtPP - MIN: 65 F TEMP - MIN: NOTE 13
CCOLING UNIT TEMP - MAX: 10+ F TEMP - MAX: 100 F

TEFP - AVG: 93 F TEMP - AiG: 104 F
FSESSt 1 ATPCS. FRESS: 1 ATMOS.
TIO: <1*4 RACS TIDI 2*8 FA05
NOTE: 1

10222 SWITCNGEAR ROOM C0 CLING RELIANCE TEA 0 15-5101 XFNCOSO N " "4L CPE9AffMS CC*$f7 IONS NCCMtL Or!D ATIS3 CO*Q
18-5200 *FN0076

UNIT F AN MOTOR TEPP - MIN: 65 F TEMP - MIN: NOTE IS
TEMP - MAX: 45 ? TEMP - FAN: 1*2 F
TEPP - A'.GY 60 F TEMP - Ai3: 104 F
FFISS: 1 aTFOS. FRESS: 1 ATFOS.
TIO: <!*4 RAOS T10: 0*5 RAc5
NOTE: 1

10222 FAN MOTC9 FOR SFtt3 RELIANCE TEA 0 IS-5104 XFN0106A NOCMAL Orf # ATIS.*s CC*SITf?ts tcD=At CFFosTIra CSSS.
25-5103 KFh:1C6B

$ DITCH ROOM COOLING TEMP - MINT 65 F TEPO - N!N: NOTE 15
TEPP - mat: SS F TirP - Mix: 1*2 F

TEMP - Ai3: to F T E::P - Ai3: 104 F
FRESS3 1 ATMOS. FRESS: 1 ATMCS.
110t (1*4 R AOS TID: 2*8 RAOS
NOTE: 1

19222 F AN POTOR FOR RHR/ SPRAT Rft!ANCE TEAD AS-8S01 XFN0049A SLB CON 9ITIONS stb CONDITID*ts

AB-4502 XFN00408
FUMP SCOM COOLING UNIT TEMP: FIGUUt 28 ftPP: 1:0 F. CONTINUQUS

FRESS: 0.1 FS13 F:tSS: 1 Afr03.
SFRAT: N/A SFRAT: N'A
TIO: 2*6 RAOS T f!: 2*8 RAOS
SLtMERGENCE NO S'J MEFGENCE: N/A

WAS CN! FTOTOTTFE SUS-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS
IN SERIES? NOTE 13
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OPtpABIL37Y CFEPASILITY ACCUPACT OR #f SPONSE ACCUBACY 09 RESPCNSI

#E7JIDE*t TS Of edSTR&tt0 TIME 9tTJf 8EMFNTS Ylaf OfFfHSfstTES 7)ALIFICAffCH WFPOOT AND PETNOD

CONT!kAXXt3 CDNTINUOUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA$(E GfNT#AL

PEPCRT !.Dr NUC-9
M!THCDI CCPBINATION CF TEST AND ANALYSIS
QUALIFit0 LIFT 1 40 VEARS
AGING TIMit NOTE 51
AGING TEMP NOTE $1
CR-A t

CONTINUOUS CONTIHUQUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE G NieAt

REPosi 1.0 NUC-9
PEfHCD1 Cor$1N ATION OF TEST AND ANALYS!$
QUALIFIED LIFEI 40 ftARS
AGING TIMEI NOTE 51
AGIN3 TEMPS NOTE 51
CR-62

CONTINUOUS CCHTINUOUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENf*AL

REPCRT 1.01 NUC-9
PETH03: CC"SINAT!DN OF TEST AND ANALYSIS
QUALIFIED LIFit 40 TEARS
AGING TIFF 3 NCTE 51
AGIN3 TEMP 2 NOTE 51
Co-62

CCNTINU0US CONTINUOUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICASLE GtNYoAL

REPORT 1.0: NUC-9
METHOD: CCFBINATICH CF TEST AND ANALYS13
3UALIFIED LIFE 1 40 TEARS
AGIN3 TIME: NOTE 13
AGING TEMP: NOTE 13

CR-13

f.
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PLTCMASE ------ LCC AT IC's ------
CFCEE MCDEL NL"?t# 09 EUILDIh3 ABNCOMAL CR EtNIBCN"!NT TO

*E*** F B TYPE OF E 7JIPMYNT P ant;F a ttt*EO frENTIF!CATIN Asc r*M T AS HL**!* ACCIDENT E*NIEMNT kHICH rMalf7IES

10:22 F A's 70TCR FCE CHARCItS ptLIANCE TEA 0 AS-CCC2 AFNSC46A SLB CNTITIC*.S SLB CC*nfff S S

PUPP ROOM CCOLIPC UNIT AS-CCO2 >FtC:oS
AB-gCO* hFN004T TEt'P: FIQ'9E 28 TEPP: 100 F. CCNitta.'0US

FRE S S: 2 1 FSIG FrESS: 1 ATMOS.
S F# f,T : mA SrPAY: N 'A
TID: *1+w SAOS TID: 0+5 F ACS
SUCPERGEf:CE: NO S'r EFGENCE: N/A

WAS CNE F*0TCTvFE SUS-
JECTI3 TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? h0TE 13

19222 FAN NOTC9 FC9 AUVIL14RT RELIANCE TEA 3 AB-6 319 NFN0133 FTOMAL crEWatfo$ CO*@ITINt3 NOcwAL Of EF &tI*3 CancS ,

EUILDI?:3 McTen CONTECL TEMP - MIN: 65 F TEPP = N!N: NOTE 13
CENTFD T S SWITCH 3EAD

TEMP - MAX: SS F TEMP - Pnt 1*2 F
AIS MA*C CNG UNIT TE"P - A G: 83 F TEt*P - AVG 1C* F

F;ESS: 1 ATMOS. FFESS: 1 ATMOS.
TIO: <1 4 RAOS !!D: 0+6 PADS
NOTE: 1

10222 FAN POTOR FC# AUVILIARF RELIANCE TEA 3 AB-12:8 XFN0132 herM AL Dr!C AY!*6 CO*OITIC*13 POOMAL Off94US.7 (C***$ ,
TEMP - MIN: 65 F TEMP - MIN: h31E 13GUILDINS P37;7 CCNTFOL
TEPP - Pit: 85 F TEPP - M AX: 12: F

CENTER AtQ 5.JITCHGEAD TEMP - AV3: 43 F TErP - Av3: 10 4 F
419 NAtCLING ONIT F7ESS: 1 ATFOS. FRESS: 1 ATMOS.

TID: <1+4 # ADS T!3: *e8 PADS
N37t: 2

If222 TAN NOTCW FCW CCNT90L pfLIANCE TEAD CB-8:t2 XFN0030A bet"AL CPED Af f*S CO*c1TICMS h9*4L reto ATina: Ce*e3.

RCCM NORMAL SUFPLY CS-6001 RFN0030B
TEMP - MIN: 6S F TEMP - PIN: NOTE 13
TEPP - Pat: 104 F TEMP = PAX: 12* F
TEMP - AVG 93 F TE",P - A\G: ICle F

FRES$r 1 ATMCS. PRESS: 1 ATP05.
TID: 41+3 RADS TID: :*6 RACS
NOTE: 1

10*22 FAN MOTOs FC# RELAT RELIANCE TEAD CB-8*02 XFNC036A set =at crEs Af fts CreefTiewS SPTMAL rrEF Affes CemeS,

WCOM COOLING S1 STEM C5-6:C1 XFNCS3e8
TEMP - MIN: 65 F TEMP - MI'4: NOTE 13

, TEMP - MAX: 104 F TEMP - PAX: 1**F
TEPP - A%G: 93 F TEMP - AVG: 104 Ft

FEESS: 1 ATMOS. FFESS: 1 ATM"1
TID: 41+3 PACS TID: *+8 PADS
NOTE: 1

!
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CFE#A8ILITF CFEPABillff ACCLWACT CW FESFCNSI ACCLm&Cf 09 DESPCNSE

tt r1Ut tt'*f NTS Pf e't5 fe a f f 0 TIM! e?G3?tte!NTS TIME DEMONSTcATED rpJALIFIC ATItN REPr97 Am PEYwMt

CONTItA.OJS CCNTIPA'O'JS NOT AFPLICA9tE NOT APPLICABLE GENTPat

REFCRT !.0 PA1C-9
ME T;?C3: CCMINATION OF TEST AND ANALYSIS
GUALIFIED LIFE: 40 YEARS
ASING TIFT: .0TE 13
AGING TEMP: kOTE 13

C9-13

CONTIPAJOUS CONTINU0US NOT APPLICABLE hCT AFFLICABLE G T*M e a t

EfrCRT !.03 NUC-9
P!TNC3: CC*TINATION CF TFST AtC ANALYSIS
QUALIFIED LIFT: 40 1E ARS
A3DG TIPE: NOTE $1
ASIN3 TEMP: NOTE 51
CD-62

CCNTINUOUS CONTitA1003 NOT AFFLICABLE NOT AFPLICAPIE [?N!W3
REFCRT !.D: NUC-9
METHC3: CC91NATIC*a CF TEST APO ANALYSIS
CUALIFIED LIFil 60 1 EARS
431N3 TIME: NOTE 51
AGING 1END: NOTE 51
C8-50

CCNTINUCUS CONT!!#JOUS NOT AFPLICABLE NOT APPLICAett $tNtoet

REFC#T !.0 NUC-9
ME THM: CC''BINATION OF TEST APC ANALYSIS
WALIFIED LIFE: 40 VE ARS
AGItG TIME: NOTE 51
AGING TEFPt N3Tg $1

CR-62

CONTINUCUS CONTINUOUS NOT APPLICA8tt NOT APPLICABLE GENT 0AL

REPCRT !.0: NUC-9
METHCO: COMBIN ATION OF TEST APO ANALYSIS
GUALIFIED LIFT: 40 YE ARS
AGIN3 TM( NOTE 51 g
AGING TEPP: NOTE 51
DR-62

f

i
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. - ---- LOCATICH -

NCett h*J"5E8 C9 BUILDIN3 AtNCOMAL CW ENVIROK*ENT TOPU'CNASE

M '"* f S TYPE OF ECUIP"fMT Pa*FSACTLefe TCENTIFICATIPt p*n spa *t T AG Wa*ED_ SCCfDENT ENVIf?f"ENT WTCM OHLIFf fDCFCER

10224 F AN MOTC# FOR S Afit9f DELIANCE TIAO 18 *332 XFN30394 N*#"Al OPf 94 TITS CPSITICNS NP9"At Of ED ATINS CMOS.
,

18.*301 XFNC3355
ROCM EXHAUST TEMP - MI'4: 40 F TEMP - MIN 3 NOTE 13

TEMP - PAX: SS F Tf ttP - MAX: 122 F
TIPP - A\G: 75 F TEPP - A%G: 10eF-
F#ES$1 1 ATMCS. FKtSSI 1 ATMCS.
T!!8 <1 4 RSSS TID: 2*8 PACS
NOTEI 1

19224 FAN PDTOW FC# FUEL SELIANCE 7ta3 AB*7501 XFNCO234 Nf** AL CPf 9 Af f*G CONOff f 0NS HF MAL OPEDATING CO*?)S.
AS-7501 AFF.03 2 35

MANDLINS SUILOING TEMP - NIN1 65 F TEttP - MIN! NOTE 13
CNARCOAL EXHAUST TEMP - MAX: 104 F TEMP - MtX: 12* F

T EPP - A\ G! 93 F TE"P * A%G: 1C4 F
FFES$1 1 ATMOS. FEES $t 1 ATMOS.
TIDs <1e+ RADS 7101 2*8 FADS
kcTE 19

18224 FAN MOTC9 FCR CON' 0L WELIANCE TEAD CS-f*03 XFN00304 We"4L Drte4 TING CC*SITIONS NNPAL OPfEATING CLM*S.
C5-8204 AFN333:5

800M EFERGINCY FIL)[BING TEMP * MIN: 65 P TEMP - MIN: NOTE 13
SYSTEM TEMP - PAX: 104 F TEMP - MAX 122 F

TEMP - LVG 93 F TEMP - AV3I IC4 F
FatSS: 1 ATMOS. FFIS$4 1 ATFOS.
710: 41 3 #ACS TIDt 2 8 rACS
NOTtt 1

10224 FAN MOTOR FOR PIESit RELIANCE TEAD C5 XFN304SA NCOMAL CPE9 ATING CC*CITINt3 NaD"4L OPEDATING CCmQ
451'3"

GENEWATC9 ROCM SUFPLY CS- kFN30*59 TEMP - MIN: 19 F TEMP - MIN: NOTE 13
651'3" TEMP - Matt 95 F TEMP = PAX: 1*2 F
CS- XFN30754 TIPP - AVG 1 60 F YtMP A%G: 104 F

451'3" FRESS: 1 4Tr05. FRESS: 1 ATP35.

CS- XFN00758 T103 NEGLIGISLE .7108 2,8 RACS

*51 ' 3'' NOTE: 1

19224 F AN MOTOR FON SERVICE DELIANCE TEA 0 SW-4102 XFN0050A NO' PAL Ortp4Tf*6 CONDITIONS NEC"AL OPERATING CC*CS.

TW-*102 KFNCDSCS
WATER FUPPNOUSE SUILDING TEMP - MIN: 65 F TEMP - MIN: NOTE 13
SUPPLY TEPP - MAX: 104 F TEMP - PAXt 12* F

TEMP - A\Gt 93 F TEMP - A\G: 104 7
FEESS: 1 ATMCS. FFES$1 1 ATMOS.

'

TID: <tes RADS - TIDI 2*8 PADS
N3ft3 1
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OPEPA8ILITY OPERASILITY ACCURACT OR RESPONSE ACCURACY OR RESPONSE i

_ Rf rFJIREMYNTS Of & tSYe87ED TIME L t?1Teta!NTS TY"E Of %'S'P ATED 9)Alf*!Caff tml ptPORT APO MffpOD
,

t

CCNTINUOUS CONTINUOUS NOT APPLICARLt NOT APPLICABLE CfME'Al

REPCRT !.Dt NUC-9
METM002 CC'1! NATION CF TEST APO ANALYSIS
@JALIFIED LIFE 40 TEARS
AGING TINE: NOTE $1
AGING TEMP 3 NOTE 51 !
OR -6 2

!

CONTINUOUS UNDER CONTINUOUS UretR NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICASLE Ctwes&L I

NCPMAL APC CA5K CRCP NORMAL APC CASM OPCP
CDCITIONS CC*CITIONS REPORT 1.Dr NUC-9

METN00: CCMSINATION OF TEST APS ANALYSIS
WJALIFIED LIFE 40 TEARS
A31NG TIME NOTE 51
AGING TEMPT NOTE 51
0R-56 {

CONTINU0US CONTINUCUS NOT APPLICA9LE NOT APPLICABLE GEN'RAL

REPORT I.0: NUC-9
METwo02 COM91 NATION OF TEST APS ANALYS!$
GVALIFIED LIFEI 40 ftARS
AGIN3 TIMER NOTE 51
AGING TEMP! NOTE $1
CR-62

CtDITINUOUS CCpff!NUQUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENEPAL

REPORT !.01 NUC-9
METMCD: COMBINATION OF TEST APS ANALTSIS
QUALIFIED LIFE 8 40 *eEARS
ASING TIMEI NOTE 51
AGIN3 TEMP 3 NOTE 51
CR-62

CONTINU0US CONTINUOUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICAELE $!NtpAL

REPCRT 1.Dt NUC-9
METH00: COMBINATION OF TEST APS ANALYS!$
QUALIFIED LIFEt 40 TEARS
AGING TIMEI NOTE 51
AGING TEMP 3 NOTE 51
09-6C

,
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. -... LCCaficN ......

e tt NLm te es tutterns arNetMat ce (NYTROTtNT 70PL,9CH ASE

*P_*'* ? e . ?YPE OF t rPJ1 Pt *47 emende rv a t n ef e _ g7( *(f [ FJcg h 4 A*) FW _7 1NIy (9, &{M*J N T t *fV ! #MJ'*(NY hee f Qpg3cects

CMMSL F***c1
'* *af fi CPPj[Ty trfw aMf[9 3]P3f P),

WT"a M. P N'wa RELAT PahtL FCG FIELO wa 18.!!!4 rFN5065
ft"P $$ F TEf7 . M;N: h0ft 13

baf ts CHILLER C Fatp!Catt0 Tif P - Pass 1C4 F T[r:P . Mat: 21 F
ttPP . ahG: 93 F ftPP . ag3: e3 F

F8tSS: 1 ATPC1. Fat 15 1 ATP05
110 Se2 WACS TID: te+ saas
N3ff 1*. 46

WA Baffitt #DCM VENT!LAf!OH P!tLD we C8-2501 E P 85 *44 NPCP& LOPE 9af ft$ CQC{T@ N{994( Cff94] g*) ( M $,

4:4 PEtchafte Sf$ FEM F464IC&Tt0 ff=P . MIN: 19 F ftMP = MIN: NCit il
stLAT PahtL ftPP . *Att 45 F TEPP . Pat? Ol* F

f tPP - atS: 4 F firP . 443: 93 F

FEt?S: I af*C$. Fess: 1 ATPOS.
tso: .s. racs iso: 1 6 racs

N0ft: 47

wa NUCLEAe Sa-FLIIIG ST5ftM FitLO wa CS-1211 s r'sc 016 oremst ertoay>.r. cf=ritytc**$ treast ces s at;pc. (Ct,

CC"4fBOL P o!L FA!81 tait 0 trN:237
TE *P . Pf pe: *07 ftPP . P!"4 : h0*E 13
TEPP - PaM: 95 F TEMP - aats IC4 F
ftPP AhG: t' F ftNP . At3: 7$ F
F9t$$: I afMS. F#tSS: 1 Afr 1.
?!O: eS*2 8405 T!D: 1*. pacs

NQItI +4

WA MVAC ST$itM SELAT PANELS FIELO WA C5 4602 IF*iS *6 3 Nromat erteaf fM Ccastf]M Nec=a W e s t {Nq,go*g s ,
Fate.Cafta arJ5:e*

hr*tS!4 % f tPP . Mint: 73 7 ftPP . MIN: hCTE 1)
EFN$;44 f tMP . Paxt 77 F TEPp . PAM: [72 F

ftMP . as3: 75 F TEPP A'.3" 75 F
Ftt$$t 1 ATMCS. FEt%1: 1 AIMS.
TID: * 5 e t W AOS T10: le4 NACS
NOTE: 1

(
s

f,



3

>

CrissetL!ff opt s a s tlif f aCCupaCf Ce st$rS45E ACCtwaCf C# S t 5re6L
e[7j[fttNt1 endre a f fi _

IIPf et tielgae,Y,j ffrg f m ?fralfS Que([r] Cal [N etmyytf>M

C ONT I NL.N S CONT IPaFNS N0ft 12 N0ft 32 (Ne a_t
stF:9f I.03 Ca!-2139
PtfMC3: CCt?!saitDN OF TEST aNO ANatf$!1
gi;stIFtto Ltpt: 60 fla93 |NOf t 50 0

aGIP.3 fIP": # PCf f S1i
AGING ftFP: t* Cit lif
De 17

CONTIta_ M CCHT INUCU$ N0ft 12 Nr'it 12 Stutsat

StFCAT !.Os Ga!-2139
RtfM332 C011Maf!C'4 CF f t$f AND ANALYS!S
QuaLIF!to LIFT: 60 flaSS INQf t 50 9
aGIN3 Tint: INCIE lip

AGIA3 ftPPt (NOft $1)
C8-8F

Ceref !*?ns CC*iT INUct:1 *s;f AFPLICa?LE NOT arpttCaett g1*J e al

St>C*f 1.0t 441-2139
Pt fM')O 2 CDP'51%af!CN OF ftST aFC ANALYSIS
CuaL18It3 LIFT: see flaps

AGING TImt: E tcit $1D
AG!hG ftMP: IPCit 516
08 1 F

CONF tpar~5 COH f!NU0tf5 * Cit 12 NOTE 12 { {N{ e s_(
SEFCet I.08 Ga!-2138
PETHCOI CC*S!waf!DN OF f tST AND ANalf 3!1
QUALIFIED Lift: 40 flatstecit 509
aG!ts TIrts secft $16
AGING ftmPs IP.0f t 519

CD-17

f
1
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4
$

j PUBCNA$E ...... LOCATICH ......
i FDIS POttL NL9?te 09 EUILDING atNewmal CW ENV180taitNT T0

M ** f t TvFf CF FCuf m MT Pa*JF acTief s IttNTIF f tstitat paQ F;M ? si Nt** t e attfetwT t*Nfr&> TNT pftw cuatf7?ta

19174 PAIN CONTROL 00At3 stLIANtt N/A (8 3e11 XFN?101 NMWal Orf B af f*rG C&of f ff*tt NN =al erte87fN'1 C0'03.
TERMINATIDM CASINtTS TH Q
INOTE 141 hFN7117 Ttmp n!N: 73 F TEMP = MIN el F

CB-3611 nFN7819 TEMP = PAAI 77 F Ttt*P - Maxt el F
T>RU Yt MF = A'. G I 75 F TEMP . Abst 75 F
hrN7104 Fft$$$ 1 ATMOS. FEt$$1 1 Affr:3.

CS-3611 \FN71 6 ?!31 < 5+t 8 ACS TIDI N3ft 13
ThEJ N3Ttt 1 NQTtt 41
KFN'130

CS-3611 hTN7112

I

i

10:01 MVAC CONTWOL PANil StL1ANCE WA CB-3611 WCF6010 tLMeal ceteaf fM ff*Ofif t*49 NMMaL Orto4Tf*:S toes.
t N0f t 34 0 fira . MIN: 73 F ftnp . r1N: 65 7

t TtPP . PAWL ?? F YtMP * NAx 45 F
T EMP . A'. G 75 F 7tPP . A'JG: 75 F'

Fits $: 1 ATPOS. FRES$3 1 ATMOS.
110e elol RACS ?!33 NQTt 13
NOTit 1 N0ft 41

INST 9tFfMT EstW S AND Pa*TLS

NO INSTRUMENT B ACKS OR PANELS Att PROVIDED LPCEB 9 ALANCE CF PLANT $COFt.

f
I

I

~

i

4

1
a
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0FIFASILITY OPESABILITY ACCURACT 09 Pt$PONSE ACCURACT Op 9tSF0P6E
DET)fttFENTS Of S45T9 Af tD T!at Ft?>t9tM*NTS TI"E ff M 'IAft0 O'lALIFIf4TI N IIIDOT AND PEIMCO

CONTD8JOUS L9Cf D CONTINU0US L*CtW NOT APPLICArtt NOT APPLICABLE 6tN!rAL
mcMAL CDCITICNS N0tMAL CCtCITICHS

p t PO47 1.D t ENV!9 Cit'tHT AL QUALIFICATION
stFCtf 709 SOUTM Cat 0 LINA
ELECYNIC A 645 CCMPANf. VIRGIL
C. S W EB NUCLEA9 FC6fB PLANT
UNIT ! NAIN CCNTROL ECapDI
ME AT!'ti. VENT! LATINS AND AIS
CCtCIT10NIN3 CON 1EOL $0A201
CCNTrot socM IVACL'ATIC's PANEL
Yt9MINATION CASINETS
MET >CSI ftST
GUALIFlfD LIFE! et itARS
AG!t 3 T!PtI 394 HCL 95
AGIM3 TEPPt 139 F
Co-5

CCNTINUCUS L9CER CONTINUCUS @CER NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE CtNE'AL
ht#FAL CON 0!TIONS N'AMAL COCITICt43

REFCRT !.01 INVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION
ptFC97 FCR SCUTH CAROLINA
ELECTRIC 4 GAS CC*TPANY e VIRGIL
C. SLR"*tR NUCLE AR PCLIE
FLANT - LHIT I MAIN CCNTROL

I 20At03 WEATIN3. VENT! LATINS
AND A!B CD*CITIONIN3 CCNTRCL
20.K3I CCNTROL SCCM
EVACUATIC'( PANEL) TERMINATION
Cat! NETS
NETHODI YtST
CUALIP!!D LIFtt 40 Ytatt
A3D43 TINE: 354 HOURS
AGIN3 TEM 81 239 F
C# 54

B-53
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PURCHAlt ...... LOCAT!DN ---a.

D80t8 FDSIL NU"Ste 09 PU2LOTN3 ABNORMAL DW ENVID3NFENT 70

tiP*f# T'Pt c' 19U1FafMT MA*Or acTL*te _ tefNtfFItattcu a*7 r;;9 T s S M.** f e Arcteriet FNvf*N*ENT peICH CUAtfrt?S,

CC*NtCTE'S

10269 MISCELLANEOUS CONNECTC#5 0.G.0'E91tN CitF0001-G01 vat!C' S EL-6*AA Lt* A featf f f 0NS LM A CO*Sf f f 0NSJ
C3'P191-G01 INCTE 209

YtMP: FS As FIGUCE 6.2-7 ftMP: FIGL*C 20
FRESS! FSAR FIGUDE 6.t-1 FEESSt FIOUtt 20
STRAft 2 NOUWS SFSAT 2 NCURS
T!O: te6 RADS T10t 2.t S RACS
SU"9tF GE NC t ! No SLS"tKGE NCt t N/A
NOTE: 4 WLS C'41 FIOTOTIFE SUB-

Jtcito 10 ALL TESTS IN
St91ES? tt$

j, !?9 fO'Q1HE'.i1 IL? fP'"!1U2'i$
-

TtFPa FSAR FIGURI 6.2-S A ftf1Pa FIG 6': ;0

FEESSI FS19 FIGU21 6.2-4 FEESSt FIGert "O
SfEATI 2 NCLSS SPRaft i NCU;S

T1*' le8 PADS 1108 2.:e8 9105
SLTe(25tNCt r HQ SUS"[FGENOtt NA
N0fft 4 WAS ONE FF3T071FE SUS.

JECTIO TO ALL TESTS IN
*

SE21tS? Its
!

,
10249 Valbf CANNISit# O.G. O'f8!!N VALVE CONTatt:19 As-97c:S ynP01004 Let A CP991 TIE *.1 Let A CENPiticNS

PENETRATDS 4CONNECTC99 1 18C 34 AB-970:N h2F01005
l AS-9702S KrF31014 ftFP: FSte FIGutt 6.t-7 TEMPS FIGUtt 20

4
AS-970;N NEP01015 FEES $1 FSAR FIGUtt 6.21 FEESS: FIOU't 20

4

STRAft 2 HOURS SFD&ft 2 NC115
-I itor 7.73*6 NADS TIDr 2.a a CADS

SUtMERGENCtl NOTE 43 SL"*'tF0t NCt t N ' A
WAS CNE F20TOTIFF SUS.
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
!! RIES? IIS

!
fit _IEN211tcys ;te cr'.attre25

ft"P: F$a# FIGUPt 6.2 SA Itt!P: F13Utt c0
FRESS: F$LN FIGUWE 6.2-4 FRESS: FIGUtt 20
SFtATI C HOUTS SF2AT: 2 MOLTS
113: 7.73+6 BACS TI0t 2.*e8 # AOS
SUE 9tRGENCit N3f t 45 SL'St:tEGENCE1 N/A

WAS CNE FF0f011FE SUS.
JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? ftS

]

|
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OPERABILITY OrtWASILITY ACCtWACY CW #fSPCNSt ACCURACf C9 PISPONSI
pf rittaf NTS efMW3784TfD TIME #f C''INEmf NTS Tief DE"0NSTWATED (PJ8'1F s ? AT!M DEP007 A*S F'f WC9

CCNTINUCUS CONTINU0US NOT APPLICAtLt NOT APPLICABLE $LN1! Ag
stroef 1.08 ft-268
MI'WCOs C0"$2NATICN CF TEST AND ANALYSIS
CU4LIFIED LIFE 8 60 18 A93
AGING TIMit 168 MCUDS
AG!t:3 f tMPs !!! C

CR-30

CCNTINUOUS CONTINUQUS NOT APPLICheLE NOT APPLICABLE 6 tnt #4L

8tPCRT !.02 EP-268
MITM005 CC*%IN4TICH OF TEST &@ ANALYSIS
GU4LIFIED LIFT 1 60 TE ARS
AGING 11Fts 168 HOURS
AGING TEMP 1 ]!! C

C#-30
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PUnCnsst ...... Lccsygen ......

C#DtB ttCOtl NLt*tR CW tu!LDIN3 APNCrNAL CW ENVIE|**ttNT TO
*P**F9 TYPf 0F frNYr*Esst Ma*fUF acTlet D _ f ??NTir ic a f10*4 SQ f ***1 T A * N(*"* f S ACCISE*df ENVIrN**?*JT 6"4!!M C'.'attritO

UFCTWiCal PENf tf aitta.S

10:49 ELECTRIC AL PENETW ATION 0.G. O'841tM LOW VOLTAct R8 KTF'0037 Le*A Ct**f7IcNS Lera Cc'atT!r*cs
PC%TFTONT RCL %rfdC10

krr$C11 TEPP2 FSAs FIGLTt 6.t.7 f tMPs FISL'eE 20
h *021+ Frt$$t Ff AN FIGLTE 6.21 FRESSI F*SLTE 0
Arr:c17 Staava ht*Jr$ !Feart 2 F Las
3rr C8 TIOt 1.3*S 8ACS TI3I 2.:e8 8ACS
scrC033 SLT"ItstNCEt F.0 5 T 'trtEt::t t N< A-

.

WAS Ct t FTOTOT1FI SUS.
JECTE3 TO ALL TESTS IN
SER!!S? 1ES

t'.M_Cf*MUJfN1 t'''._CNITIC#3
T Er:P t FS tB F10LTE 6.2-$4 T Ef'P FIRTE 00
FW E S $ t FIGLTE 6.2-4 FRES$1 FIC'TE to
$FDAft 2 NCLES srRaft 2 NCL'?S
TIO 1+6 RAOS T!DI 2.**8 8 ADS
SLT**E R GENCi t NO SLT*EFGENCE! N'A

Wil CNt F?CTOTIFE 5'JSa
JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SEFIES? TES

10249 ELECTRICAL PENETRATION 0.0. O'59!!N Ih57RLt'ENT A TICM 9B VRP303% LOC A Ct*SITIONS Lcca C0917?rNS
>RF0036
Asr: Col TEPet F$at F10VDE 6.2 7 TEMPT FIGLTE 20
AFFC3*4 FEESSt FSAR F10Upt 6.2 1 FRE558 FIGL'*t 20
>RFC3 5 STRATI 2 NOLTS srRATI 2 N L'2 5
>#F;c46 T10 1.3e8 NADS TIOT 2.*e4 NACS
*EF00*S SLTMERGENCt! f40 SLT;E R GEf:t t t NA

>KFC0$1 6eAS C%E F20TCTf FE SL'S-
JECito TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? VES

P** CC*CITICN] (***EQ1Uf'i}
T E r'P FS AR FIGUWE 6.2-54 TEFF: F10LFE 00
FRES$1 FSAN FIGLTI 6.2-4 F#tSSI F10LRE 20
$rpAft 2 FCLES SF At 2 NcL'15
T102 1+6 BACS TI3t 2.0+ S 8105
SL?r'ERGENCE S NC $LS''ERO!NCt t N'A

WAS CNE F"0TOTIFE SUS-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SEW!ES? itS

i
w

fs
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_

OPtWABILITF oft #ABILITT ACCLW ACT 09 f tSPCHSt ACCUBACT 09 #ESFONit
8f t)f f f et*fIS cf m STRATED TI=f FE711tte*NTS TIME Of "tSTRATES C'' ALIF If ATIC"I SIFC9I A*O PIIW

CONTZ C3US CO*fTINUOUS NOT APPLICASLE NOT APPLICAILE 6fN!84L

stFCtf 1.08 ER-266
METMCOI CC"SINAY!CN OF TEST A4 ANALYS!$
Q'JALIF120 LIFtt 60 TEARS
A3fN3 TIMit 165 HC"JR$
ASING ftPPs 121 C

09-30

CONTINUOUS CONT!'4KlUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICA9LE E4h

REFORT !.0: E9-268
NETHC31 CCMSINATION OF TEST AND ANALY$!$
GUALIFIt0 LIFtr 49 ftARS
AGING TIMEI 168 MOURS
AGING TEMPT til C

CD-10
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*
FUBCMA$t ...... (CCAT!cq ......

CrOte POC E L M.M E 9 C9 tu!LDIN3 AfHOOMat C9 (NVICOPINT TO
'f? t e TYPE 08 f ou!F* tart p aw;F actief e TrentieftaficN sa!S rN Tas t?_=*fe att f af HT f WIPN*f NT LHICM C"%lff!tS

10*49 (LECTattat stNttan110H D.G. O'tRIEN TRIA% (CCaEECTCRI R$ >RFCC35 P at cerraffe cc**ffr&M greett erreaf f*M cra?f.
>97:016
htr***1 TEFF - MIN: 80 F TEMP c.**** N31f M
Kera .4 TEMP = Max 1*0 F TEMP . rixt h"Jit 15
htPCC $ ftFe . asar <!:0F TEF" As3: 1** F

AFF4346 FRISS: 1 ATNOS. Fits 5: b3TE 13
3rrt049 TIO: 166 P105 110: tait 13

hSF0251 tCTE3 2 N0ft: 18

i

h
,

c,
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OPEPas!Lify cPtrat!Lify ACCL9aCY CB 8tSPCNet ACCT 9ACT C# SISr0N?t
Pf ?ff er"!NTS PE=aNsveeffD T!at r!C'.It?t''NYS TY-f efp M Yeaff0 0"stftftaTI N PEPOST as$ Pf?M M'

CCNTINUCUS trett CCNTINUC('S t)CED NOT APPLICA5LE NOT APPL!CAett O'Pr!*a L

LCet*AL CC*4! TIC *iS NC#NAL CCtCITIMS
REPCet I.02 ES-268
P!TFC3: CCMINATIC'4 CP TEST APS ANALYS!$
CUALIFtt3 LIFit 40 f t ARS
AGIN3 11Pti 168 NCL9S
A31N3 ftPPr I n C
CR-33

I
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i
4

PLTcNASE ...... LetaT!oN ......
CCt B F*CE L p.".P!ty ce tuttogW AE*19 MAL CC EtN!RO'.9fNT TO
'"M ? 8 TYPE OF f 7Jf r-tw paq*aCTt9te f ?'''TIF ic a'!?a pt p aN Ts3 HU'*!s_ _ attfrtnT ENg trN"*fNT , L9?t's N"tT*tr9

SPLitf5

1016e Tarf sitwes t!-Stat 3 OUTS!0E EN164 M*9 cvf f f M1 "_5 (F*EJr_d
K3 s te37E CO I

TCPP3 FISL'UE C4 f t".P r 00 3 F CC'4TINU3US.
Oee F ?dOTT T r'E

FRESS: F$as FIGURE 3.6-0 FrtSS: t:37! Il
Srpair N A $FFAT3 N'A
T13; 1*7 pads Tis: NOTt 13
SC "ErctNCES N/A SCP(ROE!CE: N1
N3fE: * has C'.! Fr0fCTt FE S*.3-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? I'3ft 15
tC TE1 19

P 9 CN."!Tf f*:S10146 TAPt REs!TE FRICT!DN CUTSIDE th!64 P*m t&Sfff0NS l
FS eP.OTE 203

TEPPI FICL9E 25 PCTE IS
FFESS: Flat FIGuet 3.6 2
$ranst HA
T102 1e7 P ADS
FC MEEG!NCE: N/A

3

N37t: 4

10166 TAPE 3M SCOTCN NO. 63 VINYL QUTSIDE Ek!SB P!9 t?mfTIM:S Me9 c%*f f fF:s
ES (N37t 20)

TEMP 3 FIGLTE "S TEMe: 176 F CONTINUOUSLY
FrES$r F544 FIGURE 3.6 2 rrtSS: trait 13
SFF47 i N/A SP74Y: N 'A
TID: le? PAOS TIO NOTE 13
SCt'EFCENCE: N/A ? C "EFC!'; Cit N/A

NOTEA 6 Ma$ C":1 FfCT01tFE S'JS.
JECT &D TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? N37E 13
NOTE 2 18

4
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.
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l
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L?f r a t! LIT T OFEWASILITT ACCL9aCT CW DE!FO':tt ACCLC ACT O* SE5FC*35E
Ff 7'Ip!"t NTS Ef e steat?O Tf"? p*yj?t?**?NT! T!"Y P'"e?'c a 'F ? 9.'a t TF IC AT!cy p!rt'er At''r wt THM

CCHT!?A! JUS CCNTINUDUS DCT APPLICASLE 907 AFFLIC?f LE 7t*fea(
BEFMT !.0; NOTE IS

N! TI'0? ! C M !NATI M CF TEST Ato ANALY5!$
G'4LIFIED LIFE: L*TE 18J
AGI*:3 T!"!! ACTE 16
ASINS TEFo: 7:0TE 19

C9-65

CON TIPAJOU$ NOTE 18 NOT APPLIC ABLE PCT ArPLIC A3LE (PTral

SEF;9T !.0: NOTE 16

PE thM 1 N37t 18
CJtLIFIED LIFE! ttTE 18
A3!N3 TIFil P.3TE le
A31N3 TEPP: NOTE 16
Co-65

CONT!DAJCU$ NOTE IS PCT APPLICABLE NOT APFLICABLE CE4?pa(

REPCOT !.ct NOTE 16
FiTH032 D.0TE IS
CU4LIFIED LIFER NOTE 16
A3!N*, TIME 2 f:0TE 16

AGING TEMPr NOTE 18

CR-65

m
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------ LCCATION ---~~~FURCMASE
CSDEN ttCit NUPfte Os PUILO!!4 AfNOEMAL 0R fMwiSN.*ENT 70

'R ** F W TTrf 0F E731mfNT MatPJF aC TLete 10!NT!F';affpa as J s ?!*t T a G 97 *'='8 aCCIffNT f*NICC"?NT WfC4 C"aLIFIfD

19146 INSULATINS TAPE FERITE TYPE I vat!OUS Ep!43 LOCa CCaqTm1 Left CC*SYTffwS
GLASS CLOTN TAFE FERMActt class N E8 ERIta TEMPS F Sta FI:-Let 6.2-7 TEFP: F 13.?! 7

Ek3SA F;tSS: FIGURE 6. -1 FFESS: FICLTE 7

$1LICON RLTtte TAPE SM SCOTCM No. 70 #8 $rrait : Houv$ fraar 04 MA9S
TIO: tes Rac$ TID: 1.05+8

SPLICING CtPENT RENIft htNE ASSIGNED vaRICUS EMI4C SLE"sG ENCE 8 I:0 SLTMERCEh0E3 N/A

ALL NOTE 20 NOTEt 4 WAS CNE FR3TOTIFE SUS *
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SER!!$? 1ES

P'8 {{*Eff*Q M9 CO*PITf 0=:S
1EMP2 FSAR FIGURE 6.t-Sa TEMPS FIGL?E 7
FFESE' F S AD F IGLTE 6.2-4 FRESS: FIGUTE 7
SFTAT: 2 Heut$ SFRAft 2, N:L-0 5
T101 le6 # ADS T!0: 1.:S*3 RADS
SL'5MtfGEN t NO SLS1tF3ttCE NA
NOTE: 4 NAS ONE FFOTOTiFE SUS-

JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES! 1ES

10146 TAPt - StAL REARNET AIR $1AL 98 ERI7A LOC A Ce*e f f f 0* S LMa CO*SITfca:S
INOf f 20)

TEPPr FSAR FIGURE 6.2-7 NOTE IS
FRES$1 FIGUPE 6.2 1
Srt ai I 2 MOURS
T10* 2+6 WADS
SVD9tRGENCE: NO

M* Q c'OITICMS P*B CONOIIIC*tS
TEMP 3 F3GUFE 6.2-SA NOTE 16
FEts$a FIGURE 6.t-4
SF#af: NOUR$
TIO: 1+6 W405
SLTMitGENCEI NO

10144 TAPE 3M SCOTCN NO. $$ VINTL CUTS!Of N/A P*R Cf*OITIC*i1 F*9 CON'ITTffNS
ES TEt:P t FIGLKE :S NOTE 16

FWESS: FSA9 FIGURE S.6-2
SrRaf N/A
TIO: 107 910$
SUS *'! R GE NCE I N/A
htTEi 4

t,



CPteae!LITI OPteat!LITY ACCUUACT De FESPON11 ACCUW ACI OR SESPON$f

#f7)Trt"tNTS E rmis te a tte TIM #f73fpf"!NTS TIF! Pf'*?rsteatre 0"atTFf taTTW WEPMT A*9 Pitwco

CCNTINUDUS CONTINUDU$ NOT AFPLICatLE NOT APPLICABLE GENftRL
REPCAT I 0: QUALIFICATICH TEST OF REWITE
600 VCLI FN CCNTROL CABLE
Lect 9 $!PPJLATED POST-ACCIDENT
Ce c!TICNS. DATED 11/25/75
PEThCD: TEST
GJaLIFED LIFE 8 60 TEAR $
A31N3 TIME 1C0 HDL'R5
AGIN3 TEMPS 332 F
CR-45

CONTINUDUS NOTE 16 NOT A*"LICAGLE NOT APPLICAGLE $!NE#at

REFDRI 1.0 2 NOTE 16
MEINCO: NOTE 18
O'JALIFIED LIFf t NOft 18
ASING TIMit N0ff 34
AGING TEPPI NOTE 16
C2-45

CONTINUOUS NOTE 18 NOT APPLICA9LE NOT APPLICABLE CENY W at
REF09T !.DI NOTE 18

ME TNODI NOTE 18
GUALIFIED LIFE 1 NOTE 18
AGING TIMtt NOTE IS
AGING TEMP 8 NOTE 18
DR-45
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PLpCNA$t ...-.- LCC4710N .---..
OR0tB MODfL NUP?te De tu!LO!NG ASICRMAL CW ENV19Cte!!NT TO
NU"t t R TYpf 0F fQUIM'fMT MANUFACTUDED IDENTIFICATIN Ag 9@ T AS ML**f 9 ACCfffMT ENVic M NT bNtCN CUALIFffD

19444 INSULATING TA#t CNONFit T95 CUTSIDE EKI14 P'9 Ctwerff M LCC A C&e f f f=:S
RS (NOTE tel !

JACAETING TAPI OkONITE T3S CUTSIDE EKI?B TEPPt FIGLT! 24 TEMPS FIGLTE 21
i

85 IN3f t 20 3 FFESSt FSAR FIGURE S.4-12 FRESSI FIGtTE 21
CIMENT OFONITE 406-45-4104 CUTSIDE th!3C SF4 at t M.'A Srpat 160 HOURS

$8 (NOTE 28i ?!Dt 1*7 RAOS T103 2+6 RADS
SLtMERGENCEI N/A SLTP!RGINCEI N/A
N0ft! 4 WAS CNE FFOTOTIFE SUB-

JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? ifs

19445 8AV CASLE YtBMINATIONS DATCNtM THERM 0 FIT NVT-CBN 18-1202 EWitt t*9 Ct*Cff!CHS LOCA CD$9ffftHS
FC# COMPONINT C00 LINS (NOTE ($1
WAftR PUMP POTOW TEPP2 FIGURE 24 TEMPT FIGLTE c2

FRES$2 FS49 FIGURE 3.6-12 FRESSt FIGLTE 22
SFR Af t N ' A SFRAft 24 HOURS
Trot 5.39 4 PADS T135 2+6
$UDFERGENCit N/A SUS 9ER$ENCtf N/A

WAS CNE FROTOYtFE SLS-
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? 1ES

10445 8 KV Castt TipMINATIONS WATCHEM TMt9MOFIT NVT-CBN AS-8823 (Kitt SLB Ct*Cf f!O*fS LOC A CtweITIONS
FM CNA#GING PLP!P MOTOR AB-Ofte (NOTE 209
AND TWANSFES SWITCH AS 88tS TEMPT FIGURE IS TEPPt FIGURE 22

A8-1913N FRESSt 0.1 PSIG FRES$1 FIGURE t*
SFeait N/A SFRAft 24 NOURS
T!02 See R40S TIDs tes
SLTMERGENCEt N/A SL?MERGENCtt N/A

WAS CNE FRCTOTTFE SUB-
JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES? ft$

19465 8 NV CASLE TEDMINATION ' DATCHEM THERM 0 FIT HVT 19-1202 EK124 P'9 CONDITf0NS M*9 CONDITf0NS
FOR IME26tNCY FEE 0MATCR (NOTE 201
PLRip TEMP FIGURE 24 TEMPS CS$ F

FRES$2 FSAR FIGURE 3.6-12 PRES $1 1 ATMOS.
SFRATI N< A SFPAft N/A
TIO: te4 BACS T101 NOTE 13
SU! MERGENCE 2 N/A SLtMERGENCEt N/A

WAS CNE PROTOTIPE SL9-
JECitD TO ALL TESTS IN
SERIES! IES
PCTE 49

(

(
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c.

L

OPfpABILIff opt #A0!LITY ACCURACT OR PtSPCN$t ACCUDACT OR RE$PON$t
Pf?>IstatNTS DEMrH1784TED Tf"t Pt?JIttetNTS Tf=! Si m 1TeaffD (PJ4LIFICAff04 ptPOST A*ED MffMOD

CONTINUOUS CONTINUQUS N0f APPLICABLE Not APPLIC&6Lt GENT 88L

REPC8f 1.08 (NGINtt9!NG DEPORT NO.141.
DAff0 t/2e/72
METPCot itST
GUALIFIED LIFtt NOTE 6
A31NS TIME les NOURS
ASIN3 TEMPT 249.8 F

DR-05

CONT!N'w J$ CONTINU0US NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENERAL

REPopf !.08 71100. DEV. I
METH001 ftST
QUALIF110 LIFit NOTE 4
ASINS ?! Nil 164 NotAIS
ASING TEMPS 249.8 F

09-22

CONTINUUUS CONTINUOUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE GENT 84L

REPORT !.08 71100. StV. 1
METP001 ftST
GUALIFIED LIFit N0ft 6
A61N3 TIMtt lesNATS
AGENG TEMPI 249.8 F !

T,9-ft

CONTI4JOUS CONTINUOUS NOT APPLIC&8LE NOT APPLICASLE $tNES&(

ptPORT !.0: U-009. DATED S/72
MtfMCQt TEST ENOTE 169
GUALIFit0 LIFit NOTE 6
AGING TIMit 500 NCL93 4 125 C
AGING TEMPI 125 NOUIS 4 150 C

OR-23

.
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(

PUFCNASE ------ LOC A T I CN ------
Cscts PC0f L NUF?t9 C# EUILDIMG ABNCOMAL 09 ENVIRONMENT TO

kP?*ES Typt CF $ 7)f rw!NT pas?ff a[t(e[p f p g yt y p y g g T!p.; g3gy T r3 w.M{p attyp{yy [qvfrpety? W![p 7)3typ!{$

10465 8 RV C ABLE ftSMINATIONS payCHEM THERMcF1T Mit 15-6301 EK!:S NPe" AL ecto Af fMG Co':9f f f ?NS Nec= Ag ortpartNS teNa$.

FD9 SWITCMGEAR INOTE 00) TEM 8 - FIN: 65F TEMP - NIN: -f 5 F
TEMP - MAX: 45 F TEPP - PAX: *50 F
TEMP - AgG: 60 F TErP - Ai3: t.CTE 13
FRESS: 1 ATMOS. FRESS: 1 ATMOS.
TID: <1*3 TI3: NOTE 13
NOTE: 1

10665 8 EV CABLE TERMINATIONS RATCHEM THERM 0 FIT MYT 19-3601 ERICA NPC"4L CPER ATIWS CCMOITIONS Nar"AL 0*EDATING C?Nrs.

FCs SWITCHGEAR 18- 36 2 + (AI S
IS-3605 tNOTE 20) TEPP - MIN: 65 F TEMP - MIN: *f5 F

IB-3ecs TEMP - MAX: 85 F TEMP - FAv: 250 F
15-e301 TEPP - AtG: 40 F TEMP - AV3: NOTE 13

FFESS: 1 ATMOS. F:ESS: 1 ATMOS
TIO: <5. PADS T13: NOTE 13
NOTE: 3 NOTE: 15

10665 8 EV CABLE TERMINATIONS DATCMEM IMEDMOFIT Mvf SJ-2505 EF!!A NeoMAL cPto AYfNG CONSITIPNS Nec=AL 0 EeATIRS Cents,

FC9 Stev!CE WATER PU"P SW-36C* (NCit 209

MOTCPS AND Sh!TCMGtAR !W- 101 TEMP - MIN: 65 F YtMP - MIN: -85 F
1EMP - Nat: 104 F TEMP - PAX: 050 F
TEMP - AtG: #3 F TEPP - Avt: N0!E 13
FRESS: 1 ATMOS. FRESS: ATF05.
TID: 4500 9&DS T13! NOTE 13
N3ft: 1 NOTE: 16

10465 8 KV CABLt TERMINATIONS D A TCHE R THERMCFIT HVT AS-7416 EFI:A NOeNAL CFED ATf MG CONUITION} N*0"al OrEP ATIN3 CENTS

FDR SFR AT PUFP MOTCPS AB-7417 tNOTE 20)
T E F" - MIN: 65 F YtMP - MIN: -65 F
TErP - pax: 104 F TEMP - Ph < 250 F
TIMP - AVG: 93 F TErp - &%G: NOTE 13

FRESS: 1 ATMOS. FEESS: 1 ATMOS.
Y!D: <1+7 TID: NOTE 13
NOTE: 2 NOTE: 49

19465 8 RV CABLE Yt#MINATIONS DATCHEM THERM 0 FIT HVT 08-1601 Ent:B NOC"Al OPf9ATING F ]g FCC'4AL OPf t ATING CC4CS,
FOR O!ESEL GENER ATCRS C5-3602 INOTE 201

09-3603 TEMP - MIN: 40 F TEMP - MIN: -85F

09-360, TEMP - Max: 122 F TEMP - Maxt 250 F
TEMP - AVG: f6 F TEPP - AVG: Nott 13
FatSS: 1 aTMCS, ret?S: g ATMcS,

TID: <5+2 R ADS T!D: NOTE 13
NOTE: 1 NOTE: 18

-

y

k
.
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1

OPERABILITY CPt# ABILITY ACCURACT De #ESPONSE ACCUR ACf OR 915PONSE
Cf 7JIPf Mf*dT9 Df TtStraft? TI"E PE7 deg ENTS TI"* Of e ste&TED 93ALIFIC ATIC*4 WEPOWT A*C Pf tN00

CCNTINUOUS CDNTINUQU5 NOT APPLICASL1 NOT AFPLICABLT C f *!!# A L
RE 04T !.D! U-c09. DATED 3/72
PET > 3 2 TEST INOTE 19)
GUALIFIED LIFit NOTE 6
AGIN3 T!"It SCO HD 415C
AGING TEFp; 125 He D 150 C

CD-:3

CONTIK'OUS CONTINUOUS GENT #ALJ

REPCRT I.0; U-009. DATED 3/72
PEThCD: TEST INCTE 183
CL'ALIFIED LIFE: NOTE 6
AGING TIFE: SCO MR 4125 C
ASIN3 TINEt 1 5 ># 4 150 C
Co-23

CDNTIKEDUS CONTINUDUS NOT APPLICAtti NOT APPLICAPLE OEStWAL

REPCRT !.D: U-009. CATED 3/72
METHC33 TEST 4 NOTE 181
QUALIFIED LIFT: NOTE 6
AGING TINE: 500 >R 4125 C
AGING TEMP: 125 N# 4150 C
CR-23

CONTINUOUS LPCE* CCNTINUCUS LPCER NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE Gts:To A L

NCRMAL CCtSITID*t5 NCEMAL C0rmITIONS
REF09T 1.0: U-009. Daft 0 3/72
PETNC31 YEST tNOTE 183
9'JALIFIED LIFT: NOTE 6
AGIN3 TIME! $00 NW 4 125 C
AGIt:3 TEMP. 105 NR & 150 C
CR-23

CONTINUQUS CONTINUCUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE 6tnto A l.

REPett 1.bt U-009. DATIO 3/72
PETMDD: TEST (NOTE 181

OVALIFIED LIFE 1 NOTE 6
AGING TIMtt 500 N9 4 125 C
AGING TEMPS 15 HR 4150 C
09-23
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I' PupCMASt ...... L OC A TION ......
i

OsOff POCit NUPtte 09 $UILDING ABMORMAL CW ENVIRONFENT TO

M TY9t OF fGUfrMit MANUFACTLWig YttNTIFIC Af f 0e( As *J f *"*9 TAG NUM*ff ACCfff NT ENVfe**MfMT M*1CM C'JtLIFIED_

L

i

I

i 19467 SPLICING SLEEV1 RATCM&M WCSF 38 EK!94 LOCA CENSITIONS LDCA CEN5fifSNS
4 (NOTE 20 9
j TEMDI FSAR FIGUff 6.2 7 ftMPR FIGUFE 12
> FRESS FSAR FIGURE 6.2-1 FRES$8 FIGURE 12
g SFeaf s 2 MOUUS Srpav: 720 MOURS
*

TfDs C+8 RADS TID: C+8
SUSNERGENCEI NOTE 42 SLU*ERGENCit HQ

WAS ONE PROTOT1PE SLS. k

JECTIO TO ALL TESTS IN
SER1tS? DES

i g?9 CONOfffDN} F?9 CENMITIENS
TEMP: FSA# FIGURE 6.2-SA TEMPS FisLit 12
FRESS: FIGUWE 6.2-4 FRESS: FIELWE 12
SFaart 2 MOURS SFR&rs 720 MCURS
TIO 1+6 RIOS TIO 2+6
$UEMERGENCE! NOTE 42 SUSMEFG!NCE NO

WAS CNC F#0f0TtFE SUB.
! JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN

St#IES? IES
t
i

19467 CA8tt Sataa0UT RAYCHEN S001612-S*/8S es ("* Hs LocA ccNo1TI M tera et*ettfr*J
I NCTE 9 9 (NO.I 20)

TEPP: Flat FIGUWE 6.2-7 ftMP: FIGURE It
FRESSI FSAR FIGURE 6.2-1 FRESSI F13Jtt 12
SFa&Y 2 MOURS SFRafs 720 HOURS
TIO: t+6 PADS TIDI te8 RADS
SLSMERGENCE I NOTE 42 SU?NERGENCEr NO

WAS ONE FROTOTIFE SUG.
JECTED TO ALL TESTS IN
SER!!$? 1ES

MB tt*effftNS tfB eM*J1trcNS
TEMPS FSAR FIGURE 6.2-SA TEMP 2 FIGURE 12
F#tS$1 FSAR FIGURE 6.2-4 FRES$1 FIGURE 12

, SFDAT3 1 MOURS SFWAT: 720 MOURS
1 flos 1 8 RACS TIO: 2+8

S*.SFERGENCEt NOTt 42 SUEPER_ENCit N0
WAS ON! FROTOTtPE SUB.i

'
JtCTED TO ALL TESTS IN

SERIES! YES
TERMINAL BLDfWS

TIDM1 MAL BLOCKS USEO IN CLASS It APPLICATIONS MAVE DEEN QUALIFit0 WITN EQUIP.

4

~!
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i
1
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1

1
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CPrea8ILITT crteA8tLITY ACCUBaCT C# ftSPON11 ACCURACT OR D1Ti@f51
e t ?Jf ett'E NT9 tr e stesite Tfat et?>tetetN's Tf=f et e stesfft 00atfFftaff M 4tece1 4,40 ffTupg

CONTINUQUS CONTINUOUS NOT APPLICABLE NOT APPLICABLE $!N! sal

REPeti I.Or F.C4033-3
PETHC3 TEST
QVALIFIto LIFEl N0ft 4
ASING TIFT 3 140 MOURS
ASIN3 TEMP: 33* F

09-03

CONTINUOUS CONTIMJOUS NOT APPL 1CASIE NOY APPLICABLE GENEP4L

PEPCRT 3,C* F.C4033-3
METHOD 8 Tr$f
QUALIFIED LIFT 3 NOTL e
AGIN3 TIPts 166 MOURS
A31N3 TEMPS 302 P

D8-03
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FUDCMaSt ...... LCCattted ......

080f8 PCCE L sa ** t t ce tutt0tNG a9NCoMAL CW (WISON** TNT TO

e 'e, tvet of 17)f p=Y*tt paid;F at?ttt e IS?N7ffftaffeN s*3 r m t a M.**E act !0?%f ENv f e'*P-T*t? ' Mtw TJaL ** f t3.

RfScttleNfeUS poste f 7;f r=*vt

N/a F0Wts 79aNSFE9 a*C FIELO N/A AS-9513N RPN0040 Ntgaat crtesyM cc=ef tYta.S c =st etteatt m ca 95.
MOTC9 Conit3L Pault F09 Fa64tCatt0
CuaestkG Ft.ptP C ygg, , ,gy. ,, y tinP . MIN: NOTE 13
avv1L!astes Tgnp . Matt 104 F 7trP . Paxt 104 F

Temp . asG: 93 F TEPP . asG: 95 F
retSS: 1 ATM35 PstSS: 1 aTP3S
TfD 1.Se3 9405 TID: 1** EaCS

19166 !!0 VOLT a-C V1faL SvSftp Gout 0 9T2:54515 CB 5611 KTF1Fa NtKMal CrfeaTING CC*SITIONS NPe"al CFleaff M C("tS.
TWaNSf0EMER 3RQbN $Qbt01 C3 3611 MIFIFS

Ytnp . MIN: F1 F YtPP MIN: 3 F
TEPP . pan: 77 7 f tPP = Paxi 106 F
f tNP * atG: 75 7 Tire . avs: =TS F
FWESS: 1 afMCS. FEESS: 1 afP*S.
TID: *S*2 WaOS ?!D: 2.e ear $
NOTEI 1

19179 gaffter CMae:tel SOLID Statt SCS 12300 18-1205 4Cla Nre=atorgeaffM cp g g NN* a QPff a f {M TP*f5(g

18-100F J ta-19
IS-100. ht:IS ttPP . MIN: 65 P YEMP = MIN: 0F

ftPP . Pas: 90 F ftPP + Matt 160 F
TEPP - ahG: 75 F ftPP = ag3: 73.8 F

Fats $: 1 ATPOS. FEESS: 1 afP35.
?!32 * Set fa:S 110s hoft 13
NOTE! !

NOTE! 10

10066 BAT *tes a O SATTief C40 LC.15 13-1:0g pata gre=st cetesitori t0*ctt!c=#1 ta'e=at eercartwa, facqh
SACM INGTE 161 18 1208 TS a19

ftMP . MIN: 65 F ftMP * MIN: 60 F
Ytnp . MaXt 90 F ftnp Maxt 90 F

f tPP . asst 75 F ftPP - avs: 77 F
Pets $2 1 ainOS. FRESS: 1 afMOS.

| 110: < Set fa03 TID * NQft 11
#-

NQft: 1
4

1 .
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>

CPttaattttf CPteaettrie aCCteaCT Ce 9t SPlaest aCCtmaCf C# RES S SE
ell!E* **f S r*** w ea?[0 ? ry(g e(=3fj fI*gg a Srs s39 7]alje gaff W etreef am Pt twM

_

CONT!NUDUS L'Ot3 CCWit*SS L*Ct f NOT APPL!Caett NCf APPLICa@Lt @ F#ai
NO p al CC'CITION$ NC9Ma( C O*C { T [O*.$

8tF N T !.0: Gat 2138
affMCO: CMIwat!CN CF f t ST a*e aNaLIS!$
QUaLIF f f 3 LIF E ! =0 fl&93 INQIt 501
as:N3 f!Pt: th0ft $11
ASING ftPPI I N0 f t 518
C8-17

CONTINLUJS CCHTINUUUS NOT aPPLICa9tt NOT APPLICafitt !!*!'al

8 t PCs f 1.0: $ $-S $118 -C P T
PETMc3: aNaLISt$
9UALIFIED LIF E t 40 flats
a0!NG IIPE: N/a
aG1NG ftMP! N/a
09-29

CONTita_?>S 8t4f t 2 3 5 CONT {M A S NOT aFPLICa#LE %f appl!Ca8LE M9 aj

#fvC97 1.0: COGS-17571 a*C
C035-tfS72
PEIM03: CC'15thaTICN CF TE ST are ANaLIS!$
GUALIF!t3 LIFE: N0ft 6
AGING f!Pt: pa/a
a3tt:5 f tNPt ps/a

D-21

CONTIpasJS CONTINL.915 NOT aPPLICa?Lt NOT APPLICaELE $Q;[D_al

StPCef I.0: IEEE 3*$ QUALIP!Caf!ON.
Daf t3 4/7'77
PE f MC'J t TEST
AGING IINE: GNOft $11
AGING YtMP: IN0ft $1B
08-15

\
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(

.

...... Locaf!CN .....PURCNA$t
OEDES nc0tt NL*ere De pu!LO!NG aeN0eMAL CW ENV!BC $ TNT TO

*p 9 e TYPt 0F tGutpaterf Mawur at ft.ete tetgf re tt a t ttw 4**) E M"5 J LNt.ge accre*NT ten!8cN"*ENT 6:w tcN C"atttttS
7

19202 Bafftet MatM OtSTetBUTION SQuant 0 N/A 13-110$ OPNIMA NcTMat Def eat!W C*I'OITICNS Kemat OrtsattM te'eS.
PANtL 18-1:06 0FN1h8

ftMP - MINT el F TEMP MIN: ACTE 13
TEMP . MAK: 90 F ftMP . Paus 134 F
ftPP . 4%Gt SS F ftMP As0: 95 F
Fats $1 1 afMOS. PE R S$1 1 afMes.
T10: slet paOS T10: 3. S*3 maOS
NDftI 1

19202 0-C O!$TRIOUTION FANEL SQUASE D t 1INE 15 1205 OPNanal NeeMat erreaft M cractTIONS Nee at Optraf tM Ce@$,

IS-Itc6 0FNLMS1
TEMP . MINT 65 F TEMP = M!N1 NOTE 15
TEMP . Matt 99 P ftPP Matt 404 F
f tMP - abG: 90 F TEPP . a%G 95 P
Pe t S$1 1 afMCS. FttSS: 1 Atras.
1102 5 5 * 2 R ASS 710 3.:S*3 sacs
N0ft1 1

10202 0-C OISTuttuTION Pal;tL *! 'aSt 0 f.LINE CS-3411 OPN1Ma2 NCWat Orteaf fk1 temtTtrNS NNast cereaf tig teams.

CB-3611 O m1M8:
ftMP . MIN: 75 F ftPP = MIN: N/A
ftMP . Matt TF F ftMP . Matt 10+ F
TtPP . Aw3: TS F ftPP . a.G: 95 7
F983S: 1 afMCS. FetS$: 1 ATMOS.
TIQt ste) WaOS TIO: $.25*l paOS

NOTtt 1

19792 0-C OISTRIBUTION Panel Souset 0 I LINT SW-tSOS OrN1 Mas coast cereaft's ccactitcNS geMat cereaf f*6 tem JS.
SW-4101 OFN1M8 3

TEMP . MIN: 45 F ffMP . MIN 2 NOTC 1$
TEMP . Matt 104 F TEMP - Max 104 F
YtMP Av31 93 F TEPP . AtG2 el F
FttSS: 1 afMOS. FRESS: 1 ATMCS.
?!O8 e S*2 BaOS TIO 3.25*3 340$
Nort: 1

10:02 teaNSFee SNITCN. Souant 0 N/a to-Irof xer*003 Neoast ceteartm ccmtTt2d W'"a u. MIN:rnaffe, co t$.itMP . MIN; 65 7 ftMP tX)f t 1)
sattes CuaeGen itNP . MAX: 93 F TEMP . Mat: 10. F

ftPP . avg: 43 7 TEMP . AVG: el F
FWESS: 1 atPOS. PetSS: 1 ATMOS.
TID: 55*2 saOS TIOt 3.: Sol saOS
N0ftt 1

I
4

i I
- t
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Y

b

Opfpa88LIff CPtsastLtif aCCupaCf Os etSPcNst aCCleaCf cm attrCh$t

*LTJ!af =t wis etesteaf ts f f=f er73fefwNf s f f =! f f mStr a'f D 9'aLitfCattew of et9f aND MtfNte

CONT D4;0US COff!NUOUS NOT aPPLICAPLE N0f aPPLICa8Lt GENE 8ak

stPC87 1.02 104-1.02-L3
PffhCO3 ANALY$!$
CuaLIFtt0 LIf t s es itses taef t le t
AGING FIFE 5 4 NOTE $13
4 GIN 3 firP3 GN0ft $10
08-36

Cowf!P4JOUS CCpff!P4JnU5 9807 APPLICABLE W T APPLICABLE GENE 9aL

BEPORf I.0 8 l#G 1.02 L2
PtfH001 ANaLT$t$
GuaLIFIto LIFit 40 fla8$ Iteit Set
AGING ftre Iteff $13
aGIN3 f tPP3 GNOft 519
08 37

CONTINU0US CtpffINUut15 4 7 APPLICa9Lt HDT APPL 1 CABLE 6tNEWal

#tPC#f 1.03 109 1.02-Lt
FtfMCO: ANALYSIS
thJaL1FIto LIFtt 40 fla#5 IM3f t SGI
AG1P.3 TIPf3 GN0ft 510
AG!te3 ftFPt fMOTE $10
08-37

CONTINUQU9 Coefflet.UUS NDT APPLICABLE Def aFPLICABLE {htf_al
8tFC#f I.08 108-1.92-L2
PtfMCO2 aNalfS!$
GuaLIFIt0 Lifts 40 ftae5 (tett $43
4GING ftMt3 IN0ft 513
AGING ftMPs (N0ft $18
CR*37

C0GTINUGUS CONTINUUU$ NOft 12 N0ft 12 GENtfal
StFC97 1.0 108-1.02-16
ntfuc0: aNatf${$
OUALIF!t0 LIFT! 40 flaf$ (Moft $$8
AGING Tint: IN0ft stb

AGING ftPPI (N0ft $13
08 36

f
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4
...... LOCafIDFa *-.--.PURCMaSt

Ce0te Mcett parete C# PultDING asutwMaL on ENV!f0tFENT TO

ytwte teve e' E221P" TNT MaNUfaCT(WE9_ J0tNf f r tC attm a S p;m tas NLngs aCC10 TNT ENVf'M"f 47 WICN :"Ja tf F l? S
t,

4

; 10:02 tsaNSets SwtfCN. Swast 0 ta/a Is-1214 stt400: NT'a(Q#[WaMNG COT (fl[j hFf"a (ffy a fyM(* RS,
fi-P MIN: 45 7 f tPP . MI's: Mit 13

* CMILLIO Waf E8 PJPP
Teat;5flB SalTCM. nwaC SQuant 0 ea/a 10 1214 wit,001 trep . Pax: 104 F fit *P . Mia: 104 F

ft"P . avGI 93 7 ftPP . avg: *S P
MtCN. seaft3 CN!LLER

rstS$t 1 af t'05. FellSt 1 afPOS.
4 TIO: $*t 9405 T10: 3.;S*3 WaOS
,

N0ft: 14, 44
1,

1

19202 vcLT witat a-C Squast 0 t ttNE CS-3611 art 45401 troost greaf tNG CL*ctficass Netwal Ortsaf tNS CC=CS.

DISTWI8ustICN PANEL tr5SS CB-lett aFNS902 +1
C S - 3013 art;Se 0 3 . teap . MIN: 73 F YtPP . MIN: DeOff 13
C5 3431 arNS90, fit 1 . Mat: 77 F ttMP * Pax: 10* F

C5-36tt art:590 7 fif** . avs ?$ F ftPP * avg * #5 F

' CS-latt AFP:5903 F9tSS: I afMOS. FEtt$: I a TP,$..

TIO: S*: saOS T30: S.gl.3
8

j tre WOLT a-C INSfftrtNT $1ua8f 0 t-LINE CBI3611 AFNtf a NOTt1 1

Ma!N Ot$f9ttVTION PaktL CS-3ett AF* elf S

1

19207 C& Ftr int C00LlhG Waf te TlaaC/COULO MPL-C IS-3604 stS205ta N,_P_T"a (pPtDaTI M CC#"t? TONS NNat C]Sa_TjM (c'*h
PUP * SFit0 S.!!CN 18-36C6 hts *0!B

i IB-StOS hts;001C TEMP * MIN: el F ftMP = MINT 14 F

I COPF % ENT COOLING bate 9 ft9AC/COULO HPL-C 18-3e05 att:301C TEPP . Mat: *0 F tt*P * P4U 10. F
ftPP = 4%3? et F f tMP 4) 3 ' 59 TO *S F

PUrtp feaNSFla SwifCN
F2t$s: I afMC1 Fats $1 1 atr s.

a

T!O $*2 raOS flo: 15 pars
!

N0ft: 3

19207 SAFE f f INJECTION BUPP ftRAC/GOULO MPL-C a8-8813M NETI2000C Neat erf oaTING Cotett!Qq NCfra(QFtDaT!**} C{{ h
feaHSFEW SNtfCN

7tMD MIN: 4S F ftPP MIN: 14 F
ftMP . mat 3 104 F YtPP . Max: 104 F

i
itMP . AVG: g3 F ftMP . asG: 59 70 95 F
FRESS: 1 afM05. FlitSS: I a ff'OS
?!Os 1.S*$ 9105 TIO: t*5 eaOS'
Noit: $

10207 $14VICE Waf te PWP fifaC/GOULD MPL-C SW-! SOS NES000la maal CPtWaf!NG CC*O!TIONS fofWPat Crf pattte, cfvCL

SW-4101 ttS;00lb1/tto SwifCN
SW-2$04 at$ 001C itMP = MIN: 65 F ftMP . MIN: 14 F

!
- EtMP - Mau: les F ftMP . Max: 104 F,

Sf4WICE Waffe PUMP ft#AC/GOULO MPL-C SW-2504 Nf fiOSIC ftPP + a%G: 93 F YtMP + avg! $9 TO 95 F

FW15S: I afMOS. PetSS: I ATMOS.,

1 ThaNSFtf SktfCN ftp: $*2 Ract ?!O: 1 5 paOS

NOTE. 1
4
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NOTES TO TABLES ON PAGES B-1 THROUGH B-67

1. Pressure, Tenperature and Humidity conditions are controlled by
Class 1E HVAC equipment; therefore, nomal operating condition data
is shown except for Radiation exposure (TID) data. The Radiation
exposure (TID) data shown represents the total of the integrated
doses received under LOCA and 40 year nomal operating conditions.

2. Equipment is not required to opsrate during abnomal temperature or
pressure conditions and f ailure in any mode during these conditions
is not detrimental to plant safety or accident mitigation. However,

equipment may be required to operate during radiation conditions
caused by a LOCA or accident located elsewhere in the plant.

.

3. Temperature increase to 900F calculated for SLB in adjacent areas
of building.

4. Accident environment is worst case basis for qualification.

O
5. Qualified to SLB conditions. y analysis as described in FSAR para-

.

graph 3.11.2.2.3.

6. Qualified life not detemined.

7. Report references ASCO report AQS 21678/TR.

8. Report references NAMCO Report " Qualification of NAMC0 controls

Limit Switch Model EA-180, IEEE Stds. 344 ('75), 323 ('74), and 382
( '72)," November 21, 1977.

9. Equipment is identical to that tested except in size.

10. Equipment was specified and designed for operation within this
environmental envelope.
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11. Triaxial cable is located in conduits inside and outside of the
reactor building. Parts of the conduits inside the reactor building

are imbedded in the primary shield concrete, and parts of the con-

V duits outside of the reactor building are imbedded in the floors.

12. Operating time is insignificant compared to total response time of
the system.

13. Parameter not defined by qualification progran.

14. Temperature increases to 1100F with a concurrent loss of the

non-safety ventilation system and SLB in adjacent area of inter-
mediate building.

15. Cable tray, tray supports, and conduit supports are Seismic
Category I and have been structurally qualified as described in FSAR
Paragraph 3.10.2.1.1. However, they are not Class 1E, and therefore
no specific enviromental qualification has been perfomed.

-

16. Battery racks are Seismic Category I and have been structurally
qualified as described in FSAR Paragraph 3.10.2.1.1. However, they

are not Class 1E, and therefre no specific er.vironmental qualifica-
tion has been perfomed.

17. Penetration fire seals are rot considered Class 1E.

18. Refer to discussion of compliance with NUREG 0588 for further infor-
mati on.

19. Equipment not required for design basis line breaks accidents but
qualified for environmental conditions of fuel cask drop accidents.

|
20. Bill of Material nunber.

.

O
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21. Report refer:nces FQP-7, REv. B, " Qualification p1an fcr safety-
related control valves for South Carolina Electric and Gas Co.
Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station Unit 1," of which Appendices M and

v' N are: .

1

Appendix M" Test Plan 2/24/77 Certification of Switches for Class 1E
Use in Nuclear Power Plants in Compliance with IEEE Std. 382-1972,"
by Aone--Clevel and Corporation.

,

Appendix N"Qualiffcation of NAMC0 Controls Limit Switch Model EA-180

to IEEE Standards 344 ('75), 323 ('74), and 382 ('72)," dated March
3, 1978. '

,

1

22. Valves are qualifiej for 40 years and 40,000 cycles..

Accelerated

aging perfonned for ' coils and elastomers.
i

23. Operation of 2 of the 3 battery chargers is required within 2 hours
af ter loss of offsite power.

.

A 24. Operatas only for periodic testing and continuously af ter a LOCA orU -

SL3 inside reactor building.

25. Operates one hour per month for 40 years and for 6 months contin-
uously folowing a LOCA or SLB inside reactor building.

|

26. Report references Rosemount report #3788, " Qualification Test Report
for Rosemount Pressure Transmitters Model 1153 Series A," and Rose-

mount report #12785, " Submersion Test for Pressure Transmitter Model

1153-0022-0001."

27. See FSAR figure 7.3-1.

28. The vitro qualified life program includes a minimum 200 hour burn-ini

time and an ongoing qualification program.

29. See FSAR section 3.11.3.2(9) for f urther detail.
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30. Operability required at 15,000 cycles without leakage, and demon-
strated at 57,500 cycles without leakage (o-ring seal) and 225,000
cycles without leakage (metal seal). Im

31. Qualification report not yet received.

32. Motor function is not required for safe shuMom or accident mitiga-
tion; however, motors are Class 1E and qualified to ensure that they
do not adversely affect the Class 1E system.

.

33/ The enviromental qualification perfomed under purchase order
SN-10174-SR includes the qualification of fuse blocks.

34. The enviromental qualification performed under purchase order
SN-10174-SR includes the qualification of the following:

a. General Electric SBM switch
b. General Electric SB-IN and SB-10 switches
c. Micro-switch CMC-910-AEA43-1 switch

d. Westinghouse OT1 switch 7
e. Westinghouse Ot1 pushbutton

.

f. Cut 1er-Hammer D26m AC relay

g. Cutler-Hammer D26m DC relay

h. General Electric 8431-3 fuse block
i. General Electric ET-16 indicating lights
J. Matrix MB16R and MB10R connectors

35. Valves shall not have a pressure build-up at a vented port in excess
of 10% of the nminal inlet supply pressure with the solenoid de-ener-
gized under all postulated environmental conditions.

36. Operability requirements were demonstrated.,

37. No f alse actuation; no degradation of open contact rating t'o a
resistance below 20Kn.

i
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38. No f also actuation; no degradation of open contact rating to a
resistance below 20KA. |

39. Full accuracy tolerance:

19| of upper range limit during exposure to radiation
1,W of span during vibration
18% of upper range during LOCA

40. Full accuracy tolerance:

13.7% of span during exposure to radiation
< .5% of span during vibration
6.95% of upper range during LOCA

41. Ambient extremes are a minimun temperature of 400F and a maximun

temperature of 1200F.

42. Some of this cable is located below the 418' 6" level of the reactor
building where there is potential flooding. The circuits required
post LOCA will be determined, and the cable will either be relocated
at a higher level or qualification testing will be done on the cable
for submergence.

43. The space inside each valve container guard pipe enclosure is sealed
frcyn the containment atmosphere by a welded cover plate between the

process pipe and the guard pipe. Therefore, valves 8811 A & B and

3004 A & B are not postulated to be submerged following an accident
inside containment, and these valves are not required to be quali-
fied for submergence conditions.

44. Triaxial cable is located in conduits in the penetration access

areas, intermediate building, and control building. Parts of these
conduits are imbedded in floor slabs.

O.
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45. Conduits for triaxial cable imbedded in floor slabs are subject to |
|

standing water.
|

O 1

46. Maximun temperature occurs on loss of non-Class 1E HVAC system;

other conditions listed are for normal design conditions.

47. Area is naturally ventilated, and temperatures listed are based on |
measured conditions.

48. The sunp level transmitters were qualified by a combination of
analysis and test. The analysis perfonned demonstrates that the
Rosemount model #1153-002-0001 is similar to the previously
qualified Rosemount model $11530A4. A prototype 1153-0022-0001

transmitter was tested for leak tightness and function during a
seven-day simu- lated submergency test. At the end of the seven
days, no leakage was detected, and the transmitter remained
f unctional .

49. These cable terminations are' scheduled for replacement with nuclear
rated model HVT-N, similar tA those used for component cooling water
pumping motors. .

50. Qualified life is based on periodic replacement of equipment compo-
nents.

51. Qualified life is based on material and component life test data.

52. Shielding is to be added which will reduce the TID to 1.65 x
310 Rads.

53. Valves are to be capable to operating at 90V DC with minimum and
.

maximum operating pressure differential. Valves shall not have a
pressure build-up at a vented port in excess of 10% of the nominal
inlet supply pressure differential. Valves shall not have a pres-
sure build-up at a vented port in excess of 10% of' the nominal inlet
supply pressure with the solenoid de-energized under all postulated
environmental conditions.%
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54. No false actuation,
Open contact resistance:

Before test - - 1000 Mohms (Infinitely)
After test - - 1000 Mohms (Infinitely)

Closed contact current:
Before test - .086 amps @ 100 V DC

After test - .086 amps @ 100 V DC

55. No f alse actuation; no degradation of contact rating.

56. Trip response times shown are the combined time requirements of the
G.E. instantaneous relay plus the Agastat time delay relay. both of

these components are installed within the subject panel.

57. Trip response times shown are the combined time requirements of the
G.E. instantaneous relay plus the Agastat time delay relays to which
the relays have demonstrated operability. Both of these components
are installed within the subject panel.

O =:

.
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DETAILED REPO?.15 (DR-xx)
.

,

i
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,

I

|

NOTE: Reference to DR's may be found on the Balance of Plant table,
Qualification Report and Method column.
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DR INDEX

DR PGS DR PGS DR PCS

1 2 25 1 49, g

2 3 26 2 50 2

3 3 27 2 51 2

4 3 28 2 52 1

5 2 29 2 53 1-

*

6 3 30 2 54 1

7 3 31 1 55 1

8 2 32 2 56 2

9 2 33 2 57 2

.

10 1 34 7 58 2.

i

11 1 35 1 59 2-

12 1 36 I 4 60 2i

13 2 37 3 61 2

~

14 2 38 3 62 l -

t.
15 1 39 2 63 2

16 1 40 2 64 2

17 1 41 3 65 2

18 1 42 2 66 2

19 1 43 4 67 2

20 2 44 2 68 1

21 1 45 1

22 3 46 3

23 3 47 2

24 4 48 4

'
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Pyco RTD's - Outside Containment

' (1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the guide-
lines of paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974 should be followed.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (7) requires that test equipment requirements in-
ciuding accuracies be included in the qualification test plan. The
Pyco test plan does not identify test equipment accuracies. This
omission is considered acceptable since the qualification report
(Appendix 5) identifies the test equipment used by Isomedix Inc. ,
during the testing program. The equipment list identifies span,
calibration frequency, manufacturer, and Isomedix identification number.
The identification number can be traced to the manufactures data.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the require-
ments of paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974, should be followed.
Paragraph 6.3.2 (1) identifies that inspection may be performed to
assure that a test unit has not been damaged due to handling. The
Pyco report does not identify that this inspection was performed.
This omission is acceptable since pretest data taken before the
thermal aging of the equipment demonstrated that the equipment
functioned properly.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3)) Category I, specifies that the require-

O. ments of paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974, should be used as a
guide. Paragraph 6.3.7 requir~es that upon completion of type testing,
the equipment shall be dismantled and the condition of components
recorded. The Pyco report does not identify that dismantling was
performed and conditions recorded. This amission is acceptable since
post-test data demonstrates that the equipment functioned as designed
af ter completion of the accident test.

-

(4) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (6), Category I, specifies that when the
equipment is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temp-
erature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as

. practical to the surface of component being qualified. The location'

of the termocouple used during the test was not identified in the
report. Due to the long periods of time which were used as holding'

times, temperatures within the test chamber would have reached steady-
. state conditions prior to each step drop in temperature. Since the'

critical function is that the equipment be qualified to a temperature
which exceeds the expected accident temperature (which has been demon-
strated) and since the temperature reached a steady-state condition,

,

the omission of the thermocouple location is acceptable.

(5) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10) Category I, specifies that the expected
extremes of voltage and frequency in power supply should be applied
during testing. The characteristics of an RTD are not dependent on

|voltage or frequency. Therefore, testing to voltage and frequency

O
,

!

|
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extremes is not applicable. Electrical characteristic tests which
- included element resistance and inculation resistance at 500 volts

were conducted during the qualification test.

(6) NUREG 0588, paragraph 4 (4), Category I, specifies accelerated aging
methods other than the Arrhenius methodology may be acceptable if it
can be supported by type tests.

The degree of aging chosen was based on what is considered adequate
for cable (IEE 383-1975). It is to be realized the materials used
in the equipment are completely inorganic with the exception of the,

silicone pot seal and short lengths of insulating siseving which are
provided primarily to improve handling characteristics of the assemblies.
The parameters for aging were selected on the basis of consistancy
with the qualification of electric cable (reference: IEEE 383-1975)
as a means of comparison between element components and not as,

a means of simulating an extended period of time by accelerated aging
techniques. The justification for this approach is contained in the
position statement to IEEE 323A-1975 as well as the philosophy and
intent of IEEE 381-1977 in that aging was considered as an operational
parameter and its effect on performance was determined not to result
in age-related f ailure mechanisms unlike vibratory motion which could
degrade the safety function performance of the assemblies. It is a

further to be understood that routine in-service testing of elements may>

readily be performed to detect performance outside the design range
specification which would allow replacement of degraded elements and
thereby extend the qualified life of the assemblies.

O'

Application of the "100C" rul for accelerated aging to the Thermal
Aging conditions performed during the qualification test, namely '

7 days at 1210C based on an ambient temperature environment of 500C,
results in an estimation of installed life as being 21/2 years.

It is PYCO's recommendation that at the end of this set time, the
element be removed from the well assembly and its calibration verified
in accordance with PYC0 recommended maintenance procedure and following
such verification that the element be replaced and continued in service
until the next 21/2 year period has elapsed.

.

These calibration checks performed in this manner will then enable the
qualified life of the assemblies to be determined on the basis of the
number of increments of installed life times the 2 1/2 year factor that
can be extrapolated to the desired plant design life.

l

As evidenced by the results of the aging and radiation and vibration
type tests, it has been determined that the environments to which the>

assemblies have been subjected do not result in age related degradation
as witnessed by the calibration data obtained af ter each particular test
phase. It is on this basis then that PYCO's recommended maintenance'

procedure allows the assembly, particularly the sensing element, to be
continued in service as long as the calibration data results in perform-

| ance within the specification called forth by PYC0 in the Qualification
Tese Plan.,

2
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Rockbestos Switchboard Wire

(1)' NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category I, as well as IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (9), states that performance limits
or failure criteria should be established prior to testing. The
Rockbestos Company did not specifically establish failure criteria
before performing the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) simulation and
the post LOCA simulation tests. The results of these tests, however,
indicate that the cable insulation had maintained its functional
integrity and that conductors maintained their ability to carry rated'

load currents throughout the 30-day duration of the LOCA test.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, states that a test plan
which provides an auditable link between the specifications and the
test results should be included in the qualification report. Although
a test plan is not incorporated into the report, most- of the information
required by Section 6.3.1.1, items (1) through (12), is given in the
body of the report. Since the cable was qualified in accordance with
IEEE 383-1974, " Standard for Type Test of Class 1E Electric Cables,
Field Splices, and Connections for Nuclear Power Generating Stations,"
the procedure followed was the most appropriate. Therefore, the intent
of Section 6.3.1.1 has been satisfied.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE .

323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Seiition 6.3.1.1, item (3), requires that

d the test plan include mounting'and connection requirements. Similarly,
Section 6.3.1.2 states that the equipment should be mounted in a manner -

and position that simulates its expected installation. There is no
data in the report that explicitly gives the details of the mounting and
connection of the cable. However, it can be implicitly determined from
the report that the cables were wrapped on a mandrel, installed in a
pressure vessel, brought out through pressure-sealing glands and
electrically loaded during the LOCA simulation. Since this is the
method required by IEEE 383-1974, the mounting requirements have been
fulfilled.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (6), states that the
performance and environmental variables to be measured should be listed
in a test plan. A list of variables to be measured is not included in
the' report. The variables that were measured were those usually measured
during the type testing of cable; that is, temperature, pressure, current,
voltage, and radiation level. Therefore, the failure of the report to
address in a test plan performance'and environmental variables to be

{ measured is acceptable.

!

l

!
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(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
' ' O 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing testU procedures; IEEE 323-1974,'Section 6.3.1.1, item (7), states that the'

test equipment requirements, including accuracies, should be included
in a test plan. . Similarly, Section 6.3.1.4, states that environmental
and electrical variables should be monitored using test equipment whose

,

calibration can be traced to auditable calibration standards. In addition,

NUREG 0588, Section 5, ites (2), Category I, states that the guidelines
for documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) are acceptable
when fully implemented; IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, item (4) (c), states<

that a description of the test facility and instrumentation used,
including calibration records reference, should be documented in the
report. The report does not include information on test equipment,
accuracies, or calibration; however, Rockbestos should maintain this
information in their quality assurance records. The omission of this
data does not invalidate the qualification, and therefore the report is
acceptable.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (10), Category I, as well as IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, ites (5), states that equipment should be
subjected to variations in the nominal frequency during testing. The
range of frequency this cable is expected to experience is not more
than 15% of 60 Hz. Since variations of this insignificant degree have
no effect on cable, testing at the nominal frequency of 60 Hz is adequate.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, parEgraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE-

.
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, states that the test sequence,

used should be justified as the most severe for the item being tested.
*

No justification, as such, exists in the qualification report; however,
the cable was qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974. The test
sequence given therein was taken as the most appropriate and severe for
cable.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, item (6), Category I, states that the LOCA test;
' temperature should be defined by thermocouple. readings on or as close as

practical to the surface of the equipment being qualified. The report
does not describe the method or location of temperature measurement.

; However, there is sufficient margin between the test temperature and the
; required temperature, so that the omission of this data from the report

does not detract from the acceptability of the qualificaticn.
4

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, item (7), Category I, states tuat performance -
characteristics should be monitored before, during and after testing.
Specific perfenaance characteristics were not monitored throughout the
test prograr; however, the report states that the cables were energized
throughout the LOCA test and that they passed a post LOCA mandrel bend-

test and a water immersion / voltage withstand test.

O
. V.
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(10) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (9), Category I, states that the
operability status of the equipment should be monitored during testing.

V Although the qualification report makes no reference to monitoring the
operability of the equipment, the report does state that the cable
was energized with rated voltage and current throughout the test. It !
can therefore be inferred that the conductors maintained their continuity '

and that the insulation maintained its dielectric properties throughout
the test.

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known
material phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated
aging program to ensure that no known changes occur within the
extrapolation limits. The Rockbestos Company knew of no phase changes
or reactions associated with the Firewall III switchboard wire when they
performed the accelerated aging tests and constructed the Arrhenius
plots. Therefore, phase changes and reactions have not been addressed
by the qualification report.

(12) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph (2), Category I, states that the guidelines
for documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) are acceptable
when fully implemented; IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, item (2), states that
the specific features to be demonstrated by the test should te identified.
No identification of such features appears in the report. The requirements
of any cable, however, are to maintain continuity of the conductors and
insulation resistance of the insulation. Since these requirements are
universal to cable, it was unnecessary to document them; therefore, the .

report's failure to mention these is acceptable.
O_

4
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Raychem WCSF and Breakouts

'O (1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category I, as well as IEEEi

323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, ites (9), states that performance limits or
failure criteria should be established prior to testing. The Franklin
Institute Research Laboratory (FIRL) did not specifically establish
failure criteria before performing the insulation resistance measurements,;

the electrical loading tests, or the mandrel wrap and high potential
withstand tests. The results of these tests, however, indicate that the
splicing sleeves and breakouts maintaiced their functional integrity
without apparent damage throughout the .0-day duration of the LOCA test.
Therefore, the omission of establishing failure criteria nrior to testing
is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0586, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, states that a test plan
should be included in the qualification program. The report does not ,

include a test plan as described by Section 6.3.1.1. Since the splicing
sleeves and breakouts were qualified to applicable portions of IEEE
383-1974, the test procedure given therein was followed. Therefore, the
formulation of a separate test plan was considered unnecessary. In
addition, most of the information required by Section 6.3.1.1 of IEEE
323-1974 is given in the body of the report.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, parairaph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing testO procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (7), states that test
equipment requirements, including accuracies, should be included in a
test plan. The report does not address test equipment requirements and ,

accuracies. However, the report does include a list of data acquisition
instruments which gives the range and features of the equipment. From
a review of the list, it is evident that the test instruments used were
appropriate for the testing that was done.

;

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; Section 6.3.1.4, of IEEE 323-1974 states that the test
equipment shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards and
shall have documentation to support such calibration. In addition,
NUREG 0588, Section 5, item (2), Category I, states that the guidelines
for documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) are acceptable
when fully implemented. Similarly, IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, item 4.e
states that the qualification report should include test data and accuracy
(results). Although the report includes test data, it does not include

, documentation of calibration or accuracies. The list of data acquisition
instruments gives the date the equipment was calibrated, and it is
reasonable to assume that the instruments provided reasonable accuracy
and that the calibration was done to an acceptable standard.

.

O
,
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(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE |
O 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test

procedures; IEEE 323-19747 Section 6.3.1.4.1, states that temperature,
pressure, moisture content,\ gas composition, vibration, and time should
be measured variables. These variables were measured except vibration
and gas composition,;which are not applicable to cable, and the moisture
content of the environment in the vessel during the LOCA simulation. )
However, the test vessel included an open, heated reservoir of spray
solution at the bottom to ensure a saturated condition during the test.
Thus, measurement of moisture content was unnecessary as saturated ;

conditions were maintained. g i

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test !

procedures; item (7) of Sectioh 6.3.1.5 of IEEE 323-1974, states that the |

initial environmental transient and dwell at peak temperature of the
|LOCAtestshouldbeappliedat{1easttwice. During the LOCA test, only -

a single transient was applied. However, the splicing sleeves and
breakouts were qualified in acebrdance with IEEE 383-1974 which states
that "the post LOCA simulation test demonstrated an adequate margin of |
safety by requiring mechanical durability (mandrel bend) following the
environmental simulation, and is more severe than exposure to two cycles
of the environment." The splici'ng sleeves and breakouts successfully
completed the post LOCA 40x mandrel bend test. Therefore, an adequate
margin of safety has been established.

.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an ecceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, states that the test sequence
used should be justified as the most severe for the item being tested. !

No justification exists in the qualification report; however, the splicing
' sleeves and breakouts were qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974.

The test sequence given therein was taken as the most appropriate and
severe for splicing sleeves and breakouts.

|

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (10), Category I, as well as IEEE |
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (5), states that equipment should be !

subjected to variations in the nominal frequency during testing. The
expected range frequency is not more than 15% of 60 Hz. These frequency
variations have no effect on splicing sleeves or cable breakouts; testing
at the nominal frequency of 60 Hz is adequate.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (4), Category I, identifies that in lieu
of the Arrhenius methodology, other methods, supported by type test, can

,

be applied in addressing accelerated aging. For the subject cable {splicing sleeves and breakouts, the type test program performed by '

FranklinInstituteResearegLaboratoriesincludedthermalandradiation
aging at 150 C and 5 x 10 Rads for 168 hours followed by simulated LOCA
conditions (simultaneous exposure to steam, chemical spray and gamma
radiation). Although no Arrhenius data was available to justify this
aging prograni, 150 C for 168 hours was standard throughout industry at

*
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O the time of the test and conforms to the IPCEA aging recommendations.
v Since these splicing sleeves and breakouts will not be subjected to

temperatures in excess of ambient, the aging used is conservative and t

|therefore is acceptable.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known
material phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated>

aging program to ensure that no known changes occur within the
extrapolation limits. The Franklin Institute Research Laboratory knew of
no phase changes or reactions associated with the sleeves and breakouts
when they performed the qualification tests. Therefore, phase changes
and reactions have not been addressed by the qualification report.

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (10), Category I, specifies that the
qualified life of the equipment should be established. The type test
performed by the Franklin Institute Research Laboratories for the subject
cable splicing sleeves and breakouts does not explicitly address the
qualified life of the equipment. However,thetestinginclufeda
tenperature and radiation aging program at 150 C and 5 x 10 Rads TID
for 168 hours, followed by a simulated LOCA condition (with the total
radiation dose equal to 200 MRads). This program is considered to be
the industry standard to simulate a 40-year life for cables and cable
accessories. Since the tested samples successfully passed the aging
testing, the omission in addressing a qualified life is considered
acceptable. ,

(12) NUREG 0588, Introduction, states that specific equipment such as cable
are to conform to daughter standards such as IEEE 383. IEEE 383-1974,
paragraph 1.3.5.2, states that type testing should be performed on both
aged and nonaged samples. All samples in the Raychem qualification for
splicing sleeves and breakouts were aged. However, the stress resulting
from preaging and the LOCA simulation on the materials are equivalent.
Therefore, the lack of unaged samples from the qualification program
is acceptable.

|

|

!
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- Okonite Special Instrument Cable
,

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category I, as well as IEEEs

323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (9), states that performance limits,

or failure criteria should be established prior to testing. Isonedix
Inc. did not specifically establish failure criteria for the Okonite
instrument cable before performing the insulation resistance measurements,

,

the electrical loading tests, or the mandrel wrap and high-potential
; withstand tests. The results of these tests, however, indicate that
'

the insulation had maintained its functional integrity without apparent
damage and that the conductors maintained their ability to carry load
currents throughout the 30-day duration of the LOCA test. Therefore,
the omission of establishing failure criteria prior to testing is
acceptable.

:
(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE

, 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
! procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (3), requires that the

test plan include mounting and connection requirements. The qualification
report does not give the mounting and connection requirements in the
test plan. The cable was qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974,
" Standard for Type Test of Class IE Electric Cables, Field Splices, and
Connections for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," which gives the
standard acceptable method for mounting cable during LOCA testing. The
report documents that- the cable was mounted in that manner which consisted
of placing the cable in a pre?sure vessel and bringing the ends out
through pressure seals so that electrical loads could be applied during

,

LOCA simulation. Therefore, the omission of mounting and connection,

details from the test plan is acceptable.
,

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category.I, states that IEEE
i 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
'

procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, ites (6), states that the
performance and environmental variables to be measured should be listed.

| in a test plan. A list of variables to be measured is not included in
the test plan of the report. The variables that were measured were those

i usually measured during the type testing of cable; that is, temperature,
pressure, current, voltage, radiation level, and insulation resistance.
This was determined from various sections of the report other than the
test plan..

|

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test

,
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (7), states that test
equipment requirements including accuracies should be included in the

j test plan. Although this is not addressed in the test plan, the report
i does include a test equipment list which gives the-range and features of
j the test equipment. From a review of this list, it is evident that the
: test instruments that were used were appropriate for the testing that

was done.

O
4
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( (5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
\ 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test

procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4, states that the test
equipment shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards
and shall have documentation to support such calibration. Although the
report does not include any documentation of calibration, the test
equipment list does give the frequency of calibration of the test
equipment. It is reasonably safe to assume that the calibration was done
to an acceptable standard.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is u acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4.1, states that moisture
content should be a measured variable. The moisture content of the
pressure vessel was not directly measured; however, a review of the data
demonstrates that 100% saturated steam was achieved throughout the LOCA
test since each test temperature and associated pressure correspond to
a point on a saturation curve.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragrpha (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test-

procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4.3, states that all fluid
characteristics should be measured during LOCA testing. Although the
report gives the chemical concentration, flow rate, disposition and
temperature of the injected spray, there is no evidence of how these
variables were measured. It Fan therefore be assumed that sufficient
instrumentation was employed .for the measurement of these variables and

\ that the test instruments were. inadvertently omitted from the test
equipment list.

,

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (10), Category I, as well as IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (5), states that equipment should be
subjected to variations in the nominal frequency during testing. The
range of frequency this cable is expected to experience is not more than
15% of 60 Hz. Since variations of this insignificant degree have no
effect on cable, testing at the nominal frequency of 60 Hz is adequate.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, states that the test sequence
used should be justified as the most severe for the item being tested.
No justification, as such, exists in the qualification report; however,
the cable was qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974. The test
sequence given therein was taken as the most appropriate and severe for
cable.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, item (2), states that equipment
should be operated under normal conditions prior to LOCA testing. The
cable was not electrically loaded before LOCA testing; however, insulation

Od '
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p resistance measurements were taken to provide a data base for comparison

Q to measurements taken during and after LOCA simulation. Therefore, the
report met the intent of IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, item (2).

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an accept.sble guidel5e for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, iter {3), states that prior to
LOCA testing, equipment should be operated utuar the extreme performance
and electrical characteristics it is expected to experience. This was
not done; however, the cables were subjected to maximum voltage and
current, and nominal frequency during the LOCA simulation, which is
adequate to demonstrate the operability of the cable.

(12) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known
material phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated
aging program to ensure that no known changes occu; within the extrapolation
limits. DuPont knew of no phase changes or reacti..ns associated with the
Okonite special instrument cable when they perform.d the accelerated
aging tests and constructed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore, phase changes
and reactions have not been addressed by the qualification report.

(13) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (6), Category I, states that the LOCA
test temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close
as practical to the surface of the component being qualified. Although
the test temperature was measured, the method and location of measurement
was not defined by the qualification report. Since the test temperature

p has considerable margin over the required temperature, the failure of

V the report to detail the methe.d of temperature measurement does not
detract from the acceptability of the qualification.

.

e
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- Okonite Tapes

0 - (1) 'NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category I, as well as IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, ites (9), states that performance limits or

i failure criteria should be established prior to testing. Okonite did
not specifically establish failure criteria before subjecting the cable
and splice to the LOCA simulation, or before performing the insulation

; resistance measurements or the high-potential withstand test. The results
i of these tests, however, indicate that the cable insulation and splicing

materials maintained their functional integrity without daciage. Therefore,
,

t the omission of establishing future criteria prior to testing is acceptable.

( (2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
: 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test

procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, states that a test plan
; should be included in the qualification program. The report does not4

include a test plan as described by Section 6.3.1.1. As stated in
,

Section 6.3.1.1 of IEEE 323-1974, the test plan should describe the
required tests and prcvide proof that the test method used was adequate.

.

The Test Program portion of the report adequately describes the tests-

; that were done. From a review of the postulated accident environments
; the tape may experience, it was determined that the tests adequately

simulated the accident conditions with considerable margin. Therefore,

i the failure of the report to include a test plan is considered
inconsequential. In addition, most of the specific information required

i by Section 6.3.1.1 of IEEE 32T-1974 is given in the body of the report. -

!
(3) NUREG0588,Section2.2, para [raph(3),CategoryI,statesthatIEEE'

s
: 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test

*procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (7), states that the4

i test equipment requirements, including accuracies, should he included
i in a test plan. Similarly, Section 6.3.1.4 states that environmental
! and electrical variables should be monitored using test equipment whose
i calibration can be traced to auditable calibration standards. In
; addition, NUREG 0588, Section 5, ites (2), Category I, states that the
| guidelines for documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) are
! acceptable when fully implemented; IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, ites (4),
j (c), states that a description of the test facility and instrumentation

used, including calibration records reference, should be documented in;
'

{ the report. The report does not include information on test equipment,
i accuracies, or calibration. However, Okonite has a quality assurance

program meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. Therefore,
it is believed that Okonite maintains test instrument information in;

|~ their quality assurance files. Thus, omission of this data does not
j invalidate the qualification.
!

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (10), Category I, a's well as IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (5), states that the equipment should be
subjected to variations in the nominal frequency during testing. The;

range of frequency this terminal insulating material is expected to'

experience is not more than 15% of 60 Hz. Since_ variations of this,

insignificant degree have no effect on insulating tape or cement, testing:

| at the nominal frequency of 60 Hz is adequate.
-

1
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(5) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (4), Category I, identifies that in lieu

('''/)
of the Arrhenius methodology, other methods, supported by type test, can ;

be applied when addressing accelerated aging. Furthermore, NUREG 0588, !sm-

Section 4, paragraph (6), Categoty I, states that the accelerated aging j
rate used during qualification testing should be justified. The terminal i

insulating material was subjectgd to an aging program consisting of air
oven aging for 168 hours at 121 C followed by irradiation from a Cobalt-60

8source to a total integrated dose of 2 x 10 Rads. Although no Arrhenius
data was available to justify this aging program,121 C for 168 hours
was standard throughout industry at the time of the test and conforms to
the IPCEA aging recommendations and is thus judged acceptable.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraphI (5), Category I, states that known material
phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
program, to ensure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation
limits. Okonite knew of no phase changes or reactions associated with
the terminal insulating materials when they performed the accelerated
aging tests. Therefore, phase changes and reactions have not been
addressed by the qualification report.

(7) ' NUREG 0588, Section 5, item (2), Category I, states that the guidelines
for documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) are acceptable
when fully implemented; IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, item (1), states that
the qualification report should include the equipment performance
specification per Section 6.2 of IEEE 323-1974. There are no equipment
performance specifications given in the report. However, the performance
requirements of terminal insulating materials are essentially those of

O cable insulation which are tofprovide a nonconductive barrier between
-

conductors and between conductor and ground. Therefore, the failure of
the report to provide explicit performance specifications does not detract -

from the adequacy of the qualification and therefore is acceptable.

.
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.

Raychem Switchboard Wire-~

v (1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category I, as well as IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (9), states that performance limits or ;

failure criteria should be established prior to testing. The Franklin
Institute Research Laboratory (FIRL) did not specifically establish :

failure. criteria before performing the insulation resistance measurement.s,
the electrical loading tests, or the aandrel wrap and high potential
withstand tests. The results of these tests, however, indicate that the
insulation had maintained its functional integrity without apparent
damage, and that the conductors maintained their ability to carry load
currents throughout the 30-day duration of the LOCA test.

(2) NUREG 0588, SecLion 2.2, paragraph (10), Category I, as well as IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (5), states that equipment should be
subjected to variations in the nominal frequ''ncy during testing. Thee
range of frequency this cable is expected to experience is not more than
15% of 60 Hz. Since variations of this insignificant degree have no
effect on cable, testing at the nominal frequency of 60 Hz is adequate.

(3) NUREG 0538, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1, states that a test plan should
be included in the qualification program. The report does not include a
test plan as described by Section 6.3.1.1. Since the cable was qualified
in accordance with IEEE 383-1974, " Standard for Type Test of Class 1E

(~ Electric Cables, Field Splices, and Connections for Nuclear Power Generating
Stations," the test procedure -given therein was followed. Therefore, thes
formulation of a separate test plan was considered unnecessary. In

,

addition, most of the information required by Section 6.3.1.1 of IEEE
323-1974 is given in the body of the report.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (3), requires that the
test plan include mounting and connection requirements. There are no
mounting and connection requirements given in a test plan since the cable
was qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974 which does not address
mounting and connections for type testing. However, the report documents
that the cable was mounted and connected in the usual manner which consisted

; of winding the specimens on twg. concentric mandrels and passing the ends
through pressure-sealing glands in the vessel head so that electrical'

connections could be made to the cable during LOCA testing.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (7), states that test
equipment requirements including accuracies should be included in a test
plan. The qualification report does not address test equipment requirements
and accuracies. However, the report does include a list of data acquisition
instruments which gives the range and features of the test equipment. A

f-~ review of this list indicates that the test instruments used were,

( ,f appropriate for the testing that was done.
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1(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
O. 323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test

procedures; Section 6.3.1.4 of IEEE 323-1974 states that the test equipr.ent
shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards and shall
have documentation to support such calibration. Although the report does
not include any documentation of calibration, the list of data acquisition
instruments does give the date the equipment was calibrated. It is

reasonably safe to assume that the calibration was done to an acceptable
standard.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4.1, states that temperature,
pressure, moisture content, gas composition, vibration, and tiae should be
measured variables. These variables were measured, except vibration and
gas composition, which are not applicable to cable, and the moisture
content of the environment in the vessel during the LOCA simulation.
However, the test vessel included an open, heated reservoir of spray
solution at the bottom to ensure a saturated condition during the test;

furthermore, in an independent test, the cable was subjected to a water
immersion test with a 600 V d-c p tential applied between the conductors
and the water for 2-3/4 years. Based on this testing, the report concludes
that Raychem Flastrol insulation is stable during long-time water immersion
at 75 C and maintains acceptable and constant properties in this
environment.

O-
(8) FUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE

323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test:
procedures; item (7) of Section 6.3.1.5 of IEEE 323-1974 states that the
initial environmental transient and dwell at peak temperature of the LOCA
test should be applied at least twice. During the LOCA test, only a
single transient was applied. However, the cable was qualified in
accordance with IEEE 383-1974 which states that "the post LOCA simulation
test demonstrates an adequate margin of safety by requiring mechanical
durability (mandrel bend) following the environmental simulation and is
more severe than exposure to two cycles of the environment." The cable
successfully completed the post LOCA 40x mandrel bend test; therefore, an
adequate margin of safety has been established.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test

.

procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, states that the test sequence
used should be justified as the most severe for the item being tested.!

No justification exists in the qualification report; however, the cable !

. was qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974. The test sequence given
therein was taken as the most appropriate and severe for cable.'

O
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(10) NUREG 0588, Section 5, item (2), Category I, states that the guidelinesi

for documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) are acceptable
when fully implemented; IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, item (1). states that
the qualification report should include the equipment performance .
specification per Section 6.2 of IEEE 323-1974. The qualification
documentation references the procurement documents which implicitly
provide the equipment performance specification. The failure to provide
explicit performance specifications does not detract from adequacy of
the qualification and therefore is acceptable.4

-
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S muel Moore Instrument Cable

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE '

323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, states that a test plan
should be included in the qualification program. The qualification
report does not include a test plan as described by Section 6.3.1.1.
However, it is evident from a review of the report that the test
procedure followed is similar to IEEE 383-1974, " Standard for Type
Test of Claes 1E Electric Cables, Field Splices, and Connections for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations," which is the accepted standard for
type test of cable. Therefore, the failure to include a test plan in
the qualification program is considered inconsequential. In addition,
most of the information required by Section 6.3.1.1 of IEEE 323-1974
is given in the body of the report.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 3231-1974, Section 6.3.1.1 (3), requires that the test
plan include mounting ~and connection requirements. There are no mounting
and connection requirements given in the report since IEEE 383-1974 does
not address mounting and connections for type testing. However, the
report documents that the cable was mounted in a usual manner which
consisted of placing it on a perforated metal shelf which simulated a
cable tray and passing the ends through pressure sealing glands so that

O electrical connections could be made to the cable during LOCA testing.
Thus, the above omission fronOthe test plan is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for eatab11shing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (7) states that the
test plan should include test equipment requirements including accuracies.
The report does not address tes' equipment requirements and accuracies.
However, the report does include a list of data acquisition instruments
which gives the raage and features of the test equipment. From a review
of this list it is evident that the instruments that were used were
appropriate for the testing that was done.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4, s tates that the test equip-
ment shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards and
shall have documentation to support such calibration. Although the
report does not include any documentation of calibration, the list of
data acquisition instruments does give the date the equipment was cali-
brated. It is reasonably safe to assume that the calibration was done
to an acceptable standard.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test

O
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procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4 states that temperature,
Os mesure, moisture content, gas composition, vibration, and time

w.ould be measured variables. These variables were measured, except
vibration and gas composicion,which are not applicable to cable, and
the moisture content of the environment in the vessel during the LOCA,

simulation. However, saturated conditions were maintained throughout
the test since each test temperature and associated pressure correspond

!
to a point on a saturation curve.

;

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category I, as well as IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (5) state that the equipment should ba
subjected to variations in the nominal frequency during testing. r
range of frequency this cable is expected to experience is not more
than + 5% of 60 Hz. Since variations of this insignificant degree
have no effect on cable, it is considered that testing at the nominal
frequency of 60 Hz is adequate.

(7) NUREG 0588', Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE
*

323-19 74, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (7), states that the
initial environmental transient and dwell at peak temperature of the
LOCA test should be applied at least twice. During the LOCA test onlyl

a single transient was applied." However, IEEE 383-1974 states that.

"the post LOCA simulation test demonstrates an adequate margin of safety
by requiring mechanical durability (mandrel bend) following the environ-
mental simulation and is more severe than exposure to two cycles of the

O environment." The cable successfully completed the post LOCA 40X
! mandrel bend test; therefore,-an adequate margin of safety has been

es tablished.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states the IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2 states that the test sequence
used should be justified as the most severe for the item being tested.
No jus tification, as such, exists in the qualification report; however,
the procedure that was followed is similar to that outlined in the
IEEE 383-1974. The principle difference is that IEEE 383-1974 spacifies
that both normal and accident radiation exposure be applied prior to the
LOCA test; in the tests of instrument cable, one-half of the total
rc41ation exposure was applied af ter the LOCA simulation but before
the mandrel bend test. Since the bend test was applied af ter radiation
exposure was completed, this sequence is considered equivalent to the
IEEE 383-1974 sequence.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, item (3) states that the
equipment should be operated to the extremes of all electrical charac-
teristics prior to the LOCA simulation. The cable was not subjected to
extremes of voltage, current, or frequency prior to the test. However,,

this is acceptable since the cable was subjected to maximum voltage
, . during the test and since frequency is not expected to vary significantly.
4
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p (10). NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE
Q 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test[

procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (3) states that a
radiation level equal to the expected accident dose plus a 10% margin
sHould be applied during testing. The cable was irradiated to a level,

of 2 x 108 Rads which is equal to the accident dose, therefore, the
margin was not applied during testing. The accident dose is a calculated
value including considerable conservatism; therefore, sufficient margin
har been applied during the irradiation.<

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 5, item (2), Category I, states that the guidelines
for documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) when fully
implemented are acceptable. IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3 item (H), states

3

that the qualification report should include an approval signature and
date. The report is dated November 1973; however, there is no signature
of approval. The cover letter that submitted the report mentions the
purchase order number; therefore, it is evident that the report applies
to the cable that was purchased, and the signature on the letter meets
the intent of the requirement.

| (12) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known
material phase changes and reaction should be defined for the accel-
ersted aging program to insure that no known changes occur within the
extrapolation limits. The Franklin Institute Research Lab and Samuel Moore
knew of no phase changes or reactions associated with the instrument
cable when they performed the accelerated aging tests and constructed

O the Arrhenius equation. Therefore, phase changes and reactions have
not been addressed by the qualification report.

e *

(13) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (6), Catego/y I, states that the
LOCA test temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on
or as close as practical to the surface of the component being qualified.
Although the test temperatures were measured, their exact method and
location of sensors cannot be determined from the qualification report.
However, more than adequate margin exists between the test temperature
and the expected accident condition, and the vessel contained no internal
res trictions. Therefore, the f ailure of the report to detail the method
of temperature measurement does not detract from the validity of the
qualification.

,

l
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Valcor Solenoid Valves

5

. (1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (1&2) requires equipment descriptions and number of
units being tested to be included in the test plan. The Valcor test
plan does not include a description of the equipment to be tested and
the test plan does not identify the quantity of units to be tested.
The Valcor test report is a generic report which identifies the units
tested and the quantity. Therefore, omission of this data from the
test plan is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (3) requires mounting and connection requirements to
be identified in the test plan. The Valcor test plan does not address
mountings or connections for LOCA testing. Mounting of the equipment
is critical for seismic qualification; however, since environmental
conditions will not induce additional loads on the equipment, mounting
during LOCA testing will not affect equipment qualification. The Valcor
test report identifies that the LOCA test chamber setup was designed
to prevent moisture from entering through the conduit connection. When
installed in the plant, the valve conduit connection will be hermetically
sealed using D. G. O'Brien connectors to prevent moisture from entering
the solenoid cover. Therefore, omission of this information from the

! test plan is acceptable. ;;
(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan

should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (7) requires test equipment requirements including
accuracies to be identified in the test plan. The Valcor test plan
does not identify test equipment accuracy requirements; however, the
Valcor test report does include this intormation. Therefore, the omission
of this information from the test plan is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, specifies that expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. The Valcor valves were
operated at minimum voltage during the LOCA test. Omission of test data
regarding frequency is acceptable since the solenoids are designed for,

| D. C. operation and frequency considerations are not applicable.

(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 3 (2), Category I, specifies that the margins
| indicated in IEEE Std. 323-1974 Section 6.3.1.5 should be used as a

guide. The Valcor report does not address all margins used. Valcor
| qualification is based on generic testing rather than the specific

V. C. Summer conditions. This generic testing included margin con-
siderations as identified in Section 5.0 of Valcor Qualification Report
#QR-526. The acceptance of the Valcor qualification documentation is
based on the review that the generic testing conditions envelope the
V. C. Summer conditions with sufficient margins for the application's

,/ critical parameters.

1
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('') (6) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.3, Category I, specifies that the test sequence
(_,/ should conform fully to the guidelines established in Section 6.3.2 of

IEEE Std. 323-1974. Section 6.3.2 (1) suggests a pretest inspection
should be performed. The Valcor report does not identify that a pretest
inspection was performed. The omission of a pretest inspection is
acceptable since the equipment tested was new and demonstrated to be
functioning properly.

(7) NUk2G 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), Category I, specifies that when the equip-
ment is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature
should be defined by a ther'mocouple reading on or as close as practical
to the surface of the component being qualified. The location of the
thermocouples used during the test was not ides.tified in the report.
This omission is acceptable since the LOCA environment within the test
chamber was monitored by five thermocouples at various locations. The
use of multiple thermocouples ensures that the test chamber environment
is homogeneous and is an accurate representation of the environment
being simulated.

(8) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4 (4), Category I, specifies accelerated aging
methods other than the Arrhenius methodology may be acceptable if it
can be supported by type tests. The accelerated aging program utilized
is based on equations in draft IEEE Std. 101A, Appendix B; which concludes
that for every 1000 rise in temperature above the normal operating temp-
erature, the test time duration is halved. This is consistent with
state of the art methods and, therefore, does not compromise the equipment() qualification. !;

.
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O
Valcor Solenoid Valves (FB)

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.

,

Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (l&2) requires equipment descriptions and number of
units being tested to be included in the test plan. The Valcor test
plan does not include a description of the equipment to be tested and
the test plan does not identify the quantity of units to be tested.
The Valcor tese report is a generic report which identifies the units
tested and the quantity. Therefore, omission of this data from the
test plan is acceptable.

1

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan.

should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (3) requires mounting and connection requirements to
be identified in the test plan. The Valcor test plan does not address
mountings or connections for LOCA testing. Mounting of the equipment
is critical for seismic qualification; however, since environmental
conditions will not induce additional loads on the equipment, mounting
during LOCA testing will not affect equipment qualification. The Valcor
test report identifies that the I4CA test chamber setup was designed
to prevent moisture from entering through the. conduit connection. When

'

installed in the plant, tha valve conduit connection will Be harmetically
sealed using D. G. O'Brien cocinactors to prevent moisture from entering_

the solenoid cover. Tharefore, omission of this information from the
,

test plan is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (7) requires test equipment requirements including
accuracies to be identified in the test plan. The Valcor test plan
does not identify test equipment accuracy requirements; however, the
Valcor test report does include this information. Therefore, the omission
of this information from the test plan is acceptable.

4

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, specifies that expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied

! during simulated event environmental testing. The Valcor valves were
! operated at minimum voltage during the LOCA test. Omission of test data

regarding frequency is acceptable since the solenoids are designed for
D. C. operation and frequency considerations are not applicable.

(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.3, Category I, specizies that the test sequence
should conform fully to the guidelines established in Section. 6.3.2 of
IEEE Std. 323-1974 Section 6.3.2 (1) suggests a pretest inspection
should be performed. The Valcor report does not identify that a pretest
inspection was performed. The omission of a pretest inspection is
acceptable since the equipment tested was new and demonstrated to beO functioning properly.

;
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O (6) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), Category I, specifies that when the equip-
ment is exposed to the simulated accident envirorment, the temperature
should be defined by a thermocouple reading on or as close as practical
to the surface of the component being qualified. The location of the
thermocouples used during the test was not identified in the report.
This omission is acceptable since the LOCA environment within the test
chamber was monitored by five thermocouples at various locations. The
use of multiple thermocouples ensures that the test chamber enviroment
is homogeneoce and is an accurate representation of the environment
being simulated.

(7) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4 (4), Category I, specifies accelerated aging
methods other than the Arrhenius methodology may be acceptable if it
can be supported by cype tests. The accelerated aging program utilized
is based on equations in draf t IEEE Std.101A, Appendix B; which concludes
that for every 100C rise in temperature above the normal operating temp-
erature, the test time duration is halved. This is consistent with
state of the art methods and, therefore, does not compromise the equipment
qualification.

.
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York / Reliance Chiller Motor

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2 (4) Category II specifies that qualification by
analysis or operating experience may be found acceptable if evaluation
of the basis and detail of the analysis prove adequate. The basis of

'

the York qualification report is obtained from the successful operating
experience of the chiller for more than 15 years. The report identifies
field service records, tests on vital components, and actual maintenance
measures and procedures which assure optimum system reliability. There-
fore, since York does offer successful and documented operating experience
criteria, the method by which the chiller was qualified is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4 (1) Cat gory II identifies that aging effects on
all equipment should be considered and included in the qualification
program. The York qualification report indicates that the chiller has
over 15 years of successful operating experience; that is, it has been
aged thermally and mechanically for 15 years in actual working conditions
and environments. Therefore, since the report does indicate this prior
operating experience, the York aging method is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 3 Category II identifies that quantified margins
should be applied to the design parameters. The York qualification
report indicated that as a result of the water chiller's many years,

of operating experience, predicted reliabilities based on exponential
s or chance failures were obtained. During these years of operating

experience, preventive and corrective maintenance actions were taken
.

to assure and maintain proper operating efficiencies. Therefore, the
data in the qualification report can be considered conservative in that
if the optimum maintenance program that York suggests is used, the
equipment can be assured optimum system reliabi'ity for this application.

(4) NUREG 05S8 paragraph 2.2 (3) Category II spe'cifies that the operating
experience data should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.3 of IEEE
S tandard 323-1971. Paragraphs 5.3 (2,3,4) indicate that the operating

iexperience data shall contain the specifications of equipment for which
operating experience is available. The York qualification report does
not identify specific features nor specifications of equipment, because
the environment to which qtalified and the operating experience environ-
ment are very similar. Therefore, the only important data to be considered
involves the performance and reliability shown in past operations.

;
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Reliance Motor - RB Cooling Unit

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3) Category I specifies that the test proceduri
' quid confonn to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.

Paragraph 8.3.4c requires a description of the test facility (test
setup), but since JOY considers this information as proprietory, it was
not indicated in the JOY qualification report (X-604). Therefore, since
the report data is accurate according to JOY, the J0Y Certificate of
Compliance to the test envelope is sufficient.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (12) Category I identifies Cobalt-60 as an
acceptable gamma radiation source for environmental qualification, but
JOY does not specify whether or not Cobalt-60 was used for radiation
testing. Therefore, the JOY Certificate of Compliance to the test
envelope is sufficient.

(3) NUREG 0588 paragrcph 2.2 (3) Category I specifies that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.7 requires that the accuracy of the test equipment
requirements must be specified. The JOY motor qualification report
(X-604) does not specify the accuracies for the equipment requiremerJs,
but since the JOY report includgs test information, the omission of
test equipment requirement accuracies is acceptable.n

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3) Ca egory I specifies that the test procedures-

should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.4 requires that the test equipment shall be calibrated
against auditable calibration standards and shall have documentation
to support such calibration. JOY has identified that the data determined
from the tests was conservative, therefore giving the test parameters
an additional safety margin. Since JOY does not specify calibration
details, but testing procedures provide for an extra safety margin which
takes into consideration possible instrumentation errors, the JOY
qualificati(n methods are considered acceptable.

(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph '. 2 (3) Category I identifies that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraphs 6.3.1.2 and 6.3.1.3 require that equipment mountings and cable

.
connections be relevant to performance. The JOY report does not address

! the mountings or cable connections used for environmental qualification.
Mounting of equipment is critical for seismic qualification; however,
environmental conditions vill not induce detrimental loading at the
equipment mounting location. The method used in electrical connections
is not significant, provided all connections are sealed to prevent
in-leakage of the chemical / steam environment. The V. C. Summer plant

4

utilizes sealed connections; therefore, the above omissions are acceptable.
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Beck Air Damper Actuator

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3) Category II specifies that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE Std. 323-1971.
Paragraph 5.2 requires that the test data accuracy muet be specified.
The Beck qualification report (A-262-79) does not specify the accuracy
for the test data, but it does specify that the test equipment has been
calibrated by standards which require periodical cal.ibration and whose
accuracies are traceable to the National Bureau of Standards. Since the
equipment accuracy is acceptable and periodically checked, the test data
wi'i be as accurate as the test equipment used. Another limiting factor
determining accuracy is location of test equipment. The Beck report does
not specify the location of equipment, therefore, the test data accuracy
cannot be determined from the existing report. Since Beck holds this
information as proprietory, the Beck Certificate of Compliance is sufficient.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3) Category II indicates that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE Std. 323-1971.
Paragraph 5.2.3.6 specifies that the range sequence and combinations of
environment to simulate design basis event conditions shall be contained
in the qualification report. Since the specifications do not require

i the Beck actuator to be subject to any extreme environmencal conditions
such as design basis accident,'I.0CA or SLB, this section of IEEE Std.
323-1971 can be considered non- pplicable.,

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.4 Category II indicates that the analysis should
conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE Std. 323-1971. Paragraph
5.4.1 specifies that the equipment specifications should be given in

*

the qualification analysis. The Beck report only provides the results
of their analysis, and the specification . lata is referred to Gilbert
Associates Design Specification SP-221-044461-000 Eavision 7.

,

4
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Reliance Fan Motors

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 1.5 (1) Category I requires that equipment located
outside containment that could be subjected to high-energy pipe breaks
should be qualified to the conditions resulting from the accident for
the duration required. The Reliance qualification report (NUC-3) speci-
fies that the equipment tested is qualified to operate continuously under
the following environmental conditions: temperature up to 500C (1220F);
radiation up to 2 x 108 Rads (TID, 40 years); relative hunidity of 100%;
and pressure atmospheric (approx.14.7 psia). Since these test condi-
tions are considered as normal operating conditions (that is, the motor
operates continuously under these conditions), and these conditions equal
or in most cases exceed the specified accident (mild ALB) environmedt,
the results indicated in the Reliance report are considered adequate.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10) Category I identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing.
Reliance tested the motors to a voltage extreme only. Since the fre-
quency of the system is dependent upon the voltage applied to the motor,
testing for voltage extremes encompasses frequency extremes and there-
fore can be considered adequate.

^

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6) specifies that when the equipment. is exposed
to the simulated (accident) env,ironment, the temperature should be defined
by thermocouple readings. on or as close as practical to the surface of thes.

component being qualified. The location of the temperature sensory dev-
ice (thermocouple not specified in Reliance report) used during the test
was not identified in the report. Since Reliance holds parts of the quali-
fication program as proprietory, the Reliance Certificate of Compliance to
the test envelope is sufficient.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3) Category I identifies that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 6.5 of IEEE Standard 323-1974.
Paragraphs 6.3.1.2 and 6.3.1.3 require that equipment mountings and cable
connections be relevant to performance. The Reliance report does not add-
ress the mountings or cable connections used for environmental qualification.
Mounting of equipment is critical for seismic qualification; however, en-
vironmental conditions will not induce detrimental loading at the equipment
mounting location. The method used in electrical connections is not sig-
nificant, provided all connections are sealed to prevent in-leakage of the
che-ical/ steam environment. The V. C. Summer plant utilizes sealed con-

ecions; therefore, the above omissions are acceptable.ne

(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 3 (2) Category I identifies that in J teu of other
proposed margins that may be found acceptable, the suggested values in-
dicated in IEEE Standard 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, should be used as a
guide. The Reliance qualifi:ation report includes a margin over the
V. C. Summer conditions; however, all factors addressed by Section 6.3.1.5

frg were not used. The factors identified in IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5,
V,
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are only suggested margins and as such are not considered applicable
\ within the motor's specified operating environment. Therefore, the

margins used for the Reliance qualification are considered acceptable.

(6) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.4 Category I specifies that th. analysis of
operating experieuce shc:ald conform to the guidelines of IEEE Std.
323-1974. Paragraph 8.b4 indicates that the interface or boundary
conditions of the equipusnt should be contained in the analysis. The

,

Reliance qualification report specifies the environmental conditions, |

including extremes of temperature and humidity and the resulting fail-
ures. The a:st vulnerable components are also specified, such as the,

insulation, bearings, lubricants, seals. Since these components are
encased in a frame, boundary conditic,ns other then environmental effects,

,

temperature, and humidity art considered not to have a major effect on
the equipment's operation.

; (7) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.4 Category I identifies that analysis or opera-
i ting experience should follow the guidelines set by IEEE Standard 323-

1974. Paragraph 8.4 (3,5) indicates that the specifications and the
comparisons of previous and new specifications should be stated in the

#

qualification report. The Reliance report utilizes its operating ex-
perience to verify the qualified life of specific components and/or
prove that a limited life need not be a consideration for these compon-
ents. Consequer.ny, the aging of these components will not affect motor
operation. Since these components are standard with the moter, and the
new motor is basically the same as the one from which the operating ex-<

perience was recorded, comparison of the motors is not required.

(8) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3) Category I specifies that the test procedure,

should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.7 requires that the accuracy of the test equipment require-
ments must be specified. The Reliance motor qualification report does not
specify the accuracies for the equipment requirements, but since the
Reliance report includes the equipment information, the omission of test
equipment accuracies is acceptable.

(9) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3) Category I identifies that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1.1 requires the test plan to incit:Je equipment descrip-
tions. The Reliance report identifies that test models (motorettes) were
used for much of the testing. IEEE Standard 117-1974 allows the selection
"motorette" as the basis for thermal evaluation of Class H. Type RH insu-
lation systems. The Reliance report also indicates the model number of,

'

the complete motor tested for radiation endurance. Equipment descriptions
for this model number can be found in the instruction manual included with
the report. Therefore, omission of the equipment descriptions is acceptable.

i

; O
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Westinghouse Travelina Screen Motor and D/G F/0 Pump Motors
'

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines in Seceion 6.3 of IEEE 323-1974. Paragraph
6.3.1.4 requires that the test equipment shall be calibrated against audi-
table calibration standards and shall have document,. tion to support such

calibration. Westinghouse has identified that the data determined from the
~ tests was conservative; therefore, giving the test parameters an additional
safety margin. Since Westinghouse does not specify calibration details.

(therefore no accuracies can be specified), but testing procedures provide
for extra safety margins which take into consideration possible instrtamen-
tation errors, the Westinghouse qualification methods are considered
acceptable.

9

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (12), Category I, identifies that Co-60 is an
acceptable gamma radiation source for environmental qualification, but
Westinghouse does not specify whether or not Co-60 was used for raciation

j tes ting. Since all materials or components which may be degraded to a
| degree which would adversly affect performance os Class lE functions by

the radiation exposure expected to occur during normal service and postu-
laced accidents were adequately irradiated to simulate this exposure, the
Westinghouse qualification methods, along with the ARCO Radiation 7 recess

'

Center letter, are considered acceptable.
,

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2, Catehry I, specifies that the test envelope
should include LOCA and SLB conli':4.ons, spray conditions, and therefore, .

test temperature monitored by thermocouple. Since the equipment will not
experience environmental conditions of design basis accidents and that
will be qualified to demonstrate operability in the normal and abnormal

i service environment (it is located outside containment), the above sections
'

of the test envelope are considered not applicable.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, identifies that the expected
extreme in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing..

Westinghouse tested the motors to a voltage extreme only. However, the
motors vare specified and designed in accordance with NEMA Std. MG-1

i which requires that they be operacional within +10% of rated voltage
_

! and +5% of rated frequency. These motors are not expected to experience
| voltage and frequency variations beyond their design extremes; therefore,

testing at nominal voltage and frequency is acceptable.
,

(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4, Category I, indicates that material phase changes 1

should be considered. The insulation in the Westinghouse motors is the l

only component likely to f ail or detereorate in some fashion. The other
components of the motor are metallic in nature; therefore, no.degredation
is likely to occur during the 40 year qualified life. Since the Westing-
house qu d ification report indicates that the insu .stion system does not
f ail and ins qualified for the 40 year design life, the test method is
considered acceptable.
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Champump HVAC Chilled Water Pump Motor

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 -(3) Category II specifies that the analysis
method should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE Std.
323-1971. Paragraph 5.4.3 and 5.4.4 require that the assumptions, used
together with their justifications, and description of analytical methods
be indicated. The Champap motor qualification report based its asstamp-

j tions and analysis on results of. previous type tests on the vital com-
ponents such as the starter and insulation system. This data is presented
in the qualification report and since it is pertinent and justified, 2.3
use sa a basis for the analysis is acceptable. Furthermore, the analy-
tical results are backed up by over 10 years of continuous operating
conditions.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 3 Category II indicates that adequate margins should
be applied to the design parameters. The Champump report maintains suf-
ficient margins in qualifying its components. The most important of these,
the insulation system, had been exposed for various lengths of time (up
to 1 year) at 2600, 2800, 3000, and 3200C. Extrapolation of these data
to lower temperatures indicates that the insulation can be expected to
maintain a dielectric strength of at least 300 volts / mil a:d approxi-
mately 50% of its initial cens,'ile strength and break elongation after
10 years of continuous service at 220 C. Also the motor is hermetically

-

sealed ano cogpletely incapsulated, surrounded by cooling water at a temp-
erature of 54 F. The radiation level, the accumulated dosage, is speci-,

fled to be less than 100 Rads compared to the qualified accumulated
4 Rads. Since the components considerably exceeddosage of 2 - 7 x 10

the requirements, the indicated margins are considered adequate for the
entire 40 year qualified life.

I

:

i
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Limitorque Valve Operators - In Containment

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3) Category II specifies that the test
procedure should conform te the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE
Std. 323-1971. Paragraph 5.2 requires that the test data accuracy
must be specified. The Limitorque qualification report 600456 does
not specify the accuracy for the test data, but it does specify that
the test equipment has been calibrated by standards which require
periodical calibration. Therefore, since adequate conservatism
(piargins) does exist in test results, the omission of the test data
accuracies is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Categor'y II, identifies that the
expected extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during
te stir.g . Limitorque tested the valve operators to a voltage extreme
only. Since this equipment is not expected to see significant fre-
quency changes in its installed service, testing to a fixed frequency
is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3) Category II identifies that the test
procedure should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 5.2 of IEEE
Std. 323-1971. Paragraph .5. 2 requires equipment mountings be rele-
vant to performance. The Limitorque report does not address the
mountings used for environmental qualification. Mounting of equip-
ment is critical for seismic qualification; however, environmental
conditions will not induce detrimental loading at the equipment
mounting location. Therefore, the omission of mounting information
does not detract from the validity of the qualification.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6) Category 11 states that the temperature
should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical
to the surface of the component being qualified. The Limitorque report
addresses locations of multiple thermo auples on and within the test
chamber, but does not quantify proximity to the component being tested.
The information provided is adequate to assure comprehensive temper-
ature measurement and does not invalidate the
qualification.

(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.3 (3) Category II states that test procedures
should conform to the guidelines described in Section 5 of IEEE Std.
323-1971. Section 5 requires test data contain information on cable

connections. The Limitorque report does not specifically address this
subject. A letter has been sent to Limitorque to resolve this item. i

10
!
|
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Field Fabricated Panels

A separate report, GAI Report No. 2138, in the process of being prepared,
addresses qualification of field-fabricated panels. Upon completion, a review'

against the requirements of NUREG 0588 will be performed.

,
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7200 Volt Speed and Transfer Switches

(1) NU.1EG 0588, Section 2.2, parsgraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE.

323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1 requires that a test plan
be prepared to provide an auditable link between the specifications
and the test results. The Gould qualification report does not include
a test plan; however, the results of the test. which was performed are
included with the identification of the respective tasts. Therefore,
the lack of a test plan does not detract from the acceptability of th3
qualification doctamentation.

(2) NUREO 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, s'tates that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Sections 6.3.1.2 and 6.3.1.3 require that
the test plan includes mounting of connection requirements. There is

' no mounting and connection information in the Gould qualification report.
The qualification report identifies the industrial standard design tests
to v',tich the equipment was subjected. These industry standards require
that proper and appropriate mounting and connection be utiliztd during
tes ting. Therefore, the lack of information on equipment mounting does
not detract from the acceptability of the qualification documentation.

(3) NUREG 0588, Sec. tion 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE*

323-1974, Section 6.3 is an ac'ceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4 states that the test -

equipment shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards
and shall have documentation to support such calibration. The qualifi-
cation report does not identify the instrumentation used in the standard
industrial design tests, nor the calibration requirements of the
instruments used. But the qualification report does refer to each of
the industrial design test standards and the test report prepared for
each performed tes c. Since Gould-Brown Bcveri has a quality assurance
program which complies with 10CFR50, Appendix B, it can be assured that
data on instrumentation is maintained in their Quality Assurance
records. Therefore, the lack of instrtusentation data from the qualifi-
cation doctamentation is acceptable.

'

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph (2), Category 1, states that IEEE
323-1974 guidelines for documentation are fully acceptable when fully
implemented. Section 8.2 of IEEE 323-1974 requires that the user shall
maintain a qualification file that shall contain test results. Gould-

Brown Boveri has included references in their qualification report,which
they retain in their permanent file as proprietary information. Since
Gould-Brown Boveri has connaitted to maintain this information' in their
permanent file, this is an acceptable alternate to maintenance of this
information, by SCE&G.
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Iso Fuses for Heat Trace

,

(1) NUREG 0588, Sections.2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4. 3, 4, and 5, 4.tegory I
describe the criteria for qualifying the ; solation f ;e9 blocks
and fuses in the heat tracing panels. The qualificataan zsport
does not fully comply with any of the above sections. However,
both the fuse blocks and fuses were manufactured to applicable
industry standards and the Chase-Shawmutt fuses are UL listed.

,

'

Although there is no qualification data available to demonstrate
that the fuse blocks and fuses will operate satisfactorilly under
environmental extremes,it is evident from the characteristics of
of fuses that during extremes of environmental conditions
(maximum temperature, humidity, radition) the worst possibility
is that fuses will prematurely open the circuit thus class lE
circuits will be isolated as required. Therefore, absence of
detailed information in the qualification report is acceptable. |

|
i
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) ' Diesel Generators and Auxiliaries

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (4), Category II, states that
"For enviornmental qualification of equipment subject to events'

other than a DBA, which results in abnormal enviornmental conditions,
actual type testing is preferred. However, analysis or operating

; history, or any applicable combination thereof, coupled with partial
type test data may be found acceptable. Since the diesel generators'

,

are not subject to any abnormal conditions, except for radiation |
of up to a TID of less than 500 Rads, the qualification of the I
diesel generators is based on a combination of testing a td analysis I

designed to meet the recommendations of NRC Branch Techn1 cal Position
EISCB 2, " Diesel-Generator Reliability Qualification Testing". |
Testing has also been performed in accordance with the recommendations j

of Regulator Guide 1.108, " Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator ,

Units Used as Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants."
Analysis has been used to establish to operating temperature ranges ;

! and evaluate margins and aging considerations. Therefore, test
data and analysis exist to demonstrate the qualification of the
diesel generators, within the limitation described below.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), category II, states that
the itene described in Section 5.2 of IEEE Std. 327-1971, supple-
mented by NUREG 0588, paragra3h 2.2 (4) thru 2.2 (12), constitu. '

,

acceptable guidelines for establishing test procedures. Similarly, -

NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragr~aph (2), Category II states that
the guidelines for documentation in IEEE Std. 323-1971 when fully ,

,

implemented are acceptable. The documentation of the starting
and load tests meet these requirements except that test facility
instrumentation accuracies and traceability are not addressed.
Since Colt Industries has a quality assurance system in compliance
10C'R50, Appendix B, it can be assumed that Colt Industries maintains
insertamentation data in their quality assurance records. Therefore,

i the lack of thir information in the test reports does not detract
i from the demonstration of qualification.

(3) NUPEG 0588, Section 2.3, paragraph (2), category II, states that'

; the test should simulate as closely as practicable the postulated

i enviornment. In testing the diesel generators it was not practical

| co simulate the worst case ambient and combustion air temperatures
and cooling water temperatures. The engine auxiliary systems
have to be designed and rated conservatively for these worst case
temperatures. Documentation of the design is maintained by Colt
Industries and the resultant ratings are included in the unit
instruction manuals. Therefore, testing at normal conditions
available in the test facility is acceptable.

!

I

O'
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(4) NUREG 0588, Section 1.4, paragraph (12), Category II,4states thatRads shouldequipment which may be exposed to radiation doses below 10,

not be considered to be exempt from radiation qualification, unless
,

analysis supported by test data is provided to verify that these -

levels will not degrade the operability of the equipment below
acceptable values. The diesel generators will be exposed to a
TID of less than 500 Rads which includes 40 years normal operation
plus a LOCA. The diesel generator qualification documentation does not
address radiation nor were requirements on radiation included in the design
specfication.. However, there are no materials used in the diesel
generator which we know to be susceptible to low level radiation
exposure. Since 500 Rads is several orders of magnitude less than
the threshold of effects for even sensitive materials, the absence
of a detailed analysis of radiation effects for the diesel generators
is acceptable.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 3, paragraph (1), Category II, states that
quantified margins should be applied to the design parameter dis-
cussed in Section 1 c NUREG 0588 to assure that the postulated
accident conditions have been enveloped during testing. The diesel

| generators are not subject to accident conditions, other than radiation
of less than 500 Rads TID, and the qualification documentation does
not address margins. However, margin exists on the critical parameters
of Joad rating, largest load lilock size, and voltage and frequency '

recover rates. Therefore, the absence of a discussion of margins in the
qualification docuanetation it acceptable.

'

(6) NUREG 0588, St.ction 4, paragraph (2), Category II, states that the
qualification program should address aging only to the extent that
equipment that is composed, in part, of materials susceptible to
aging effects should be identified, and a schedule for periodically
replacing the equipment and/or materials should be established. It is'

not expected that any of the components of the diesel generators will
experience signifi: ant degredation since the equipment operates infre-
quently and is subjected to moderate conditions when in standby. However,
a program of inspection and maintenance is being established to identify
and replace any components which experience degredation with time.
With this program, the concerns of NUREG 0588 have been addressed.

.

4
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Battery Charmers

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.4, Category II, states that qualification by;

; analysis or operating experience implemented, as described in IEEE
! Standard 323-1971 and other ancillary standards, may be found

acceptable. For the battery chargers the unique performance require-
ments have been considered in the development of the qualification.

program, which although not strictly in c'onformance with the guide-
lines of IEEE Standard 323-1971, does provide reasonable assurance
that the equipment can perform its intended function in the most
limiting environment in which it is expected to function. The
details of the qualification program and discussion of expected
environment are contained in Section 3.11 of the SCE&G FSAR,
attached herewith.

4

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 14, paragraph 12, Category II, states that equip-
ment which may be exposed to radiation doses below 104 Rads should not
be considered to be exempt from radiation qualification unless
analysis supported by test data is provided to verify that these
levels will not degrade the operability of the equipment below
acceptable values. The battery chargers will be exposed to a
TID of less than 500 Rads for 40 years normal operation plus a;

| LOCA. The documentatica for tee battery chargers does not address
J

radiation nor were requirements. on radiation included in the design
~

x specification. However, there are no materials used in the battery
chargers which are known to be susceptable to low level radiation

,

exposure. Since 500 Rads is several orders of magnitude less,

than the threshold of effects for even sensitive materials, the
absence of a deca 11ed analysis of radiation effects for the battery
enargers is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 3, paragraph (1), Category II, states that quanti-,

fied margins should be applied to the design parameters discussed>

in Section 1 of NUREG 0588 to assure that the postulated accident
conditions have been enveloped during testing. The battery chargers
are not subject to accident conditions, other than radiation of less

,

than 500 Rads TID, and the documentation does not address margins. |
;

4 However, margin exists for the critical parameters of output current
|and output regulation. Therefore, the absence of a discussion of
|margins on the qualification documentation is acceptable. i

I (4) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph (2), category II, endorses the
requirements of IEEE Std. 323-1971 regarding documentation guide-
lines. Paragraph 5.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1971 states that operational
data shall contain a summary and source of operating experience
applicable to equipment qualification. The vendor, Solidstate
Controls, Inc. has provided a conservative estimated lifetime or
replacement interval for components in the battery chargers. This,
in conjunction with an lastituted program of preventative mainten-

O ance and component replacement, constitutes justification of docu-
mented ' source of operating experience' as required.

I
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~Raychem HVT-N_

_

(1)
NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category IIIEEE 323-1971,
lishing test procedures; IEEESection 5.2 is an acceptable g id li

, states thet
u e

the test data include the equipment specfi323-1971, item 5 2 1 ne for estab-requires that..

are a manufacturer's standard item and the manufact The terminations
cations.

name and catalog number (Thermofit HVT-CBN) are refurer's product
purchase order and bill-of-material. erenced on the

numbers, the intent of this requirement is essenti llqualiiication report transmittal letter references thSince the manufacturer'se catalog
(2) a y satisfied.

NUREG.0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3323-1971,
test procedures; IEEESection 5.2 is an acceptable guideli, Category II, states that IEEE
the test program outline and test result 323-1971, items 5 2 3 2 ne for establishingand 5.2.4.5 state that

...

measured var.iables.
The qualification test report 71100 givess shall include accuracy ofof aging temperatures, but not other measured vari bl

terminations were qualified to a simulat d L
accuracya es. However, the

paragraph 4, Category II for'the postulated MSB/SLBmargins far in excess of those required by NUREG 0588OCA environment giving
e

, Section 3,ment.
Therefore, the omission of eccuracles for s accident environ-

variables is considered inconsequential. ome of the measured
maintained on file by Raychem, if needed. This information should be

(3)
NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Categor

*

323-1971,
test procedures;Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideliy II states that IEEE

,

program outline shall include the numberIEEE 323-1971, item 5.2.3.3 states that the te tne for establishing
monitoring sensors for each variable.

s
type, and location of test,

71100 does not include this informationThe qualification test report

excess of those required by NUREG 0588, Section 3were qualified to a simulated LOCA environment gi iHowever, the terminations
.

v ng margins far in
Category II for the postulated MSB/LSB accid, paragraph 4,the precise number

ent environment. Therefore,sidered inconsequen,tial. type, and location of monitoring senso
file by Raychem, if needed.This information should be maintained onrs is con-

.
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/''} (4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II states that
\s / IEEE 323-1971, Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for establish-

iag test procedures; IEEE 323-1971, item 5.2.3.4 states that the
test program outline should include the static and dynamic performance I
characteristics.- This item is not applicable to cable terminations
which are passive in nature, and, therefore, such information is

1

not included in the qualification documentation. It should be noted
that this information is not required by either IEEE 323-1974 or
NUREG 0588 Appendix E.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II states that IEEE
323-1971, Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-1971 item 5.2.3.9 requires that the test
program outline include acceptance criteria. The qualification test
report 71100 does not separately list or state acceptance criteria.
However, the discussion of test results and summary conclude that the
test results are acceptable and that functional capability of termin-
ations, after LOCA and aging, was demonstrated. Therefore, it is con-
sidered the qualification documentation satisfies the intent of this
requirement.

.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II states that IEEE
323-1971, Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for. establishing
test procedures; IEEE 323-19{1, item 5.2.4.3 states that the test
resu? ts shall include test instruments and traceability records.

[/h While manufseturers are expected to keep such information on file,
N- it is net normally included with submitted qualification documentation.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II states that IEEE
323-1971, Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1971, items 5.2.4.7 and 5.2.6 require that the
test data and test report bear an approval signature; however, it has
an identifying number and revision, both of which are stated in the
manufacturer's transmittal letter. Since this let ir gives date of
testing, bears the manufacturer's letterhead, and is signed, the
intent of this requirement is essentially satisfied. -

(8), NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 6, Category II, states that the
LOCA tes*. temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on
or as close as practical to the surface of the equipment being qualified.
The report does not describe the method or location of temperature
measurement. However, there'is sufficient margin between the test
temperature and the required temperature, that the omission of this
data from the report does not detract from the acceptability of the
qualification.

t

1

O
.

'
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(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category II, states that the

'

equipment should be subjected to variations in the nominal frequency;

testing. Therangeoffrequgncytheterminationsareexpectedto
experience is not more than _ i,% of 60 Hz. Since variations of this
insignificant degree have no effect on passive devices such as
terminations, it is considered that testing at the nominal frequency
of 60 Hz is adequate.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph 5, Category I, states that known'

material phase changes and reactions should be defined for accelerated
aging program to insure that no known property changes occur within

; the extrapolation limits. The Raychem qualification documentation
does not address phase changea. However, this is not surprising since
we would generally expect that material property changes dt a to
accelerated aging at high temperatures will be in a direction to hasten
the deterioration of insulation materials (i.e. will give a shorter
qualified life than would be obtained under design conditions). There-<

fore, we feel ; hat the report adequately covers aging despite the
fact that phase changes are not addressed.

f (11) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 6, Ca'egory II states if there were

| no thermocotTples located near the equipment during the tests, heat
transfer analysis should be used to deter.nine the temperature of the
component. No evidence is presented in the report that either thermo-

! couple readings or heat trangfer analysis were used. The report does
,

O state however, that the material was aged.in a forced air oven at04121 _ 2 C for 168 hours. This temperature 1 3 C was also used in the
test sequence, thus indicating that some type of temperattire measure-
ment was used. -

(12) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph 2, Category II states the qualificatien
programs should address aging only to the extent that equipment that is
composed, in part, of materials susceptible to aging effects should be

'

identified, and a schedule for periodically replacing the equipment
and/or materials should be established., The qualification report does

j not address these items. Aging effects are being pursued, and replace-
'

ment schedules will be established in the near future.
i

,

-

O
-
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A Raychem HVT
4

,

(1) NUREG0588,Section1.4, paragraph 12,CategogyII,statesthat
; equipment exposed to radiation doses below 10 rads shall not be

exempt from radiation qualification, unless analysis supported by
test data is provided that these levels will not degrade the
operability of the equipment below acceptable values. While Ray-
ches tesc report 71100 covers radiation resistance of high voltage,
components for both nuclear grade and commercial grade terminations,
the radiation qualification test reports for jacket components and
sealants are only applicable to nuclear grade terminations. However,
the construction of commercial grade terminations (type HVT) are
very similar to Raychem nuclear grade terminations (type HVT-CBN),

,

whicharedesignedforgperationinsevereradiationenvironments,
and qualified to 2 x 10 rads. Therefore, it is considered the'

HVT terminations used will maintain required functional capability,
and not fail, due to the .iostulated radiation levels wh- h are as
follows:

4

LOCATION TID

Auxiliary Building Room 6301 103 rads
Intermediate Building Rooms 3601-3606, 6301 5 x 102 rads

(}
Service Water Building, Rooms.2505, 3602, 4101 5 x 102 rads

; '

Di oel Generating Building, Rooms 3601-3504 5 x 10 rads
; 7

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3. Category II, states that IEEE
323-1971, Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for establishing -

test procedures; IEEE 323-1971, item 5.2.1 requires that the test data
include the equipment specifications. The terminations are a manufact-
urer's standard item and the manufacturer's product name and catalog
number (Thermofit HVT-CBN) are referenced on the purchase order and
bill-of-material. Since the manufacturer.'s qualification report4

transmittal letter references the catalog numbers, the intent of this
requirement is ess'entially satisfied.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph ~3, Category II, states that IEEE
,

323-1971, Section 5.2'is an acceptable guideline for establishing test'

procedures; IEEE 323-1971, items 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.4.5 state that the
test program outline and test results shall include accuracy of measured

| variables. The qualification test reports do not give accuracy of all
measured variables. This information is normally maintained on file at
the test facility or manufacturer's design office. Normally, we only'

expect to receive such data with test reports, where it relates to a
performance characteristic which must be controlled to narrow limits.
In this case, we rely upon the testing authority to use equipment of
such accuracy as needed to maintain measurement errors within qualifi-

f--
cation margin limits.>

V ,

L
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' (4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II, states that IEEE
i 323-1971, Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for establishing

test procedures; IEEE 323-1971, item 5.2.3.3 states that the test
program outline shall include the number, type, and location of test
monitoring sensors for each variable. The qualification test reports
do not include this information, which is normally maintained on file
at the test facility or manufacturer's engineering office.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II, states that IEEE
323-1971, Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test'

procedures; IEEE 323-1971, item 5.2.3.4 states that the test program
outline should include the static and dynamic performance character-

| istics. This item is not applicable to cable terminations which are
passive in nature, and, therefore, such information is not included in
the qualification documentation. It should be noted that this infor-
nation is not required by either IEEE 323-1974 or NUREG 0588 Appendix E.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II, states that IEEE
323-1971, Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test ,

i procedures; IEEE 323-1971 item 5.2.3.9 requires that the test program |
outline include acceptance criteria. The qualification test reports
do not separately list or state acceptance criteria. however, the
discussion of test results and summary conclude that the test results

O are acceptable and that the desired performance was demonstrated.
Therefore, it is considered The qualification documentation satisfies
the intent of this requiremen't.

.

j (7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II, states that IEEE
323-1971, Section 5.2 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test

i procedures; IEEE 323-1971, item 5.2.4.3 states that the test results
shall include test instruments and traceability records. While manufact-
urers are expected to keep such information on file, it is not normally
included with submitted qualification documentation.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 6, Category II, states that the LOCA
test temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as
close as practical to the surface of the equipment being qualified. The

; report does not describe the method or location of temperature measure-
ment. However, there is sufficient margin between the test temperature

.

and the required temperature, that the omission of this' data from the

| report does not detract from the acceptability of the qualification.
.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category II, states that the
; equipment should be subjected to variations in the nominal frequency

during testing. The range of frequency the terminations are expected
to experience is not more than I 5% of 60 Hr. Since variations of this
insignificant degree have no effect on passive devices such as termin-
ations, it is considered that testing at the nominal frequency of 60 Hz

O, is adequate.
i

j .*
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U (10) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph 5, Category I, states that known

material phase changes and reactions should be defined for accelerated
'

aging program to insure that no known property changes occur within
the extrapolation limits. The Raychem qualification documentation
does not address phase changes. However, this is not surprising
since we would generally expect that material property changes due
to accelerated aging at high tempertures will be in a direction to
hasten the deterioration of insulation materials (i.e. will give a
shorter qualified life than would be obtained under design conditions).
Therefore, we feel that the report adequately covers aging despite the
fact that phase changes are not addressed.

(11) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 6, Category II, states that if
there were no thermocouples located near the equipment during the tests,
heat transfer analysis should be used to determine the temperature of
the component. No evidence is presented in the report that either
thermocouple readings or heat transfer analysis were used. The report

doesstage,however,thatthematerialwasagedinaforcedairoven1210C with a tolerance of I 3*C was used0at 1210 _ 2 C for 168 hours.
in the test sequence, thus indicating that some type of temperature
measurement was used.

(17.) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph 2, Category II, states that the

(^ qualification programs should' address aging only to the extent that -

equipment that is composed, in part, of naterials susceptible to aging
effects should be identified and a schedule for periodically replacing
the equipment and/or materials should be established. The quclification *

report does not address these items. Aging effects are being pursued
and replacement schedules will be established in the near future.

.

.
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KERITE 600V CONTROL CABLE

'

!

\ l

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 1, Category I, as well as IEEE
323-1974, section 6.3.1.1, Item (9), state's that performance limits or
failure criteria should be established prior to teating. Neither Kerite
or Isomedix_specifically established failure criteria prior to testingi

the cables in a simulated LOCA environment with a, continuously applied
i 600 volts A.C. between conductors and a current of 15 amps carried per

conductors. The test results, however, indicated'that the insulation
had maintained its functional integrity and that the conductors maintained
their ability to carry load throughout the 15-day test period.'

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedure.2. IEEE 323-1974, section 6.3.1.1, item 10, states that test
data is to be maintained as part of the qualification file. The Kerite
Qualification Report states that appropiate test data was taken during
the test series, however, they were not included as'part of the report. ,

Kerite Company has been contacted to either obtain the applicable test
data documentation or a statement that they will retain or file to meet
the auditing requirements of IEEE 323-1974.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, para ~ graph 4. Category I, states that tha simulated .

O environmental profile for qualifying equipment inside containment envelope
U the environmental conditions resulting from any design bas.'s event during

any mode of plant operation. The test envelope includes the pressure and
*

temperature boundaries of a LOCA and MSLB except for the 40 aec. peak
temperature associated with the MSLB as illustrated in figurn 6.2 - Sa

0
Thetesttemgeraturewas300Fandtheshortpeaktemperatureof the FSAR.

of the MSLB rises from 300 F to 324 F and then decreases to 300 F in a
forty sec. period. The temperature and pressure test envelope specified
for a LOCA in the 10/.11/75 letter from GAI to Kerite was intended to cover
the worst case accident. The NRC revised the acceptable calculation
method in 1977--78 for determining the temperature in containment following
a MSLB. For the Summer Station qualification, this resulted in the maximum
temperature for the MSLB exceeding the maximum LOCA temperature which was
stated to be 277 F. GAI requested Kerite to supply test data if they
have performed tests on control cable at 324 F (with margin) or provide an
analysis regarding the effect on the control cable of temperatures between ;

300 F and 324 F for a duration of 40 seconds. j
!

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 6, Category I, states that the temper-
ature to which equipment is qualified when exposed to the simulated accident
environment should be defined by thermocouple readings of the component's
surface. The qualification report does not identify the test instrumentation
used, consequently it is not known whether the actual test temperature was
determined using a thermocouple. Kerite.Co. has been reonested to provide

- this informati,on.

|
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('' (5) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph 2, Category I, states that the guidelines
(m-]- for documentation in IEEE 323-1974 when fully implemented are acceptable.

The documentation required for a complete qualification file has noc been
submitted to GAI by Kerite. The required data to complete the qualification
report has been requested from Kerite or a statement that the complete
qualification file exists and that they vill retain it to meet the auditing
requirements of IEEE 323-1974.

(6) .NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category I, as well as IEEE 323-1974,
states that equipment should be subjected to variations in the nominal
electrical alternating current frequency during testing. The range of
frequency this cable is expected to experience is not more than I 5% of
60 Hz. Therefore, testing at the nominal frequency of 60 Hz. is adequate.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph 5, Category I, states that known material
phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
program to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation
limits. Kerite knew of known phase changes or reactions associated with
the 600 volt control cable when they performed the accelerated aging tests
and constructed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore, phase changes and reactions
have not been addressed by the qualification report.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures.
IEEE 6.3.1.1, item (3), requires that the test plan include mounting and

Os ._ connection requirements. Therd are no mounting and connection requirements
given in the test plan since th'e cable was qualified in accordance with
IEEE 383-1974, " Standard for Type Test of Class IE Electric Cables, Field *

' Splice, and Connections for Nuclear Power Generating Stations", which does
not address mounting and connections for type testing. However, the report
documents that the cable was mounted and connected in the usual manner
which consisted of winding the specimens on a mandrel and passing the ends
through vessel head penetrations so that electrical connections could be
made to the cable during LOCA testing.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
section 6.3 is an acceptable guidelina for establishing test proceederas.
IEEE 323-1974, section 6.3.1.1, item (7), states that tesc equipment re-
quirements including accuracies should be included in the test plan. The
Kerite qualification summary report for 600 volt control cable does not
address test equipment requirements and accuracies. More specific test
data has been requ'ested from Kerite Company.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test proced,ures
IEEE 323-1974, section 6.3.1.1, item (8), states that environmental, oper-
ating and measurement sequence should,ba in step-by-step detail. The report
does not address environmental, operating, .ad measurement sequence in.
step-by-step detail. Specific data has been requested from Kerite Company.

/3
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O
| (11) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,

section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974, section 6.3.1.4, states that test equipment shall be cali-
brated against auditable calibration standards and shall have documentation
to support such calibration. The report does not include any documentation
of test equipment calibration. It is assumed that the calibration was done
to an acceptable standard and Kerite Co. has been requested to supply

; documented test equipment calibration certification.

(12) NUREC 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test pr q dures.
IEEE 323-1974, section 6.3.1.4.1, states that temperature, pressure, moisture
content, gas composition, vibration,and time should be measured variables.
The report is not clear on the degree of these measured variables. These
test variables have been requested from Kerite.

4

(13) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Catetory I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
,

section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures.
IEEE 323-1974, section 6.3.1.5, item (7), states that the initial transient
and dwell at peak temperature of the LOCA test should be applied at least
twice. During the LOCA test, only a single transient was applied. However,

i the peak temperature and duration of the LOCA test are considerably greater
than the expected peak accident, temperature and duration. Additionally,,

the summary report states that $he accumulated effect of the LOCA test4

temperatures "gives e time margin (based on Arrhenius aging) exceeding 700% ;
above the postulated LOCA conditions." Therefore, additional testing
will not be beneficial.

(14) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
i section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures.

IEEE 323-1974, section 6.3.2, states that the test sequence used shall be
justified as the most severe for the item being tested. No justification
exists in the qualification report. However, the test sequence which con-
sisted of thermal aging, radiation aging, and LOCA simulation is considered
the most severe test that could be imposed. Addition test data has been
requested from Kerite and will be supplied at a later date.

(15) NUREG 0588, Section 1.4, Category I, as well as IEEE 323-1974, section
6.3.4, states that all materials or components which may be degraded to a
degree which would adversely effect performance of class IE functions by the
radiation exposure expected to occur during normal service and postulated
accidents shall be irradiated to simulate this exposure. The abnormal or
accident environment expected is a total integrated dose of 2 x 10 8 rads.

I The report states the cable is qualified to 125 x 106 rads. " Complete data
has been requested from Kerite and will be supplied at a later date.

O l.
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(16) NUREG 0588, Section 1.3, Category I, states that the concentration of

caustics used for qualification should be equivalent to, or more severe;

than those used in the plant containment spray system. The PH of the
spray used in the containment spray system has been analysed, under the
criteria of section 1.3 of NUREG 0588, and found to be 10.7 peak and 8.7
longterm. The report is unclear on the PH of the spray used during the
LOCA simulation. Data concerning the PH of the spray has been requested

- from Kerite.
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! 7.2 KV Switchaear

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 1.5, paragraph (2), Category II, states " Equipment
located in general plant areas outside containment where equipment is j
not subjected to a design basis accident environment should be qualified ;

to the normal and abnormal range of envirotnient conditions postulated 1

to occur at the equipment location." General Electric Company Qualifi-
cation Report for AM Metal-Clad Switchgear Furnished _on G.E. Requisition

,

349-14330 states that the subject equipment is
at a 40 year average ambient temperature of 25, qualified for ope etion

i

C. Recent inves ugation I

has revealed that the average temperature in which the switchgear will )be installed is 27.780C. The manuf acturer is being requested to pro- |
,

| vide additional data, if possible, to demonstrate qualification at a '

40 year average ambient temperature of 30 C. |

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), category II, states "The items+

described in Section 5.2 of IEEE Std. 32> 1971 supplemented by items j
(4) through (12) below constitute acceptable guidelines for establishing
test procedures." The test reports presented in the General Electric
Qualification Report do not meet all the necessary requirements specified
in Section 5.2 of IEEE Std. 32.3-1971. However, the report does indicate
that Section 5.2 has been complied with and actual test data is on file

' at either the Wilfred F. Skeats Eigh Power Laboratory in Philadelphia, |or the Philadelphia Materials taboratory. i

.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.3 paragraph (1), Category II, states "Justifi-
cation of the adequacy of the test sequence selected should be provided."
No justification is provided in the topical report; however, none is
necessary because all testing performed was separate effects type
tes ting. This type testing is acceptable Escause the equipment is not ,

subject to any type of hostile environment (radiation, temperature, i

etc.). .

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.4, Category II, states " Qualification by analysis
,

or operating experience implemented as described in IEEE Std. 323-1971 and I

other ancilliary standards may be found acceptable." IEEE S td. 323-1971 |

section 5.4 denotes the specific requirements necessary to qualify equip-
ment by analysis. The qualification report does not meet all the
necessary requirements as specified in Section 5.4. However, the report
does indicate that Section 5.4 has been complied with and actual accept-<

ance for environmental qualification is obvious. ;

1
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| REACTOR PROTECTION UNDER-VOLTAGE AND UNDER-FREQUENCY

| RELAY PANEL

F

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 2, Category I, states that test
results should demonstrate that the equipment can perform its required

' function for all service conditions postulated (with margin) during its
installed life. The General E:'ctric Qualification Report states that
the equipment will perform its uesign function during its installed
life. However, test results demonstrating this qualification are not;

included for all components installed in the pencl. Attempts are being
made to obtain the test data which will support this statement.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.3, paragraph 1, Category I, states that the test
,

sequence should ccaform fully to the guidelines established in Section
6.3.2 of IEEE Std. 323-1974. The test procedures should insure the'

same piece of equipment is used throughout the test sequence and that
.

the test simulates as closely as practicable the postulated accident

! environment. As in (1) above, test peacedures, other than those defined
; in ANSI C37.20 and C.37.09 are not included in the report. Attempts
! are being made to obtain theng procedures.

,

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 3, paragraph 1, Category I, states that quantified4

margins should be applied to design parameters discussed in Section 1
to assure that the postulated accident conditions have been enveloped |.

'

| during testing. These margins should be applied in addition to any
i margins applied during the derivation of the specified plant parameters. ,

'

j Because test results other than those obtained from ANSI C.37.20 and
{ C.37.09 are not included in this report the concern of adequate margin

cannot be addressed. As stated in paragraph (1), attempts are being i
'

; made to obtain this data . Although test results are not given in the
; report several environmental conditions are addressed. Adequate margin
j is postulated for temperature, humidity, pressure, and radiation exposure

(TID), and is judged acceptable.

| (4) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (1), Category I, states that aging
effects on all equipment, regardless of its location in the plant, should ;

i- be considered and included in the qualification program. General Electric
has stated in the report that aging studies on several components will
be performed in the future. As stated in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3)
attempts are being made to obtain the test data and procedures dealing
with these components.

.

f
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O
(5) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph 1, category I, states that the

staff endorses the requirements stated in IEEE 373-1974 that the qu lifi-
cation documentation shall verify ths; each type of equipment is qualified
for its application and meets specified performance requirements. The
basis of qualification shall be explained to show relationship of all
facets of proof needed to support adequacy of the complete equipment.
Data used to demonstrate the qualification of the equipment shall be
pertinent to the application and organized in an auditable form. This
deviation exists because no data was supplied to support the statements
made in the report. As stated in (1), (2), (3), and (4) supportive
documentation is being requested so that the conclusio'4s made in the
report are demonstrated as true with support from peltinent data.

o ; '

.

'

.
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480 Volt . .t Substations

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1 requires that a test plan
be prepared to provide an auditable link between the specifications

'
and the test results. A test plan is not included in the qualification

S report, but the results of the performed tests on production line units
'

are included with the identification of the respective test. Therefore,
the lack of a test plan does not detract from the acceptability of the
qualification doctmentation.

,

t

(2)\ NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), category I, states that IEEE
'. 323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test

procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (3) requires that th4

| test plan include mounting and connection requirement. There are no
; mounting and connection requirements in the qualification report. The
, qualification report identifies the industrial standard design tests
I, to which the equipment was subjected. These industry standards require
'that proper and appropriate mounting and connections be utilized during
testing. Therefore, the lack of information on equipment mounting does
not detract from the acceptability of the qualification documentation.

,

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4 states that the test equip- .

ment shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards and
shall have documentation to support such calibration. The qualification
report does not identify the instrumentation used in the standard
industrial design tests, nor the calibration requirements of the instru-
mentation used. The qualification report does reference each of the
industrial design test standards and the' proprietary test report pre-
pared for each performed test. As Gould-Brown Boveri has a quality'

assurance program which complies with 10CFR50, Appendix B, it can be,

asstmed that data on instrumentation is maintained in their quality
assurance records. Therefore, the lack of instrumentation data from
the qualification documentation is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph (2), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974 guidelines for doctamentation are acceptable when fully
implemented. Section 8.2 of IEEE 323-1974 requires that the user shall
maintain a qualification file that shall contain a report of test results. )Gould-Brown Boveri has included references in the qualification report '

to test reports which they retain on permanent file as proprietary
information and which they will make available for review at their

facilities. Since Gould-Brown Boveri has committed to maintain this
information in their permanent files, this is an acceptable alternate
to maintenance of this information by SCE&G.
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(5) NDREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category I, states that f ailureO criteria should be established prior to testing. Could did not specifi-
cally establish f ailvre criteria for the temperature rise test before
performing the test. But all the tests were performed per ANSI C57.
12.90 - 6.2 and the i ansformer maintained its functional integrity without
any apparent dange to the insulation er the conductor. Therefore, the ,

lack of establist , failure criteria does not detract f rom the accept-
ability of the qualification docruentation.

.

(6) NURc! 0589, Section 2.2, parar caph (6), Category 1, states that the
: temper.ature to which equipment is qualified when exposed to the simulated

accident environment, should be defined by thermocouple readings. Although
the unit substations are not exposed to accident environments, the qualifi-
cation of the transformers included temperature rise tests. The Gould
qualification report states that temperature rise in windings has been
measured by change in resistance. But ANSI S td. C57.12.90-73, Section 6.2,
paragraph (7) states that temperature rise of windings shall be deter-
mined by the resistance method. Therefore, by measuring the temperature
rise by resistance method, rather than thermocouples, does not detract
from the acceptability of the qualification.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (7), Category I, states that performanca
,

characteristics of the equipment should be verified before, ef ter, and
periodically during testing. The transformer portion of the qualification

. report does not specifically address the above criteria. However, the
I tests were performed per appropriate ANSI, NEMA and IEEE Standards and

O found satisfactory. Also the transformer maintained its functional
integrity without any apparent- damage to the insulation or the conductor.

.Therefore, the lack of establishing performance characteristics checks
before, af ter, and during tests does not detract from the acceptability
of the qualification documentation.

;

.
.
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i NAMCO Limit Switches. E

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4. (9), Category I, specifies that th. qualified
lif e of the equipment and the basis for selectica should be defined.

'
The test results do not identify a qualtried life period. Heat aging
conditions were taken from ANSI Draf t Standard N278.2.1 (Draf t 3, Rev. 0).
The non-metallic components of the limit switch are:

a. contact block and carrier assemblies - glass filled polyester
thermoset plastic

b. gaskets - nitrile-butadiene
c. o' rings - EPR

The significant aging mechanism for the switch is actuation cycles.
The test switch was subjected to 100,000 actuation cycles without switch
failure. Subsequent tests by NAMCO have shown that the switches can
be operated up to 3,000,000 cycles. The switches as installed will
be subjected to periodic te ting to verify operability. If failures
are noted in a switch during plant testing, evaluation to determine
if the f ailure is random or generic will be performed, and appropriate
replacements will be implemented.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test pro-
L' cedure should conform to the gu'idelines described in Section 6.3 of

IEEE Standard 323-1974. Paragraph 6.3.1 indicates thett a test pite
should be included. The NAMCO test report is a generic report which
documents a test that had been conducted previous to the award of the
V. C. Summer purchase order. The acceptance of the NAMCO qualification
documentation is based on a review of the generic test data as it
applies to the Virgil C. Sunumer station application. Therefore, the
omission of a test plan is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 058' paragraph 2.2 (10), Category'I, identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing.
NAMCO tested the limit switches using a 100 V DC power supply. Since
the limit switches carry the voltage from a qualf.fied Class 1E power
source and do not have coils or other components which w0uld require
a minimum " pull-in" voltage or be susceptable to frequency variations,
testing to a fixed voltage is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), specifies that when the equipment is ex-
posed to the simulated accident env vonment, the t=mperature she:.id be
defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical to the
surf ace of the component being qualified. The location of the.thermo-
couple used during the test was not identified in the report. The
small volume of the test chamber (12" high by 8" in diameter) renders
the exact location of the thermocouple insignificant. Therefore, this
omission is acceptable.
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(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 3 (2), Category I, identifies that in lieu of

O other proposed margins that may be found acceptable, the suggested
values indicated in IEEE Std. 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, should be
used as a guide. The NAMCO LOCA envelope includes a margin over
the V. C. Stammer conditions; however, all f actors addressed by Section
6.3.1.5 were not used. The IAMCO qualification is based on generic
testing rather than the specific V. C. Susumer conditions. The accept-
ance of the NAMCO qualification documentation is based on the generic
testing conditions enveloping the Virgil C. Summer conditions with
sufficient margins for the application's critical parameters.

(6) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan I

should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (3) requires inounting and connection requirements
to be identified in the test plan. The NAMCO test plan does not M&ess
mountings or connections for LOCA testing. Mounting of the equipuent
is critical for seismic qualification; however, since environmen N1
conditions will not induce additional loads on the equipment, mounting
during LOCA testing will not affect equipment qualification. The
NAMCO test report identifies that the LOCA test chamber set-up was
designed to prevent moistsre from entering through the conduit con-
nection. When installed in the plant, the limit switch conduit con-
nection will be hermetically sealed using D. G. O'Brien connectors
to prevent moisture from entering the limit switch cover.;

.

.,
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120 Volt AC Vital System Transformers

() (1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4, Category I, indicates that the Arrhenius
methodology is considered an acceptable method of addressing acceler-
ated aging, but other aging methods that can be supported by type
tests will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. The only components
of these transformers which are susceptible to thermal aging are
the epoxy encapsulation and insulation system. Summary data is pro-:

vided by Gould-Brown Boveri that shows the materials used have a
high stability and are us.ffected by extended periods of elevated
temperature. Based on a review of this data Gould-Brown Boveri
considers that the transformers will have a qualified life of 40
years for the expected service conditions.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 5, Category I, indicates that the qualification
documentation should conform to the guidelines as stated in IEEE
Standard 323-1974. Paragraph 8.5 (2) of IEEE 323-1974, specifies
that interface or boundary conditions of the equipment should be
contained in the analysis. The Gould qualification report specifies
the environmental conditions in which there will be no failure of
functional capability. Other external forces or conditions will
not have a significant effect on the transformer because of epoxy
encapsulation system. Therefore, the existing information in the
qualification documentation is adequate.

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 5, Category I, indicates that the qualifica-
tion documentatien should conform to the guidelines as stated in

|
- IEEE Standard 323-1974. Paragraphs 8.5 (4), 8.5 (5), and 8.5 (6),

of IEEE 323-1974, specify that the description of analytical methods
and assumptions used together with appropriate justification for
their use should be indicated. The Gould qualification report ,

justifies its analysis by using as a basis, or reference, previous
test results which include such tests as epoxy encapsulation aging
and voltage endurance, core loss test, and short circuit impedance
tests. Since these tests were performed on similar equipment and
for similar environments, the analytical methods used are considered
acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588, section 4, paragraph (5) states that. known material phase
'

changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
program, to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapo-
lation limits. Gould-Brown Boveri knew of no phase changes or reac-
tions associated with the epoxy enczpsulation and insulation system

,

when they performed the various accelerated aging tests. Therefore~,
phase changes and reaccians have not been addressed by the qualifica-
tion report.
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C (5) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph (2), Category I states that IEEE
k 323-19'/4 guidelines for documentation are acceptable when fully

implemented. Section 8 2 of IEEE 323-1974 require that the user
shall maintain a qualification file that shall contain a raport of
test results. Gould-Brown Boveri has included references in the
qualification report to test reports which they retain on permenant
file as proprietary information and which they will make. available
for review at their facilities. Sic?e Gould-Brown Bovert has
committed to maintain this information in eneir permenant files
this is an acceptable alternate to maintenasce of this information
by SCE&G Co.

.

1
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D. G. O'Brien I

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (10), category I, as well as IEEE 323-1974
Section 6.3.1.5, Item (5), state that equipment should be subjected to vari-,

ations in' the noMnal frequency during testing. The rage of frequency the'

penetrations are expected to experience is not more than +5% of 60 HG. Since
1

variatiws of this insignificant degree have no eff ect on the penetrations,
testing at the nominal frequency of 60 H5 is adequate. g

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Cat.egory I, states that IEEE 323-1974,,

Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;.,

IEEE 323-1974 Section 6.3.2 states that the test sequence used should be
justified as the most severe for the item being tested. No jtstification,
as such, exists in the qualificetion report; however, the pene trations were

i qualified in accordance with the criteria as set forth in IEEE 31{-1976.
The test sequence given therein was taken as the most appropriate .and

| severe for penetration testing. The qualification report has not
; the exact test sequence as outlined; however, it is felt the repor,followedt has
! adequately demonstrated and met the intent of IEEE 317-1976. i

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,;

! Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
IEEE 323-1974 Section 6.3.1.1 s't'ates that a test plan should be included in

O the qualification report.' The report does not include a test plan as des-'

cribed by Section 6.3.1.1 of IEEE 323-1974. The penetrations were qualified
by utilizing IEEE 317-1976 " Electrical Penetration Assemblies in Containment
Structures for Nuclear Power Generating Stations" as a guideline for the
testing procedure. The f ailure of the report to include a separate test
plan was considered inconsequential since it has met the intent of the test
procedures as outlined in IEEE 317-1976.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known material,

j phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging
! program, to insure that no changes occur within the extrapolation limits.

D. G. O'Brien, Inc. knew of no phase changes or reactions associated with;

1 the penetrations when they performed the accelerated aging tests and con-
! structed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore, phase changes and reactions have

1

not been addressed by the qualification report.
;

' (5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,'

Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;
; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4.1 states that temperature, pressure, moisture

content, gas composition, vi'aration and time should be measured variables.

Section B, Sheet 7 of the report stannarizes the setup and operating require-
ments for the test. Included is a schematic which references the temperature
indicating thermocouples, pressure indicators and associated instrumentation
for measurement of moisture content and gas composition. The time variablea

is accounted for in Fig. 1 of Sec. (A). Vibration is not applicable to
penetrations. The report does not include step by step sequence measurementsO of the subject variables; however, adequate measurement indications are
referenced on applicable tables and graphs.
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(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category 1, states that IEEE 323-1974
( Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures;

IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4 states that the test equipment should be ,

calibrated against auditable efibration standards and shall have documenta- 1

tion to support such calibt- Jn. This report does not include formal test |
equipment calibration doctmentation; however, the date the associated test I

Iequipment was calibrated or due date to be calibrated was referenced in
the report. It is reasonable to assume that the calibration was done
to an acceptable standard.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing tear 1rocedures;
IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.7 states that upon completion of ;pe testing,
the equipment should be visually inspected. The equipment visual inspection
procedure is identified in Appendix A, steps 1.0 and 17.0 of the report.
The report is unclear on the extent or degree of inspection; however, it
can be inferred from the procedures outlined in the report that appropriate
inspections were performed.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2.1, paragraph (2), Categorv I, states that the choice
of qualification methods is a matter of technical judgment and availability of
test information to support conclusions reached. The miscellaneous con->

nectors as purchased through the penetration vendor (D. G. O'Brien) are
utilized for applications inside and outside containment. The report is
unclear with respect to applicable references or degree of qualification
regarding these connectors. Upiin contacting DGO for clarification, it was
stated that the miscellaneoua connectors were qualified by similarity
analysii to other tested units.~. The partial test data provided to support
the analyt$ca.1 assumptions and conclusions reached adequately demonstrates
an acceptable qualification of the connectors.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2.1, paragraph (2), Category I, states that the choice
of qualification methods is a matter of technical judgment and availability
of test information to support conclusions reached. The triax connectors
are utilized in modules of various instrument penetration assemblies. The
report (ER-268) is not clear on the degree of qualification for the associ-
ated triax modules. The penetration vendor (DGO) has been contacted regarding
the qualification status of the subject units and has stated that they are
presently performing a qualification test program specifically for the
referenced triax modules. When the test report has been formally issued
and the results obtained, an analysis will be performed to validate the
acceptable qualification of the subject connectors.

|
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Rockbestos Twinax Cable

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2 paragraph (4), Category I, states when
establishing the simulated 7vironmental profile for qualifying
equipment located inside contijnment, it is preferred that a
single profile be used that envelopes the environmental conditions
result.ing from any design basis ev et during any mode of plant'

operation. The Rockbestos Qualification Report for Firewall III
Coaxial Constructions provides a test profile which complet ly
envelopes the most severe environmental conditions of any Design
Basis Events with two exceptions. These exceptions have been
reviewed and it has been determined that the test margin at the
peaks more than compensates for the two exceptions.- These
exceptions only occurred because the testing was done in
accordance to the LOCA profile for a PWR/BWR as specified in
IEEE 323-1974 Figure Al.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2 paragraph (6), Category I, states the
temperature to which equipment is qualified, when exposed to the
simulated accident environment, should be defined by thermocouple
readings on or as close as practicable to the surface of the component
being qualified. No evidence is given in the report that the
thermocouple readings were taken during the test. The report does

O state, however, definite temperatures for the thermal aging test and
the simulated accident envircinment test, and is judged acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2 paragraph (10), Category I, states expected *

extremes in power supply voltage range anc. frequency should be
applied during simulated event environmental testing. No frequency
extremes as suggested in IEEE 323-1974 paragraph 6.3.1.5 (5) were
applied. It has been evaluated that the subject cable can operate
within the limits listed in IEEE Std323-1974 paragraph 6.3.1.5 (5),
and is considered adequate.

(4) NUREG 0588, section 4, paragraph (5) states that known material
phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated
aging program, to insure that no known changes occur within the
extrapolation limits. Rockbestos knew of no phase changes or
reactions associated with the Twinax cable when they performed the
accelerated aging tests and constructed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore,,

phase changes and reactions have not been addressed by the
Qualification Report.

: O
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O
BR: Doger Cable

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category I, as well as IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (9), state that performance limits or
failure criteria should be established prior to testing. The Okonite
Company did not specifically establish failure criteria before testing
the cable. The rose,1ts of these tests, however, indicate that the
isaulation maintained its functional integrity throughout the LOCA
teet and the 100 day post accident. simulation. Therefore, the lack
of pre-established failure criteria is acceptabla.

.-

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (3) requires that
the test plan include mounting and connection requirements. There are
no mounting and connection requirements in the qualification report.
Although the qualification report doesn't include mounting and connection
requirements, the coiling and bending of the cables at various stages
of the complete testing cycle 13 described and is a more important

O element of the test than the mounting and connection of the cables.
Therefore, failure to include cDanection details is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-3974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test

: procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1 requires that a test plan
be prepared to provide an auditable link between the specifications
and the test results. A test plan is not included in the qualification
report, but the results of the performed tests are included with the
identification of the respective test. Therefore, the failure to
include a specific test plan is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4 states that the test equip-
ment shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards and
shall have documentation to support such calibration. The only in- '

strumentation identified in the qualification report whose calibration
)

are traceable to the U.S. National Bureau of Standards are the radiation i

dosimetry meters used for radiation exposure testing of the cables.
{However, Okonite has a quality assurance program meeting the requirements

of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. Therefore, it is believed that Okonite main-
tains test instrument information in their quality assurance files.
Thus, omission of this data does not invalidate the qualification.

O (5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
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4

^ procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4.1 states that moisture
content and pressure should be measured variables. It was not clear
from the qualification report what the environmental pressure and
moisture content were at the test temperatures illustrated in the
test chamber temperature profile associated with the LOCA environment
simulation. Gilbert / Commonwealth sent a letter to the Okonite Company
on August 12, 1980, requesting clarification on this subject. A
response was received in a letter from the Okonite Company dated
August 18, 1980, which stated that the pressures associated with the.

' temperature profile are those of saturated steam at the temperatures
indicated and exceed the maximum anticipated LOCA environment pressure.
Therefore, the moisture content is also that of saturated steam at the
indicated temperatures, and the qualification report is acceptable as

i supplemented by the Okonite letter.
,

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category I, as well as IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (5), states that equipment should be
subjected to variations in the nominal frequency during testing. The
range of frequency this cable is expected to experience is not more
than + 5% of 60 HE. Since variations of this insignificant degree have
no effect on cable, testing at the nominal frequency of 60 Ra is
adequate.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (6), Category I, states that the
LOCA test temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or
as close as practical to the su'rface of the component being qualfiied.j

O The qualificction report does apt state whether thermocouples were used
or where they were located. Hautover, the test chamber is not known to'

have any internal restrictions sad the peak temperatures during the
LOCA simulation are held for several hours. Consequently it is expected
that the cables being tested attained the peak test temperature for the

,
duration of the peak simulation. Therefore, the failure of the report

j to include specific information on temperature measurement instrumentation
is acceptable.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known
material phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accel-
ersted aging program to insure that no known changes occur within the
extrapolation limits. Phase changes and reactions have not been add-
ressed in the qualifit:ation report. Therefore, it is assumed that the
Okonite Company knew of none when they performed the accelerated aging'

tests and constructed the Arrhenius plots.
I

i

|
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O TRIAX CABLE *
,

1 \
.

I (1) NUREG 0588, Sectior. 2.2, paragraph (1), Category I, as well as IEEE
| 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (9), states that performance limits

or failure criteria should be established prior to testing. BIW did
not.specifically establish failure criteria before testing the cable.'

However, the qualification report states that type, test specimens of!

similar cable withstood voltage tests after being subjected to
simulated normal environmental conditions. In addition, the type

test specimens withstood voltage tests also after being conditioned-

for normal environmental conditions and then subjected to a LOCA design'

basis event during which the triaxial cable is not required to function,
Therefore, lack of criteria in the test plan is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I,4 states.that IEEE'

323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline forjestablishing test
procedures. .IEEE-323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1 requires.that a test plan

i be prepared to provide an auditable link between thelspecifications and
{ the test results. A test plan is not included in the qualification report,
; but the results of the tests performed are included with the identification

'|
of the respective test. Therefore, the failure of the qualification
documentation to include a test plan is acceptable.

! : .
'

' (3) NUREG 0588, Sectio 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test -

;

; procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4 states that the test equip-
ment shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards and

, shall have documentation to support such calibration. 'The test reports
j include descriptions of the performed tests and the results of measured
i test parameters but instrumentation calibration data is not included.

However, BIW has a quality assurance program meeting the requirements of
10CFR50, Appendix B. Therefore, it may be assumed that BIW maintains test4

instrumentation information in their quality assurance files. Thus,
omission of this data does not invalidate the qualification.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (6), Category I, states that the tempera- ;
,

ture to which the equipment is qualified when exposed to simulated accident )'

environment, should be defined by thermocouple reading on or as close asi

practical to the surface of the component being qualified. The qualification
,

report neither says how the temperature was measured nor where it was
measured. However, all the tests were performed per IEEE 323-1974, Appendix

| A and IEEE 383-1974 and the cable maintained its functional integrity
during the testing. Therefore, the lack of above documentation in the quali-'

fication report is acceptable.

O
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(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (5), Category I, states that equipment
which is subjected to potential flooding should be identified and qualified
for the duration required. It has been determined that some of the
conduits outside of the reactor building through which the triaxial cable
pass are subject to becoming filled with water. The cable used outside
of containment has a double outer jacket of Bostrad 7 CSPE chlorosulfonated,

polyethylene (hypalon). Although the cable was not type tested for water
submerged application, the jacket material has been tested for resistance

' to water absorption. BIW has been requested to provide the reports for
this testing.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.3 paragraph (1), Catergory I, states that the test;

procedures should insure that the same piece of equipment is used throughout'

the test sequence. Since the triaxial cable from BIW has two different
outer. jacket materials, more than one type of cable had to be tested for
environmental qualification. BIW test report 758005-05 is for a triaxial
cable with crosslinked polyethylene insulting material and an outer jacket
of Bostrod 7 CSPE chlorosulfonated polyethylene (hypalon) which are the
same insulting and jacket materials as one of the two BIW triaxial cables to
be used in thJ V. C. Summer Nuclear Station. BIW test report 74G022B is
for a triaxial and Tefzel ETFE for the outer jacket material to qualify
Tefsel ETTE as on outer jacket material. Therefore, qualification type
tests of similar cables have be,en analyzed to determine the qualification

,

of the cables to be used in the V. C. Summer Nuclear Station.O
(7)

! -,

~

NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known materiali

phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging *

, program, to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation limits.
'

Boston Insulated Wire & Cable Co. knew of no phase changes or reactions
associated with triax cables when they performed the accelerated aging
tests and constructed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore, phase changes and
reactions have not been addressed by the qualification report

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph 9, Category I, states that the qualified
life of the equipment and the basis for its selection should be defined.
The qualification report does not include the following: a) the basis of
40 years qualified life for Tefzel insulated cable and; b) the test data
by which the slope of 40 yrs. life time has been plotted for crosslinked
polyethylene insulation cable. However, both type of cables were aged for,

i 168 hours at 150 C. BIW has been recuested on 7 November 1980 to provide
necessary test data to support the listed 40 year qualified life.

' |

|
'

.

.

;
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MCC's

*
,

! .
(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3 (c), category I, states that

although actual testing of a complete Oguipment unit is preferred,I e

other methods when justified any be founo acceptable. The components
of the actor control center (NCC) were analyzed per IEEE Standard

| 323 4 974 on an individual component basis. It is considered more
appropriate to analyze individual components of an MCC for qualification'

than to test a complete MCC. The qualified life of the MCC is 40 years.

when specific components with shorter qualified lives are replaced in
accordance with a maintenance schedule. Some specific components with
a qualified life of shorter than 40 years may be requalified to have a
longer life if it is determined that the operating conditions are less

i severe than the qualification conditions.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category I, states that IEEE
'

323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, iten (7), states that the

. test equipment requirements, including accuracies, should be included
in a test plan. Similarly, Section 6.3.1.4, states that environmental
and electrical variables should be monitored using test equipment

O whose calibration can be traced to auditable calibration standards. In

addition, NUREG 0588, Secti6n 5,-ites (2), Category I, states that the
guidelines for documentation in IEEE 323-1974 (which is Section 8) are

! acceptable when fully implemented; IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, ites
-

i (4) (c), states that a description of the test facility and instrument-
'

,

'ation used, including calibration records reference, should be documented
in the report. The report does not include complete details on test
equipment, accuracies or calibration, and sometimes merely references
or summarizes tests in support of qualification by analysis. More

'

complete and detailed information on test equipment, accuracies, and
calibration can be found in the referenced test reports and test

facility files.
|
'

| (3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category I, as well as IEEE
j 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, iten (5) states that the equipment should be
! subjected to variations in the nominal frequency during testing. The

j- postulatedmaximumrangeoffreguencyexcursionsisstatedinthe
qualification documentation as 5% in agreement with IEEE 323-1974.

;

! Although the frequency extremes were not applied to MCC components
during testing, it is considered the results are valid since we know'

I of no components that are particularly asnsitive to frequency variations.
i

!

i O
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' (4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.4, Category I, states that qualification by
; . analysis or opprating experience shall be acceptable if implemented
-

in accordance with IEEE 323-1974. Section 6.4.2 of IEEE 323-1974
requires that the documentation shall include physical locations and
mounting arrangements of the equipment in the operating facilities, as
well as a maintenance log and analysis of all failures. Square D
used operating experience as the basis for qualification of certain
components, but in some cases has not provided specific and detailed
information as required by IEEE.323-1974. However, the operating;

,

experience covers many years, and a large population of similar
components, used at many varied locations and environments. Further-
more, Square D has used the operating experience approach for analysis
of passive devices (bus bars, terminal blocks and fuses) where failures;

j are unusual. The radiation environment of the V. C. Summer Plant is
not included within the Square D operating experi'ence; however, radiation
affects were analyzed using published material property data. In con-
clusion, Square D has taken a conservative approach in estimating '

qualified life based on operating experience data; therefore, we find
using general operating experience data by Square D is acceptable.

| (5) NUREG 0588, Section 3, paragraph 2, Category I, states that IEEE 323-1974,
Section 6.3.1.5 is an acceptable guideline for establishing margins. IEEE,

( 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5 subpara. (4) requires that a voltage margin of
| at least _ 10% shall be used. The electrical endurance tests for
; certain size contactors and' starters were. conducted at greater margins
i (~' of + 19.8% (575V), or - 13.5% (415V) for other size contactors and

starters.. Since.all.the contacters and~ starters are similarly constructed
using similar materials, it is not considered necessary to test each

,

contactor or starter at the plus and minus voltage margin. Furthermore,

.the contactors and starters operated properly during seismic qualification
tests, with coil voltages reduced to 65% of 480 volts. In conclusion
the contactors and starters were tested using the upper or lower voltage

'

' margin, and with reduced coil voltage of 65%. As the contactor and
starter construction, and material of construction are similar, we find
the test is applicable, to and satisfies the requirements.

4

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph 2, Category I and IEEE 323-1974
paragraph 6.3.3 require that the aging effects of cyclic operation be
considered in the equipment qualification program. The circuit breakers
supplied with the motor control centers have,been type tested iccording1

i

to UL Standard 489 which includes endurance operational testing (load and
no-load), overload operational testing, and short-circuit operational
testing. The UL Standard 489 overload test consists of 50 close/open
operations at 600% rated current, but not less than 150 amps, which is
1000% in the case of a 15 amp breaker. While the test does not directly

! correspond to the anticipated service condition of 25 overload operations
: per year at 200% overload, we feel that this service condition is
4 unrealistic compared to actual operational conditions because:

1) Overload currents to motor feeder circuits are normally interrupted
. by the motor starter or other protective device--not the circuit

breaker.
! 2) Motor inrush current is handled by the starter--not the circuit

breaker.
,.
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(6) Continued;

Some branch circuits are solely protected by circuit breakers, where
the connected equipment cannot impose an overload on the supply (e.g.,

i resistance heaters). In practice, the circuit breaker functions as
a disconnect device (no load operation), and for interrupting fault,

currents. The qualification report adequately addresses both functions
and requires breaker replacement after fault current interruption.
Therefore, we feel the effects of operational aging have been adequately
addressed.

' (7) NUREG 0588, Section 4, parngraph 4, Category I, states that the Arrhenius
. methodology is considered an ecceptable method of addressing accelerated
aging. Other methods that can be supported by type tests will be eval- |

usted on a case-by-case basis. The following are justifications for4

aging methods used other than the Arrhenius methodology.,

Circuit Breakers,

The Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC) performed a retros; tva
; search of the NSIC computer file for circuit breaker failures. A atal

of 177 citations were noted with none attributed to failures due to
thermal aging' processes. An estimation of circuit breaker mean life
was made based on reliability calculations using the exponential model

j with statistical data on breaker field experience. The estimated mean
: life of breakers was the sho'rtest when calculated using figures for '

'

the first year of' age. The results indicated breaker mean life is well
over 40 years. Use of the Arrhenius Reaction Rate equation necessitates
knowledge of the activiation energy for the thermal aging process. .

Regrettably, activation energy data is not readily available for most
insulating materials. Another method which may be employed to calculate
the. thermal life of insulation is to employ the 10 C rule of thumb which0

states nat reaction rates double with every 10" rise in temperature
and conversely, the rates halve with every 10 C drop in tempe.:sture.
The thcrmal life of the insulation material'will be shortened or extended1

; accordingly. Use of the 100 rule gives results similar to the Arrhenius
. Reaction Rate . equation when the aging process has an activation energy
| of 19,000 calories / mole. Phenolic resin used in phenolic molding
i compounds, a' common plastic in circuit breakers, has an activation energy
! of 18,000 calories /moh. Therefore, the use of the 10 C rule of thumb

would appear to be a . sasonable method for projecting circuit breaker
insulation thermal life. The circuit breaker organic insulation.matar-
ials were tested per the Underwriter's Laboratories Inc. test method

;, UL746B " Polymeric Materials - Long Temns Property Evaluations" to deter-
,

'

mine the thermal life of the insulation. The Square D qualification !j

report conclude- that the qualified thermal. life of the circuit breakers |

| used as branch feeders is 15 years at the maximum anticipated conditions,

O
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(7) Continued

Motor Starters and Rei m
The thermal life of Class lE motor starn ra and relays is based on a
review of the thermal aging of the insulation materials. Underwriters''

Laboratories (UL) continually evaluates the long-term properties of
! electrical insulation materials. Using the procedures of UL-746B, the

generic temperature indexes have been established and published in the
UL Recognized Component Index. Temperature indexes are assigned by UL
at an extrapolated life of 11 years. Square D motor starters and relays
are UL listed in accordance with UL-508. At the anticipated environmental
conditions and applied equipment rs'..ng, the starter and relay insulation
materials will operate at temperatures below their temperature indices..

Thus, the operation results in an insignificant amount of change in the
material properties during 10 years of service due to thermal aging
effects. Therefore, Square D concludes that the Qualified Life of the
motor starters and relays is 10 years with respect to thermal agir.g.

i

Starter Coils; -

Since coil thermal life is directly related to time and temperature,
! accelerated thermal aging tests were performed. The test data was plotted

in accordance with chemical. reaction rate' theory based on the work of
; Arrhenius. The slope of the curves vary slightly for each type of coil, ;

but correlate with the approximate "10 C rule" for insulation.deteriora- I

I tion which states that the life of insulation is reduced one-half for
0each 10 C rise in temperature. The results of the tests lead Square D

to recommend that coils of NEMA Size 1 starters be replaced after 8
.

! years of service and coils of NEMA Size 2,3, and 4 starters be replaced
'

after 10 years of service.

Class 8501 Type H-Control Relay Coils
The same procedure and combination of service conditions for motor starters

were used to es:1 mate the thermal life of relay coils. Although the i

estimated thermal life of the coils is 47.5 years at the maximum temper-
ature rise of 58 C under qualification conditions. Square D recommends
that they be replaced after 10 years of service.

Control Transformers
Square D takes the position that no industry accepted thermal accelerated
aging technique as yet exists which can be applied to control transformers
and yield valid results to predict service life. Therefore, the effects
of thermal aging on the qualification of cont.rol transformers for Class

lE' service is based on an insulation material review. Type E0
transformers are UL Recognized Components which meet UL 506 " Specialty
Transformers" requirements. Temperature rise tests were performed on
sample open type transformers at 75% of rated load with the primary voltage i

at 90, 100 and 105% of rated voltage. The coil temperature rises at 100% i

voltage were used for thermal life calculations since they best represent '

the average conditions during the service life. All of the materials used,
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(7) Continued

in the primary insulation system have temperature ratings of 130 0 or
i more. Electrical insulation materials used for transformers are tested

and rated per IEEE standards 1-1969, 98-1972, 99-1970, and 117-1974.,

! Based on IEEE evaluation procedures, insulation material operating con-
i tinuously at its rated temperature reaches its half-life at 20,000 to'

40,000 hours. Using a service temperature of 1000C in the 10*C rule
equation to calculate the estimated thermal life, and considering the
presence of unknown variables which influence the overall thermal life,
Squarc. D concludes that the control transformers have a Qualified Life
with respect to thermal-aging of at leat 15 years.

Bus Bars
All bus bars are copper alloy, tin plated and have conductivity values
of 98% minimum. The anticipated continous current load for each is
below the design rating, thus reducing the thermal aging effects. Based

.

on this application and past operating experience, Square D concludes,

'

that the bus bar material will exhibit an insignificant amount of degrad-
ation for at laat 40 years.

Bus Insulators
All bus supports, bus bracing, and ' nit assembly insulators are made ofu

apolyestermoldingcompoundandhasaUgTemperatureratingof1300C.
Using a mari== design tennelature of 90 C and the 10 rule associated

O. with the Arrhenius theory, the Qualified Life of the insulators is calcu-' lated to be at least 40 years.
.

Terminal Blocks and Terminal Luas,

The thermal aging effects due to ambient temperature rad current load
are considered to be negligible and insignificant on terminal blocks and,

'

terminal lugs. This is based on the low level of current which will be
passing through the control circuits. Although there is not an exact
method available for determining the Qualified Life of these components,
Square D bases its qualification on the low level of currents which are ''

anticipated and past operating experience which indicates no significant
problem areas. .Therefore, Square D concludes that these components
would be qualified with respect to thermal. aging for at least 40 years.

'

Control Circuit Fuses
I t

Although there is no direct method or theory on which to base a Qualified '

Life for fuses, the manufacturer, Bussaan, has stated that under normal
service conditions this type of fune "cannot deteriorate with age, nor
can its rating change." Although this statement would indicate an un-
bounded life expectancy, Square U is aware of the importance of assurance:

of proper operation of the Class 1E equipment. After the manufacturer
was informed of the specific application, it was concluded that the fuses
would not be affected by thermal aging for at least 10 years under specified
operating conditions. Therefore, Square D reconsnends that the control

1circuit fuses be replaced every 10 years. l

.
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(7) Continued
m

I Wiring
i' General Electric has not subjected the SIS wire (SI57275) which will !

'

\ be supplied for the Class lE motor control centers, to a complete |
qualification program per IEEE Standard 323-1974. However, they have i

conducted some tests on their SIS FR-1 wire which provided sufficient
data to formulate an Arrhenius curve that relates the life expectancy
of the wire with a continous operating temperature. From information
available from General Electric. the Square D qualification reporti
concludes that the SIS FR-1 (SI57277) has a qualified life of at least'

i 40 years. The SIS wire (SI57275) is similar to the SIS FR-1 wire but
no specific Arrhenius type data is presently available to confirm a-

life expectancy. General Electric has Indicated this data will be avail-

i able in the near future from testing now in progress. However, data is

( available from testing per Unde: writers' Laboratories Inc., Standard
3 for Safety, " Rubber-Insulated Wires and Cables," UL44 for the SIS wire

(SI57275). Assuming this wire (SI57275) has similar properties as the-

1 SIS FR-1, an Arrhenius relationship can be used to approximate its
thermal life. Using convervatismin the thermal life calculation and

! allowing for additional unknown variables,.the Square D qualification
j report concludes that the thermal life of the SIS wire (SI57275) ic
. at least 15 years. It is anticipated that this thermal life will be
extended to at least 40 years when the thermal aging test is completed
and the results are evaluated. Cyprus has not subjected their Eypalon .
Appliance and Motor Lead Wire- Ena complete qualification program in accor-

O dance with IEEE Standard 383-1974. However, they have conducted two
test programs on cables with-hypalon jackets. The Hypalon compounds
tested are similar in chemical formulation to those used in the Appliance

,

and Motor Lead Wire. Although there is no specific Arrhenius data
available for this particular wire, it is reasonable to assume it to
be similar to Anaconda cable which also has a hypalon type jseket and
for which complete Arrhenius data is available. Using additional margin
and allowing for additional unknown variables, the Square D qualification
report concludes that the thermal life of the Cyprus Hypalon Appliance
and Motor Lead Wire is at least 15 years.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph 5, Category I, requires that known
material phase changes be defined. The MCC qualification report does not

. address phase changes. However, the design environment does not include
unusual extremes of temperature or pressure (i.e. it is a normal, non-

accident environment). This is a basically standard line of equipment,
having standard components, that will be operating in an environment which
is considered by industry as normal. It is reasonable to assume that
any unacceptable material phase changes which occur under normal environ-
mental conditions will have been detected and eliminated during the develop-

'
ment and early operating years of this established product,line. Radiation
is the only unusual aspect of the environment and the report demonstrates
that all components and materials will not suffer damage or unacceptable
change of properties when subjected to the postulated 40 year total inte-
grated radiation dose. Therefore, we conclude that material phase changesO are nr. an aging factor for this equipment.
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(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3(c), Category I, states thac
equipment that need not function in order to mitigate any accident and

O whose failure in any mode in any accident environment is not detrimental
to plant safety need only be qualified for its non-accident service environ-
ment. Although actual type testing is preferred, other methods when
justified may be found acceptable. The basis should be provided for con-
cluding that such equipment is not required to function in order to
mitigate any accident and that its failure in any mode in any accident
environment is not detrimental to plant safety. Motor Control Center
XMCIDA2Y, located at elevation 412'-0," in the auxiliary building, is in
this category of equipment. Motor Control Center XMClDA2Y is subject
to the environmental effects which result from some postulated small
line breaks. None of the postulated small line breaks that can adversely
affect this Train "A" control center, will cause a plant trip or result
in protection system action, similiarly the breaks can adversely affect
auxiliaries for the train "C" charging / safety injection pump. However,
none of these breaks will disable any of the train "B" equipment required
for plant shutdown, therefore, so long as the train "C" charging / safety
injection pump is not being used for train "B" while the train "B" is
taken out of service, the capability for plant i,hutdown is maintained.
In this unlikely event, the train "B" pump could be returned to service
or the hydro test pump could be used for required make-up for cold
shutdown. Appendix B to Branch Technical Position APCSB 3-1, in paragraph
11.(b) states that " environmentally induced failures caused by a leak or
rupture of the pipe which would not of itself result in protective action but
-does disable protective functions. In this regard, a loss of redundancy, .

is permitted, but a loss of function is not permitted. For such situations( plantshutdownisrequired."(SinceMotorControlCenterXMC1DA2Yis .

not required to mitigate the consequences of any of the postulated line
breaks, and since no protective action will result, the criteria given *

above permits a loss of redundancy, so long as function is maintained.
Since the train "Bi" shutdown equipment will remain operable, function
is maintained. Therefore, XMC1DA2Y is not required to function in order.

to mitigate any of the postulated line breaks and its failure in any
mode is not detrimental to plant safety.

|

*

.

O.
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Batteries and Battery Racks

(1) Paragraph 3 (1) of NUREG 0588 states that quantified margins should
be applied to design parameters to assure that the postulated accident
conditions have been enveloped during testing. The batteries are n9t
subject to temperatures and pressures resulting from a LOCA or a
steam line break. Therefore, the operating ambient temperature was
considered without margin, and is judged acceptable.

(2) Paragraph 4 (4) of NUREG 0588 states that the Arrhenius methodology
is considered an acceptable method of addressing accelerated aging,
but other aging methods that can be supported by type tests will be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. The typg LC-21 batteries were
age-tested to siraulate a 20-year life at 77 F, during an accelerated
test period of 200 days at 160 F. This test time is based upon the
IEEE and NEMA Life Equivalency Formula in which the test days is
equivalent to 10 times the lifetime in years (Td = 10.0 T ) , andyis found acceptable.

(3) Paragraph 2.2 of NUREG 0588, Category I, states that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines of Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.4.4 requires inclusion of radiological features in the
qualification test. As this ' equipment will experience less than 5 x 102
Rads during its expected life. time, the omission of radiological effects
is acceptable. .

'

O
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Square D Switchboard

(1) Paragraph 3.1 (3) (c) of NUREG 0588, Category I, states that although
actual testing of a complets equipment unit is preferred, other methods
when justified may be found acceptable.
The components of the switchboards were analyzed per IEEE Standard 323-
1974 on an individual component basis. It is considered more appropriate
to analyze individual components of a switchboard for qualification than

!,
to analyze or test a complete switchboard.
The qualified life of the switchboard is 40 years when specific components
with shorter qualified lives are replaced in accordance with a maintenance
schedule. Some specific components with a qualified life of shorter than
40 years may be requalified to have a longer life if it is determined
that the operating conditions are less severe than the analyzed conditions.
This, in conjunction with analysis, provides reasonable assurance that
the equipment will perform its intended function in the environment
experienced.

(2) Paragraph 2.4 of NUREG 0588, Category I, states that when other methods
such as analysis or operating experience are implemented, it is required
that some partial type tests on vital components of the equipment be
provided in support of these methods. The vital components and their
operating parameters for whictr tests were not performed are describedO as follows:

b
Circuit Breakers - Radiation osure

The Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC) performed a retrospective
search of the NSIC computer file for circuit breaker failures. A total
of 177 citations were noted with none relating to modes of failure
concerning radiation degradation.

The review of the materials of construction for circuit breakers was made
to assess the effect of radiation exposure at the qualification condition
including margin. Assessment of possible effects was made based on
available technical literature on the interaction of ionizing radiation
and materials. The review indicates radiation levels would have to be
above 1.0 7 105 rads before any detectable effects could be anticipated
for structural or insulation degradation compared to the 40 year quali-

4fication level of 1.3 x 10 rads. No effect is expected from gaseous
degradation products' because the low rate of exposure, 250 rads per year,
precludes significant gas release and the temperature and diffusion rate
of hydro en, the principal product, are such to prevent concentration

ibuild-up

Circuit Breakers - Thermal Aging

The Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC) performed a retrospective
p search of the NSIC computer file for circuit breaker failures. A total_ (') of 177 citations were noted with none attributed to failures due to

'

thermal aging processes.
1
'
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() The esttaation of circuit breaker mean life was made b2 sed on reliability
\ _/ calculations using the exponential model with statistical data on breaker

field experience. The estimated mean life of breakers was the shortest
when calculated using figures for the first year of age. The results
indicate breaker mean life is well over 40 years.,

The circuit breaker organic insulation materials were tested per the
Underwriters' Laboratories Inc. test method UL746B " Polymeric Materials -
Long Terms Property Evaluations" to determine their UL temperature index.
The UL temperature index was then used in the 100C rule equation to
determine the thermal life of the insulation.

Other Components - Thermal Aging

See Note (3) (following), regarding thermal aging of other components.
In conclusion, the aforementioned data constitutes a viable alternative
to testing.

(3) Paragraph 4. (4) of NUREG 0588, Category I, states that the Arrhenius
methodology is considered an acceptable method of addressing accelerated
aging and other aging methods that can be supported by type tests, will
be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Circuit Breakers
,

4

O- Use of the Arrhenius Reaction Race equation necessitates knowledge of'

the activation energy for the thermal aging process. Regrettably,
activation energy data is not readily available for most insulating
materials.

Another method which may be employed to calculate the thermal life of
insulation is to employ the 10 C rule of thumb which states that reactios
rates double with every 100 rise in temperature and conversely, the ratra
halve with every 100C drop in temperature. The. thermal life of the insu-
lation material will be shortened or extended accordingly. Use of the
100C rule gives results similar to the Arrhenius Reaction Rate equation
when the aging process has an activation energy of 19,000 calories / mole.
Phenolic resin used in phenolic molding compounds, a common plastic
in circuit breakers, has an activation energy of 18,000 calories / mole.
Therefore, the use of the 10 C rule of thumb would appear to be a reason-0<

able method for projecting circuit breaker insulation thermal life. The
Square D quclification report concludes that the qualified thennal life
of the circuit breakers used as branch feeders is 15 years at the maximum
anticipated conditions.

Fuses
,

The control circuit f uses are supplied by Bussman Manuf acturing. Although
there is no direct method or theory on which to base a qualified life, the
manufacturer has stated that under normal service conditions this type of
fuse " . . . cannot deteriorate with age - nor can its rating change."

Os Af ter the manuf acturer was informed of the specific application, it
concluded that the fuses would nor be affected by thermal aging for at
least 10 years while operating under the specific conditions. Therefore,
regardless of tha life expectancy or the operating conditions experienced,,

Square D recommends that the control circuit fuses be replaced every 10 years.
+
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Wirina'

General Electric has not subjected the SIS wire, (SI57275) which will be
suppMed for the Class 1E motor control centers, to a complete qualification
progres e r IEEE Standard 323-1974 However, they have moducted some
tests on th=1- SIS FR-1 wire which provided sufficient dat.a to formulate
an Arrhenius cwve that related the life expectancy of the wire with
a continuous opercting temperature. From information available from
Gereral Electric, the Square D Qualification report concludes that the
SIS FR-1 (SI57277) has a qualified life of at least 40 years.
The SIS wire (SI57275) is similar to the SIS FR-1 wire but no specific
Arrhenius type data is presently available to confirm a life expectancy.
General Electric has indicated this data will be available in the near
future from testing now in progress.
However, data is available from testing per Underwriters' Laboratories,
Inc. Standard for Safety, " Rubber - Insulated Wires and Cables", UL44
for the SIS wire (SI57275) has similar properties as the SIS FR-1, an
Arrhenius relationship can be used to approximate its thermal life.
Using conservatism in the thermal life calculation and allowing for
additional unknown variables, the Square D qualification report concludes
that the thermal life of the SIS vira (SI57275) is at least 15 years.
It is anticipated that this thermal life will be extended to at least
40 years when the thermal aging test is completed and the results
are evaluated.

Bus Bars *

'

All bus bars are tin placed copper alloy and have conductivity values of
98% minimum. The anticipated antinuous current load for each size
switchboard is below the design rating, thus reducing the thermal aging
effects. Based on this application and post operating experience,
Square D concludes that the bus bar material will exhibit an insignificant
amount of degradation for at least 40 years.

Bus Insulators
<

All bus insulators are made of polyester type materials which have a UL
Temperature rating of 130 C. The maximum permissible design temperature

0of the buses is 90 C under full load conditions. Using the 10 C rule
associated with the Arrhenius Reaction Rate theory, the bus insulators
life expectancy is calculated to be at least 40 years.

1

Insulation Tubing

+
The insulation tubing surrounding the bolts used in securing the bus!

i
ir.sulators are made of LEXAN. The particular grades of LEXAN used have
a UL Temperature rating of 125 F. Assuming a conservative value of 90 C
for the operating temperature the lifetime is calculated to be at least ,

40 years.
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Terminal Blocks and Terminal Lugs

O-
The thermal aging effects due to ambient temperature an'd' current load
are considered by Square D to be negligible and insignifidsnt on
terminal blocks and terminal lugs. Although there is not an exact
method for determining the Qualified Life of 2ese components would
be qualified with respect to thermal aging for at least 40 years.
The basis of this conclusion is that low level of currents are anticipated
and past history indicates no significant problem areas.

It is therefore concluded, that the aforementioned aging data is an
acceptable alternative to the Arrhenius method,

t
,

t

|

i

.

O
.

:

:

|
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Square D Panel Boards

(1) Paragraph 21 (3) (c) of NUREG 0588, Category I, states that although I

actual testing of a complete equipment unit is preferred, other methods
when justified may be found acceptable. |

The components of the panalboards were analyzed per IEEE Standard 323-
1974 on an individual component basis. It is considered more appropriate
to acalyze individual components of a panelboard for qualification than
to analyze a complete panelboard.

The qualified life of the panelboards is 40 yerars when specific components
with shorter qualified lives are replaced in accordance with a maintenance
schedule. Some specific. components with a qualified life of shorter than
40 years may be requalified to have a longer life if it is determined
that the operating conditions are less than the qualifying conditions.
This, in conjunction with analysis, providesreasonable assurance that
the equipment will perform its intended function in the environment
experienced.

(2) Paragraph 2.4; of NUREG 0588, _ Category I, states that when other methods
such as analysis of operating experience are implemented, it is required

O that some partial type tests on vital components of the equipment be
provided in support of these methods. The vital components and their
operating parameters for which tests were not performed are described
as follows:

Circuit Breakers - Radiation Exposure

The Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC) performed a retrospective
search of the NSIC computer file for circuit breaker f ailures. A total
of 177 citations were acted with none relating to modes of failure
concerning radiation degradation.

A review of the materials of construction for circuit breakers was made
to assess the effect of radiation exposure at the qualification condition
including margin. Assessment of possible effects was made based on
availrble technical literature on the interaction of ionizing radiation
and materials.5 The review indicates radiation levels would have to beabove 1.0 x 10 rads before any detectable effects could be anticipated
for structural or insulatign degradation compared to the 40 year quali-
fication level of 1.3 x 10 rads. No effect is expected from gaseous
degradation products because the low rate of exposure, 250 rads per year,
precludes significant gas release and the temperature and diffusion rate
of hydrogen, the principal product, are such to prevent concentration
build-up.

O -
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Structures - Radiation Exposure

A review of the materials used in the panelboard structures was made
to determine the effects of the anticipated exposure to gamca radiation.
The " Report on The Effect of Radiation on Electrical Insulating Materials" I

from the Radiation Eff acts Information Center and " Nuclear Engineering |
Handbook" were reviewed and the results indicate that the materials |

6used in the structures are capable of withstanding a minimum of 1 x 10
rads before noticeable but insignificant degradation occurs to the most '

susceptable material. Comparing this with a 40 year qualification level
of 1.3 x 10 rads yields a qualified life of 40 years with respect to
radiation exposure.

All Components - Thermal Aging;

See Note (3), following, for justification of determining the qualified life
'

of components with regard to thermal aging without testing.
In conclusion, the aforementioned data constitutes a viable alternative
to testing.

(3) Paragraph 4. (4) of NUREG 0588, Category I, states that the Arrhenius
methodology is considered an acceptable method of addressing accelerated
aging and other aging methods that can be supported by type tests, will
be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. The following are justifications
for aging methods used other than the Arrhenius methodology.

^
.

Circuit Breakers
t

The Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC) performed a retrospective
search of the NSIC computer file for circuit breakar f ailures. A total

of 177 citations were noted with none attributed to failures due to
thermal aging processes.

An estimation of circuit breaker mean life was made based on reliability
calculations using the exponential model with statistical data on breaker

' field experience. The estimated mean life of breakers was the shortest
when calculated using figures for the first year of age. The results
indicate breaker mean life is well over 40 years.

'

Use of the Arrhenius Reaction Rate equation necessitates knowledge of
the activiation energy for the thermal aging process. Regrettably, activa--

tion energy data is not readily available for most insulating materials.

Another method which may be engloyed to calculate the thermal life of
insulation is to employ the 10 C rule of thtab which states that reaction

rates double with every 10 rise in temperature and conversely, the rates
halve with every 10 drop in temperature. The thermal life of the insula-

'

tion material will be shortened or extended accordingly. Use of the 10 C
rule gives results similar to the Arrhenius Reaction Rate equation when
the aging process has an activation energy of 19,000 calories / mole.

. Phenolic resin used in phenolic molding compounds, a common plastic in
1 circuit breakers, has an activation energy of 18,000 calories / mole.

Therefore, the use of the 10 C rule of thumb would appear to be a reason-'

able method for projecting circuit breaker insulation thermal life.
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The circuit breaker organic inculation materials were tested per the
Underwriters' Laboratories Inc. test method UL746B " Polymeric Materials -
Long Terms Property Evaluations" to determine their UL temperature4

index. The UL temperature index was then used in the 10 C rule0

equation to determine the thermal life of the insulation.

The Square D qualification report concludes that the qualified thermal
life of the circuit breakars used as branch feeders is 15 years at
the maximum anticipated conditions.

Bus Bars

All bus bars are tin plated copper alloy and have conductivity values
of 98% minimum. The anticipated continuous current load for each size,

panelboard is below the design rating, thus reducing the thermal aging
effects. Based on this application and post operating experience,
Square D concludes that the bus bar material will exhibit an insignifi-
cant amount of degradation for at least 40 years.

Bus Insulators

All bus insulators are made of polyester type materials which have a UL
temperature rating of 1300C. The maximum permissible design temperature
of the buses is 90 C under full load conditions. Using the 10 C rule
associated with the Arrhenius Reaction Rate theory, the bus insulators
life expectancy is calculated'to be at least 40 years.O 'Lua Insulators -

v

.

The material used for the main lug insulators is grade CE laminated
phenolic. The material half-life which is defined as the point at
which there has been a 50% degradation of the material's properties,
is directly proportional to the continuous operating temperature. From
NEMA Publication No. LI5-1969, this material is shown to be good for
30,000 hours of continuous operation at 103 C. Although the maximum
ambient temperature is expected to be 35 C, the analysis ased 85 C
since the maximum permissible design temperature rise is .50 C. Using0

,

0the 10 C rule auociater' with the Arrhenious Reaction Rate Theory and
a life expectancy of 35,000 hours, Square D concludes that the lug
insulators have a cuified life of 10 years.

Terminal Lugs
,

The thermal aging effects due to ambient temperature and current load
are considered to be negligible and insignificant on terminal lugs.'

Although there is not an exact method available for determining the
Qualified Life of these components, Square D bases its qualification
on the low level of currents which are anticipated and past operating
experience which indicates no significant problem areas. Square D
concludes that the terminal lugs would be qualified for at least 40
years with respect to thermal aging.

O
'
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Square D Tranafer Switches
.

(1) Paragraph 2.1 (3) (c) of NUREG 0588, Category I, states that although
actual testing of a complete equipment unit is preferred, other methods'

when justified may be found acceptable.

The components of the transfer switches were analyzed per IEEE Standard
323-1974 on an individual component basis. It is considered more
appropriate to analyze individual components of a transfer switch for
qualifiestion than to test a complete transfer switch unit.

The qualified life of the transfer switch is 40 years when specific.

components with shorter qualified lives are replaced in accordance.

with a maintenance schedule. Some specific components with a qualified
life of shorter than 40 years may be requalified to have a longer life
if it is determined that the operating conditions are less severe than
the analysis conditions. This, in conjunction with analysis, provides

; reasonable assurance that the equipment will perform its intended function
'

in the environment experienced.

I (2) Paragraph 2.4 of NUREG 0588, Category I, states that when other methods
; such as analysis or operating. experience are Laplemented, it is required.

that some partial type tests on vital components of the equipment beI\ provided in support of these' methods. The vital components and theirV operating parameters for whicli tests were not performed are described4

as follows:

Circuit Breakers - Radiation

The Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC) performed a retrospective
search of the NSIC computer file. A total of 177 citations were

noted with none relating to modes of f ailure concerning radiation
degradation.

The review of the materials of construction for circuit breakers was
made to assess the effect of radiation exposure at the qualification
condition including margin. Assessment of possible effects was made4

based upon available technical literature on the interaction of ionizing
radiation and materials. $The review indicates radiatign levels wouldI

have to be above 1.0 x 10 rads compared with 1.3 x 10 at the 40 year
qualification level before any detectable effects could be ant 1cipated
for structural or insulation degradation. No effect is expected from
gaseous degradation products because the low rate of exposure, 250
rads per year, precludes significant gas release and the temperature
and diffusion rate of hydrogen, the principal product, are such to
prevent concentration build-up.

I
\

O ,

.
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D
Structures - Radiation

A review of the materials used in the construction of the transfer
switch structures was made to determine the effects of the anticipated i

exposure to gamma radiation. The results of this analysis indicate that
the materials useg in the structures are capable of withstanding arads compared with 1.3 x 104minimum of 1 x 10 rads at the qualification
level including margin, before noticeable but insignificant degradation
occurs to the most susceptible material. Therefore, all material used
in the transfer switch structures have a qualified life of at least
40 years.

All Transfer Switch Components - Thermal !

!
See Note (3), following, for justification of qualification of components
without tests being performed.

|

In conclusion, the aforementioned data constitutes a viable alternative 1

i
to testing.

(3) Paragraph 4, (4) of NUREG 0588, Category 1, acates that the Arrhenius
methodology is considered an acceptable method of addressing accelerated
aging. Other aging methods that can be supported by type tests will be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. The following is a justification for
qualification of components by methods other than the Arrhenius methodology.O ~

Circuit Breakers -

;

The Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC) performed a retrospective
search of the NSIC computer file. A total of 177 citations were noted

,

and none were attributed to failures due to thermal aging processes. {The UL Temperature indices for the materials of construction for the 1

circuit breakers were determined through the Underwriters' Laboratories I

test method UL746B, " Polymeric Materials - Long Term Property Evaluation." l

The temperature indices were used in the 100C rule of thumb which states
thatreactionratesdoublewithevery10griseintemperatureand
conversely, the rates halve with every 10 C drop in temperature. From
the 10 C rule, the calculated qualified life for the circuit breakers
with respect to thermal aging is 15 years at maximum anticipated
conditions.

Bus Bars

The anticipated continuous current load is below the design rating, thus
reducing the thermal aging ef fects. Based on this application and past |operating experience, Square D concludes that the bus bar material will I

exhibit an insignificant amount of degradation for at least 40 years.

O |
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Stand-Off Insulators. Bus Insulators, and Insolation Barriers

'

Q A method other than the Arrhenius method which may be employed to cal-
culate the thermal life of insulation is the 100C rule of thtsab which
states that reaction rates double with every 10 C rise in temperature
and conversely, the rates halve with every 10 C drop in tamperature.
The Square D qualification report calculation shows a thermal lifetime
of at least 40 years at maximum permissible design temperature.

Bus Supports

Using the 100C rule of thumb, Square D concludes that the bus supports
have a qualified life with respect to thermal aging of 20 years.

Terminal Blocks and Terminal Lug

The thermal aging effects due to ambient temperature and current load
are considered to be negligible and insignificant on terminal blocks
and lugs. This is based on the low level of current which will be passing
through the various control circuits in the transfer switch units.

Although there is no exact method available for determining the Quali-
fied Life of these components, Square D bases their qualification on
the low level of currents that are anticipated and past operating
experience which indicates no significant problem areas. Square D

i

concludes that these components would be qualified for at lease 40 years )
of operation. '

Wiring .

There is no specific Arrhenius type data presently available to confirm
a life expectancy for the SIS wire (SI57275). Eowever, the wire is
similar to Ceneral electric's SI57277 wire for which Arrhenius data
indicates life expectancy is halved for every 4.78 C of temperature
rise. Also, the SI57277 was tested per Underwriters' Laboratories
standard UL44, " Rubber Insulated Wires and Cables" which requires thermal
aging at 121 C for 168 hours. Using a 5 C thermal aging factor (com-
pared to 4.J8 C for SI57277 wire,) an expected service operating temper-
ature of 70 C and allowing for unknown variables, Square D concludes
that the thermal life of the SIS wire (SI57275) would be at least 15
years.

|
|
I
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Service Dater Booster Ptsap Motors

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 1.4, Category I, states that the radiation environment
for qualification of equipment should be based on the normally expected
radiation environment over the equipment's qualified life, plus that
associated with the most severe design basis accident (DBA), during
which the equipment must remain functional. Louis Allis Co. was not
originally required to supply motors for other than background radiation

envirguments. However, recent investigation has revealed that a dosage
of 10 rads may be encountered over the life of the plant. Qualification-

to this level of radiation exposure is being pursued.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3 (c), Category I, states Equipment
that need not function in order to mitigate any accident and whose
failure,in any mode in any accident environment is not detrimental
to plant safety need only be qualified for its non-accident service
condition. Service Water Booster Pumps f all into this category in that
the Design Basis Accidents to which these components
are expcsed (Main Steam Line Breaks) are accidents which do not require
operation of these motora, with one exception. This exception is that a
Small Line Break occurring concurrently with a Loss of Offsite Power

would still require Reactor ,Blds. Atmospheric Cooling in order to pre-
_vent the building temperaturs from exceeding the equipment qualification i

O limit. Although Reactor Building Atmospheric Cooling is still nec-
cessary and the normal meansifor providing this cooling upon Loss of
Offsite Power is by these pumps. The required cooling can be obtained

,

by energizing the ICI-1B-C1 Industrial Cooler from the diesel generator
"A" (Tag #XEG 0001A) via the XSWlDA-ES, XSWlDAl-ES and XSWlB1-ES busses.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.4, Category I, states Qualification by analysis
or operating experience implemented as directed in IEEE Std; 323-1974

and other ancilliary standards may be found acceptable. The adequacy
of, these methods will be evaluated on the basis of the quality and
detail of information submitted in support of the assumptions made.
The subject report states that " Louis Allis Co. used as its base

criteria a test on a Class A insulation system." The report then goes
,

on to compare Class A insulation properties with those of Class F |
(used in this motor) and states "The thermal endurance qualification is '

based on relating the expected time-temperr.ture exposure of the motor
to an equivalent time at rated temperature of the insulation system.
The insulation propertigs in the report show the Class F insulation good
for 27,065 hours at 155 C, however, no detailed information is supplied
in support of this analysis. This information is being sought at this
time to support the assumptions made.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 3, Paragraph (2), Category I states In lieu of
other proposed margins that may he found acceptable, the suggested values
indicated in IEEE Std. 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5 should be used as a

p guide . In the case of Maximum and Average Temperatures, the equipment
Q qualification did not allow the +15 F margin stated in ene 323-1974

Std. However, because the equipment is calculated to run for the
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O
equivalent of 1099 hrs, at design temperature, but is capeble of
running for 27,065 hrs. there is more than enough margin in time to
make up for the neglect of margin in temperature.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, Paragraph (10), Category I, states Expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. The motors were specified {
in accordance with NEMA Std. MG-1 which requirss that they be operational
within 110% of .the rated voltage and 25% of the rated frequency. |
Documentation of conformance to this NEMA Std. is being requested, I

and because the service water booster pumps are not expected to experience j
voltage and frequency values beyond the NEMA Std. extremes, design to j

this standard is acceptable.
,

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, Paragraph (7), Category I, states Performance
characteristics should be verified before, af ter, and periodically during ;

testing throughout its range of required operability. Although this |
section of NUREC 0588 applies to type testing and only partial-type l
testing was performed on the insulation system the intent of this para- |
graph should still be imposed. There is no evidence in the qualification

'

report that performance characteristics were checked. Neither is there
any evidence of equipment operability monitoring throughout the test as
specified in NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, Paragraph 9. The report does state
that the insulation system uTred in this motor is qualified in accordance

[~'} with IEEE 117. A description of the test methods used in accordance
v with IEEE 117 and the supporting data has been requested from the

Louis Allis Co.
.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 4, Paragraph (5), Category I, states That known
material phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated
aging program, to insure that no known changes occur within the extra-
polation limits. Louis Allis Co. knew of no phase changes or reactions
associated with the motor insulation when they performed the accelerated
aging tests. Therefore, phase changes and reactions have not been
addressed by the qualification report.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 5, Paragraph (2), Catergory I, states The guidelines
for documentation in IEEE Std. 323-1974 when fully implemented are acceptable;
IEEE Std. 323-1974 Section 8.3 Item 4 (h) and Section 8.5 Item (7) state
that a qualification report should include an approved signature and date.
The report itself does not include any approval signatures or dates.
It was, however, transmitted with a signed transmittal letter. Therefore,4

the reports' failure to include. an approval signature does not detract
4 from its validity.

-2-
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Emergency Feedwater Pump Motor

.

1

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (2), Category I, states that qualification
by analysis is acceptable if (a) testing of the component is impractical
due to size limitations, and (b) partial type test data is provided to
support the analytical assumptions and conclusion reached. The qualification i

'

for the General Electric emergency feedwater ptsap motors meets the criteria
of (a) and (b) above and therefore is acceptable.

(2) FUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragr iph (10), Category I, states that the expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied during
simulated event environmental testing. General Electric did not subject the
prototype motors to the expected extremes of voltage and f requency. However,

' the motors were specified and designed to be in accordance with NEMA Stand-
ard MGl which requires motors to be operational within i 10% of rated voltage
and 15% of rated frequency. The emergency feedwater pump motors are not
expected to experience voltage and frequency valaes beyond their design
extremes, therefore, testing at nominal voltage and frequency is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.4, Category I, states that qualification by analysis
or operating experience implemented as described in IEEE Standard 323-1974
and other ancilliary standards, may be found acceptable. IEEE Standard
323-paragraph 6.4.3 s 'tes that,"for equipment whose operational history

O becomes a basis for q alification, the operating environment must equal
or exceed the design environment in severity." Although test data is used

,

for the qualification of the insulation system, General Electric has relied j
,

on operating experience to demonstrate qualification of the rotor, bearings,
and shield, and general construction. No daca is given in the Qualification i
Documentation to the types of environments into which similar motors have
been installed. However, the documentation notes that a total of 15,106
such motors were shipped by General Electric from 1961 through 1966. Since
the service conditions for the Emergency Feed. Water Pump Motors are mild

i

when compared with typical industrial conditions, it can be assumed that |
; some of the 15,106 motors identified in the report are installed under more j
; severe conditions. Temperature and Pressure extremes are exceptions to
'

the statement above, however, tuperature is acceptable by analysis. The
pressure extreme is beyond the qualified level of continuing operation.>

There is an-increase from atmospheric pressure to 2.3 psig or 15%. Since*

these motors have a totally enclosed fan cooled enclosure and a sealed
Class "F" insulation, the windings will not experience any ef fects f rom
a 15% ambient pressure increase. Therefore, the qualification is
accep table.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph 2, Category I, states that the guide-
"

lines for doctaientation in IEEP. Std. 323-1974 when fully implemented
are acceptable; IEEE 323-1974, Section 8.3, item (4) , (h), Section 8.4,i

item (8), and Section 8.5, item (7), state that the qualification report

O
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g should include an approval signature and date. The report does not

Q include any approval signature; however, the report was written
specifically for the motors on the V. C. Summer job and was forwarded
to GAI from GE with a signed transmittal *ter. Therefore, the report's
failure to include an approval signature ou detract from the
validity of the qualification.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known
material phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accel-
erated aging program, to insure that no known changes occur within the
extrapolation limits. General Electric knew of no phase changes or
reactions associated with the motor insulation system when they per-
formed the accelerated aging tests and constructed the Arrhenius plots.
Therefore, phase changes and reactions have not been addressed by the
qualification report.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (6), Category I, states that "The ' aging
acceleration race used during qualification testing and the basis upon,

which the rate was established should be described and justified."
The tests were conducted in accordance with AIEE #51 (the predecessor
of IEEE #275) and the data analyzed and reported in accordance with
AIEE #1F (the predecessor <' igEE #101). Justification of the aging
rate is based upon the fac that the above-listed standards were the
industry accepted sta W s for testing and analyzation at the time
the tests were performea.

.

p (7) UUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (2), Category I, states that the de-
(/ graded influences discussed in-Sections 6.3.3, 6.3.4, and 6.3.5 of

IEEE Standard 323-1974 and the electrical and mechanical stresses
associated with cyclic operation of equipment should be considered "

and included as part of the aging program. All necessa.y influences
with the exception of radiation exposure were applied as part of the
aging progran. The qualification documentatio: includes a review

of the radiation eclerance of the materials used in the motor. This
review indicated no detectable damage to any of the materials for
radiation exposures several orders of magnitude higher than the
( 104 rads to which these motors may be exposed. Therefore, quali-
fication based on testing of a motor which was unirradiated is
acceptable.

O<
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: O
Reactor Buildina Soray ptmo Motors

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 1.4, Category I, states that the radiation environment
for qualification of equipment should be based on the normally expected
radiation environment over the equipment qualified life, plus that
associated with the most severe design basis accident (DBA) during which
that equipment must remain functional, and an additional 10% radiation
margin as per IEEE Std. 323-1974, Sgetion6.3.1.5. When the equipment
was ordered, it was believed 1 x 10 Rad Total integrated dose (TID)
qualificatig was sufficient; however, investigation shows that a TID
of 9.12 x 10 Rads over the 40 year life followed by the DBA - LOCA |
1s the most severe design condition for which these motors must remain j
functional. The motor manufacturer has been requested to provide

|additiona
of1x10} Rads. data, if possible, to demonstrate qualification to a TID |

1

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2 paragraph (10), Category I, states that expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. General Electric did not
subject the prototype motors to the expected extremes of voltage and
frequency. However, the motors were specified and designec'. in accordance
with NEMA Std. MG-1 which requires that they be operational within j
i 10% of rated voltage and i 5Pof ratied frequency. The spray pumps are '

O not expected to experience volt. age and frequency variatiens beyond their
design extremes; therefore, testing at nominal voltage and frequency is
accep table.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph 3 (c), Category I, states that equipment
that need not function in order to mitigate any accident, and whose
failure in any mode, in any accident environment is not detrimental to
plant safety, need only be qualified for its non-accident service environ-'

ment. Although actual type testing is preferred, other methods when
justified may be acceptable. The basis should be provided for concluding
that such equipment is not required to function in order to mitigate any
accident, and that its failure in any mode or accident environment is not
detrdmental to plant safety. Reactor Building Spray Pump Motors fall
into the not required to operate category, in that the Design Basis
Accidents to which these components are exposed (Small Line Breaks) do
not require operation of these motors. The accidents for which the op-

| eratio of the motors is necessary are the Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
and Maia Steam Line Breaks (MSB) inside containment. During a LOCA or
MSB the temperature and pressure to which the motors are subject does4

not vary significantly from the normal environment.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.4, Category I, states that Qualification .by analysis
; or operating experience implemented, as described in IEEE S td. 323-1974

and other ancilliary standards, may be found acceptable. IEEE S td.
323-1974, paragraph 6.4.3 states that: for equipment whose operational

O
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history becomes a basis for qualification, the operating environment must
. equal or exceed the design environment in severity. Although test data
"

is used for the qualification of the insulation system , General Electric
has relied on operating experience to demonstrate qualification of the
rotor, bearings, and shield, and general construction. No data is given
in the Qualification Documentation to the types of environments into which
similar motors have been installed. However, GE's operating experience
documents that 15,106 such motors were shipped by G.E. from 1961 through
1966. Since the service conditions for the reactor building spray pump
motors are mild when compared with typical industrial conditions, it can
be asstated that some of the 15, lho motors identified in the report are

'

installed under more severe conditions. Radiation exposure is an exception
to the statement above and qualification data is being pursued as stated
in (1) above.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.4, category I, states that Qualification by analysis
or operating experience implemented, as described in IEEE Std. 323-1974
and other ancilliary standards may be found acceptable. IEEE Std. 323
paragraph 6.4.3 states that for equipment to be qualified by operating
history, it should be noted that if design environment includes seismic
accelerations followed by a design basis event environment that is more
severe than the recorded in service environment, then the installed
equipment must, in general, be removed from service and subjected to a

! partial type test to include the seismic and design basis event effects
before the equipment can be conIidered fully qualified. The Reactor

O Building Spray Pumps are qualified for operation af ter or during a
seismic event. Sumunary of this~ qualification is given in G.E. Report
ME-400 " Seismic-Stress Analysis of Horizontal Motor." Qualification to

.

the Design Basis Event is not necessary in that, as stated in (3) above,
the Design Basis Events to which these motors are exposed are events
which do not require their operation.

,

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5) stas..e t.hai. known material phase
changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging program,
to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation limits.
General Electric knew of no phase changes or reactions associated with
the motor insulation when they performed the accelerated aging tests and
constructed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore, phase changes and reactions
have not been addressed by the qualification report.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (2), Category I, states that The degraded
influences discussed in Sections 6.3.3, 6.3.4, and 6.3.5 of IEEE S td.
323-1974 and the electrical and mechanical stresses associated with cyclic
operation of equipment should be considered and included as part of the
aging program. All necessary influences with the exception of radiation
exposure were applied as part of the aging program. Per (1) above, qualifi-
cation to an increased level of radiation exposure is being sought. ;

|

|
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(8) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (6), Category I, states that The aging
/' acceleration rate used during qualification testing and the basis upon

which the rate was established should be described and justified. The
tests were conducted in accordance with AIEE #511 (the predecessor of \
IEEE #275) and the data analyzed and reported in accordance with AIEE
#1F (the predecessor of IEEE #101). Justification of the aging rate is

,

based upon the fact that the nbove-listed standards were the industry
accepted standards for testing and analyzation at the time the tests
were performed.

\

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph 2 states that the guidelines for docu-
mentation in IEEE Std. 322-1974 when fully implemented are acceptable; ,\
IEEE Std. 323-1974, Section 8.3 Item (4) (h), Section 8.4, Item (8),
and Section 8.5, Item (7) state that a qualification report should
include an approved signature and date. The report does not include any !
approval signatures or dates; however, this report was written specifically,
for the qualification of the motors for the V. C. Summer plant and applica '
tion. The report was forwarded from G. E. with a signed transmittal
letter. A signed certificate of conformance is also on file. Therefore, !

the reports f ailure to include an approval signature does not detract
from the validity of this qualification. I

i

-.

I
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O Service Water Pump Motors

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 1, Category II, states thAt the f ailure
criteria should be established prior to testing. The qualification report
for (d) motors does not address the above item. However, all the tests
were performed per IEEE-112-1978, IEEE-275-1976, and NEMA MG-1 and the motor
maintained its functional integrity af ter the test. Therefore, omission of
establishing failure criteria before the test does not detract from the
acceptability of the qualification report.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 6, Category II, states that the tempera-
ture to which the equipment is qualified should be defined by thermocouple
readings or by heat transfer analysis. The qualification report shows thati

temperature rise was measured by the Resistance method. However, IEEE 112-
1978, Section 5.3.1.3 states that measurement of temperature by the Resis-
tance method is an acceptable method. Therefore, measurement of the temp-
erature by the Resistwice method will not change the functional integrity
of the test, and is thereby acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category II, states that expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during event environmental testing. The qualification report does not
show that the motor was subjected to extremes of frequency. However, the

p motors were specified and designed in accordance with NEMA Std. MG-1 which
',

sJ requires that they be operati6nal within i 5% of rated frequency. Service
water pump motors are not expected to experience any frequency beyond the
design extremes (tS%). Therefore, testing of these motors at normal
frequency is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II, states that Section 5.2
of IEEE 323-1971 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures.

- IEEE 323-1971, Section 5.2.3.7 and 5.2.3.8 states test data shall contain
equipment mounting and cable connection information. The Qualification
Report for service water pump motors does not address the above. However,
dhe tests were performed per IEEE 275 and other approved standards which
require that proper and appropriate mounting and connection be utilized
during testing. Therefore, the lack of information on equipment mounting
and connection does not detract from the acceptability of the qualification
documentation.

i (5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II, states that Section 5.2
of IEEE 323-1971 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures.

; Section 5.2.4.3. of IEEE 323-1971 states the type tect data shall contain
test f acility and instrumentation with tracability records. The qualifi -
cation report does not identify the test facility and instrumentation with

O
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tracability. Since Westinghouse has a quality assurance program in
A accordance with 10CFR50, Appendix B, it can be assured that information
( on test f acility and instrumentation with tracability records are main-

tained in the Quality Assurance records. Therefore, the lack of infor-*
,.

g mation on test f acility and instrumentation tracability from the qualifi-
cation report is acceptable.

-(6) NUREG 0588, Section 1.5, paragraph 1, Category II, specifies that the
equipment should be qualified to the radiation condition postulated to
occur at the equipment location. The qualification report does not add-

\ ress any radiation exposure on service water pump motors. Howgver,the
radiation level in service water pump area is less than 5 x 10 , which

g
is several orders of magnitude below the threshold of damage for materials
used in commercial motor insulation systems. Therefore, the lack of
specific data in the qualification documentation on radiation is acceptable.

(7)' NUREG 0588, Section 2.3, paragraph II, Category L., states that justification
of the adequacy of the test sequence selected should be provided. Th e

4 qualification report does not justify the adequacy of the test sequence.
However, all the tests were pe formed per IEEE Std. 112-1978 and IEEE-

i 275, and found to be satisf actory. Therefore, it can be concluded that
the test sequence is adequate.

.

=

.
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o
600 Volt Power Cable

(1) NUREG 0538, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category I, as well as IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (9), states that performance limits;

or failure criteria should be established prior to testing. Isomedix
Inc. did not specifically establish failure criteria before electrically
loading the cable and subjecting it to the LOCA simulation, or before
performing the high-potential withstand test. The results of these tests,
however, indicate that the insulation had maintained its functional integ-
rity without apparent damage, except for one random failure. The tests
conclude that the conductors maintained their ability to carry load cur-

i
rents throughout the 100-day duration of the LOCA test.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
322-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (3), requires that
the test plan include mounting and connection requirements. There are
no mounting and connection requirements given in the test plan since the
cable was qualified in accordance with IEEE 383-1974, " Standard for Type
Test of Class 1E Electric Cables, Field Splices, and Connections for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations," which does not address mounting and
connections for type testing. .However, the report documents that the

( cable was mounted and connected in the usual manner which consisted of
\ winding the specimens on a mandrel and passing the ends through vessel

head penetrations so that elect'rical connections could be made to the cable
during LOCA testing. -

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.1, item (7), states that test
equipment requirements including accuracies should be included in a test

plan. The qualification report does not address test equipment require-
ments and accuracies. However, the report does include an instrumentation
list which gives the range and features of the test equipment. From a
review of this list, it is evident that the instruments used were appro-,

j priate for the testing thap was done.

i (4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures; IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4, states that the test equipment;

'

shall be calibrated against auditable calibration standards and shall

have documentation to support such calibration. Although the report does
! not include any documentation of calibration, the test equipment list i

gives the frequency of calibration of the test equipment. It is reasonable |

to assume that the calibration was done to an acceptable standard.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test() procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.4.1, states that temperature,

;
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O pressure, moisture content, gas composition, vibration and time should
V be measured variables. These variables were measured except for vibration-

and gas composition, which are not applicable to cable. Also, moisture
content of the environment in the vessel was not measured during LOCA
simulation. However, saturated conditions may have been maintained
throughout the LOCA simulation; therefore, moisture conditions would be
known. The test moisture conditions were requested from Kerite and
will be supplied at a later date.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category I, as well as IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (5), states that equipment should be
subjected to variations in the nominal electrical alternating current
frequency during testing. The raage of frequency this cable is expected
to experience is not more than i 5% of 60 Hz. Therefore, testing at
the nominal frequency of 60 Hz is adequate.

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, item (7), states that the
initial transient and dwell at peak temperature of the LOCA test should
be applied at least twice. During the LOCA test, only a single transient
was applied. However, the peak temperature and duration of the LOCA
test are considerably greater than the expected peak accident temperature
and duration. Additionally, the summary report states that the accumulated
effect of th'e LOCA test temperatures "gives a time margin (based on
Arrhenius aging) exceeding 700% above the postulated LOCA conditions."O Therefore, additional testing will not be beneficial.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE -

323-1974, Section 6.3 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test
procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, states that the test '3equence
used shall be justified as the most severe for the item being tested.
No justification exists in the qualification report. However, the test
sequence (which consisted of thermal and radiation aging, LOCA simulation
(with the cables energized) followed by the water immersion /high voltage
withstand test) simulated the postulated environment and is considered
the most severe test that could be imposed.

(9) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2 paragraph (3), Category I, states that IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3, is an acceptable guideline for establishing,

; test procedures. IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.2, item (3), states that
|

the equipment shall be operated to the extremes of all performance and j
electrical characteristics prior to the LOCA simulation. The cable was
not subjected to extremes of voltage, current or frequency prior to the
test. However, this is acceptable since the cable was subjected to
maximum voltage and current during the test, and since frequency is not
expected to vary significantly.

(10) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (5), Category I, states that equipment
i that is subjected to potential flooding should be identified and qualified

for the duration required. Some of this cable is located below elevation
418'6" of the reactor building where there is potential flooding. Since
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' the qualification program for this cable did not include tests for sub-,

mergence, required circuits will be determined and the cable will either
be relocated at a higher level, or qualification testing will be done on
the cable for submergence.

(11) NUREG 0588, .' action 2.2, paragraph (6), Category I, states that the LOCA I

test temperature should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as
close as p'.actical to the surface of the component being qualified.
Although the tast temperatures were measured with a thermocouple, its

| exact location cannot be determined from the qualification report.
However, more than adequate margin existed between the test temperature

,

and the expected accident condition, and the vessel did not containi

compartments. Thus, measured temperature is representative of the vessel's.

interior. Therefore, the failure of the report to give the exact location
of the thermocouple is acceptable.

(12) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (7), Category I, states that performance
1

characteristics of the equipment should be verified before, periodically,
'

during, and after testing. Although the report states that insulation
resistance measurements were made, the measurement frequency or results
are not stated. However, the summary report conclusion states that the
cable will operate while exposed to conditions up to the severity of
the LOCA simulation. Therefore, it is assumed that the results of the
insulation resistance tests were favorable and that Kerite maintains,

them in a proprietary file. ,

(13) NUREG 0588, Section 4, paragraph (5), Category I, states that known mat-,

erial phase changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated
*

aging program to insure that no known changes occur within the extra- -

polation limits. Karite knew of no phase changes or reactions associated
with the 600 volt power cable when they performed the accelerated aging
tests and constructed the Arrhenius plots. Therefore, phase changes and
reactions have not been addressed by the qualification report.

. (14) NUREG 0588, Section 5, paragraph (1), Category I, states that data used
'

to demonstrate the qualification of the equipment shall be organized in
an auditable form. The reports that were reviewed against NUREG 0588 were
sent to GAI to be forwarded to the NRC in response to specific NRC questions.
The reports were reviewed during the time they were in Gilbert Associates
possession. Since neither GAI nor South Carolina Electric & Gas maintain,

i copies of these reports, it must be considered that the data is not or-
ganized in an auditable form. However, this is acceptable since the data is
maintained by Karite and is 'available to the NRC.

;

; (15) NUREG 0588, Section 1.3, Category I, states that the concentration of
caustics used for qualification should be equivalent to or more severe
than those used in the plant containment spray system. The pH of the'

spray used in the containment spray system has been analyzed, under |

,

the criteria of Section 1.3 of NUREG 0588, and found to be 10.7 peak
and 8.7 long-term. The pH of the spray used during the LOCA simulation

O
.
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l

O war maintained, for the majority of the test, between 9.5 and 10. Although
kj tae spray pH of 10.7 that the cable will experience during accident con-

ditions is slightly greater than that used in the test, it is a peak.
value occurring occasionally within the first 47 minutes of the accident;
therefore, it is not expected to cause any significant deterioration of the
cable insulation.

.
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Component Cooling Pump Motor

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph (1), Category II, states that the
failtre criteria should be established prior to testing. The qualification
report for Westinghouse motors does not address the above item. However,
all the tests were performed per IEEE 112-1978, IEEE 275-1976 and NEMA MG-1,
and the motor maintained its functional integrity after the test. Therefore,

1 omission of establishing failure criteria before test does not detract
from the acceptability of the qualification report.

(2) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 6, Category II, states that the
temperature to which the equipment is qualified should be defined by
thermocouple readings or by heat transfer analysis. The qualification
report shows that temperature was measured by the resistance method.
However, IEEE 112-1978, Section 5.3.1.3, states that measurement of
temperature by resistance method is an acceptable method. Therefore,
measurement of the temperature by resistance method will not change the
functional integrity of the test and is judged acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 10, Category II, states that expected
axtremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should oe applied
during simulated event environmental testing. The qualification does not
show that the motor was subjected to extremes of frequency. However, the
motors were specified and designed in accordance with NEMA Standard MG-1
which requires that they be operational within tS% of rated frequency.
Component cooling water pump motors are not expected to experience any

O frequency beyond the design egtremes ( 5%). Therefore, testing of these
motors at normal frequency is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, paragraph 3, Category II, states that Section 5.2
of IEEE 323-1971 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures.
IEEE 323-1971, Sections 5.2.3.7 and 5.2.3.8 state test data shall contain
equipment mounting and cable connection information. The qualification
report for component cooling water pump motors does not address the above.
However, the tests were performed per IEEE-275 and other approved standards
which require that proper and appropriate mounting and connection be
utilized during testing. Therefore, the lack of information on equipment
mounting and connection does not detract from the acceptability of the
qualification documentation.

(5) NUREG 0588, Section 2.2, para 8raph 3, Category II, states that Section 5.2
of IEEE 323-1971 is an acceptable guideline for establishing test procedures.
Sec. ion 5.2.4.3 of IEEE 323-1971 states the type test data shall contain
test facility and instrumentation with traceability records. The
qualification report does not identify the test facility and instrumentation
with traceability. Since Westinghouse has a quality assurance program in
accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, it car be assumd that information
on test facility and instrumentation with traceability records are maintained
in the quality assurance records. Therefore, the lack of information on
test facility and instrumentation traceability from the qualification
report is acceptable.
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1 (6) NUREG 0588, Section 1.5, paragraph 1, Category II, specifies that the i

equipment should be qualified to the radiation condition postulated
to occur at the equipment location. The qualification r'ep, ort does not
address any radiation exposure on component cooling water pump motors.
But the r-diation level in the component cooling water pump area will be

31.05 x 10 after shielding, which is very insignificant. Therefore, the
omission of radiation qualification is acceptable. However, Westinghouse
is being contacted to ,ustify the above statement.

'

(7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.3, paragraph 2, Category II, states that justification
of the adequacy of the test sequence selected should be provided. The
qualification report does not justify the acequacy of the test sequence.-

However, all the tests were performed per IEEE Standard 112-1978 and
IEEE-275 and found to be satisfactory. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the test sequence is adequate. ',

i
)
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Low Voltase Tapes

Kerite frictinn tape is being used as part of a splicing system outside of
the reactor luilding as recommended by Karite. Although Kerite has not supplied
any qualificat2.,n documentation for this tape, it continues to be successfully
utilized as a splicing material in inaustrial applications. Kerite has been
requested to supply justification for the use of this material in normal and
abnormal environments associated with nuclear power plants. Additionally, a
search of the entire plant will be made to ensure that none of this tape has
been used in splices subject to a harsh environment.

Although Kerite has not made available any qualification documentation for
Bishop Bi-Seal 3, Scotch No. 33, or Scotch No. 88 tapes, they have been in-
dustry proven to exhibit excellent stability of electrical, chemical, mechanical
and thermal properties. Furthermore, Karite has been requested to supply
justification for the 6se of these tapes in normal and abnormal service
environments of nuclear power plants. Additionally, a search of the entire
plant will be made to ensure that none of these tapes have been used for
splices subject to a harsh environment.

Kearney Airseal is being used as part of a splicing system inside the reactor
ouilding as recommended by Karita. 'Although Karite has not submitted any
qualification doctmentation for the..use of this material inside containment,

j it has been shown to exhibit excellent stability of electrical, mechanical,
chemical and thermal properties. Karite has been requested to supply justifi-
cation for the un of this material in the harsh environment associated w'ith
a nuclear reactor building.

.
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Pyco RTD's - Inside Containment
,

! (1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the guidelines
of paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974 should be followed. Paragraph
6.3.1.1 (7) requires that test equipment requirements including accuracies
be included in the qualification test plan. The Pyco test plan does not
identify test equipment accuracies. This omission is considered accept-
able since the qualification report (Appendix 5) identifies the test j
equipment used by Isomedix, Inc. during the testing program. The equip-
ment list identifies span, calibration frequency, manufacturer, and

.

'

Isomedix identification number. The identification number can be traced
to the manufacturers data.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the requirements
of paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974 should be followed. Paragraph
6.3.2 (1) identifies that inspection may be performed to assure that a
test unit has not been damaged due to handling. The Pyco report does
not identify that this inspection was performed. This omission is
acceptable since pretest data taken before the thermal aging of the
equipment demonstrated that the equipment functioned properly.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), . Category I, specifies that the requirements
of paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974 should be used as a guide.
Paragraph 6.3.7 requires that upon completion of type testing, the equip-
ment shall be dismantled and the condition of components recorded. The
Pyco report does not identify that dismantling was performed and conditions
recorded. This omission is acceptable since post-test data demonstrates
that the equipment functioned as designed after completion of the accident
test.; .,

(4) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (6), Category I, specifies that when the equip-
ment is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature

,

should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical
to the surface of component being qualified. The location of the thermo-
couple used during the test was not identified in the report. Due to
the long periods of time which were used as holding times, temperatures
within the test chamber would have reached steady-state conditions prior
to each step drop in temperature. Since the critical function is that
the equipment be qualified to a temperature which exceeds the expected;

accident temperaeure (which has been demonstrated), and since the temp-
erature reached a steady-state condition, the omission of the thermocouple
location is acceptable.

(5) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, specifies that the expected
extreses of voltage and frequency in power supply should be applied during
testing. The characteristics of an RTD are not dependent on voltage or ;

frequency; therefore, testing to voltage and frequency extremes is not |

O
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!

O' applicable. Electrical characteristic tests which included element
resistance and insulation resistance at 500 volts were conducted
during the qualification test.

(6) NUREG 0588, paragraph 4 (4), Category I, specifies accelerated aging
methods other than the Arrhenius methodology may be acceptable if it
can be supported by type tests.
The degree of aging chosen was based on what is considered adequate for i
cable (IEEE 383-1975). It is to be realized the materials used in the
equipment are completely inorganic with the exception of the . silicone
pot seal and short lengths of insulating sleeving which are provided

,

primarily to improve handling characteristics of the assemblies. The I
parameters for aging were selected on the basis of consistancy with '

the qualification of electric cable (reference: IEEE 383-1975) as
a means of comparison betvean element components and not as a means
of simulating an extended period of time by accelerated aging tech-
niques. The justification for this approach is contained in the
position statement to IEEE 323A-1975 as well as the philosophy snd
intent of IEEE 381-1977 in that aging was considered as an operational
parameter and its effect on performance was determined not't'o result
in age-related failure mechanisms unlike vibratory motion which could
degrade the safety function performance of the assemblies. It is *8

further to be understood that routine in-service testing of elements4

may readily be performed to detect performance outside the design
range specification which would allow replacenent of degraded elements
and therby extend the gualified life of the assemblies.

O- Applicationofthe"10C" rule'(oracceleratedagingtotheThermal
Aging conditions performed during the qualification test, namely 7 days
at 1210C based on an ambient camperature environment of 500C, results '

in an estimation of installed life as being 2h years.
It is Pyco's recommendation that at the end of this set time, the
element be removed from the well assembly and its calibration verified
in accordance with Pyco recommended maintenance procedure and following
such verification that the element be repisced and continued in service
until the next 2h year period has elapsed.
These calibration checks performed in this manner will then enable the ,

,

qualified life of the assemblies to be determined on the basis of the
number of increments of installed life times the 2h year factor that
can be extrapolated to the desired plant design life.

' As evidenced by the results of the aging and radiation and vibration
type tests, it has been determined that the environments to which the

assemblies have been subjected do not result in age related degradation
as witnessed by the calibration data obtained after each particular test
phase. It is on this. basis then that Pyco's recommended maintenance
procedure allows the assembly, particularly the sensing element, to be
continued in service as long as the calibration data results in per-
formance within the specification called forth by Pyco in the Qualification
Test Plan. '

O 2
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^
(7) NUREC 0588, paragraph 2.2 (4), Category I, specifies that a single profile

( )/s_, that envelopes the environmental conditions resulting from a design basis
event should be used as the test profiles Both the main steam line break
and LOCA postulated profile have a quicker temperature rise than the tested
profile. The rate of temperature rise for the postulated profiles exceed i

the test profile only for a period of seconds, after which the test profile i
temperatures during the test exceeded the postulated temperature. This
deviation from the test envelope is acceptable.

(8) NUREG 0588, paragraph 3 (2), Category I, specifies that the margins suggested
in IEEE Standard 323-1974 should be used as a guide. Margins were used

_

during the test, but not consistently to the applicable values identified
in Section 6.3.1.5 of IEEE Standard 323-1974. Item number 7 describes
where a temperature margin does not exist. In addition, a 10% factor for
time was not used. The margins used for the test profile have been evalu-
ated for the application and are considered adequate.

(9) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.0 (8), Category I, specifies that caustic spray
should be incorporated during simulated event testing. The spray pH range
for the Virgil C. Summer station is 8.7 to 10.7; however, the tested equip-
ment was subjected to a pH range of 9.5 to 10.5. The postulated spray
solution pH is 10.7 for a period of 47 minutes after which the pH will
drop to 8.7 for a period of approximately 73 minutes. These deviations
are considered acceptable since the Pyco test subjected the RTDs to
chemical spray throughout the LQCA simulation, whereas, the Virgil C.
Summer station requires spray fo only two hours.

O. .
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Rosemount - CC Flow to RCP's

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 4 (1) and paragraph 4 (2), Category II, identifies
the requirement to address aging of components qualified to IEEE 323-1971.
The Rosemount qualification report does not address aging. The omission
of aging criteria is acceptable since these instruments are not required
to function post-accident. Age related malfunctions will be detected
during periodic in-plant testing.

(2) NUREG 0588. paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, identifies that the test pro-
cedure should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 5.2 of IEEE Standard
323-1971. Paragraph 5.2.1 requires the test data to include equipment
specifications. The Rosemount report identifies the model number of the
equipment qualified. Equipment specifications for these model numbers
can be found in the Rosemount catalog; therefore, omission of equipment
specifications is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, identifies that the test pro-
cedure should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 5.2 of IEEE 323-1971.
Paragraphs 5.2.3.7 and 5.2.3.8 require equipment mountings and cable
connections be relevant to performance. The Rosemount report does not
address the mountings or cable connections used for environmental

S qualification. Mounting of equipment is critical for seismic qualifi-
'

cation; however, environmental sonditions will not induce detrimental
loading at the equipment mountin'g location. The method used in connecting
the cable to the transmitter is not significant, since this equipment is
not required to function post-accident (see paragraph 8). Therefore,
the above omissions are acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category II, identifies that the expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. The Rosemount report
identifies that the liftoff voltage (i.e. voltage required to operate
the transmitter) was monitored for informational purposes. The report
shows that the lif toff voltage af ter testing had not deviated significantly
from baseline values established prior to testing. The power supplies
installed at V. C. Summer provide high precision regulation; therefore,
voltage variations are negligible. Based on the above, this omission
is acceptable.

(5) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (6), Category II, specifies that when the equip-
ment is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature
should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical
to the surface of the component qualified. The location of the thermo-
couple used duritg the test was not identified in the report. 'Since this
equipment is not required to operate post-accident, (see paragraph 8)
this omission is acceptable.

O,
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i

('' (6) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (4), Category II, identifies that the test |
profile should envelope the conditions produced by the main steam line '

,

' break and loss of coolant accidents. The simulated environmental profile
at test was not accomplished for an exact design base event. This occurred
within the first three (3) minutes, when the simulated test did not achieve
the rise in temperature; however, the Rosemount report established that

,

'the time (seconds) verse magnitude and duration, the postulated conditions
;

exceed the qualified conditions with adequate margin. Since this equipment
is not required to function post-accident (see paragarph 8) this deviation
is acceptable.

(7) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.3, Category II, specifies that justification of
the adequacy of the test sequence selected should be provided. The

;

Rosemount report follows the guidelines of paragraph 6.3.2 of IEEE Std.
323-1974, except for aging. The detection of age related failures is;

! discussed in paragraph 1.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1 paragraph (3), Category II, subparagraph C
,

'

i states that the basis should be provided for concluding that equipment
'

which could experience environmental conditions of design basis line

! break accidents, including steam line breaks, need not function for

,

mitigation of said accidents, and whose failure (in any mode) is deemed
'

not detrimental to plant safety and need not be qualified for any
accident environment. These instruments could experience a steam
break or LOCA environment; however, the function of these instruments
is not requirkd to mitigate the postulated steam break or LOCA. The

O safety function of this instrumsntation is to detect loss of component
cooling water to the reactor coo'lant pumps during normal conditions.
Therefore, this equipment need not function during a main steam line

' break or LOCA environment.

i

I
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I Reactor Building Suan I.evel Transmitters

(1) NIREG.0588 paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3 identify criteria to be used when
evaluating equipesnt qualification revorts which demonstrate qualifi-
cation.by testing. The sump level transmitters were qualified by a
combination of analysis and test. The analysis performed demonstrates
that the Rosemount model #1153-0022-0001 transmitter is similar to the,

'

previously qualified Rosemount model #1153DA4. A prototype 1153-0022-
0001 transmitter was tested for leak tightness and function during a

j 7-day submergency test. For details of the 1153DA4 transmitter qualifi- |
cation report see DR 49. The following discussion is based on the
submergence test.o

'

! I |
a. NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (1), Category II, specifies that the |

i failure criteria should be established prior to testing. I

Rosemount test procedure #47824, revision A does not specif1- !

| cally identify a f ailure criteria; however, the procedure does |
| require that the transmitter output be continuously recorded |

tiroughout the test. The procedure also requires that the i
tested unit be inspected for leakage at the conclusion of |

.

the test. Since the test data demonstrates that leakage or
'

significant transmitter drif t did not occur, the omission of
a failure criteria is acceptable.

O .

-,

: b. NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.~2 (3), Category II, specified that the
' items described in Section 5.2 of IEEE standard 323-1971 should

be considered as guidelines. Section 5.2 requires equipment
specifications to be included in the test data. The Rosemount
submergence report does not identify equipment specifications.
This omission is acceptable since dwgs. 01153-0022, sheets!

'

I 1 & 2 (attached to Rosemount Report #1794, dated 1/12/79)
identify equipment specifications.

c. NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, specifies that the
test plan should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of i

IEEE Semdard 323-1971. Paragraph 5.2.3.3 requires the number, |
type, and location of test monitoring sensors be identified.
The Rosemount submergence test does not identify the location 1,

: of the test monitoring sensors. Rosemount report 5798C l

identifies water temperature and pressure measurement in
sufficient detail to deduce the location of the sensors;
therefore, the above omission is acceptable.

j d. NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, specifies that the
test plan should confore to the guidelines in Section~ 5.2 of

IEEE Standard 323-1971. Paragraphs 5.2.3.7 and 5.2.3.8 require2

equipment mountings and cable connections to be identified. The
Rosemount test plan does not address the mounting or connections

- of the tested equipment. The omission of mounting data is
, acceptable since the environmental qualification test will not

produce additional loads on the equipment. The method used in
connecting the cable to the transmitter is not significant,
provided all connections are sealed to prevent in-leakage B-l79
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Os of the chemical / steam /'ister environment. The V. C. Summer
plant utilizes sealed connections; therefore, the above;

omissions are acceptable.

e. NUEEG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), category II, specifies that the
test program should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2
of IEEE Standard 323-1971. Paragraph 5.2.3.4 requires the,

'

test f acility and instrumentation with traceability records
be identified in the qualification report. The Rosemount
submergence test report does not identify the test f acility
which performed the test. Appendix A of Rosemount report
#47824 (Appendix A of submergence report #77812) is a tooling
and equipment list to which accuracy is traceable to the

i National Bureau of Standards. The list ident2 ties the
! autoclave as manuf actured by Rosemount which implies Rosemount

performed the test. Therefore, the omission of this informe-
tion is acceptable,

f. NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), Category II, specifies that
when the equipment is exposed to the sigulated environment,;

; the temperature should be defined by a thermocouple reading
on or as close as practical to the surface of the component

j- being qualified. The location of the thermocouples used
during the submergency test was not identified in the report. j

! The omission of this information does not compromise the results
'

of the report since the transmitter was submerged during the
test and water temperature was monitored.

g. NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (8), Category II, specifies that -

caustic spray should be incorporated during simulated event
tes ting. The Rosemount submergence test does not include
caustic spray. Since the purpose of this test was to demon-
strate the water tight integrity of the transmitter, the
omission of a caustic, solution is acceptable. The Rosemount

; Model #1153DA4 was tested to spray conditions under test
: report #3788.

| h. NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category II, specified that
expected extreams in power supply voltage range and frequency
should be applied during simulated environmental testing.
Since the purpose of this test was to demonstrate the water

1 1, tight integrity of the transmitter, the omission of testing"

to voltage and frequency extremes is acceptable.

i. NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (12), Category II, identifies Cobalt-
60 as an acceptable gamsa radiation source for environmental
qualification. The sample which was submerged was not
subjected to radiation. This is acceptable since the' Rosemount
model #1153DA4 (qualified by test report #3788) was subjected
to Cobalt-60.i

O
1

,

2
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j. HUREG 0588 paragraph 2.3 (4), Category II, specifies thatO hostile environment testing should be conducted in a manner
that subjects the same piece of equipment to radiation and
hostile steam environment sequentially. The Rosemount test
is for submergence only. This is acceptable since the Rosemount
model #1153DA4 transmitter was qualified to radiation, staam '

and spray in an acceptable manner documented in Rosemount
report #3788.

,

k. NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (4), Category II, identifies that a
single profile that envelopes the conditions produced by the

! main steam line break and loss-of-coolant accidents be used
for the simulated environmental profile. The environmental
envelope used for the submergence test was not as severe as,

the V. C. Stammer LOCA/ Main steam break envelope. Testing to
a less severe environmental envelope for this application is

'
acceptable, since the values used during the test exceed the
predicted values of the sump (see FSAR Figure 6.2-6).

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.4, Category II, allows qualification methods other
than testing to be used where supporting detail is provided. Section 4.0
of Rosemount report ENT 17931, revision A, provides a comparison of the1

shmilarities and diff erences between the model #1153-0022-0001 and 1153DA4
transmitters. Section 5.0 of Rosemount report RMT 17931, revision A,
provides justificationof performance in radiation, seismic, and steam
chemical environment. Therefore, the analysis is acceptable for the
application. ( |

'

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 3, Category II, specifies that margins are to be |
used to assure that the postulated accident conditions have been enveloped ;

) during testing. The margin in temperature and pressure for test can be
seen in FSAR figures 3.11-25, 6.2-4, and 6.2-Sa.,

i
i

The main steam line break postulated profile has a quicker temperature )
rise than the tested profile. The rate of temperature rise for the postu-
laced profiles exceeds the test profile for only a period of seconds, '

af ter which the test profile temperatures exceed the postulated. The
time chosen was an arbitrary value and as such the margin is not applicable.
Radiation is discussed in paragraph 5. In conclusion, with the exception
of radiation, the margins utilized have been evaluated as adequate for

!
! the application. I

i (4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4 (2), Category II, requires that the qualificar son
I programs identify aging effects on materials subject to aging. Since
! this equipment was purchased to IEEE Standard 323-1971, aging was not
| considered at the time of equipment qualification. A similar Rosemount

transmitter is currently undergoing qualification testing to IEEE Standard
323-1974 (including aging). Upon successful qualification, a material
comparison will be performed between the two units to demonstrate aging
applicability of the new cast to the installed equipment and a qualified

|life and a replacement program will be established. i

O |:

|
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(5) NUREG 05S8 paragraph 1.4, Category II, requires that the radiation
environment for qualification of equipment should be based on the
normally expected radiation environment over the equipment qualified
life, plus that associated with the most severe design basis accident
during or followint which that equipment must remain functional. The
accident dose inside the reactor building exceeds the levels to which
the tranamitters have been qualified. GAI is investigating the specific
application of these transmitters to determine if a lower dose is
jus tified.

.

O ::

:
!

|

|
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O
Rosemount

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 4 (1), and paragraph 4 (2), Category II, identifies
the requirement to address aging of components qualified to IEEE 323-1971.
The Rosemount qualification report does not address aging. Major compon-
ents of the transmitters are stainless steel and not susceptable to aging.
The o-rings used in the transmitters are ethylene propylene and will be
replaced periodically. Since age related electrical component malfunctions
will be detected during periodic in-plant testing, the omission of aging
is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, identifies that the test pro-
cedure should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 5.2 of IEEE Std.
323-1971. Paragraph 5.2.1 requires the test data to include equipment
specifications. The Rosemount qualification report does not includa
equipment specifications. The Rosemount report identifies the model
number of the equipment qualified. Equipment specifications for these
model numbers can be found in the Rosemount catalog; therefore, omission
of equipment specifications is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, identifies that the test pro-
cedure should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 5.2 of IEEE Srd.
323-1971. Paragraph 5.2.3.7 and 5.2.3.8 require equipment mountings

O and cable connections be relevant to performance. The Rosemount report
does not address the mountings or cable connections used for environmental

i qualification. Mounting of equipment is critical for seismic qualification;
1however, environmental conditions will not induce detrimental loading at I

the equipment mounting location. The method used in connecting the cable
to the transmitter is not significant, provided all connections are sealed

i

to prevent in-leakage of the chemical / steam environment. The V. C. Summer
plant utilizes sesled connections, therefore, the above omissions are

j acceptable.

2 (4) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category II, identifies that the expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. The Rosemount report
identifies that the liftoff voltage (i.e. voltage required to operate the
transmitter) was monitored for informational purposes. The report showed
that t!w lif toff voltage after testing had not deviated significantly
from baseline values established prior to testing. The power supplies
installed at V. C. Sunener provide high precision regulation; therefore,
voltage variations are negligible. Based on the above, this omission is
acceptable.

(5) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (6), Category II, specifies that when the equip-
mer.t is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature
should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical to
the surface of component being qualified. The location of the thermocouple

O
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% used during the test was not identified in the report. Due to the long I
periods of time which were used as holding times, temperatures within the ',

test chamber would have reached steady-state conditions prior to each
step down in temperature. Since the critical function is that the equip-

,

ment be qualified to a temperature which exceeds the expected accident '

temperature (which has been demonstrated) and since the temperature
reached a steady-state condition, the omission of the thermocouple
location is acceptable.

(6) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (4), Category II, identifies that the test
profile should envelope the conditions produced by the main steam line
break and loss of coolant accidents. Since this equipment is located
outside of the reactor building, the need to qualify to a LOCA environ-
ment is not applicable. The qualified envelopedoes envelop the postulated
steam line break environment for the equipment location.

(7) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.3, Category II, specifies that justification of
the adequacy of the test sequence selected should be provided. The
Rosemount report follows the guidelines of paragraph 6.3.2 of IEEE Std.
323-1974, except for aging. The detection of age related failures is
discussed in paragraph 1.

-

|

|
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i
'

; O
' \Reliance Fan Motor. Auxiliary Buildina

i

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (3), subparagraph (C), states that
the basis should be provided for concluding that equipment which could I

f

experience enviroasental conditions of design basis line break accidents, '

including SLB and MSB, through which it need not function for mitigation '

of said accidents, and whose failure (in any mode) is deemed not detri-
mental to plant safety, need not be qualified for any accident environ-i
ment, but is qualified for the nonaccident service environment. This '

fan motor could experience an SLB, but operation of the fans is not
required to mitigate the SLB's postulated for the auxiliary building, i

nor would the failure of these fans during an SLB be detrimental to
'

:

plant safety, as they provide air for other C equipment as detailed in } '

DR-34. However,theavailablequalificationdataindicatesthesefan'
-

motori are qualified for the SLB, thereby providing additional margin. j
t

I (2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, identifies that the expected i
extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing.
Reliance tested the motors to a voltage extreme only. Since the fre-

'quency of the system is dependent upon the voltage applied to the motor, -

testing for voltage extremes encompasses frequency extremes and there- j
fore can be considered adequate.

O (3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6),' specifies that when the equipment is exposed
to the simulated (accident) environment, the temperature should be defined
by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical to the surface of the
component being qualified. The location of the temperature sensory dev-
ice (thermocouple not specified in Reliance report) used during the test
was not identified in the report. Since Reliance holds parts of the t

qualification program as proprietory, the Reliance Certificate of Compliance
to the test envelope is sufficient.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, identifies that the test pro-
cedure should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Standard
323-1974 Paragraphs 6.3.1.2 and 6.3.1.3 require that equipment mountings
and cable connections be relevant to performance. The Reliance report '

does not address the mountings or cable connections used for environmental
qualification. Mounting of equipment is critical for seismic qualification;1

however, environmental conditions will not induce detrimental loading at
the equipment mounting location. The method used in electrical connections
is not significant, provided all connections are sealed to prevent in-

,

1eakage of the chemical / steam environment. The V. C. Sumrer plant utilizes !
<

sealed connections; therefore, the above caissions are acceptable.
|

(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 3 (2), Category I, identifies that in lieu of other
propon.ed margins that may be found acceptable, the suggested values in-
dicated in IEEE Standard 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5 should be used as a

O
R-185
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guide. The Reliance qualification report includes a margin over the
V. C. Summer conditions; however, all factors addressed by Section
6.3.1.5 were not used. The factors identified in IEEE 323-1974, Section
6.3.1.5, are only suggested margins and as such are not considered
applicable within the motor's specified operating environment. There-:

'

fore, the margins used for the Reliance qualification are considered
acceptable.

'

(6) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.4, Category I, specifies that the analysis of
operating experience should confor1a to the guidelines of IEEE Std.
323-1974. Paragraph 8.5.2 indicates that the interface, or boundary
conditions of the equipment should be contained in the analysis.
The Reliance qualification report specifies the environmental con-
dicions, including extremes of temperature and humidity and the re-
sulting failures. The most vulnerable components are also specified,
such as the insulation, bearings, lubricants, seals. Since these com-
ponents are encased in a frame, boundary conditions other then environ-
mental effects, temperature, and humidity are considered not to have,

a detrimental effect on the equipment's qualification.!

,

(7) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.4, Category I, identifies that analysis or op-
erating experience should follow the guidelines set by IEEE Standard

| 323-1974. Paragraph 8.4 (3,5) indicates that the specifications and
the comparisons of previous and new specifications should be stated
in the qualification report. The Reliance report utilizes its oper-
atiag experience to verify the, qualified life of specific componentsd and/or prove that a limited life need not be a consideration for these

j

components. Consequently, the aging of these components will not affect,

|'

motor operation. Since these components are standard with the motor, 1

and the new motor is basically the same as the one from which the
operating experience was recorded, comparison of the motors is not
required. ,

1

(8) NUREG 0588 paragr.it 2.2 (3), Categor" I, specifies that the test pro-
icedure should conform to the guidelin.s in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard

323-1974. Paragraph 6.3.1. 7 requires that the accuracy of the test,

equipment requirements must be speci'.ied. The Reliance motor qualifi- !cation report does not specify the .ccuracies for the equipment re-
|quirements, but since the Reliance report includes the equipment infor- '

mation, the omission of test equipment accuracies is acceptable.

; (9) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, identifies that the test pro-
t cedure should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard
t 323-1974.
I Paragraph 6.3.1.1.1 requires the ust plan to include equip-

ment descriptions. The Reliance report identifies that test models
(motorettes) were used for much of the testing. IEEE Standard 117-1974,
allows the selection "motorette" as the basis for thermal evaluation of
Class H, Type RH insu12 tion systems. The Reliance report also indicates

|the model number of the et,3plete motor tested for radiation endurance.
Equipment descriptions for cida model number can be found in the instruc-
tion manual included with the report. Therefore, Omission of the equip-O ment descriptions is acceptable.
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;

Enaineered Safety Features Loading Sequencer

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, specifies that the expected-
,

extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. The Vitro test plan
includes only the voltage extremes. This is acceptable since variation
in frequency has little or no effect on the operation of the panel.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (6), Category I, specifies that the temperature
to which equipment is qualified, when exposed to the simulated accident
environment, should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close
as gractical to the surface of the component being qualified. The
Viero tast did not include monitoring temperature by a thermocouple.
Rather, a broad selection of general purpose test and measuring equip-
ment and a selection of high and low temperature chambers were used.
The instrumentation used is an acceptable substitute for the specified
thermocouple, since this equipment is not subject to a LOCA or
steam break environment.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.3 (1), Category I, specifies that the test,

sequence should conform fully to the guidelines established in Section
6.3.2 of IEEE Std. 323-1974. The Vitro test followed the IEEE guide-

; lines except the aging is a different process and the equipment was
not disassembled for inspection of the equipment. These exceptions are
acceptable since post-test data demonstrated that the equipment functioned
as designed under extreme or accident environment.

"

(4) NUREG 0588, paragraph 3 (1), Category I, specifies that quantified mar-
gins should be applied to the design parameters, to assure that the,

' postulated accident conditions have been enveloped during testing. These
'

margins should be applied in addition to any margins applied during the
derivation of the specified plant parameters. The Vitro test applied
margins to the design parameters such as voltage, temperature, and
humidity. These margins are acceptable since they are the only para-
meters applicable to the panel's being qualified.

(5) NUREG 0588, paragraph 3 (4), Category I, specifies that some equipment
may be required by the design to only perform its safety function within
a short time period into the event, and, once its function is complete,
srbsequent failures are shown not detrimental to plant safety. Equipment
in this category is required to remain functional during the accident
for at least one hour. The Vitro type test did not mention how long |the cabinet was subjected to the extreme environment. However, the
test plan indicates that it will be subjected for 48 hours. Therefore,
the test is acceptable.

O.
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I
(6) NUREG 0588, parcgraph 4 (1), Category I, specifies that aging effects |d on all equipment, regardless of its location in the plant, should be I

considered. The Vit.ro test plan indicates that the cabinet was subjected
to a minimum of 200 hours burn-in, including testing time. This is
acceptable since in conjunction with this effort, Vitro will conduct a
qualification program to determine the qualified life of the equipment
based upon analysis and ongoing life testing. The Vitro ongoing qualifi-
cation program includes the collection and analysis of failure data for
Vitro Class lE equipment installed and operating in nuclear power gen-
erating plants. In addition, equipment installed at Vitro containing
typical assemblies and components hus'been seismically tested, has
completed approximately 2700 hours of shakedown operation, and will be
placed on formal life test. The combined operating experience accumu-
lated to date has not indicated any condition of marginal design or
components with serious reliability problems which are associated with
the ESFLS Control Panels. Vitto will continue monitoring both labora-
tory and field instellations so as to be aware of significant reliability
trends which may appear as a result of extended operation.

(7) NUREG 0588, paragraph 1.4 (12), Catggory I, specifies that equipment
exposed to radiation doses below 10 should not be considered exempt from
radiation qualification, unless analysis supported by test data is
provided to verify *. hat these levels will not degrade the operability of
the equipment.. The radiation level (T1D) in CBg 36-11 is less than
500 Rads. Radiation was not considered in the qualification program.
This radiation level is considered negligible; therefore, radiation
doses above normal background ate not considered necessary and the
documentation is considered acceptable.

,

|

|

|

,
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Main Control Board Termination Cabinets

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (5), Category I, specifies that the temperature
.

for which equipment is qualified, when exposed to the simulated accident
environment,should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close
as practical to the surface of the component being qualified. The Wyle
test did not mention the location of the T/c relative to the component
foe any temperature reading. However, a chamber with temperature control
war used. This is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (5), Category I, specifies that the expected
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. The Wyle test included
only the voltage extremes and no mention of the frequency extremes.
This is acceptable since vsciation in frequency has little or no effect
on the operation of the termination cabinets.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 1.4 (12), Catggory I, specifies that equipment
exposed to radiation doses below 10 Rads should not be considered exempt
from radiation qualification unless, analysis supported by test data is
provided to verify that these levels will not degrade the operability
ef the equipment. Radiatiog level in cabinet's location (CB --48-02)

f ~s is less than 500 Rads, hence, radiation was not considered in the qualifi-
() cation program since the equipment will be exposed to such low levels

degrading the operability of the equipment is not anticipated, which
is therefore acceptable.

,

(4). Qualification documentation for terminal blocks is deficient, and is
being purst:ed with the vendor.

.
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V)/

Main Control Board

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (5), Category I, specifies that the temperature
for which equipment is qualified when exposed to the simulated accident
environment should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close
as practical to the surface of the component being qualified. The Wyle
test did not mention the location of the T/c relative to the components
for any temperature reading. However, a chamber with temperature control
was used which is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (5), Category I, specifies that the expected
; extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied

during simulated event environmental testing. The Wyle test included
only the voltage extremes and no mention of the 'requency extremes.
This is acceptable since variation in frequency has little or no effect
on the operation of the main control board.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 1.4 (12), Catggory I, specifies that equipment
exposed to radiation doses below 10 Rads should not be considered exempt
from radiation qualification unless analysis supported by t'est data is
provided to verify that these levels will not degrade the operability
of the equipment. Radiation level in the control board's location() (Control building, room 36-11) is less than 500 Rads (TID); hence:
radiation was not considered in the Qualification Program. Since the
equipment will be exposed to such low levels, degration of the equipment
due to radiation is not anticipacec'. Age related component failures
will be detected during periodic in-plant testing; therefore, this
omission is acceptable.

(4) Qualification documentation for Agastat time delay relays is deficient
and is being pursued with the vendor.

.
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O.

HVAC Control Panel
'

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (6), Category I, specifies that the temperature
for which equipment is qualified, when exposed to the simulated accident
environment,should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close to

| the surface of the component being qualified. The Wyle test did not
mention the location of the T/c relative to the component for any
temperature reading. However, a chamber with temperature control was
used. This is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, specifies that the expectou
extremes in power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied
during simulated event environmental testing. The Wyle test included
only the voltage extremes and no mention of the frequency extremes. The
is acceptable since variation in frequency has little or no effect on
the operation of the HVAC Control Panel.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 1.4 (12), Cagegory I, specifies that eqttipment,

exposed to radiation dose below 10 Rads should not be considered exempt
from radiation qualification, unless analysis supported by test data is
provided to verify that these levels will not degrade the operability' *

of the equipment. Radiation level in the control panel's location (CB -36-11)
is less than 500 Rads, hence, radiation was not considered in the qualifi-

O cation program. Since the liquipment will be exposed to such low radiation
levels degrading the operab'ility of equipment is not anticipated, which

,
is therefore acceptable.* .

(4) Qualification documentation for Agastat time delay relays is deficient
and is being pursued with the vendor.

1
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,

Limitorque Valve OEerators - Outside Containment

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, specifies t. hat the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE Std. 323-1971.
Paragraph 5.2 requires that the test data accuracy must be specified. The
Limitorque qualification report B0003 does not specify the accuracy for the
test data, but it does specify that the test equipment has been calibrated
by standards which require periodical calibration. Therefore, since adequate
conservatism (margins) does exist in test results, the omission of the test
data accuracies is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category II, identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing. Limit-
orque tested the valve operators to a voltage extreme only. Since this
equipment is not expected to see significant frequency changes in its
installed service, testing to a fixed frequency is acceptable.

1

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, identifies that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 5.2 of IEEE Std. 323-1971.
Paragraph 5.2 requires equipment mountings be relevant to performance. The
Limitorque report does not address the mountings used for environmental
qualification. Mounting of equipment is critical for seismic qualification;
however, environmental conditions will not induce detrimental loading at the

O equipment mounting location. Therefore, the omission of mounting information
does not detract from the valfdity of the qualification.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), Category II, states that the temperature should
be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical to the sur-
face of the component being qualified. The Limitorque report addresses lo-
cations of multiple thermocouples on and within the test chamber, but does
not quantify proximity to the component being tested. The information pro-
vided is adequate to assure comprehensive temperature measurement and does
not invalidate the qualification.

(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.'3 (3). Category II, states that test procedures should
conform to the guidelines described in Section 5 of IEEE Std. 323-1971. Section
5 requires tesi: data contain information on cable connections. The Limitorque
report does not specifically address this subject. A letter has been sent to
Limitorque to resolve this item.

(6) NUREG 0588 Section 4, paragraph (5), states that known material phase changes
and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging program, to insure
that no known changes occur within the extrapolation limits. Limitorque knew
of no phase changes or reactions associated with the valve actuators when
they performed the accelerr ed aging tests and constructed the 10 half life
plots of thermal regression. Therefore, phase changes and reactions have not
been addressed by the qualification report.

O
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O
Reliance Fan Motors. Fuel Handlina Blda. - Charcoal Exhaust

,

(1) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (3), subparagraph (C), states that
the basis should be provided for concluding that equipment which could |

experience environmental conditions of design basis line break accidents, |
including SLB and N58, through which it need not function for mitigation )of said accidents, and whose failure (in any mode) is deemed not detri- '

mental to plant safety, need not be qualified for any accident environ-
,

; ment, but is qualified for the nonaccident service environment. These
fan motors could experience an SLB, but operation of the spent fuel
charcoal filter fans is not required to mitigate the SLB's postulated
for the auxiliary buil&_ng, nor would the failure of these fans during
an SLB be detrimental to plant safety. Therefore, these fan motors need
not be qualified to operate during an SLB. However, the available quali-
fication data indicates these fan motors are qualified for the SLB, as
well as for the conditions (radiation) associated with a fuel cask drop

! accident for which they are required to operate to maintain plant safety. j

i>

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, identifies that the expected |
'extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing.

Reliance tested the motors to a, voltage extreme only. Sfnce the fre- .!
; quency of the system is dependent upon the voltage applied to the motor, '

j testing for voltage extremes encompasses frequency extremes and there-
i fore can be considered adequate.

.

| (3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), specifies that when the equipment is exposed
i to the simulated (accident) environment, the temperature should be defined |
. by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical to the surface of the !
I component being qualified. The location of the temperature sensory dev- '

ice (thermocouple not specified in Reliance report) used during the test
was not identified in the report. Since Reliance holds parts of the i

qualification program as proprietory, the Reliance Certificate of Compliance
to the test envelope is sufficient.

i

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, identifies that the test procedure
should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974.

; Paragraphs 6.3.1.2 and 6.3.1.3 require that equipment mountings and cable
connections be relevant to performance. The Reliance report does not add-
ress the mountings or cable connections used for environmental qualification.
Mounting of equipment is critical for seismic qualification; however, en-
vironmental conditions will not induce detrimental loading at the equipment
mounting location. The method used in electrical connections is not sig-,

nificant, provided all connections are sealed to prevent in-leakage of the
chemical / steam environment. The V. C. Sunner plant utilizes sealed con-
nections; therefore, the above omissions are acceptable.

-
,
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.

(5) .NUREG 0588 paragraph 3 (2), category I, identifies that in lieu of other
j proposed margins that may be found acceptable, the suggested values in- 1

'dicated in IEEE Scandard 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, should be used as a
guide. The Reliance qualification report includes a margin over the
V. C. Somer conditions; however, all factors addressed by Section 6.3.1.5
were not used. The factors identified in IEEE 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5,
are only suggested margins and sa such are not considered applicable

3

within the motor's specified operating environment. Therefore, the
; margins used for the Reliance qualification are considered acceptable.

(6) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.4, Category I, specifies that the analysis of
j operating experience should conform to the guidelines of IEEE Std.

322-1974. Paragraph S.5.2 indicates that the interface or boundary
conditions of the equipment should be contained in the analysis. The

,

Reliance qualification report specifies the environmental conditions,
j including extremes of temperature and humidity and the resulting failures. ,

The most vulnerable components are also specified, such as the insulation,"

j bearings, lubricants, seals. Since these components are encased in a
frame, boundary conditions other then environmental effects, temperature,1

! and humidity are considered not to have a detrimental effect on the
j equipment's qualification.

(7) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.4, Category I, identifies that analysis or opera-

i ting experience should follow the guidelines set by IEEE Standard 323-
1974. Paragraph 8.4 (3,5) indicates that the specifications and the
comparisons of previous and new specifications should be stated in the

O' qualification report. The Rail'ance report utilizes its operating ex-
} perience to verify the qualifie'd life of specific components and/pr
j prove that a limited life need not be a consideration for these compon-
1 ents. Consequently, the aging of these components will not affect motor

operation. Since these components are standard with the motor, and the
; new motor is basically the same as the one from which the operating ex-

| perience was recorded, comparison of the motors is not required.

(8) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2,(3), Category I, specifies that the test procedure
.' should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974.

Paragraph 6.3.1.7 requires that the accuracy of the test equipment require-
,

ments must be specified. The Reliance motor qualification report does not
specify the accuracies for the equipment requirements, but since the
Reliance report includes the equipment information, the omission of test<

] equipment accuracies is acceptable.
I
1 (9) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, identifies that the test procedure
| should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974.

I Paragraph 6.3.1.1.1 requires the test plan to include equipment descrip-

) tions. The Reliance report identifies that test .sodels (notorettes) were
used for auch of the testing. IEEE Standard 117-1974 allows the selection

I "motorette" as the basis for thermal evaluation of Class H, Ty'pe RH insu- '

| lation systems. The Reliance report also indicates the model number of
| the complete motor tested for radiation endurance. Equipment descriptions

for this model number can be found in the instruction manual included with
the report. Therefore, omission of the equipment descriptions is acceptable.

:
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f

Rosemount -
)

i (1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (1), category II, specifies that the failure !

criteria should be established prior to testing. A Rememount test plan ,

is not included with the qualification records. The omission of a test !a

plan identifying failure criteria is acceptable since paragraph 4.1 of x
,

qualification report #117415, revision B, identilles that the transmitters
i tested performed within acceptable limits. ,

! !
(7) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, specifies that the test plan ;

should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE Standard 323-1971. ;
Paragraph 5.2.3.7 of IEEE Standard 323-1971 requires mounting and con- ;

nection requirements to be identified. The Rosemount test data does not j
address mounting or connections of the equipment during the simulated
accident test. Mounting of the equipment is critical for seismic quali- i

fication; however, since environmental conditions will not induce addi-
tional loads on the equipment, mounting during LOCA testing will not affect
equipment qualification. This equipment will not see a steam break

1 environment simultaneously with its need to function; therefore, the '

method of connection is not critical. Based on the above, the omission
'

of this information is acceptable.

i

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (4), Category II, specifies that a single test
,

profile which envelopes the environmentai :enditions resulting from any,

; design basis event during any niode of plant operation is preferred. The
scope of the Rosemount report identifies that this report is intended to'

-
2

'

qualify equipment for LOCA conditions; however, the steam temperature / F

pressure curves do not envelope the V. C. Summer LOCA curves and the !
j equipment was not subjected to spray conditions. The transmitters which

were qualified by this report are located outside the reactor building,

and, therefore, will not be subjected to the inside reactor building
; LOCA environment. The test environment does envelope the outside of re-
, actor building steam break conditions. The report is therefore acceptable
4 for the application of these transmitters.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), Category II, specifies that when the equip-,

1 ment is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature i

! should be defined by a thermocouple reading on or as close as practical '

! to the surface of the component being qualified. The location of the
'

thermocouple is shown in Figure 5 of Rosemount report #117415, revision B.
At this location, the thermocouple is reading test chamber temperature. !

The significant conce'rn of the location of the thermocouple is to assure |
that the readings are representative of the environment being simulated. '

The location of the thermocouple is Occeptable since the steam inlet to
the chamber is remote from the thermocouple location and the thermocouple |

'

is sufficiently removed from the chamber to result in conservative temp-
erature readings.

I
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('') (5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (8), Category II, specifies that caustic spray
(m,/ should be incorporated during simulated event testing. The Rosemount

qualification program did not include a caustic spray during the steam4

pressure / temperature tescing. The omission of a caustic spray during
testing is acceptable since the transmitters qualified by this program
are located outside of the :::ctor building and will not be subjected
to a caustic spray solution.

(6) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category II, specifies that extremes in
.

power supply voltage range and frequency should be applied during simu-
laced event environmental testing. , The Rosemount report does not address
the values used for the qualification. Since the transmitters are powered
frem a DC source, frequency variations are not applicable. In addition,
the power source is electrical Class 1E and remote from the steam environ-
ment with a maximum output variation of +2 volts. Therefore, the omission
of test data for voltage variations does not compromise the equipment
qualification.,

|

(7) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4 (2), Category II, requires that aging effects be
considered. The Rosemount report does not address aging. A similar
Rosemount transmitter is currently undergoing qualification testing to
IEEE 323-1974 (including aging). Upon successful qualification, a
mat = rial comparison will be performed between the two units to demon-
strate aging applicability of the new test to the installed equipment.

,

en

.
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O
; Rosemount -

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (1), Category II, specifies that the failure
criteria should be established prior to testing. A Rosemount test plan!

is not included with the qualification records. The omission of a test
' plan identifying failure criteria is acceptable since paragraph 4.1 of
! qualification report #117415, revision B, identifies that the transmitters

tested performed within acceptable limits.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE Standard 323-1971.

; Paragraph 5.2.3.7 of IEEE Standard 323-1971 requires mounting and con-
' nection requirements to be identified. The Rosemount test data does not

address mounting or connections of the equipment during the simulated
accident test. Mounting of the equipment is critical for seismic qualifi-
cation; however, since environmental conditions will not induce additional
loads on the equipment, mounting during LOCA testing will not affect
equipment qualification. This equipment will not see a steam break en-

1 vironment simultaneously wfth its need to function; therefore, the method
of connection is not critical. Based on the above, the omission of this
information is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (4), Category II, specifies that a sing M test'O profile which envelopes the advironmental conditions resulting fror any
design basis event during any mode of plant operation is preferred. The
scope of the Rosemount report identifies that this report is intended to
qualify equipment for LOCA conditions; however, the steam temperature /
pressure curves do not envelope the V. C. Summer LOCA curves and the
equipment was not subjected to spray conditions. The transmitters which
were qualified by this report are located outsida the reactor building
and, therefore, will not be subjected to the inside reactor building
LOCA environment. The test environment does envelope the outside of
reactor building steam break conditions. The report is therefore accept-
able for the application of these transmitters.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), category II, specifies that when the equip-
ment is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature
should be defined by a thermocouple reading on or as close as practical
to the surface of the component being qualified. The location of the
thermocouple is shown in Figure 5 of Rosemount report #117415, revision B.
At this location, the thermocouple is reading test chamber temperature.
The significant concern of the location of the thermocouple is to assure
that the readings are representative of the environnant being simulated.

,

The location of the thermocouple is acceptable since the steam inlet to l

the chamber is remote from the thermocouple location and the thermocouple
is sufficiently removed from the chamber to result in conservative
temperature readings.

!O
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'

(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (8), Category II, specifies that caustic spray
should be incorporated during simulated event tescing. The Rosemount I

qualification program did not include a caustic spray during the steam.

pressure / temperature testing. 'he omission of a caustic spray duringe

testing is acceptable since the transmitters qualified by this program
are located outside of the reactor building and will not be subjected
to a caustic spray solution.

(6) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), category II, specifies that extremes in i

power supply voltage range and f,requency should be applied during simu- 3

lated event environmental testing. The Rosemount report does not address)

'

the values used for the qualification. Since the transmitters are powered>

from a DC source frequency variations are not applicable. In addition,
the power source is electrical Class 1E and remote from the steam envir- $
onnent with a maximum output variation of +2 volts. . Therefore, the '

omission of test data for voltage variations does not compromise.the
equipment qualification.

;

| (7) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4 (2), Category II, requires that aging effects be
; considered. The Rosemount report does not address aging. A similar

.

Rosemount transmitter is currently undergoing qualification testing to
' IEEE 323-1974 (including aging). Upon successful qualification, a

material comparison will be perfortid between the two units to demon-
strate aging applicability of the new test to the installed equipment..

.

'

(8) NUREG 0588 paragraph 3 (4), Category II, specifies that margins are to
be used for qualifying equipment. Paragraph 3 further requires that
for post-accident monitoring equipment the 10 parcent time margin,
identified in Section 6.3.1.5 of IEEE Standard 323-1974 be used. The
steam temperature / pressure test was conducted over a 49 hour period.
This equipment is located where the environmental extremes to which
it may be subjected do not occur simultaneously with the plant conditions

,

which the equipment is intended to monitor; therefore, the equipment is
acceptable for its application.

:

,

i

:
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O
NAE 0 Limit Switches

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4 (9), Category I, specifias that the qualified
life of the equipment and the basis for selection should be defined.
The test results do not identify a qualified life period. Heat aging
conditions were taken from ANSI Draft Standard N278.2.1 (Draf t 3, Rev.0).
The non-metallic components of the limit switch are:

a. contact block and carrier assemblies - glass filled polyester
thermoset plastic

b. gaskets - nitrile-butadiene
c. o' rings - EPR

The significant aging mechanism for the switch is actuation cycles. The
test suitch was subjected to 100,000 actuation cycles without switch
failure. Subsequent tests by NAMCO have shown that the switches can
be operated up to 3,000,000 cycles. The switches as installed will

j be subjected to periodic testing to verify operability. If failures
are noted in a switch during plant testing, evaluation to determine
if the f allure is random or generic will be performed, and appropriate
replacements will be implemented.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3)7 Category I, specifies that the test pro-
cedure should conform to the, guidelines described in Section 6.3 of
IEEE Standard 323-1974. Paragraph 6.3.1 indicates that a test plan
should be included. The NAMCO test report is a generic report which
documents a test that had been conducted previous to the award of the
V. C. Stauner purchase order. The acceptance of the NAMCO qualification
documentation is based on a review of the generic test data as.it
applies to the Virgil C. Susumer station application. Therefore, the
omission of a test plan is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing.
NAMCO tested the limit switches using a 100 V DC power supply. Since
the limit switches carry the voltage from a qualified Class lE power
source and do not have coils or other components which would require
a minimum " pull-in" voltage or be susceptable to frequency variations,

,testing to a fixed voltage is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), specifies that when the equipment is ex-
posed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature should be
defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical to the
surface of the component being quadified. The location of the thermo-
couple used during the test was not identified in the repore. The
small volume of the test chamber (12" high by 8" in diameter) renders:

the exact location of the thermocouple insignificant. *herefore, this
omission is acceptable.
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(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 3 (2), Category I, identifies that in lieu of |4

Iother proposed margins thac may be found acceptable, the suggested4

values indicated in IEEE Std. 323-1974, Section 6.3 1.5, should be I
used as a guide. The NAMCO LOCA enyslope includes a margin over |
the V. C. Susmer conditions; however, all f actors addressed by Section 1

6.3.1.5 were not used. The NAMCO qualification is based on generic |

! testing rather than the specific V. C. Summer conditions. The accept- .

'

ance of the NANCO qumHfication documentation is based on the generic |

testing conditions enveloping the Virgil C. Summer conditions with.

' sufficient margins for the application's critical parameters.
' (6) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan

should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
1 Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (3) requires mounting and connection requirements

to be identified in the test plan. The NAMCO test plan does not address
mountings vr connections for LOCA testing. Mounting of the equipment
is critical for seismic qualification; however, since environmental
conditions will not induce additional loads on the equipment, mounting

,

during LOCA testing will not affect equipment qualification. TheJ
'

NAMCO test report identifies that the LOCA test chamber set-up was
designed to prevent moisture from entering through the conduit con-
nection. Then installed in the plant, the limit switch conduit con-
nection wil' be hermetically sealed using D. G. O'Brien connectors
to prevent moisture from entering the limit switch cover.

! (7) NUREG 0588 paragraph 5 indicate) that "the qualification documentation
" shall verify that each type of ylectrical equipment is qualified for

its application." The safety related application of the NAMCO limit,

switch model #EA180 or #EA740 consists of a " seal-in" circuit which
! maintains solenoids in a de-energized state af ter the circuit is inter-
! rupted by a safety related signal. The power requirements for the
i solenoids which are in the limit switch circuit vary approximately from

10 watts to 30 watts. The limit switch contact is qualified such that'

i it does not close or that its resistance does not decrease below a
value which would energize the load. A minimum contact resistance of
20k-OHM has been selected considering minimum pick-up voltage, power
requirements and ample margin.

i

1

|

|
1 |

!

O'
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i

;

'

ASCO Solenoid Valves

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph. 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test pro-.
cedure should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard
323-1974. Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (7) indicates test equipment requirements

,

should be included in the test plan. The ASCO test plan does not ident-
ify test equipment requirements. Since ASCO report AQS ?.1678/TR includes
test equipment information the omissica of requirements from the test4

plan is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing.
Since this equipment is designed for de operation, testing to frequency
extremes is not applicable. It is not readily determined from the ASCO
report that the solenoid valves were tested to voltage extremes. The
test plan performance specifications identify limits of operation as
90 V de to 140 V dc. The " summary of valve performance" table within

: the test report identifies that the valves have passed the performance
'

requirements. Therefore, it can be concluded that the test for voltage
extremes is adequate.

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6),' Category I, specifies that when the equip-,

ment is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature'

should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical
to the surface of the component being qualified. The ASCO report ident-

i ifies that test chamber temperature was measured during the qualification
to the LOCA environment; however, the location of thermocouple used
during the test was not identified in the rer: ort. Due to the long
periods of time which were used as holding times, temperatures within
the test chamber would have reached steady-state conditions prior to
each step drop in temperature. Since the critical function is that the
equipment be qualified to a minimum temperature which exceeds the ex-,

pected accident temperature (which has been demonstrated), and since
the temperature reached a steady-state condition, the omission of the
thermocouple location is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-
1974. Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (3) requires mounting and connection require-
ments to be identified in the test plan. The ASCO test plan does not
address mountings or connections for LOCA testing. Mounting of the
equipment is critical for seismic qualification; however, since environ-
mental conditions will not induce additional loads on the equipment,
mounting during LCCA testing will not affect equipment qualification.
The ASCO test report identifies that the LOCA test chamber set-up was
designed to prevent moisture from entering through the conduit connection.
When installed in the plant, these ASCO solenoid valves will not be

O sealed to prevent entrance of moisture; however, the application of
the solenoid valves is such that deenergized is the safe position.
Therefore, the above will not compromise the equipment suitability
for its specific application. Therefore, omission of this information
from the cast plan is acceptable.
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(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4 (4), Category I, specifies accelerated aging
methods other than Arrhenius methodology may be acceptable if it can
be supported by type tests. The accelerated aging progran utilizes

0the 100C rule (i.e. for every 10 C rise in temperature above the
normal operating temperature, the test time duration is halved). The

,010 C rule is derived from the Arrhenius methodology in IEEE Standard !
101A, Appen11x B. This is consistent with state of the art methods !
and therefore, does not compromise the equipment qualification. 1

l

v :
.

h
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Limitorque Valve Operators - Outside Containment. Cateaory C

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, specifies that the test pro-
cedure should conform to the guidelines in Section 5.2 of IEEE Std.
323-1971. Paragraph 5.2 requires that the test data accuracy must be
specified. The Limitorque qualification report B0003 does not specify
the accuracy for the test data, but it does specify that the test equip-
ment has been calibrated by standgrd's which require periodical cali-
bra tion. Therefore, since adequate conservatism (margins) does exist
in test results, the omission of the test data accuracies is acceptable.i

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category II, identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage and frequcacy should be applied during testing.
Limitorque tested the valve operators to a voltage extreme only. Since
this equipment is not expected to see significant frequency changes in
its installed service, testing to a fixed frequency is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category II, identifies that the test pro-
cedure should conform to the guidelines in paragraph 5.2 of IEEE Std.
323-1971. Paragraph 5.2 requires equipment mountings be relevant to

'

performance. The Limitorque report does not address the mountings used
for environmental qualification,, Mounting of equipment is critical for

s seismic qualification; however, envirommental conditions will not induce,

V detrimental loading at the equipment mounting location. Therefore, the
omission of mounting information does not detract from the validity of
the qualification.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), Category II, states that the temperature
should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical
to the surface of the component being qualified. The Limitorque report,

addresses locations of multiple thermocouples on and within the test
'

chamber, but does not quantify proximity to the component being tested.
The information provided is adequate to assure comprehensive temperature
measurement and does not invalidate the qualification.

(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.3 (3), Category II, states that test procedures
should conform to the guidelines described in Section 5 of IEEE Std.
323-1971. Section 5 requires test data contain information on cable
connections. The Limitorque report does not specifically address this

' subject. A letter has been sent to Limitorque to resolve this item.

(6) NUREG 0588 Section 4, paragraph (5), states that known material phase
changes and reactions should be defined for the accelerated aging program,
to insure that no known changes occur within the extrapolation limits.
Limitorque knew of no phase changes or reactions associated with the
valve actuators when they performed the accelerated aging tests and
constructed the 100C half life plots of thermal regression. Therefore,
phase changes and reactions have not been addressed by the qualification

O report.
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[ (7) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (3), subparagraph (c) states that
k the basis should be provided for concluding that equipment which could

experience environmental conditions of design basis line break accidents,
including SLB and NSB, through which it need not function for mitigation
of said accidents, and whose failure (in any mode) is deemed not detri-
mental to plant safety, need not be qualified for any accid ent eaviron-
ment, but is qualified for the non-accident service environment. These
valve operators could experience a SLB, but their function in Containment
Spray (XVG 3001 A/B-SP, XVG 3002 A/B-SP, XVG 3005 A/B-SP), inlet to
RHR H/X (XVB 9503 A/B-CC) , or nonessential component cooling isolation
(XVG 9625-CC, XVG 9626-CC, XVB 9524 A/B-CC, XVB 9525 A/B-CC) is not re-
quired to mitigate the SLB postulated, nor would the f ailure of these.

motor operators during a SLB be detrimental to plant safety. There-
fore, these motor operators need not be qualified to operate during a
SLB. Furthermore, it should be noted that the vendor qualification
data indicates these motor operators are qualified for a SLB.

o ;
.
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Reliance Fan Motors - Cat. d

(1) The subject Reliance Fan Motors, category d, were generally qualified
to IEEE 334-74, as doctamented in Reliance report NUC-9. Being category
d equipment, that is, not subject to environmental conditions of design

*

basis accidents, but capable of demonstrated operability in normal or
abnormal service environments,) the. qualifications are acceptable.

(2) Reliance report NUC-9 establishes qualification to maximum environment
temperature which has adequate margin, but fails to mention minimum
ta=perature qualification. As $the ministan temperature this equipment
will experience is 60*F, the qu'alification is acceptable.

'

(3) The Reliance report identifies that test models (motorettes) were used
for much of the testing. IEEE Std.117-79 allows use of "motorettes"~

for qualificatf.on. As NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), category I, referring
to IEEE Standard 323-1974, paragraph 6.3.1.1 requires equipment descrip-
tions, the description provided is acceptable for qualification.

.

.
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ASCO Solenoid Valves in Containment '

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test pro-
cedure should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard i

'323-1974. Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (7) indicates test equipment requirements
,

should be included in the test plan. The ASCO test plan does not ident- ;

ify test equipment requirements. Since ASCO report AWS 21678/TR includes
j test equipment information the cuision of requirements from the test plan

is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing.
Since this equipment is designed for de operation, testing to frequency
extremes is not applicable. It is not readily determined from the ASCO
report that the solenoid valves were tested to voltage extremes. The
, test plan preformance specifications identify limits of operation as,

i 90V de to 140 V de. The " summary of valve performance" table within
*

the test report identifies that the valves have passed the performance
requirements. Therefore, it can be concluded that the test for voltage
extremes is adequate.

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), Category I, specifies that when the equipment,

is exposed to the simulated ' accident environment, the temperature should be'

defined by thermocouple readings,on or as close as practical to the surface
of the component being qualified. The ASCO report identifies that test
chamber temperature was measured during the qualification to the LOCA en-
vironment; however, the location of thermocouple used during the test was
not identified in the report. Due to the long paroids of eine which were
used as holding times, temperatures within the test chamber would have
reached steady-state ' conditions prior to each step drop in temperature.
Since the critical function is that the equipment be qualified to a minimum
temperature which exceeds the expected accident temperature (which has been
demonstrated), and sincc the temperature reached a steady-state condition,
the omission of the thermocouple location is acceptable.

' (4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan should
conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of LEEE Standard 323-1974. Para-
graph 6.3.1.1 (3)' requires mounting the connection requirements to be ident-
ified in the test plan. The ASCO test plan does not address mountings or
connections for LOCA testing. Mounting of the equipment is critical for,

seismic qualification; however, since environmental conditions will not
induce additional loads on the equipment, mounting during LOCA testing will
not affect equipment qualification. The ASCO test report identifies that

|
the LOCA test chamber set-up was designed to prevent moisture from entering I

through the conduit. connection. When installed in the plant, these ASCO,

solenoid valves will not be sealed to prevent entrance of moisture; however,
the application of the solenoid valves is such that deenergized is the safe
position. Therefore, the above will not compromise the equipment suitability.

O for its specific application. Therefore, 6 mission of this information from
the test plan is acceptable.

:
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O
V (5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4 (4), Category I, specifies accelerated aging

methods other than Arrhenius methodology may be acceptable if it can
be supported by type tests. The accelerated aging program utilizes
the 100C rule (i.e. for every 100C rise in temperature above the nor-
mal operating temperature, the test time duration is halved). The 100C
rule is derived from the Arrhenius methodology in IEEE Standard 101A,
Appendix B. This is consistant with state of the art methods and there-
fore, does not compromise the equipment qualification.

(6) NUREG 0588 paragraph 3 (2), Category I, identifies that in lieu of other
proposed margins that may be found acceptable, the suggested values in-
dicated in IEEE Std. 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, should be used as a guide.
The ASCO LOCA envelope includes a margin over the Virgil C. Summer con-
ditions; however, all factors addressed by Section 6.3.1.5 were not used.
The ASCO qualification is based on generic testing rather than the specific
Virgil C. Stauner station conditions. Since the factors identified in IEEE
323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5 are suggested factors, the acceptance of the
ASCO qualification documentation is based on the review that the generic
testing conditions envelope the Virgil C. Summer conditions with suf-
ficient margins for the applications critical parameters.

(7) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (8), Category I, specifies that caustic spray
should be incorporated during simulated event testing. The spray ph
range for the Virgil C. Sunumer station is 8.7 to 10.7; however, the
tested equipment was subjected Ee a ph range of 9.5 to 10.5. The post-
ulated spray solution ph is 10.1 for a period of 47 minutes af ter whichk the ph will drop to 8.7 for a period of approximately 73 minutes. These
deviations are considered acceptable since the ASCO test subjected the
solenoid valves to chemical spray throughout the LOCA simulation, whereas,

,

the Virgil C. Summer station requires spray for only two hours.

!

1

I

O
'
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ASCO Solenoid Valves for FH Blda. Exh. Fan Inlet Isolation Dampers

(1) - NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test pro-,

cedure should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard I

j 323-1974. Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (7) indicates test equipment requirements
,

should be included in the cast plan. The ASCO test plan does ntt ident- !
'

ify test equipment requirements. Since ASCO report AWS 21678/TR includes
test equipment information the omission of requirements from the test
plan is acceptable.

(2) NUREG 0553 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing.
Since this equipment is designed for de operation, testing to frequency
extremes is not applicable. It is not readily determined from the ASCO
report that the solenoid valves were tested to voltage extremes. The
test plan performance specifications identify limits of operation as,

90 Vdc to 140 V dc. The "sumary of valve performance" table within
the test report identifies that the valves have passed the performance:

requirements. Therefore, it can be concluded that the test for voltage
extremes is adequate.

i (3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), C2tegory I, specifies that when the equip-
ment is exposed to the simulated = accident environment, the temperature
should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical
to the surface of the component being qualified. The ASCO report ident-
ifies that test chsaber temperature was measured during the qualifica-
tion to the LOCA environment; however, the location of thermocouple used i

during the test was not identified in the report. Due to the long periods
of time which were used as holding times, temperatures within the test
chamber would have reached steady-state conditions prior to each step
drop in temperature. Since the critical function is that the equipment
be qualified to a minimum temperature which exceeds the expected accident
temperature (which has been demonstrated), and since the temperature
reached a steady-state condition, the omission of the thermocouple lo-
cation is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard 32.1-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (3) requires mounting and connection requirements to be-

identified in the test plan. The ASCO test plan does not address momt-
ings ou connections for LOCA testing. Mounting of the equipment is crit- |

ical fcr seismic qualification; however, sines environmental conditions,

vill nc t induce additional loads on the equipnent, mounting during LOCA
testing will not affect equipment qualification. The ASCO test report

i identifles that the LOCA test chamber set-up was designs 1 to prevent
| moisture from entering through the conduit connection. When installed

in the plant, there ASCO solenoid valves will not be sealed to prevent
entrar ce of moisture; however, the application of the solenoid valves is
such that deenergized is the safe position. Therefore, the above will%

not compromise the equipment suitability for its specific application.
.Therefore, omission of this information from the test plan is acceptable, i
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(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4 (4), Category I, specifies accelerated agingO methods other than Arrhenius methodology may be acceptable if it can,

be supported by type tests. The accelerated aging program utilizes
'

the 100C rule (i.e. for every 100C rise in temperature above the normal
operating temperature, the test time duration is halved). The 10 C rule
is derived from the Arrhenius methodology in IEEE Standard 101A, Appendix B.
This is consistent with state of the art methods and therefore, does not '

compromise the equipment qualification.

(6) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1, paragraph (3), subparagraph (c), states that
the basis should be provided for concluding that equipment which could
experience environmental conditions of design basis line break accidents,
including SLB and MSB, through which it need not function for mitigation
of said accidents, and whose failure (in any mode) is deemed not detri-
mental to plant safety, need not be qualified for any accident environ-

! ment, but is qualified for the non-accident service environment. These
solenoid valves could experience an SLB, but their operation of the Fuel
Handling Building Exhaust Fan Inlet Tsolation Dampers is required for,

the conditions of a fuel cask drop accident, not mitigation of SLB
postulated, nor would the failure of these solenoid valves during an
SLB be detrimental to plant safety. Therefore, these solenoid valves
need not be qualified to operate during an SLB. Furthermore, it should
be noted that the vendor qualification data indicates these solenoid
valves are qualified for an SLB.

-

:
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O
ASCO AC Solenoid Valves

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2. 2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test pro-,
'

cedure should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard
323-1974. Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (7) indicates test equipment requirements
should be included in the test plan. The ASCO test plan does not ident-
ify test equipment requirements. Since ASCO report AQS 21678/TR includes>

test equipment information tha caission of requirements from the test
plan is acceptable.,

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, identifies that the expected'

. extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing. ASCO
! tested the solenoid valves to a voltage extreme only. Since this equip-

ment is not expected to see significant frequency changes in its installed
service, testing to a fixed frequency is acceptable.4

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), Category I, specifies that when the equip-<

ment is exposed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature,

should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical
to the surface of the component being qualified. The ASCO report ident-

' ifies that test chamber temperature was measured during the qualification
to the LOCA environment; however, the location of thermocouple used
during the test was not identiffed in the report. Due to the long periods4

of time which were used as holding times, temperatures within the test
chamber would have reached steady-state conditions prior to each sten
drop in temperature. Since the critical function is that the equipment,

be qualified to a minimum temperature which exceeds the expected acci-
| dent temperature (which has been demonstrated), and since the temperature
; reached a steady-state condition, the omission of the thermocouple lo--

cation is acceptable.

'

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the tcst plan
' should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-1974.
4 Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (3) requires mounting and connection requirements to be

identified in the test plan. The ASCO test plan does not address mount-
, ings or connections for LOCA testing. Mounting of the equipment is criti-
! cal for seismic qualification; however, since environmental conditions will

not induce additional loads on the equipment, mounting during LOCA testing
will not affect equipment qualification. The ASCO test report identifies |

that the LOCA test chamber set-up was designed to prevent moisture from
entering through the conduit connaction. When installed in the plant, |

these ASCO solenoid valves will not be sealed to prevent entrance of moist- !
ure; however, the application of the solenoid valves is such that deener-

gized is the safe position. Therefore, the above will not compromise the
equipment suitability for its specifice application. Therefore, omission
of this information from the test plan is acceptable.
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(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4 (4), Category I, specifies accelerated aging
methods other than Arrhenius methodology may be acceptable if it cans
be supported by type tests. The accelerated aging program utilizes
the 100C rule (i.e. for every 100C rise in temperature above the j

normal operating temperature, the test time duration is halved) . The
,

010 C rule is derived from the Arrhenius methodology in IEEE Standard i
101A, Appendix 1 This is consistent with state fo the art methods J

and thereforr., does not compromis,e the equipment qualification. ,
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NAMCO Limit Switches. FH Buildina Exh. Fan Inlet Iso. Damper

(1) NUREG 0588 paragraph 4. (9), Category I, specifies that the qualified
life of the equipment and the basis for selection should be defined.
The test results do not identify a qualified life pe:1od. Heat aging
conditions were taken from ANSI Draf t Standard N278.2.1 (Draf t 3, Rev. 0).
The non-esta-lic components of the limit switch are:

a. contact block and carrier assemblies - glass filled polyester
thermoset plastic

b. gaskets - nitrile-butadiene
c. o' rings - EPR

The significant aging mechanism for the switch is actuation cycles. The
test switch was subjected to 100,000 actuation cycles without switch
failure. Subsequent tests by NAMCO have shown that the seitches can
be operated up to 3,000,000 cycles. The switches as installed will
be subjected to periodic testing to verify operability. If failures
are noted in a switch during plant testing, evaluation to determine
if the failure is random or ga.neric will be performed, and appropriate
replacements will be implemen?:ed.

(2) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test pro-
- - cedure should conform to the guidelines described in Section 6.3 of

' IEEE Standard 323-1974. Paragrsph 6.3.1 indicates that a test plan,

should be included. The NAMCO t'est report is a generic report which
documents a test that had been conducted previous to the award of the
V. C. Summer purchase order. The acceptance of the NAMCO qualification
documentation is based on a review of the generic test data as it
applies to the Virgil C. Summer station application. Therefore, the
omission of a test plan is acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing.
NAMCO tested the limit switches using a 100 V DC power supply. Since
t% linit switches carry the voltage from a qualified Class 1E power
source and do not have coils or other components which would require
a minimum " pull-in" voltage or be susceptable to frequency variations,
testing to a fixed voltage is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (6), specifies that when the equipment is ex-
posed to the simulated accident environment, the temperature should be
defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical to the
surface of the component being qualified. The location of the thermo-
couple used during the test was not identified in the report. The
small volume of the test chamber (12" high by 8" in diameter) renders
the exact location of the thermocouple insignificant. Therefore, this
omission is acceptable.
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(5) NUREG 0588 paragraph 3 (2), Category I, identifies that in lieu of

O' other proposed margins that may be found acceptable, the suggested
values indicated in IEEE Std. 323-1974, Section 6.3.1.5, should be
used as a guide. The NAMCO LOCA envelope includes a margin over
the V. C. Summer conditions; however, all factors addressed by Section
6.3.1.5 were not used. The NAMCO qualification is based on generic
testing rather than the specific V. C. Summer conditions. The accept- -

ance of the NAMCO qualification documentation is based on the generic
testing conditions enveloping the Virgil C. Summer conditions with
sufficient margins for the application's critical parameters.

(6) NUREG 0588 paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974.
Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (3) requires mounting and connection requirements
to be identified in the test plan. The NAMCO test plan does not address
mountings or connections for LOCA testing. Mounting of the equipment
is critical for seismic qualification; however, since environmental
conditions will not induce additional loads on the equipment, mounting
during LOCA testing will not affect equipment qualification. The
NAMCO test report identifies that the LOCA test chamber set-up was
designed to prevent moisture from entering through the conduit con-
nection. When installed in the plant, the limit switch conduit con-
nection will be hermetically sealed using D. G. O'Brien connectors
to prevent moisture from entering the limit switch cover.

(7) NUREG 0588 paragraph 5 indicates that "the qualification documentation
shall verify that each type of electrical equipment is qualified for -

( its application." The safety rilated application of the NAMCO limit '

switch model #EA180 consists of a " seal-in" circuit which maintains
solenoids in a de-energized state af ter the circuit is interrupted by
a safety related signal. The power requirements for the solenoids which
are in the limit switch circuit vary appravimately from 10 watts to

; 30 watts. The limit switch contact is qualified such that it does
not close or that its resistance does not decrease below a value which

i would energize the load. A minimum contact resistance of 20k-0HM has
been selected considering minimum pick-up voltage, power requirements
and ample margin.

(8) NUREG 0588, Section 2.1 paragraph (3), Category I, subparagraph (C) states
that the basis should be provided for concluding that equipment which
could experience environmental conditions of design basis line break
accidents, including (SLB) and (NSB), need not function for mitigation
of said accidents, and whose failure (in any mode) is deemed not detri-
mental to plant safety and need not be qualified for any accident en-
vironment. This equipment could experience a SLB, however, its operation
is not required to mitigate the SLB postulated for its location (auxiliary
building) nor nould the failure of this equipr.ent during an SLB be detri-
mental to plant saf ety. The equipment safety function is required
during a postulated fuel cask drop. Therefore, this equipment'need not
be qualified to operate during an SLB; however, the available qualifi-
cation data indicates that this equipment is qualified for the SLB as

'

well as the conditions (radiation) associated .th a fuel cask drop
accident.

|
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DR-67

ASCO Solenoid Valves. E

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the test pro-
cedure should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard
323-1974 Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (7) indicates test equipment requirements
should be included in the test plan. The ASCO test plan does not ident-
ify test equipment requirements. Since ASCO report AQS 21678/TR includes
test equipment information the omission of requirements from the test
plan is acceptable. '

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, identifies that the expected
extremes in voltage and frequency should be applied during testing.
Since this equipment is designed for de operation, testing to frequency
extremes is not applicable. It is not readily determined from the ASCO
report that the solenoid valves were tested to voltage extremes. The
test plan performance specifications identify limits of operation as
90 V de to 140 V dc. The "sunsaary of valve performance" table within
the test report identifies that the valves have passed the performance
requirements. Therefore, it can be concluded that the test for voltage
extremes is adequate.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (6), Category I, specifies that when the equip-
ment is exposed to the simulated, accident environment, the temperature
should be defined by thermocouple readings on or as close as practical

O to the surface of the component-being qualified. The ASCO report ident-
ifies that test chamber temperature was measured during the qualification
to the LOCA environment; however, the location of thermocouple used
during the test was not identified in the report. Due to the long periods
of time which were used as holding times, temperatures within the test
chamber would have reached steady-state conditions prior to each step
drop in temperature. Since the critical function is that the equipment
be qualified to a minimum temperature which exceeds the expected accident
temperature (which has been demonstrated), and since the temperature
reached a steady-state condition, the omission of the thermocouple location
is acceptable.

(4) NUREG 0588, paragraph ?. 1 Q), Category I, specifies that the test plan
should conform to the guidelines in Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard 323-
1974. Paragraph 6.3.1.1 (3) requires mounting and connection require-
ments to be identified in the test plan. The ASCO test plan does not
address mountings or connections for LOCA testing. Mounting of the
equipment is critical for seismic qualification; however, since environ-
mental conditions will not induce additional loads on the equipment,
mounting during LOCA testing will not affect equipment qualification.
The ASCO test report identifies that the LOCA test chamber set-up was
designed to prevent moisture from entering through the conduit connection.
When installed in the plant, these ASCO solenoid valves will not be
sealed to prevent entrance of moisture; however, the application of the
solenoid valves is such that it will not compromise the equipment suit-
ability for its specific application. Therefore, omission of this

j information from the test plan is acceptable.
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DR-67

|
1

(5) NUREG 0581, paragraph 4 (4), Category I, specifies accelerated aging

Q(/
methods other than Arrhenius methodology may be acceptable if it can
be supported by type tests. The accelerated aging program utilizes ,

0the 100C rule (i.e. for every 10 C rise in temperature above the g

normal operating temperature, the test time duration is halved) . The
010 C rule is derived from the Arrhenius methodology in IEEE Standard

101A, Appendix B. This is consistent with state of the art methods
and therefore, does not compromise the equipment qualification.
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DR-68
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,

V
Atwood-Morrill 32" Air Operated Solenoid Valve

;

(1) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the guidelines
,

of paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974 should be followed. Paragraph
6.3.1.1 (7) requires that test equipment requirements, including accur-
acies, be included in the qualification test plan. The Atwood and Morrill
Co. test report does not identify test equipment accuracies. This omission
is considered acceptable as the qualification report (Appendix A) identifies
the test equipment used during the testing program. The equipment list
identifies manufacturer, model, serial number, and calibration frequency, i

all of whd.ch allows tracibility to the manuf acturer's data.

(2) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, identifies that the test pro-
cedure should conform to the guidelines of paragraph. 6.3 of IEEE Std. '

323-1974. Paragraph 6.3.1.2 requires that equipment mounting simulates
expected installation. Mounting during environmental testing did not
exactly simulate expected installation. Mounting of equipment is critical
for seismic qualification; however, environmental conditions will not
induce detrimental loadings on the equipment. Hence, this variance is
judged acceptable.

(3) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (10), Category I, specifies that extremes in
power supply voltage range and Jrequency should be applied during simulated
event environmental testing. The Atwood and Morrill report does not
address the values used for therqualification. However, as initiation
of this equipment is in the de-energized to actuate mode, omission of
this data from the test data does not compromise the equipment qualification.

(4) NUREG 0588, paragraph 2.2 (3), Category I, specifies that the requirements
of paragraph 6.3 of IEEE Std. 323-1974 should be used as a guide. Para-
graph 6.3.2 (1) identifies that inspection may be performed to assure
that a test unit has not been damaged due to handling since manufacture.
The Atwood and Morrill test report does not identify that this inspection
was performed. This omission is acceptable as mechar.ical testing was
pe,rformed before thermal aging of the equipment, and demonstrated satis-
f actory performance of the equipment.

(5) NUREG 0588, paragraph 4. (4) and 4. (6), Category I, provide guidance on
the aging effects on equipment, as well as IEEE Srd. 327-1974, paragraph
6.3.3. The Atwood and Morrill report does not ideu.:1fy the aging method-
ology employed. A letter has been sent to Atwood and Morrill to clarify
this matter.

,

(6) NUREG 0588, paragraph 4. (5), Category I, states that known phase changes
and reactions should be defined to insure that no known changes occur
within the extrapolation limits. Atwood and Morrill knew of no phase

,

|

changes or reactions associated with this equipment when they performed
aging _ tes ts . Therefore, phase changes and reactions have not been addressed
by the qualification report.
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